Every moment contributes a part to the story of our lives. One special chapter concerns a building in a town known as Cheery Hill. Each day, people would come together at this meeting point to teach, learn, and enjoy. Little did they know that their years at this place would enrich them with memories and experiences beyond all expectations. This book is the story of that chapter. And so it goes ...
Carefully laying out her rough sketch of a portrait assignment in art class, Shantala Surya ('99) prepares her pencil drawing for the next phase: fine-tuning the details. Many students who take Mrs. Saccà's painting techniques class learn more from her method of taking several steps in the drawing process before doing the final copy. Surya said, "For art classes you need to be focused every day and ready to work. This class requires you to become spontaneously creative daily - even if it means putting your life on hold for forty-two minutes.

It's another day in biology lab where all sorts of challenging experiments take place. Jen Hur ('00) and Mike Gessman ('99) work together on a lab which requires students to construct "molecules" using various balls and sticks. Gessman, who loves biology class, said, "If you put in the time for the class, you'll get rewarded."

As Jennie Sheinman ('99) looks down to take another bite of her sandwich, she feels refreshed already. Eating healthy is a great factor in surviving through the long day at East since it provides the energy necessary to withstand the rest of the day.

Zoom, Focus, Click. Taking a good photo takes more than just a simple point-and-shoot of the camera. Before shooting the picture, there are a series of other steps that one must take to get a good photo. Jerry Levine ('99), a student in Mr. Kovan's Advanced Photography class, said, "If you don't get your ideas in focus, then you just can't get everything to click. But once it does, the hard work seems just like a snap."

Working feverishly in the auditorium before her school picture, Gabrielle Abrams ('02) finishes up the last couple of math problems before the period ends. Although most students will not admit it, many leave their homework for the next day, knowing that they can catch a few snippets of free time throughout the following day. Although everybody tries to avoid this kind of procrastination, it still seems to be a part of everyday life.
East provides a rigorous curriculum and many opportunities, helping students with various needed skills. In order to keep up with assignments and information given out everyday, students put their full effort into academics, and at the same time expose themselves to new ideas and career possibilities. Through hard work, extra effort, and motivation, students try their best to achieve their goals for the future. Whether they turn out to be businessmen, famous celebrities, or even Presidents, everyone manages to juggle all of the required courses and the additional electives to satisfy their thirst for knowledge, and of course, have fun.

East exposes students to a range of careers. After freshman, sophomore, and junior years draw to a close, they realize that they must soon make a decision. As students get closer and closer to college, they gain a better sense of what they want to do with their lives. By the end of senior year, most students have gotten into college and feel more in control of their futures.

Although still a student, Sophia Rigatos ('01), knows what she wants out of life. "I want to become a music producer because music is my passion. To prepare for college and my career, I am taking Vocal Workshop, Concert Choir, and guitar lessons on the side. I guess I just keep pushing myself so that my dreams will come true."

Annie Shing ('00) also takes advantage of the challenging courses, which ultimately help her plan ahead. "Basically, my current work load, although it may be a lot, prepares me for the future. For me, the honors classes at East force me to learn how to balance my academic workload with my social life and still wind up with the results that I want for myself. It's great practice for the future."

In addition to the French instruction students receive at school, they can also travel to France for a deeper cultural experience. During a free period, Lindsay McGinnis ('99) plans an upcoming trip with Mrs. Sokolow. Both students and teachers eagerly welcome any supplements to the required curriculum, which always later prove to be educational and fun.

The band room fills with music as Asher Ross ('02) plays his tuba in the direction of Mr. Kelleher, the director. Freshman Wind Ensemble meets everyday during first period to rehearse for their upcoming performances. In addition to dedicating himself to the class everyday, Ross practices regularly to get the results he wants. "You have to try your best because if you don't, you'll end up looking bad," said Ross.

Taking full advantage of the computers in the library, Andrea Natelson ('02), Caesare Asbery ('00), and Alexandra Herson ('00) research for an upcoming project during study hall. They use the helpful Internet service to gain a better understanding of their subjects. Putting in extra work into acquiring information not only provides future knowledge but also helps with the assignment.
"Time? What time? Aaaah!" Such is the rallying cry of stressed and exploited East students. One often sees them, complete with bloodshot eyes and large coffee mugs, dragging themselves down the hallway. As more students attempt to increase their workload, more complain of the lack of time for all of their activities. "Students expect to handle all their work. It's actually more than we're able to get done," said Dave Newman ('00).

Although they realize that time is limited, students continue to accept a heavy workload, Derek McMahon ('99), who can relate to the situation, said. "There's so much to do that it seems as if I need more than that I really have." Like most students, he cuts into his time for sleep in order to get everything done. As the school year progresses, the inevitable lack of sleep becomes more apparent, indicated by the increasingly heavy book bags and eyes.

Only a miracle can save us all from this plague. Suggesting a complete overhaul of the system of time, Jenny Chang ('00) said. "I think it would be really quite helpful if the 24 hour days were extended. Then maybe, just maybe, I could get all my work done." The prolonged days would give students just enough time to finish all their work. Well, that's only if nobody procrastinates, a miracle by itself.

Overall, as students find themselves stuck with more work and less time, they tend to agree with Jeff Su ('99) who claims, "Time is like money - you can never have enough of it."

Like many other students who have extracurricular activities, Peter Ro ('00) needs to find time during the day to review his academic work. "Because school is so demanding, I have almost no time to study. So, I need to go over my notes between classes," said Ro.

Browsing through pictures from elementary school, Nikki Jay ('99) and Sara Kellerman ('99) smile with nostalgia. Time seems to have flown by as they remember the good times of those days when simplicity was a way of life. In the few short years since then, so much has already happened in their lives ranging from new friends to new experiences.

Reviewing the artwork in her class, Alexis Ramos ('00) pays partial attention to the details of each painting. This tedious process requires each student to put extensive time and effort into the work. The dedication results in an admirable piece of art that satisfies both the artist and the audience. According to Ramos, "Art is a good way to express your feelings in an individual and unique way."
and Anne Cohen (’99) prepare a piece for the Winter Concert. The work results in an intriguing performance. It all starts in D-wing, where singers and instrumentalists practice every day. The talented students donate much of their time to their groups to produce a finished product. Cohen said, “Spare time? What spare time? What is spare time?”

Seniors like Eli Bramhilla (’99) work hard throughout high school to attend a college of their choice. Sometimes, however, they need advice on the really difficult decisions. So, they go to their guidance counselor for quick and helpful advice.

Pietro Dumore (’99) concentrates on making the student’s hair quaint in the limited amount of time she has during cosmetology. Since styling beautiful hair takes longer than most people expect, she puts in extra practice during class. “I make everyone’s hair prettier one person at a time, ” says Dumore.

Work, work, work. Every student experiences a time in high school when they have no time to do anything but study. Like most students, Wynn Williamson (’99) and Dina Reed try to ease the workload by studying together for exams. As senior year progresses, the number of responsibilities increase, making work more difficult. “Working with other people alleviates stress,” Reed said.

Jean Kang (’01) listens patiently as her Communications teacher comments on the contents of her English essay which is in her second language. It isn’t always easy for newcomers from another country to understand everything in school, but the effort put forth to comprehend the surroundings makes a big difference. Said Kang, “Since I didn’t come that long ago, English and getting used to living here is very hard, but people are all very nice and helpful. So far, I’m having fun.”

So Much To Do, So Little Time
Melissa Eisenmenger ('00) and Dan Kent ('00) talk briefly before they must hurry to their separate classes. Although the crowd of students rushing by may be irritating, they find the simple presence of a friend quite soothing. "I take advantage of the time between classes to talk with friends because it helps relieve stress and academic pressures," said Eisenmenger.

Mike Damiani ('01) spend their lunch period discussing any and every subject. By talking, they are able to become closer friends, learning to understand each other better. Besides, being friends allows them to relax during an otherwise hectic school day. Said G zest: "I like to take time out of lunch to talk with friends. It helps me through the day."

Sharing their snacks, Michelle Polansky ('01) and Amanda Scarna ('01) believe that food tastes better when eaten with a friend. By experiencing different things together, friends not only gain experience to remember but also grow closer. "Friendship is just another word for the sharing of secrets, wishes, and anything else friends have to offer," said Polansky.

Discovering that their friend Bob Brangan ('99) has broken his wrist, Desiree Sorensen ('00) and Melissa Zegans ('00) hurry over to sympathize with him, trying to help in any way possible. Through the traditional "signing of the cast," they express their hope that he feels better soon. Times of adversity or pain reveal true friends while also creating new ones.
For Better Or Worse

We meet many people during our four years at East. Unfortunately, many times, they exit our lives as quickly as they enter it. However, some stay with us. We get to know them, and as we grow, our relationships do so. We call these people our friends.

There are many types of “friends.” Some are “school friends,” the people we only get to see in class and maybe occasionally outside of school. They help us through the rigors of each school day. There are also friends who we spend time with outside of school, going to the mall or the movies. They are the people we spend hours on the phone with and the ones we can lean on when the going gets tough. Whether we see them in or outside of school, friends are still important and precious. Without them, we would be lost in this chaotic time of our lives called adolescence.

Fate has the most intriguing way of bringing friends together. Some people become best friends at a very young age, while others have to wait until much later in life. There are no universal laws for friendship, only unexplainable forces. No two of these “forces” are the same, for what attracts two people to each other could repel another two. This force is like a life. It starts out weak and vulnerable. But, as time passes, it becomes stronger and binds the friends together. Even if they later encounter obstacles such as differing schedules or distance, these friends find a way to unite, in person or in soul. In the end, each person finds a piece of himself in every person he meets. According to Dan Berg (’00), this happens because “friends ultimately decide how you change and who you are.”

Practicing their latest musical piece during East Singers, Dan Berg (’00) and Dave Marenelli (’00) focus on mastering this new song. That students are able to help each other learn makes singing all the more fun. Dan Berg said, “Music is a great way to release stress and meet new friends.”

The cafeteria resounds with shouts around Ryan Weinstein (’00), Gregory Markus (’00), Charlie Snyder (’00), and Brooke Urish (’00) during the ultimate Spirit Week event the milk-drinking contest. This table of good friends in particular rings with cheers, providing another memory of the students’ high school experience. Urish, who will hold these memories forever, said, “My friends are always there for me - in school, on the weekends, and everywhere else.”

As Perry Brenner (’02), Catherine Koldoy (’02), Taylor Mach (’02), Meredith Minoff (’02), and Daniel Janoff (’02), eagerly crowd around Communication to find out why they were called down, they greet each other and Mrs. Correia. Chance meetings like this allow students to see friends they wouldn’t normally see during the course of a day. “Keeping in touch with people is important because otherwise you lose friendships that dissolve over time,” said Jon Roth (’99).
As a mental image of the ideal shot forms in his mind, Gerry Levin ('99) refocuses his camera for the next shot. Despite common misconceptions, photography is not just a point-and-click hobby. For photography students, it is an art form that requires patience, knowledge, and a great deal of creativity. It allows them to express themselves in a unique fashion which accentuates each student's individuality.

In a school as big as East, a student will have trouble finding his or her identity. Each student must find it, identifying himself or herself at East. "Yeah, the school is big, but you find your niche. I personally have several. Everyone has several different aspects to their personality. Because I'm involved in so many things I can explore each aspect of my personality," said Elizabeth Livingston ('99).

Students may find their identity by trying out the school activities. Finding this personal identity, however, is difficult and a rather long process. Students may not even find it or find it only after a long time just as Jane Kim ('99). "For the past three years of high school, I've been trying to figure out who I am and just attempting to figure out who I am has been kind of painful at times, but I've

The classroom is quiet for a change as Mike Brand ('99) confers with his teacher for an after-school conference. Many times the class period is too short for teachers to give individual attention to students' questions. Staying after benefits both the teacher and student since they finally have the time to concentrate on certain problems. "It is very nice of teachers to take time out of their busy schedules to help out the students that need help," said Brand.

While concentrating on his music, Tom Principato ('00) ponders about who he really is. Many students at East, build up a facade that paradoxes their true personality. A complex issue for all, the issue of identity, plagues the minds of students everywhere.

Talking quickly, Lila Buchalski ('01) makes an urgent phone call during time between classes. The five minutes give just enough time for her to run the short errands that she ordinarily would not be able to do while in class.
Every morning before homeroom, students rush to their lockers, crowding the hallways and making the ability to walk almost impossible. Although the overwhelming mass of people hinders movement, students manage to get to homeroom on time, realizing the consequences of being late. "Getting through all the people in the halls before homeroom is really hard because you have to shove your way through, but sometimes I bump into someone I like," said Rachel Solomon (’01).

Practicing his drawing techniques, Brandon Ransey (’01) uses a model from an art book to help release his creative energies. He is one of many art students at East who pursues their dreams of becoming a renowned artist through the many art courses offered. For some students, art is an escape from reality, but for most it is really.

Just begun to realize that I’m alone in this world, no one person or friend is going to be with me all the time so I don’t really have a set group of friends in which I can be classified because we are all moving in a different direction,” she said.

One’s identity is something each student must discover. It may be easy or hard, painless or painful, but we must still go through this process either way.

During the five minutes between classes, Brett Berman (’99) and Blake Rudow (’00) stop at their lockers to grab a few books. Even though students are usually in a hurry at this time, trips to their lockers are an essential part of everyday life. Not only do they get a relieving break between rigorous classes but they also allow students to have a little time to chat. Rudow said, "Five minutes might be enough time to get to class, but other than that a quick "what’s up" and stop at your locker, you don’t have time to do anything else.”

A flurry of activity, the cafeteria encompasses a multitude of students during lunch. Those who go only to eat scarf down as much food as possible while others spend the whole time just chatting. The procrastinators race through the homework due next period while their counterparts, the slackers, refuse to do any work at all. All in all, lunch provides a momentary escape from academic classes in which students for once, may do as they please.

Studying calligraphy techniques, Joan Henry (’99) practices her favorite pastime-art. The numerous art courses at East helped her discover her natural talents. These classes assign enough projects to give her the experience necessary to improve.
Sanctuary From The Classroom

Five minutes. That’s all the time that East students have between each period. These precious five minutes are usually insufficient for students to do everything they want to do. “Five minutes is not enough time to accomplish these everyday little things such as chatting with friends or going to a locker, and with more people hanging around in the hallways, it’s harder to get to class,” said Vince Sust (’99).

Since students use every crucial minute, they are forever running out of time. At times it does not even feel that the full five minutes are given. “Those five precious minutes, three hundred seconds, are not enough time between classes. Last year I had a stop watch and on certain days there would only be four minutes instead of five. It messed me up very much because it’s a whole minute away from my destination,” said Jeff Hwang (’99).

Most East students use their minutes to talk with their friends, usually rushing to class in the last minute. “I go to my locker, but when I pass a friend I have a quick chat and then make a run to my next class,” said Jen Kim (’00). Ari Butler (’99) has a much more relaxed schedule. “For the first 4 minutes I talk with my friends and the last minute I need to sprint to my next class.”

However, there are those East students that have classes far apart, barely reaching class on time. The enormous mass of students in the hallway does not help at all. “My classes are in the opposite sides of the school so I run to each class. I try to push through to talk to my friends for a brief amount of time,” said Elizabeth Livingston (’99). Although the five minutes that we get seem very hectic it is literally only a small part of a typical day at East.

Dan DiBruno (’99) and Brett Berman (’99) use their lunch as a break from academic pressures. Lunch is one of the only periods of the day when students can stop concentrating on school. Along with eating, they can also relax with friends.

During class, a few students talk in the hallway and get things from their lockers. In the confusion of the five minutes between classes, sometimes students forget things for class and go back to their lockers to obtain class material but sometimes students just need a break of air.
On her way to lunch, Hilary Ettinson ('99) stops by her locker with her friend Nikki Freedman ('99) to gather books for her upcoming classes. Before leaving for the cafeteria, they linger to discuss the grade level passed, wondering why it was sent. Students often use their time between classes to not only visit their lockers but also to chat with friends. Ettinson said, "Because we have five minutes between classes, I actually have time to stop by my locker as well as saying "hi" to my friends that I don't get to see in my classes."

At the end of a long day, Christine Madden ('99) tries to decide what to take home. Many students must decide how to divide their work and so they are not pressured to do everything at the last minute. By planning ahead, students can avoid procrastination.

Catching up on the latest gossip, Julia Elouss ('99) and Leigh Gromadzyn ('99) step in the hallway for a quick conversation. With only five minutes in between classes, students don't have much of a chance to inhale after going from their lockers and to their next class. C-wing is the most congested hallway and the wing where most of the students go to find their friends. Throughout the day, a series of hall monitors watch the students as they go to their classes.
While Amber Allison ('00) continues to plow through the infamous High School Proficiency Test, Yuriy Korsky ('00), done for the time being, opts to relax from the rigorous testing. As a statewide mandatory test, the HSPT's represent 9 hours of basic math, reading, and writing exams. For most students, the HSPT's are a welcome break from the daily monotonous schedule.

As an experienced chemistry teacher, Ms. Hirnichen understands the techniques necessary to create an effective learning environment. In order to make the class more informative yet interesting, she teaches by leading an open discussion which engages students in concentration. Active participation, as opposed to dull memorization, encourages the student to fully comprehend the lesson.

While Frank Chang ('00) concentrates on his last test question, he tries to forget about the clock ticking on the wall. Not all students are capable of keeping focus under testing conditions, but as they grow accustomed to more and more tests, they learn skills applicable to midterms, finals, and even SAT's. Chang said, "Although the test was challenging, long hours of studying prepared me to answer the questions with confidence.

Although hesitant with inexperience, Charles O'Brien ('99) and Lindsay Leitch ('00) dissect a shark in their Vertebrate Anatomy class. By examining the shark hands-on, the students learn more about the creature than they ever could in a textbook. Also, the process of dissection imparts a lasting impression which helps them better understand the lab.
"There is no end to the amount of work I have. When I finish one thing, there are always two other things waiting to take its place." Shuo Ju Chou ('99)

Infinite is the description of the workload at East, as any student might claim. During the grueling 7 A.M. to 2:25 P.M. school day, the exhausting academic schedules requiring every student to exert all energy to the numerous tasks at hand. For this reason alone, the ring of the final bell is a welcome sign supposedly indicating the end of the intense effort.

The day, however, does not end with a simple ring of a bell. After school, students often find themselves sitting in the cafeteria, working on a group project or they stay to hurriedly get after school help with a teacher, before making up a lab in the science wing.

Once home, students might catch a quick catnap or relax around the house. Yet, the inevitable load of books, despite their activities, still waits on their desks.

Turning on their lamps, students might prepare to start their homework. Pencils ready in hand, they sit down and focus their concentration. Tonight, East hits the books.

As they create models out of individual wooden pieces, Sarah Cho ('00) and Diane Blank ('00) are able to visualize the complex nature of molecular structures. The labs provide an exciting approach toward learning considering students are eager to confirm their hypotheses. Cho said, "Cell Phys is unlike any other science course because it emphasizes hands-on learning with all the lab opportunities such as learning about cell structures with tinker toys.

Allison Bernstein ('01) takes notes profusely as the class goes over the day's Spanish lesson. Class exercises allow teachers to make sure their students understand the material. Students also benefit since a thorough comprehension of the lesson makes tests and homework easier while making the entire learning process more enjoyable.

School Work 15
Bill Deal ('99) admires a drawing as he hangs it in the school showcase. There are many opportunities to find yourself here at East, including the art department. Of the various classes for vocal, instrumental, and acting talents, there is art. Through their creative abilities, students express themselves and form an inviting look for the school. Although the classes are limited, many students manage to find themselves relaxing in art class, creating a work of art respected and appreciated by the school community.

The comfort of a car ride easily overshadows the convenient availability of a bus. Seizing the opportunity for a ride home, Devon Searles ('00) prefers the relaxation of a car to the mayhem associated with public transportation. Besides, the ride takes her directly home, avoiding the countless pauses at bus stops.

**TIME TO KILL**

Throughout the school year, students find themselves so overwhelmed with schoolwork that they neglect the other side of school—social life. For many seniors this year, applying to college is not just about an exemplary academic record. Rather, during the interview and recommendation process, admissions officers evaluate the student's ability to get along with others as well. East plays a major role in helping students with this skill. East cultivates an atmosphere which promotes social interaction. This relational involvement with others allows students to hone their own interpersonal skills. Dan Reed ('99), who was much more shy when he was a freshman, now has changed to a more sociable person. “East’s promotion of cooperative learning taught me the social skills necessary for success in life,” said Reed. Requiring students to manage both school and social activities, the atmosphere imparts a sense of balance which encourages a healthier lifestyle. Genevieve LaFerriere ('00), who believes that East has helped her, said, “I've learned how to balance my social life with my schoolwork.” Another student who learned from East's social environment, Dave Gadren ('00) feels no pressure to label his relationships with people. “Everybody's friends here. Once you see how many nice people there are, it’s easier to become one yourself,” Gadren said.

As usual, Mr. Belchikoff, the activities coordinator, is surrounded by students. Activities at East give students the chance to take control and apply their knowledge. “Activities are such a big part of life at East. Students make each club and activity come alive. Mr. Belchikoff is one of those people who help to get our ideas out to the rest of the student body,” said Leslie Fabello ('99).

Clint Williams ('99) flips through a financial aid guide packet, looking at opportunities to alleviate tuition costs. With the ever-increasing cost of college many students turn to state-funded financial aid as a criterion in deciding on a college. Guidance counselors such as Mr. Borchers help East students make the right decisions for the future.
Snyder ('00) and David Lawrence ('00) admire their hard work. Photography provides a unique approach to artistic expression through the technical process of creating pictures. The course teaches students the many methods used in the developing process.

Sitting in Cafeteria I after school, Ashley Getson ('00) attempts to do math homework. It is a rare occasion since most students cannot concentrate when they stay after school. Also, more and more students stay after school to catch up with friends because they don't have time during the school day.

As Megan Kelly ('00) walks toward her next class, she stops to socialize with her best friend, Dave Wolbach ('00). Socializing is a daily part of a student's life. "The best thing about school is socializing in the hallway and ending up late to class," said Kelly.

Zonked out after studying for a major test, a student sleeps on the table in front of the "Go East" sign. Many students stay up late the night before a big test, but when they come into school the next day, they can't stay awake.
With huge crowds cheering both sides on, the Junior and Senior girls played not only for their own pride, but the pride of their respective classes. Though the screams and chants from the sidelines added fuel to the fire of class spirit, little could stand in the way of the class of '99 doing a repeat.

As one of the many activities of Spirit Week, musical chairs invites students from all classes to a rowdy game which both participants and bystanders enjoy. The competition and all-around fun of these types of activities gives students an opportunity to find entertainment in an otherwise routine day.

Being a devoted fan sometimes requires unbridled dedication, even in dreary weather. A real fan braves wind, rain, and snow. Mud is no exception, either. Heavy rains cannot keep loyal East students from attending the annual Homecoming game.

Niki Jay ('99) dashes toward the end zone in the annual Powder Puff football game. Since Powder puff requires strategy, only with a lot of skill and a little bit of luck, can the Juniors or Seniors succeed at this rigorous game.

The West Lion and the East Cougar wave to an excited crowd at the annual homecoming game. As an integral part of school spirit, mascots strive to entertain their audience in order to help energize them.
East Rocks Our World

High school is all about the memories. Whether it's a wonderful night at the senior prom or a thrill-filled basketball game, East students take a unique collection of memories with them when they leave home for college. In order to give everyone the opportunity to participate and enjoy the nonacademic activities that East has to offer, the Student Government Association organizes a multitude of school-sponsored events. Students have many events to choose from, such as Powder Puff, Homecoming, or any of the various dances that SGA organizes. Not only do these activities allow students to have fun, but they also give the SGA members a chance to gain the experience of organizing and working together to make an event happen. Instead of putting all of the responsibilities upon Mr. Belchikoff and the Activities department, students take part in the planning and preparation. "SGA activities are fun and often very well planned," said Katie Bleaken ('99).

Under the guidance of their football coaches, the Junior and Senior girls are put to the test in the annual Powder Puff game. Having won as juniors, this year's Seniors had the advantage of a prior victory. By putting their honed athletic skills into use, the class of '99 seniors finishes off with a perfect record of 2-0.

Kevin Sinacker ('00) and Paimaan Lodhi ('00) demonstrate school spirit by participating in Spirit Week events. To many students Spirit Week is a worthy way to be involved in school activities while also having fun.
Healthy Diversion

Life is hard for the average high school student. There are endless hours of lecturing to endure, hopeless piles of homework to do, and of course, the occasional test that seemingly requires a superhuman cramming ability. Even honors students feel the pressure of being in the academically stressful environment of East. So what do they do? Even the most attentive students have their lapses. Sleeping, talking or just daydreaming are all ways to tune out that endless lesson about the anatomy of the fetal pig. Graphing calculators are another innovation in the art of classroom entertainment. With the onslaught of the digital revolution, students can now purchase high-tech gadgets capable of storing physics equations as well as games. Students find still more ways to fight the monotony of classes, however. Note-passing, formerly an ancient ritual practiced in middle school, is still popular among students tired of listening to the history of the Great Depression. This, and countless other fidgeting and scribbling activities all keep students entertained, and most importantly, refreshed for their next class.

Jeff Wang ('00) approaches Adam Fang ('00) in an attempt to surprise him with a poke on the neck during their Biology lab. Since the double-period class often seems to endure without end, classmates often resort to any entertaining tactic that provides a diversion from the routine of the lab.

In a common gesture of confusion, Rich Eisenberg ('01) scratches his head to signal his impending boredom. Along with the muffled yawn and slouched shoulders, the slow scratch implies to teachers that they must liven the lesson in order to avoid losing the attention of their students.

With their busy schedules, Jeff Wang ('00), Srdjan Vukovic ('00), and Mike Chuang ('00) have little time to socialize. Since one of the few chances students have to chat with friends occurs during the five precious minutes between periods, most consider being late to their next class worth the consequences.
Finding a spare minute in her Biology class, Annie Chang ('00) spends time with Lauren Marlowe ('00) to discuss their plans for the weekend. Though the class may become routine, the two take comfort in the fact that they will always have a friend in class to talk to.

Kelly Hunt ('00) paints her project during her 3D Art class, expressing her creativity through her work. Though many classes encourage the intellectual side of a student, art courses both teach and amuse its students. The classmates can find fun through doing what they enjoy and do best.

Dozing off is yet another choice available to students bored in class. Scott Lermack ('99) dreams away his boredom during Woodshop as he takes full advantage of his time during class to catch up on some extra sleep.
Free From Classrooms

Everyone knows what East has to offer as a school — the classes, electives, and clubs are famous for their variety. However, besides learning indoors, students do many things outdoors as well. Aside from waiting for the buses, many students have constructed their own activities outside of the school. During a typical lunch period, one often sees a lively game of hackey-sack going on in the courtyard. This game is very popular among East students, and competitive rounds take place during and after school. Depending on the weather, students also play a variety of different sports on East’s grassy “lawn.” Everything from a game of catch to a casual volleyball game have graced the vast field in front of the auditorium. Of course, there will always be those clusters of students waiting for rides, and those groups that huddle under the cool shade of the trees just outside of the D-wing entrance.

Brett Coppol ('99), Lindsay Levin ('00), and Lauren Feigenbaum ('00) exchange a quick goodbye before leaving school. Often, students do not have time to chat with friends during school. Leaving only the little time remaining at the end of the day.

Finally done all their work, Tom Caruso ('00), Justin Marciani ('00), and Paaiman Lodhi ('00) hop in the car and prepare to leave another day of school behind them. The moment students walk out of the school doors, they can breathe easier, realizing that they are one day closer to summer vacation.

KABOOM ...

Students waited outside as the Camden County Bomb Squad searched the building. Despite the gravity of the situation, Jordan Rael ('99) and Brandon Fox ('02) are among the many students who took advantage of the free time to chat with friends and relax.
After a long, hard day trudging through the halls of Cherry Hill East, Chris Savcek ('99) and Neel Adhikari ('99) prepare to depart for home. One of the best advantages of senior year is the availability of ready transportation.

Wasting no time, Rafi Rom ('99), David Newman ('00), Aviva Buchman ('00), Nadya Lev ('01), and Amanda Wild ('99) leave school in hopes of finding more enjoyable activities to do. The long day spent cooped up in a classroom leaves many students longing for the freedom outside the building.

As they wait outside in the parking lot, students observe the havoc caused by the bomb scare. The confusion caused by the threat disrupted school schedules, allowing students to roam around in search of something with which to occupy themselves.

Pepco Jimenez ('00) covers his ears to keep warm while standing by the parking lot during the bomb scare. Though the bomb scare took place on the coldest days of the winter, many students did not have jackets while waiting for the police to search the building, risking both health and comfort.

Finished for the day, Andrew Schwerin ('00) prepares to drive David Schwerin ('02) and Craig Slotkin ('02) home. Though most students take the bus, many still covet the car-ride home with an upperclassman. The direct drive home not only eliminates the time wasted at bus stops but also offers more comfort than public transportation.

Life Outside
Greeting each other like they do everyday, Adam Lambert ('99) and Scott Lermack ('99) exchange a few words in the hallway before going home. Many students meet with their friends in the same area each day.

Reviewing for an upcoming test, Howard Chang ('00) stays after school to get help on his Physics homework. Since many students miss classes, talking to teachers after school helps them understand the work they have missed.

Standing and talking in the C-wing intersection, Terry Srazzullo ('00), Joseph Croce ('00), Jeff Morse ('00), and Brett Basara ('00) create a traffic jam. Students that block the flow of traffic between classes slow everyone down and prevent many others from getting to class on time.

As they share a book for class, Laura Andrew ('99) and Katie Bleakin ('99) follow their teacher's reading during yet another lesson. Since they attend class everyday, the work becomes somewhat routine, asking the same demands all the time. However, the two continue to remain active in their studies as they pay attention in class despite being seniors.

During one of Mr. Simon's lectures, Shou Ju Chou ('99) and his classmates pay close attention. Even during senior year, many of the students continue to work hard until graduation. After hundreds of days in high school, coming into a classroom and writing down notes have become part of a student's daily routine.
As the graduating class prepares for the challenging beginning of a new phase in their lives, many seniors are feeling the first pangs of nostalgia. Yearbooks, proms, and a slew of other activities have all provided this year's graduates with plenty of memories of their four years at East. Perhaps the most memorable aspect of East was the social life that thrives daily in the hallways and cafeterias. This year's freshmen are just being introduced to the varied people who come together to make up East's diverse student body. Kaushik Ganguly ('99) said, "These four years at East has given me the opportunity to meet some very special people who made it all worthwhile." Whether it is just passing by acquaintances in between classes or hanging out with friends after school in the cafeteria, students at East are a part of a special social fabric. It is so unique mainly because of the fact that the relatively small size of the school brings students of different nationalities, religions, and backgrounds together all into one building every day. Unlike the large campuses of many colleges and universities, East gives students a chance to meet various people along the same corridors. High school is a unique experience for everyone — and the special social life at East is no exception.

A few minutes before the bell rings, Mike Sica ('02) sneaks a sly glance out into the hall. After confirming that the coast is clear, he slips out to go to lunch early. Students often take advantage of the few precious minutes at the end of the period to escape their interminable classes.
HELPING HANDS

Almost everyone knows about the Peace Corps, UNICEF and the Red Cross — all are organizations comprised of volunteers working for a better world. Pessimistic teenagers may scoff at what impact all these organizations may have on the world, but the fact is, people can make a difference. How do students at East heed the call of goodwill? Popular clubs such as FOP, Blood Drive and AIDS Awareness are all student-organized groups which focus on helping others through volunteer work. Adopt-A-Grandparent, a club which centers on teenagers reaching out to the senior citizens of the community, is yet another organization at East which encourages the spirit of volunteer work. Even though a lot of hard work is included, students involved in the annual FOP Christmas Party also learn valuable lessons about the power of reaching out to strangers. "I think FOP is a great activity because I interact with people that I don’t usually deal with on a daily basis. And I love seeing the little kids smile and enjoy themselves," Sona Kothari ('00), an FOP chairperson, said. Perhaps the best reward from reaching out to others is how we emerge, beautified, by the gift of giving.

Many students including Erica Grabski ('00) and Ben Witten ('00) volunteer their time for Adopt-A-Grandparent to brighten a senior citizen’s day. Through socializing and interacting with students on their free time, the seniors are able to make new friends while giving sage advice. Along with recognition of participating in the program, the students also acquire a personal satisfaction of making someone feel needed.

Arnold Luk ('99), Matt Pollock ('99) and Rabi Rom ('99) encourage Richa Verma ('99) to sign petitions to help oppressed victims throughout the world. Amnesty International advocates human rights as they try to involve the student body in their cause. This fervent railing encourages other students to respect the rights of their peers both in and out of school.

FOP CHAIRPERSONS: Overall Chairperson: Sara Kellerman, Meryl Kramer, Jordan Rand; Ballroom Chairperson: Hillary Ettenson, Eric Rosenzweig, Allison Venuto; Santa Claus Room: Renee Des Rochers, Jomi Kim, Sona Kotari; Table Decorations: Liz Address, David Feinsmith, Nikki Freedman. Advisor: Mr. Belickoff.

FRIENDS OF THE ENVIRONMENT: Rina Cho (President), Michelle Magbakon (Vice-president), Beth Miller (Secretary), Christina Liao (Treasurer), Beth Aygner, Jackie Bell, Balpreet Bhogal, Tom Caruso, Sue Caruso, Howard Chang, Sandy Chan, Mike Cheung, Sarah Cho, Victoria Chou, Stephanie Cohen, Beth Cullin, Adam Fang, Karim Farhat, Gloria Farug, Jamie Gorczynski, Amit Joshi, Hye Jin Kim, Jennifer Kim, Juhee Kim, Cynthia Koppel, Jane Kovalevich, Danielle Kraus, Justin Marciani, Lauren Mennes, Beece Mulhberg, Anila Naqui, Don Nguyen, Magha Patel, Rupal Prasad, Costanza Schiavino, Shanta Surana, Neil Syal, Jennifer Tan, Volanda Wan, Jeff Wang, Crystal Wu, Judy Wu, Olivia Wu, Rachel Wu, Christine Yin. Advisor: Mrs. Mancini.


AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Rafi Rom (President), Tom LaMaina (VP), Sheri Brooks (VP), Arnold Lusk (Secretary/Treasurer), Emily Saidel (Publicity), Jake Alpitt, David Blum, Mike Bookman, Aviva Buchman, Katie Doblein, Glória Farrow, Rebecca Gilmore, Arie Hajit, Melody Kramer, Diana Levit, Sarah Levi, Lauren Linker, Sean Litz, Michelle Magalson, Melissa Medoway, Radha Modi, Blake Mogil, Caryn Papish, Ari Rom, Laura Salmon, Jeremy Singleton, Beth Smigun, Shantala Surya, Anil Surya, Craig Wickware, Amanda Win, Judy Wu. Advisor: Mr. Steele.

Blood Drive Chairpeople: Key Club, Adopt-a-Grandparent, Amnesty International.
In the Italian American Club, Jimmy Kennedy ('00), John Galati ('00), and Peter Medina ('01) race against each other in a pizzelle eating competition. East has a variety of clubs which offer students a chance to learn about different countries.


FRENCH CLUB: Sheri Levin (President), Alicia Bertes (VP), Lara Dell'Omo (Secretary), Lauren Becker, Jackie Bell, Rachel Bennett, Lauren Bennett, Sarah Bleaken, Ariana Cohen, Ashley Cohen, Joel Cohen, Alyssa Cwanger, Renee Desrochers, Sarena Dorado, Andrew Elkin, Erika Ettin, Tony Gartland, Anin Handa, Maran Hitzako, Alexis Johnson, Grace Kang, Chris Morasco, Nicholas Pedone, Sherry Polise, Max Polonsky, Sophia Rigato, Meredith Rosenberg, Ashley Schlafier, Emily Scott, Jonathan Scott, Dan Silverman, Rachel Singer, Stephanie Slawsky, Erika SoltOff, Suzanne Zionit. Advisor: Mrs. Sokolov.

IRISH AMERICAN CLUB: Karen Wislocky (President), Erika Ezzi (VP), Jim Moore (Secretary), Liz Klausner (Treasurer), Laura Andrew, Lisa Andrew, Steve Carroll. Advisor: Mr. Kilion.

Discussing the upcoming meeting, Steve Decina ('99), David Cohen ('00), and Jay Joyce ('00) gather together with Mr. Moehlman at Communications. Like the many other language and culture clubs, the German American Club introduces students to ethnic heritage. These groups bring together many people of different backgrounds to learn and have fun.

The Spanish Club draws students of all languages by its effective mixture of culture and entertainment. The club's holiday party integrates these two elements through the Mexican tradition of the piñata. Paimaan Lodhi ('00) finds that learning of new cultures is always made easier with the incentive of fun and games.
Culture Clubs continue to attract students due to their
unifying environment. To officers Erica Eas ('00) and Karen
Wolodo ('00), the Irish American Club provides
a way for a variety of students to come together
and socialize as a whole group. Though a single unit,
members still maintain their individuality, creating a
harmonious blend with the culture club.

In hopes of raising funds for French Club, Laura Dell-
edro ('00) and Alicia Bertels ('00) satisfy hungry students
with crossants after school. Many clubs decide to sell
popular foods in order to make money in order to sup-
port club-oriented activities. They position themselves
where crowds are busiest - C-wing intersection and in
front of the auditorium - to lure in potential customers.

ITALIAN-AMERICAN CLUB: Tom Caruso (President), Andrew Bellie (Activities Coordinator), Lodhi Paaimaen (Treas-
urer/Secretary), Justin Marciani (Publicity Manager), Srdjan Vukovic (Vice President), Mary Beth Ackerman, Beth
Aggar, Michael Almasdinger, Benjamin Bendlus, Greg Bova, Chris Breng, Jane Cabalo, Andrea Cammarata, Min-
a Cammarata, Jim Cigoli, Tom Calacioppo, Sue Caruso, Joe Cafamiano, Salvatore Cavelly, Vincent Cavaf-
il, John Cattal, Jenny Chang, Mike Cheung, Shou-Ju Chu, Lee Cohim, Steve Contioth, Nadia Corea, Sara D'A-
lessandro, Cheryl Davis, Kristen Deicas, Anthony DelVecchio, Jan Dwyer, Bela Elleher, Katie Dobkin, Kristen
Eisenmenger, Melissa Eisenmenger, Karen Farhat, Nick Faucher, Brian Finnbur, Liz Finollo, Andrew Friedman, Rich
Gabbay, David Gadsby, George Gianelli, Lindsay Goldthwaite, Vince Grasso, Nick Gregorio, Raquel Grissman,
Sarah Guertin, Alberto Herrera, Ben Honig, Stacey Hunter, Dan Kint, Andrea Kon, Nair Kim, Karel Kuenkel, Alexi-
Langella, Sal Lagan, Sarah Levi, Dina Lew, Nannen Lodhi, Melanie Lodge, Andy Liu, Matt Maggi, Chris Manco,
Gina Maselli, Mike Minoian, Neil Mithari, David Newman, Erin D'Onofrio, Barbara Pandit, Roma Pandya,
Akhay Patel, Jared Pettman, James Read, Scott Ricehart, Steve Roboto, Richie Robinson, Ar Rom, Susan
Samadzada, Betsy Schmi, Andrea Schwerin, Rushabh Shah, Catherine Skirtach, Shannon Stanford, Janet Sulli-
avan, Neil F. Tsou, Joe Tusa, Mike Tuba, Sreeja Vettip, Alissa Vigna, Jeff Wang, Dina Wasson, Nicole Whittier,
Lauren Xenakis, Aaron Yaffa, Lauren Zayed, Chris Zazzalian. Advisor: Ms. Gulasho.

SPANISH CLUB: Peter Millili (President), Vice Presidents: Neil Syal, Srdjan Vukovic, Liz
Address; Nick Chan, Frank Chang, Sarah Cho, Jim Davis, Akbar Fakhri, Mirela Kim,
Genevieve LaFerriere, Debbey Lazar, Pai Paimaam Lodhi, Justin Marciani, Gina Maselli,
Melissa Medoway, Josh Myeroff, Charles Osborne, Roma Pandya, Jason Ranjo,
Michael Rosenberg, Neha Sawhney, Andrew Schwerin, Jake Stein, Diana Tang, Jack
Tsai, David Zhou. Advisor: Ms. Kornberger.

GREEK CLUB: Peter Millili (President), John Bertos, Sotiros Delimarlis, Nicholas
Giambaris, Jamie Gorczycki, Irene Kalavrouziotis, Alexia Langella, Peter Lembesis,
Gina Marmarou, Christos Prentzas, Sophia Rigatos, John Skordas. Advisor: Ms. Korn-
berger.
According to Santosh Vardhana (99), "The purpose of ICS is to spread awareness of Indian culture to everyone, not just to Indians." In order to accomplish this goal, he and fellow officer Ankur Patel (101) discuss activities they can pursue, such as their first involvement in the Lunar Banquet, with their advisor, Mr. Haines. They hope that these activities will encourage students to learn not only about Indian culture but about other ones as well.

Like other culture clubs, the African American Club emphasizes the importance of heritage. However, it also promotes a sense of unity within the students like Angelene Hayes (100), Tia Brown (09), Roberto West (02), Jaimee Phillips (02), Kristian Pelto-grew (02), Candyce Muns (00), through meetings that encourage their interaction and input in cultural discussions.

KOREAN CULTURE CLUB: Jeff Huang (President), Jane Kim (VP), Chris Schoor (Publicity Manager), Sarah Chu (Secretary/Treasurer), Neil Adhikari, Dan An, Paul Bark, Glen Bora, Javaneer Chakravarti, Nandini Chakravarti, Danny Cai, Jen Chou, Lisa Cho, Phu Chu, Shao-Ju Chu, Vicky Cho, Carnice Chow, Dan Chu, Eugene Chung, Denny Choi, Jen Cho, Lisa Cho, Phil Chu, Shao-Ju Chu, Vicky Cho, Carnice Chow, Emily Joo, Grace Kang, Jean Kang, Michelle Kang, Ahn Kim, Anson Kim, Chris Kim, Christina Kim, Huaxu Kim, Hyun Jin Kim, Hye Son Kim, Jen Kim, Jennifer Kim, Jeoung Kim, Jihoon Kim, Mike Kim, Minam Kim, Sioung Kim, Sam Kim, Woody Kim, Yui-Chung King, Amanda Koo, Brandon Lee, Danny Lee, David Lee, Harmony Lee, Joe Lee, Seung Lee, Mary Li, Christina Liao, Charlotte Liu, Jason Liu, Jeff Lu, Amturz Lek. Dave Mcadt, Jun Ni, Ryan Pang, Stanley Pang, Alex Red, Paul Ro, Peter Ri, Soumen Samad, Dar, Ondrilla Sridhar, Chris Savick, Dan Shwe, Seok Chan Shin, Peter Song, Jeff Su, Vincent Sult, Jennifer Tan, Dian Tang, Kim Uang, Jeff Wang, Rachel Wu, Sue Yeng, Dave Yang, Jen Yang, Kevin Yang, Tiffany Yang, Christine You, James Yo, David Zhou. Advisor: Miss Choi.
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Gail Sweeney ('01) takes part in a demonstration for Students Against Drunk Driving. A visiting officer from the Cherry Hill Police Department shows Sweeney, along with the rest of the SADD members, how alcohol can affect one's ability to perform routine daily functions.

Stephanie Miller ('99) writes the schedule for an AIDS Awareness Meeting on the chalkboard. These meetings inform students about current developments on the disease while encouraging them to participate in local fundraisers to raise money for AIDS research.

AIDS AWARENESS: Rachel Singer (President), Joo Mi Kim (VP), Judy Wu (Treasurer), Megha Patel (Community), Gloria Faring (Publicity), Lauren Adelman, Ellen Corcoran, Julie Hy, Michelle Magallon, Melissa Medoway, Stephanie Miller, Diana Tang, Josh Varen, Sammy Zweber. Advisor: Mrs. Gardner.
Activism is what makes East part of the community. Students participate in a wide variety of awareness-related activities geared to help their community and even the world. These clubs promote awareness and give students an opportunity to voice their opinions and help others.

Amnesty International is a club that helps promote human rights in third world countries. Rafi Rom ('99), president of Amnesty, said, "I feel that in our school and the community, not enough people know what is going on in the world and never try to take direct action in helping. With Amnesty, we work hard to raise awareness, and have everybody at least sign their name to a petition so they are doing something."

Another popular awareness club is TOPS. The students involved devise different ways to spread the word about the dangers of smoking at the local elementary and middle schools. Though it is geared for younger children, the TOPS program also promotes understanding in the club members through its informatively focused meetings.

Students Against Drunk Driving, commonly known as SADD, warns others of the dangers of driving while intoxicated. By teaching such an important message, the group ultimately helps save the lives of the community.

By being aware of the world around them, students learn important activism issues. Through this awareness, students have the assertiveness to know that they can make a difference.

Adam Rubin ('00) and Rachel Cetel ('00) look over an agenda for Gay-Straight Alliance. Through this type of awareness club, students can share their opinions on various topics. The club meetings provide an open environment in which students can discuss and plan club activities.

Rachael Singer ('99) reads a letter from the AIDS Research Center thanking the club for its participation in a recent AIDS Walk. Members try and involve themselves in as many fundraisers as possible.

Gay-Straight Alliance, Globe
Brain Power

Like sports, academic clubs give students opportunities to get involved in extracurricular activities that are both competitive and demanding. Activities such as science leagues, JSA, Mock Trial, and Certamen are all clubs that provide competitive atmospheres for their members through testing students' abilities in various areas. Just like East's athletes, club members must prepare diligently ahead of time so that they will be ready on the critical day of competition. Maureen Stolzer ('00), a member of Certamen, said, "Like in sports, we compete against different schools. To succeed, we really need team effort."

For example, East's Debate team resembles athletic through its participation in weekly competitions during their debate season. Though often working late into the night, both Junior Varsity and Varsity debaters relish the thrill of winning competitions. Robin Bose ('99), a Varsity debater agrees that debate can parallel sports. "We compete in the heat of the moment, yet our hours of practice and dedication are the foundation of our championship teams," said Bose.

Although Junior Statesmen of America usually deals with political rather than physical leverage, Peter Lembesis ('99) and Jake Fienenberg ('01) don't mind trading brains for brawn. JSA offers a members place to discuss issues in a meaningful way. "Arm wrestling is a metaphor for what we love to do in JSA," said we love to tangle with each other," said.

The pressure of a chess game equals that of any sports game, though it may result in mental rather than physical exhaustion. While practicing strategy after school with Mr. Grasso, Ben Zhou ('02) and Lev Reznov ('01) refine their skills in chess, thus resembling athletes during intense practice.

Asif Syal ('00) prepares for a Mock Trial competition. During the course of the season, participants learn how to examine witnesses, formulate opening and closing statements, and make objections. Also, members learn how to think quickly on their feet, while gaining a sense of confidence.

CERTAMEN: Mark Bianculli, Gigi Bona, Renee Desrochers, Sue Hong, Billy Klein, Carol Lai, Jason Locascio, Donna MacMullin, Melissa Meseroll, Ian Polonsky, Betsy Schmid, Neele Sim, John Skordos, Nora Smaldore, Maureen Stolzer, Jing Tao. Advisor: Dr. Ford.

Soumen Samaddar (’99) checks his answers for the month’s Biology II Science League test as the advisor. Mr. Keller provides an explanation for each question. The Science League prepares for these tests through meetings where students review old tests and learn new material.

Practicing a speech for the Debate Team, Robin Bose (’99) offers his stance on the topic at hand to Minh Ly (’00) and Deb Sarkar (’99). Sharing viewpoints with teammates allows them to provide constructive criticism and help strengthen the argument.


Junior Statesmen of America: Wynn Williamson (President), Robin Bose (VP-External), Santosh Vardhana (VP-Internal), Rosa Wu (Secretary/Treasurer), Deb Sarkar (Publicity Manager), Chris Breig, Shuo Ju Chou, David Firestein, Dave Gachton, Kuushik Ganguly, Atif Gulab, Arie Hasit, Kevin Inacker, Andrew Kim, Jennifer Kim, Jihoon Kim, Jay Kohari, Peter Lemebasis, Yao-Chung King, Stephen Lu, Minh Ly, Radha Modi, Jeff Morrow, Dave Newman, Oleg Nudelman, Priti Ojha, Max Polonsky, Josh Rissmiller, Mike Rosenberg, Jon Sagot, Gaghan Sawhney, Neha Sawhney, Shanta Syra, Anil Syal, Allison Timko, Srinath Vemuri, Rohina Wilmot, Rachel Wu, Jen Yang. Advisor: Miss Heller.


Chess Club, Junior Statesmen of America, Mock Trial, NJ State Science League
SGA OFFICERS: Leslie Fabello (Pres.), Brett Berman (VP-Affairs), Eli Goldstein (VP-Activities), Brett Ciarelli (Sec.-Treas.), Jake Rosenberg (Pub. Manager), Advisor: Dr. Vivone.


As Sara D'Alessandro ('00) offered Sam Katz ('00) some candy, she succeeds in spreading another smile in honor of RAK week. Random Acts of Kindness members give themselves the daily responsibility of brightening their schoolmates' day. They do this with the intention of receiving nothing back save for the cheer they invoke.

Glen Bona ('00) eases Tsz Man Leung ('02) into high school by staying after school to explain the many experiences he will have at East. The Big Brother/Big Sister program helps new students smoothly enter the East community, with advice and support.

The exhaustion of completing yet another day of school often leaves students tired and hungry, willing to do anything for a bite of food. The SGA and other East clubs, realizing the need for after-school snacks, do their part to satisfy hunger by selling foods with the help of club members, such as Corin Bolte ('01) and Emily Goldenthal ('01).
Right Around The Corner

They are the ones who volunteer their time and take extra time out of their busy schedules with the sole intention of helping others. Who are they? From Peer Helpers to nurse aides, East students who dedicate their time to running errands and ladling out soup to the homeless express different reasons why they do what they do. Rachel Wu ('02), a member of RAK (Random Acts of Kindness), regularly takes part in activities such as community clean-ups. RAK, like other "helper" clubs at East, emphasizes the importance of treating strangers with the same respect and empathy that they would treat their own friends. Wu said, "There is no such thing as an unselfish act of kindness - no matter what type of kind act you do, it always results in brightening someone's day." The act of helping others not only sets a good example for other students, but it also gives the participants a unique feeling, a gratification fueled on the fact that they are giving back to their community. Students help other students as well, for Big Brother/Big Sister, East's "buddy" program, enables upperclassmen to help out new students to East. A Big Brother might show his Little Brother around East and introduce him to some of the clubs. Lauren Xenakis ('01), a member of the club, said, "It's really a great program for new kids in our school and allows them to make friends more easily than they normally would. I'm glad I got involved."

In their Peer Helpers class which teaches how to react to difficult situations with friends, students choose sides for a debate over a selected Universal Values topic. The lesson of the activity, which illustrates every individual's right to an own opinion, encourages classmates to be sensitive when helping out their peers.

Freshman SGA representatives help prepare for their class dance. As representatives of their class, they have the dual responsibility of making sure their classmates' concerns are met and that their own input is taken into consideration in class activities. By lending an ear and speaking up, they keep the relationship between student and student government smooth.


BIG BROTHER/BIG SISTER: Class of '99: Sara Kellerman, Evan Zweber; Class of '00: Glen Bona, Alyssa Cwanger; Class of '01: Rachel Sherman, Lauren Xenakis. Advisor: Mr. Belchekoff.
Trying To Get The Message Across

Alan Deitch ('99) waits for his cue as the camera starts to roll. Eastcast represents a constant communication medium for the students. It acts as both an outlet for breaking stories and a supplement to ongoing issues. Topics can range from sports news to community issues to school activities.

Brittany Moshen ('02), in her "Foundations of Art" class finishes her art project on shading with various tones of color. Although the lesson provides a general outline of requirements students still have the freedom of creativity to design individual paintings. It grants an opportunity to express a message in the form of visual art.

Jodi Sarowitz ('99), Jillian Rice ('99), and Jen Thorpe ('99) examine an issue of Eastside hot off the press. Running a newspaper requires a special deal of editing and proofreading to insure accuracy and organization. Under the watchful eye of experienced editors, the newspaper remains error-free insuring easy readability for East students.

Kevin Snicket ('00) provides his point of view at a weekly Demogorgon meeting. Demogorgon represents a creative output for East students. They can express themselves through photography, poetry, prose, and artwork. With so much spectacular material, it is hard to select any one piece over another. But, there is only so much space and only the best of the best can make the cut.
ART CLUB: Abby Lichtman (President), Nicole Pressel (VP), Jennifer Buskirk (Secretary), Anne Kraft (Treasurer); Artistic advisors: Julia Lerman, Jill Shaffer, Jesse Daniels, Sarah Cho, Miriam Kim, Cynthia Koppel, Nelee Sim, Diana Tang, Allison Timko, Rachel Wu, Advisor: Mrs. Hinrichson.

GREAT BOOKS AND MOVIES CLUB: Rafi Rom (President), Tom LaMaina (VP); Lisa Akinskas, Naomi Baumgarten, Steven Bornfreud, Jon Cetel, Rebecca Gillespie, Jessica Heiser, Marcin Hitozenku, Kevin Inacker, Yao-Chung King, Peter Lembezis, Arnold Luk, Donna Marnati, Rupha Modi, Dan Morfesis, Adam Nash, Prerna Patel, Emily Saiedel, Neha Sawhney, Shantala Surya, Melissa Weiner, Wynn Williamson, Suzanne Zions. Advisor: Ms. Burr.

CABLE 18/EASTCAST: Neal Cohen, Alyssa Cwanger, Keith Davis, Alan Deitch, Steve Glick, Aaron Inver, Marc Plewinsky, Beth Smulian, Matt Snyder, Shantala Surya, Meri Weiner, Crystal Wu. Advisor: Mr. Weaver.

Dan Reizes (99) and Jeremy Schafer (99) organize stacks of Eastside, preparing them for distribution throughout the school. As the school’s newspaper, monthly editions of Eastside keep students informed not only about school events but, community, world, and entertainment news as well. Timeliness is the key to good journalism. Our editors and staff work as efficiently as possible to bring the issues into the hands of East students.

As the bringer of the day’s morning announcements, Jerry Levine’s (99) voice provides a wealth of information for students in homeroom. With so many activities and events going on at the same time, students must be kept informed constantly to keep things running smoothly. At times, announcements can make a day, or ruin the week. No matter the case, East students count on the hard-working broadcasting team to keep them up to date.

With a smile, Beth Smulian (01) performs an interview for another taping of Eastcast to be aired on Cable 18. Reporters, writers, and technicians all work together to create the informative and entertaining program. Tuning in to Cable 18 allows East students to not only see their friends on television, but also get the latest news concerning the school.
Welcome To The Real World

Doing well in school is key to a great future, and teachers will readily attest that good grades are just the first step in advancing toward ambitious goals later in life. Clubs such as DECA, ROTC, and TAG all teach students the hands-on, practical skills that they need in order to succeed in whatever they choose to pursue later in life. For example, DECA, a business-oriented club, teaches students the basics of advertisement, management, and marketing. Ying Ying Dong (’01) said, “In high school you really don’t get exposure to real world activities and careers, but DECA really gives you a real sense of what it’s going to be like.” It is the successful balance of a solid education and real-life experiences that will ultimately put East’s educational philosophy into action. Thus, what students like Dong learn in English class will be put to practice during a DECA competition.

Another “hands-on” activity at East is the Cosmetology club, where students interested in the salon profession can put their skills to the test. Rather than just reading about how to style hair, Mr. Ipri’s students actually practice what he teaches, giving them the skills necessary in the very real life world of busy salons. AFJROTC, another activity that encourages the development of survival skills, gives students a unique opportunity to explore the possibilities of leadership and discipline, two skills crucial to future success.

With nimble fingers, Pietra Dunmore (’99) styles Candyce Muns (’00) hair. The Cosmetology club gives East students firsthand experience and an opportunity to employ the techniques they will use later in life should they decide to pursue cosmetology as an occupation.

In the ROTC homeroom, the morning flag salute is a show of the cadets’ patriotism. This value, along with others, lead to the lifelong skills learned through the class. Eli Brambilla (’99), a dedicated ROTC student, said, “ROTC teaches me maintaining respect and discipline. I can’t learn these things in any other class in this entire school.”

Using cool salesmanship Rob Ettinger (’00) hawks his wares for a potential customer. DECA provides a means for future entrepreneurs to get a taste of the business world. Some students opt to venture into retail, gaining insight on how to properly run a business, increasing their chances of successfully fulfilling their ambitions.
Practicing the styling techniques learned in class, cosmetology students apply their skills and apply them to practical use. Through classes that encourage natural talents, students can not only improve, but also prepare themselves for possible career opportunities.

Candace Jackson and Jamie Phillips enjoy a quiet moment in the hectic school day as they read through a pamphlet. Members of Teens after God are just like other students; they experience difficulties and disappointments every day. But, TAG members look to spiritual enlightenment to make up for any deficiencies.

AFJROTC: Matthew Barnum, Thomas Berg, Christopher Bluhm, Edward Boyle, Elijah Brambila, Joseph Chmielewski, Ellen Corcoran, Justin J. Douthett, Mathew Doyle, Athif Gulab, Christina Hillman, Gene Hu, Craig Jones, Nicholas M. Keller, Zachary Kemn, Rocco Leach, Christian McNeal, Ernesto Menendez, Daniel Miller, James Moore, Elizabeth Oestreich, Iinfarn Pang, Nicholas Rice, John R. Riebel, Soumen Samaddar, Jonathan Schimpf, Matthew Thompson, Milosz Trawinski, William D. Wietker. Advisor: Mr. Gargus and Mr. Skelly.

Freshmen are ordinarily willing to try a variety of classes such as Lab Theater, Freshman Wind Ensemble, or Vocal Workshop despite having little or no experience in acting, playing an instrument or singing. None of these freshmen know whether or not they will make it to the top - to perform in a fall show, to play in Wind Ensemble, or to sing with the East Singers. "When I joined the music department, I didn't really know that I would sing with the East Singers. I just took Vocal Workshop because it was during lunch period, and I thought it might be fun," said Richard Chu ('99).

In vocal workshop, students who have never sung before learn the basics of singing, hoping to one day join one of the elite vocal groups. Students who take Freshman Wind Ensemble practice hard, with hopes of making East's elite band, Wind Ensemble, next year. Novice actors also gain the experience necessary for future shows through their introductory classes.

The older singers and actors look back and take account of how far they have come since their first music and acting classes. After all that work, they can start to call themselves musicians or actors.

Lab Theater productions, the minor league of theatre, showcase the talent of up and coming performers. Laurel Bedman ('01), in "The Forgotten Ones," is one such aspiring actress. These actors and actresses hope to rise one day to the mainstage show, where they will finally be in the majors.

Performing a successful piece during a concert requires an extra effort from the students, who must commit to practice both in and out of school. Despite such responsibility, Asher Ross ('02) enjoys participating in music groups. "Even though it's a lot of work, it's worth it," said Ross.
variety of students in the introductory Vocal Workshop find out every year. This class is a preparatory choir at East which lets students with limited experience in singing learn more about the skill while having fun. It is also a class in which the fundamentals are taught to prepare students who hope to pursue a musical career.

Lab Theater, an activity from where all thespians of East begin, teaches various techniques of the stage. As Colleen Martin (‘00) and Scott Goldberg (‘02) rehearse such techniques in “Danse,” they gain valuable experience and knowledge that will help the actors in future plays.

“After all that work, the students can finally start to call themselves musicians or actors.”

Although an introduction to music, the Freshman Wind Ensemble is also a way for students such as Elena Medina (‘02) to learn how to play music as a group. It teaches the importance of musical interaction to instrumentalists who ordinarily play alone. “I think it’s a great opportunity to meet other people that are interested in the same things you are,” added Medina.

Polly Erlich (‘02) and Willy Wang (‘02) bring music notes to life as they play their clarinets in the Freshman Wind Ensemble. This instrumental group consists of students interested in participating in the music program in hopes of moving onto Symphonic Band or Wind Ensemble.

LAB THEATER: THE FORGOTTEN ONES CAST: Laurel Budman, Elaine DiFlavio (Stage Manager), Adam Finkel, Kerri Mullen (Assistant Stage Manager), Morgan O’Neil, Sam Rosenberg, Kim Vuong, Mr. Thomas Weaver (Advisor).

LAB THEATER: DANSE CAST: Leesa Andrew, Julie Berger (stage manager), Rachel Cetel, Anne Cohen (choreographer), Jeff Cohen (assistant stage manager), Emily Cowan, Sarah Davis, Scott Davis, Melissa Dignizano, Scott Goldberg, Jenny Goldsmith, Nicole Goldstein, Whitney Halperin, Rebecca Halperin, Liz Klausner, Melissa Kellner, Lauren Levine, Colleen Martin, Mariess McKinney, Brian Morgenstern, Aaron Robbins, Adam Rubin, Jon Segot, Arin Sang-Urai, Elizabeth Welch, Amanada Winn, Mr. Thomas Weaver (Advisor).

Vocal Workshop, Freshman Wind Ensemble, Lab Theater
Endless rehearsals, extra hours, hundreds of repeated measures of music. Hoarse throats, voices singing on sluggish mornings, pitch-pipes playing over and over again. Members of East’s small ensembles singing at the sound of a chord. Those are the sacrifices made in D-wing everyday.

Devoting time outside regular choir practice, the Belles of East, Madrigals, Casual Harmony and Celebrations gather in the practice rooms every morning during homeroom to rehearse their pieces. Officers organize and lead their members, taking time to note dynamics, tone balance, and other critical areas in music. Members willingly listen to the directions of their leaders, following the music with bleary eyes, before the ring of the first period bell. This is not all they give, however. Every week, they practice after school, also, to quickly learn new repertoire for their numerous concerts.

Traveling to nursing homes, West Jersey Hospital, and elementary schools, the vocalists bring smiles to the faces of the sick, young, and everyone else in their diverse audiences. All of this done in the name of music. Truly, these students embody the soul of the vocal department. Selfless singing, devoted hours, and above all else, the spirit of celebration.

Performing pieces from the Renaissance, Max Polonsky (‘00), a member of Madrigals, sports the true attire of the Middle Ages. However, the attire is not the only factor that makes the group distinct. The songs they perform and the voices that sing them are the true mark of the Madrigals.

Singing “Carol of the Bells”, Beth Miller (‘99) and Man Yu Li (‘01) perform with a smile. As Belles, they combine bells and vocals to create an integrated song. Since ringing bells and singing can be rather difficult, the group requires continual practice on their pieces to accomplish this feat successfully. Said Miller, “We work really hard because there’s always room for improvement.”

CELEBRATIONS: Dan Berg, Balpreet Bhogal, Katie Bleaken (officer), Sarena Dorado, Jade Goh, Sharon Hwang, Theresa Hwang, Emily Jeo, Jean Kang, Christina Kim (officer), Juhee Kim, Abbi Sharofisky, Maureen Stolzer, Shantina Surya, Julie Warshauer, Mrs. Laurie Bindel (Advisor).

MADRIGAL SINGERS: Julie Berger, Ari Butler, Jane Cabalo, Richard Chu, Scott Davis, Erica Geller, Sarah Goldenthal (officer), Debbie Ghosh, Jessica Laynor, Rachel Lieberman, Max Polonsky, Ben Schwartz, Jeanne Steelman, Santosh Vardhana, Rhea Wei (officer), Mrs. Laurie Bindel (Advisor).
group, requires continual practice for its performances. However, the members realize that singing does not involve only work. Ben Traster ('99) and Jae Won ('99), members of the group, use their free time before a concert to sing at leisure, showing their personal enjoyment of the art.

Playing the highest bells of the song, Abbi Goharzai ('00) concentrates hitting her notes on the correct beat. Her high C and B bells not only add distinction, but also complete the melody of the piece.

Celebrations, which performs with bells without singing, focuses on playing individual notes in order to blend. Their method of using separate parts to make up a melodic whole requires weekly practices on not only sight-reading, but also communication. According to Christina Kim ('99), the group’s conductor, “Celebrations involves cooperation. Each person must contribute their own part in order to make it sound as if only one person were playing.”

“Endless rehearsals, extra hours, hundreds of repeated measures of music … all done in the name of music.”

BELLES OF EAST: Balpreet Bhogal, Katie Bleakley, Rachel Getel, Anna Cohen, Alyssa Ciwanger, Erika Etzin, Ariel Fos, Sarah Goldberg, Man Yu Li, Elizabeth Livingston (officer), Beth Miller (officer), Laura Pursell, Devra Seidel, Christine Yin, Mrs. Laurie Bindel (Advisor).

CASUAL HARMONY: Joe Benasatti, Robin Bose (officer), Eric Gramatges, Owen Hovis, David Lee, David Rehizadeh, Ben Schwartz, Ben Traster, Santosh Vardhana, Jae Won (officer), Mrs. Cindy Quijano (Advisor).
Performing arts is a complex world of actors and musicians who commit their time, effort, heart, and soul to their performances. Moreover, these artists must also involve all of their senses to produce the perfect blend of their talents. To illustrate, Laura Davis ('00) states that, “In music, all the senses come together - your eyes read the music as your ears hear the notes. Meanwhile, your fingers have to blindly search the instrument for the right keys. Together, the senses unite to create music.”

In addition to the basic senses, the artists must also use their voices in various aspects of the performing arts, such as Actor’s Studio or Concert Choir. They use both speaking and singing as a more direct form of communication to clearly present their art.

Overall, the performing artists use their eyes, ears, and voices in their performances in order to create a more unified and compelling piece.

Andrew Thompson ('02) looks out into the audience as if he can see the notes of the Concert Choir song materialize before him. As he listens to the blend of his fellow singers, he concludes that singing is a form of expression that includes a variety of senses. “Concert Choir is a great way for me to truly express myself,” said Thompson.

Chansons members concentrate on getting the right pitch as they listen to the tone that their teacher gives them. Their daily practice eventually pays off as the audience hears the melodious music. “Practicing everyday may become tiresome, but it’s nothing compared to the satisfaction I get at the end,” said Sona Kothari ('00).

CHANSONS: Laurel Budman, Jenny Chang (officer), Victoria Cohen, Thea Dorado, Neomie Elezer, Julie Feinsmith, Rebecca Gillespie, Emily Goldenthai (officer), Randi Grossman, Rebecca Halperin (officer), Stephanie Hornback, Sona Kothari, Elizabeth Klausner, Gabrielle Lance, Jennifer Pajdak, Gillian Rosenbaum (officer), Emily Sadel (officer), Betsy Schmid, Rachel Sherman, Amanda Winn, Christine Yoo, Ms. Cindy Quijano (Conductor).


As she listens to her fellow Chansons members, Julie Feinsmith ('01) realizes that her voice is not the only tool she uses while singing. Her hearing also plays a crucial factor since she must listen carefully in order to match her voice to the rest of the singers.
Judy Wu ('00) hits perfect pitches as her fingers run along her flute. All the instruction from Mr. Keleher pays off as she plays with precision. Said Wu, "Symphonic Band is an extremely enjoyable experience. Mr. Keleher, our conductor, is the glue that sticks everything together for the performance."

At Rachel Cetel ('00) performs in "A Midsummer Night's Dream" with Adam Rubin ('00), she gets to try her hand at Shakespeare. It introduces a form of theater which helps thespians like Cetel improve their acting skills. "It was a nice change of pace to do a Shakespeare show because most of us had never experienced it before. It was exciting to bring some of the old theater history to the Fast stage," said Cetel.

"The performing artists use their eyes, ears, and voices in their performances in order to create a more unified and compelling piece."

In the eyes of the Concert Choir, the songs that the members perform are not words put together with random notes. Rather, their music is art. Not only do the singers rehearse this music but they also create it, for they are not just members of a musical group - they are musicians.

CONCERT CHOIR: Balpreet Bhogal (officer), Amanda Birnbaum, Aviva Buchman (officer), Elaine Carroll, Shuo Ju Chou (officer), Alyssa Cwanger (officer), Scott Davis, Alan Deitch (officer), Alier Derado, Ariel Fox, Sandie Fraser, Sarah Goldberg (officer), Sharona Gonen, Jon Goodman, Arie Haif, Jennifer Hur (officer), Emily Joo, Jean Kang, Jennifer Kim, Danielle Lambersky, Jessica Laynor, Harmony Lee, Yong Lee, Stephen Lu, Bill Magee, Julia Mavrodin, Kerri Mullen, Morgan O’Neil, Sophia Rigatos, Amy Romm, Annie Sang-Urai, Rachel Singer, (officer), Maureen Stolzner, Shantala Surya, Andrew Thompson, Santosh Vardhana (officer), Anna Wesley, Mrs. Laurie Bindel (Conductor).

ACTORS’ STUDIO II: Laura Andrew, Leesa Andrew, Julie Berger, Ari Butler, Rachel Cetel, Anne Cohen, Alan Deitch, Elaine DiFlavio, Susan Grossman (stage manager), Kevin Inacker, Jerry Levine, Elizabeth Livingston, Colleen Martin, Kerri Mullen, Dan Reed, Sam Rosenberg, Adam Rubin, Jon Sagot, Beth Smulman, Karen Wislovec, Mr Robert Naton (Advisor).
Because of her dedication to theater and music, Erika Eltin ('99) participates in P.A.V.A.S., also known as the Performing Arts Visual Arts Society. The group consists of artistic students whom teachers nominate to represent various departments of the arts on P.A.V.A.S. Night. Though held for only a single night, the presentations reaffirm the importance of the arts. "Being in P.A.V.A.S., I feel honored to know that my hard work in the music and drama departments has been recognized and genuinely rewarded," said Eltin.

"These students form the backbone of the performing arts at East."

Bryan Benn ('99) discusses different ideas with Mr. Nation in order to produce a successful P.A.V.A.S. Night. Through the preparation for this night, students are given a chance to meet new people and to truly experience the arts. "The performing arts have given me an opportunity to explore a side of myself that I did not know existed four years ago. I am thankful for all that I have learned," said Benn.


THESPISAN SOCIETY: Bryan Benn (Secretary/Treasurer), Julie Berger (Vice President), Ari Butler (President), Rachel Cetel, Sara Chvala, Anne Cohen, Jeff Cohen (Vice President), Alan Deitch (Historian), Erika Eltin, Ariel Fox, Erica Geller (Instrumental Liaison), Sarah Goldenthal (Vocal Liaison), Jessica Laynor, Jerry Levine, Elizabeth Livingston, Colleen Martin, Marc Plevinsky (Technical Liaison), Dan Reed, Adam Rubin, Ben Schwartz, Meri Weisner, Wynn Williamson, Mr. Thomas Weaver (Advisor).
Through her involvement in Thespian Society and other drama-related activities, Ariel Fox ('00) improves her acting talents and ultimately receives a part in the spring musical, *Annie*. The Thespian Society strives to enrich actors' theatrical experiences while also encouraging students to try various aspects of drama.

The Stage Crew coordinates the lighting, background, and props in order to set the scene of all drama productions. Though little seen, crew members, like Keith Erickson ('00), play an integral part in each show by creating and organizing the entire setting of the stage.

**At The Heart Of The Matter**

Often, when students think of the performing arts, they bring to mind immediately those individuals whom the performing arts department spotlights—the tenor who sang the solo at the Winter Choral Concert, or the actress who played the lead role in the Spring Show.

Less noticeable are the choir section leaders who prepare night after night at dress rehearsals, quietly edging their sections to keep focused, noting missed entrances or messy dynamics.

Backstage is the stage crew, whose nightly job is to ensure that the activity behind the scenes runs as smoothly as possible, permitting the actors to go on with the show. Meanwhile, the musicians of the pit orchestra, without whose music the spring musical would seem empty and without heart, sit playing out of the line of view.

These students form the backbone of the performing arts at East. Their self-made purpose is straightforward—to bring the performing arts at East to the peak of perfection. This task they do quietly, without fanfare or need for praise, for their fellow members and themselves.

---

**PIT ORCHESTRA:** Ben Abo, Matthew Acciani, Lisa Akininskas, Jackie Bell, Dan Berg, Katie Bleaken, Howard Chang, Richard Chu, Chris Clancy, Adam Fensch, David Firestein, Rebecca Gillespie, Alex Goldstein, Philip Hausler, Owen Hoxie, Anthony Kasinskas, Megan Kelly, Andrew Kim, William Klein, Derek McMahon, Eric Moskowitz, Jared Shavelson, Kathy Tao, Jennifer Tan, Jeremy Volkman, Dave Wolbach, Crystal Wu, Olivia Wu, Christine Yin, Mr. Bruce Yurko (Conductor).

**STAGE CREW:** Jon Andraka, Julie Berger, Kris Capella, Jonathat Cetel, Jeff Cohen, Neal Cohen, Keith Davis, Matt Devine, Trish Devine, Keith Erickson, Gregg Gramatges, Marc Gramatges, Susan Grossman, Rebecca Halperin, Nate Harlow, Owen Hoxie, Aaron Inver, Jodi Katz, Shaun Kessler, Gina Lemanowicz, Jerry Levine, Jason, Libes, Abby Lichtman, Tisha Lutek, Colleen Martin, Marissa McKinney, Kristen Mariano, Anthony Micaile, Troy Mohammed, Kate O'Brian, Christine Parker, Michelle Polansky, Marc Plewinsky, Adam Rubin, John Rya, Kyle Sattin, Jonathan Schimphl, Ben Schwartz, Jeremy Smith, Jean Sung, Shantala Surya, Milosz Trawinski, Robert John Weaver, Mr. Thomas Weaver (Advisor).
While practicing for Chamber Winds, Emily Saidel ('01) concentrates on playing beautiful notes from her bassoon. She wishes to get the audience to understand music, which is why she always does her best in concerts. "Reaching out to the audience with my music has always been one of my goals," said Saidel.

Many students do not have enough time to join more than one music ensemble. However, Adam Fensh ('00) manages to participate in several, such as Jazz Ensemble and Brass Ensemble. "I enjoy playing the tuba for different music ensembles because they give the audience a chance to face the music," said Fensh.

MIME COMPANY: Zach Abo, Hollie Barattolo, Julie Berger, Laurel Budman, Jeff Cohen, Emily Cowan, Scott Davis, Alan Deitch, Elaine DiFlavio, Melissa DiPonzano, Adam Finkel, Sara Goldenthal, Nicole Goldstein, Marc Granatges, Rebecca Halperin, Stephanie Hornback, Jerry Levine, Sam Linton, Elizabeth Livingston, Bill Magee, Colleen Martin, Marissa McKinney, Kerry Mullen, Arion Robbins, Sam Rosenberg, Adam Rubin, Arin Sang-Urai, Amanda Scuro, Beth Smuljan, Shantala Surya, Elizabeth Welch, Mr. Thomas Weaver (Advisor).

CHAMBER WINDS: Lisa Akinzas, David Anderson, Jaclyn Bell, Dan Berg, Howard Chang, Richard Chu, Gloria Farng, David Firestein, Erica Geller, Rebecca Gillespie, Nicholas Goede, Michael Green, Patrick Hsieh, Megan Kelly, Jihoon Kim, Juhee Kim, Eric Moskowitz, Robert Nafelson, Emily Saidel, Jessica Stuart, Richard Wolbach, David Yang, Kevin Yang, Mr. Bruce Yurko (Conductor).

BRASS ENSEMBLE: Ben Abo, Yusra Al-Sayyad, Katherine Breaiken, Craig Bromberg, Adam Bussey, Jane Caballo, Adam Fenich, Philip Hauser, Kristina Kasinskas, Dan Kent, Evan Kressman, Vivek Kumar, Jacob Millstein, Sarah Plimpton, Matthew Pollack, Zach Rosenberg, Jared Shavelson, Lindsay Tjattas, Josh Varon, David Wolbach, Mr. Bruce Yurko (Conductor).
As Greg Halbrook ('01) plays the electric guitar for Lab Band, he realizes the importance that the ensemble has on the audience. Lab Band is just one of the music department's ensembles that stresses the value of having the audience encounter different types of music.

Face The Arts

One of the goals of East's drama department is to acquaint members of the community with the varied performances of its students. Each year, everything from the Spring Show to Mime Company's productions entertain the community. Facing the arts, so to speak, is something that has dual meanings. In one sense of the phrase, it is the process of introducing novice theater patrons to the diverse arts performed at East. It is helping community members to enjoy East's annual Opera Night, or introducing them to the student-directed one-Act's "Face the Arts," however, has another meaning as well. Because of the silence of their performances, mime troupe performers must use vivid facial expressions to communicate the plot lines of their skits.

"One of the goals of East's drama department is to acquaint members of the community with the varied performances of its students."

To help her facial expressions, Beth Smoljan ('01) applies makeup for her next mime performance. Since she cannot speak, she takes every action possible to enhance the portrayal of her message. "In mime, facial expression is vital in getting across to the audience what you're doing. Since mime needs to exaggerate it, the makeup helps accentuate your reaction to what's happening in the skit," said Smoljan.

Jazz Ensemble: Ben Abo, David Anderson, Jordan Berg, Craig Bromberg, Richard Chu, Chris Clancey, Marc Davis, Adam Fersch, Alex Goldstein, Phil Hausler, Owen Hosey, Anthony Kasinskas, Kristina Kasinskas, Chris Kewley, Bill Klein, Evan Keesman, Rob Natelson, Jared Shavelson, Lindsay Tjattas, Jeremy Volkman, Dave Wolkach, Rick Wolkach, Mr. Timothy Keleher (Conductor).

Lab Band: Lisa Atkinskas, Josh Ascalon, Adam Barsky, Naomi Baumgarten, Jacki Bell, Jordan Berg, Gladys Chan, Joanne Chang, Sarah Daly, Marc Davis, Polly Ehrlich, Annette Galley, James Gillespie, Rick Gold, Alex Goldstein, Mike Green, Greg Halbrook, Arie Hasit, Seth Horrow, Mary Hu, Jillian Jimenez, Grace Kang, Anthony Kasinskas, Shira Katz, Daniel Kent, Ahmi Kim, Hannah Kim, Billy Klein, Melody Kramer, Evan Keesman, Matt Lukoff, Adam Nash, Rishi Patel, Alan Reed, Asher Ross, Abbi Sharpsky, Rachel Silverman, Paul Specht, Andrew Thompson, Josh Varon, Cole Zucker, Mr. Timothy Keleher (Conductor).

Mimes, Chamber Winds, Brass Ensemble, Jazz Ensemble, Lab Band
Break A Leg!

For the performers involved in the fall and spring shows, Hell Week is a time of total immersion in their art, whether it is in orchestra, singing, or acting. It is a grueling week of late-night rehearsals that strive to fine-tune the production to perfection. This work that thespians put into the two shows is enormous, and their dedication shows through their impressive performances. As with any passion, the hard work ultimately pays off. The excitement of knowing that they have done their best in a show is unmistakable. “Even though the rehearsals are often long and strenuous, when you hear the audience cheering, you get this incredible feeling of accomplishment, and you know that all the work has definitely paid off,” said Erika Ettin (’99). Through the long hours and frenzied workload, the thespians love for drama still shine through, as brilliant as the spotlight is on opening night.

Wynn Williamson (’99), as Brady, takes the stand in East’s fall show, Inherit the Wind. Williamson, along with other thespians, puts all his effort into making the show a success through the repeated practices.

Jenni Joyce’s (’02) debut on the East stage as Annie proves her talents in both singing and acting. In the number, “N.Y.C.,” Joyce performs with veteran actress Dana Michael (’99) who also wants to pursue theatre as her career.

As she assumes her role in Inherit the Wind, Elizabeth Livingston (’99) plays the main role of Rachel. Though making her character believable requires much concentration and practice, Livingston enjoys pleasing the audience.
An expert character actress, Elaine DiFlavis ('99) gives a convincing performance as Miss Hannigan on the East stage. As the villain of the show, DiFlavis succeeds in entertaining the audience.

Actors of Annie come together to sing the satiric lyrics of "Hooverville." The dancers, coached by Mr. Nation, hold long rehearsals in order to better deliver the message of the song to the audience.

"The work that thespians put into the two shows is enormous, and their dedication shows through their impressive performances."

As she looks on with interest at the proceedings in the mock courtroom of the Fall Show, Julie Berger ('99) mentally rehearses her lines. Veteran actors like Berger understand the importance of dedication in order to get the lines memorized.

In his first lead on the Cherry Hill East mainstage, Max Polonsky ('00) gives an amazing performance as Daddy Warbucks. In a scene with the U.S. Cabinet, he talks with President Roosevelt, played by Ben Traster ('99).

Marching On Up

In rain or through pain, they still march on. Even amidst the chilly October temperature, they proudly sally forth with a smile and a spirit unequalled by others. They are the members of the Cherry Hill East Marching Band, and virtually nothing can stop them from doing what they do best. Marching Band members must play an instrument while marching uniformly to the beat of the music. Richard Chu ('99), the drum major of Marching Band, understands well the importance of stepping "on up," Chu said. "We depend a lot on the leadership and experience of the seniors. During these last few years we have improved because of their help and dedication." In order to perfect their technique before a game or event, the dedicated members practice for hours on end, during rain or shine.

While the band marches on, other performing artists are marching up, participating in the elite All State and All South Jersey musical groups. Despite the difficulty of getting into these groups, East students continue to surpass all standards, earning the school recognition for having one of the finest music programs in the state. It is not easy, but as any proud member of the ensembles will tell you, in the end it's all worth it.

The straight posture and crisp uniform portray to spectators the reputed precision of the East Marching Band. As a dedicated instrumentalist, Marc Davis ('02) finds that the discipline necessary in order to achieve such precision improves his music in other areas.

The half-time presentation at East's football games often remind spectators of their own school spirit. In order to coordinate this field show, a variety of groups, including the Marching Band, Colorguard, and Dance Squad, collaborate by holding daily practices together.


While dancing with Tiffany Carter ('99), Alan Deich ('99) shows little sign of having participated with Marching Band for only one year. His previous experience with music and theater eased his transition into the group, also helping him with various dance steps. Said Deich, "I must confess that it is some of the most fun I have ever had here at East. I met a lot of different people during those few months, and I am proud to say that they are all my friends."

As drum major of Marching Band, Richard Chu ('99) leads the group with the same musical talents that placed him in both All State and All South Jersey Bands. Despite all the work involved in conducting the band, Chu said, "Marching Band will be one of my most memorable activities at East because it gave me a chance to play a role in the actual shaping of the group."

The East Singers represent the highest caliber of the school's vocalists, such as Jane Cabalo ('00), who participate in the All South Jersey Chorus. The musical environment at East encourages students to high levels of accomplishment by nurturing their natural talents.

Watching the drum major for ahead of him, Jared Shavelson ('99), sounds the drums in order to keep the pace of the marching band synchronized. The strong beat of the percussion provides the rhythm for the entire band. "On the field, the marching band has to keep in step with me so that the beat improves our form," said Shavelson.

"It is not easy, but, as any proud member of the ensembles will tell you, in the end it's all worth it."
At the close of a song, Sarah Goldenthal ('99) steps forward to give her solo. In the dimmed auditorium, she brings together, in only a few measures of music, years of vocal experience.

Although Wind Ensemble is enjoyable to play in it also requires plenty of work. Gloria Fang ('99) admits, "Wind Ensemble is very prestigious. Mr. Yurko strives for perfection in breathing, tone, and dynamics." Because of these high standards from the teachers, the concerts surpass all expectations.

Normally, "banging out the noises" refers to an inexperienced player's learning new music through trial and error. However, to Josh Varon ('00), hitting chimes with a mallet is part of everyday practice. Those rehearsals eventually lead to the either of two band concerts that East hold every year. In full concert gath, Varon demonstrates his part in the excellent show that the students always give.

"The three groups' performances continue to amaze their audiences, bringing prestige and acclaim to East's music program."

Lisa Akiniska ('01) concentrates on refining the quality of her music. To play the cello, she needs both talent and strength in order to manage an instrument of such size. This dexterity helps her to play the concert piece with grace.

Music is epitomized through the sounds of Orchestra, East Singers, and Wind Ensemble. In these ensembles, East exhibits some of its best aesthetics. The students of each group dedicate themselves to their instrument, devoting hours of their time to the music that they love. They strive to improve their skills, practicing everyday both in school and out of school. Although all that extra work seems tedious, the students choose to practice since they desire express their passion for music.

When passing through D-wing, many are often surprised at the number of rehearsals and lessons taking place. Few actually realize that the melodiously graceful music really results from the hard work of both the students and the teachers.

As the vocal director, Mrs. Bindel instructs the East Singers, the high-caliber chorus at East. This renowned choir, having won a wide variety of awards, sets the standard for all vocalists. Wind Ensemble, the band counterpart of East Singers, likewise holds distinction in the music community under the direction of Mr. Yurko. He also conducts the Orchestra, which includes some of the finest string musicians in New Jersey. The three groups’ performances continue to amaze their audiences, bringing prestige and acclaim to East’s music program. Bravo!

Derek McMahon ('99) concentrates on playing the last notes of his piece, finishing the concert with a flourish. At East, the students truly desire to improve their skills as the year progresses. In order to do so, they take advantage of East’s acclaimed music programs, which offers opportunities to learn various aspects of music.

Learning into the melody, the East Singers' sopranos sway with the music. The girls peak at the top of their range, blending with the rest of the choir. The voices of each vocalist, however, still remain individual as they contribute to the songs of the concert.

WIND ENSEMBLE: Ben Abo, Lisa Akinskas, Yuan Al-Sayyad, David Anderson, Jaclyn Bell, Daniel Beng, Katherine Brealen, Craig Bromberg, Adam Bussey, Jane Cabalo, Howard Chang, Richard Chu, Gloria Farag, Adam Fensck, David Finstein, Erica Geller, Rebecca Gillespie, Nicholas Goede, Michael Green, Philip Hauser, Patrick Hsieh, Kristina Kasinskas, Megan Kelly, Daniel Kent, Jihoon Kim, Juhee Kim, Evan Kressman, Vivek Kumar, Jacob Millstein, Eric Moskowitz, Robert Natelson, Sarah Plimpton, Matthew Pollock, Zachary Rosenberg, Emily Saitel, Jared Shavelson, Jessica Stuart, Andrew Thompson, Lindsay Tijattas, Joshua Varon, David Wolbach, Richard Wolbach, David Yang, Kevin Yang, Mr. Bruce Yurko (Conductor).

ORCHESTRA: STRING ENSEMBLE 1: John Agner, Lisa Akinskas, Ben Chang, Mike Cheung, Vicki Chou, Ying-Ying Dong, William Earley, David Gadsden, Kaushik Ganguly, Eric Gramatges, Nathanial Harlow, Therena Hwang, Kristina Kasinskas, Andrea Kim, Jane Kim, Jennifer Kim, Yeo-Chong King, Christine Ko, Abigail Lee, Christina Liao, Arnold Luk, Derek McMahon, Maria Shi, Jennifer Tan, Kathy Tan, Jeff Wang, Crystal Wu, Rachel Wu, Rose Wu, Christine Yin, Janet Zhang. STRING ENSEMBLE 2: Elizabeth Agner, John Bertaa, Kirsten Buschair, Frank Chang, Stephanie Chang, Sharon Hwang, Michelle Kang, Julie Kim, Mike Kim, Mo Ko, Eric Kuo, Brandon Lee, Teresita Lopez, David Marinielli, Peter Ko, Onodria Sarbar, Rajkumar Sarker, Neha Sawhney, Dorothy Ting, Bobbie Wilmot, Daniel Woon, Olivia Wu, Terry Yin, Ben Zhou.
Welcome To The Jungle

You know who they are. New generations of them come every Fall, some confused, some confident. Either way, it takes a special kind of courage to walk through East’s double doors the first day of Freshmen year. Arion Robbins (’02), like many of his classmates, was mortified about East. “Going to school with people four years older than me—people who can drive—scared me to death,” Robbins said. Another common fear is the increased workload. Freshmen must learn to adjust to the new teachers and curriculum. It’s going to be tough for some, but ultimately, the trembling freshmen of today will, slowly and steadily, metamorphose into the hardy sophomores of tomorrow. Priti Ojha (’02) has already settled into high school life. “Through time, I’ve really gotten to know the school better.” Ojha said.

Pictured at left, seeking advice in finalizing his schedule, Rick Branton (’02) turns to this guidance counselor, Mr. Delaney, to learn which classes will suit him the best. Although unsure of what to expect from the four years to come, Branton secures his high school career by starting off in the right direction with the proper help.
How Much Longer?

This year, a new law was adopted which increases the driving age by one year. Those who were born on or after January 1, 1984 must wait an extra year before driving without an adult in the car. This law applies to not only most freshmen but also, unfortunately, a handful of sophomores.

Most students are disgruntled by the increased driving age, even though many will not be able to drive to school anyway. “Although I probably wouldn’t be able to drive as a senior, it still bothers me that I’m not allowed to drive until I’m 18,” said Pat Bun Hwang (’02). Generally, students believe that the new law is irrational since it does not seem to be accomplishing anything in particular.

Despite the questions of whether or not the driving law will make a real difference, the freshmen’s main concern now is how to have a future senior social life without having to turn to Mom or Dad for a ride. “The new law makes things really hard because a group of friends won’t be able to go out without having to rely on a parent being in the car too,” said Allison Horowitz (’02).
Haines His Way

Students often wonder why a teacher would volunteer to be a class advisor, dedicating four years to a single group of students. There seems to be little compensation for all the extra time and effort. However, Mr. Haines, the new freshman class advisor, looks forward to the prospect of leading the class of 2002, especially since he enjoys working with students outside of the classroom. “I like working with kids, not just teaching them,” says Haines, who has always been involved in student extracurricular activities through positions such as newspaper supervisor, assistant wrestling coach, and freshman softball coach.

Describing his new job as being a “guide” rather than being an “advisor,” Mr. Haines intends to help freshmen by simply guiding them in their choices. “I just help them set goals and keep going on the right path without telling them everything,” he states, “It’s all a matter of direction.”
As freshmen, Jason Schmidt ('02), Jen Levy ('02), and Jeannine Chang ('02) fully experience high school for the first time as they participate in their Health class. However, they make a smooth transition to East through both the passage of time and the confrontation of anxieties. "High school's a big difference from middle school. It's a lot bigger and a little bit scary," said Schmidt.
Freshmen

Freshmen Class Officers:
Frank Johnson (President)
John Ducat (Vice President)
Lee Bronstein (Vice President)
David Schwerin (Vice President)
Mr. Haines (Advisor)

Top Five List for Being Freshman
5. No more middle school
4. Adjusting to high school
3. Getting lost
2. Being called "Frosh"
1. Can’t hardly wait to be Sophomores
Second Time Around

It's their second time around. The sophomores of East are now one year closer to ruling the school. Some, after only one year, already devote themselves to various extracurricular activities. Jade Goh ('01) agrees, "Even though this is only my second year at East, I am really involved in activities such as GLOBE. Hopefully, in my senior year, I will be as involved in it then as I am now."

However, like the fellow students of her class, Goh complains of the significantly heavier workload that accompanies the courses of sophomore year. Unfortunately, these courses are known for their grueling demands. After the sophomores have had a year to settle into high school, they face tougher classes and more challenging assignments.

Yet, glad to be at East, the sophomores look forward to events such as Spirit Week and the Cotillion which show off their class spirit. Through these activities, the Class of '01 set a strong example for the opening of the new millennium. Besides, every step is closer to senior year!
I Got A 78?

Although it cannot provide driving lessons in an actual car, East’s drivers education classes teach students about driving through different means. For instance, students spend much class time watching informative videos or studying the state driving booklet.

As a visual aid, the videos emphasize the realities of driving. “Even though movies can’t replace real cars, they do get the point across. Some videos really do shed some light on drunk driving and regular driving,” said Sarah Daly (‘01).

Besides movies, the school also provides a driver’s manual which contains all the necessary information of the rules of driving. Students read and study its two hundred pages in class with their teachers in order to better understand what it means to drive.

Although a few students dislike the extensive note taking, the vast majority of students make use of the class to actually learn since they realize that the driver’s education will help their own driving. “I really paid attention in class and studied the manual because I wanted to pass the written test. The driver’s permit was my goal and this class helped me get closer to it,” said Jon Mancro (‘01).

Their faces light up and their attention span expands as a driver’s video plays on the overhead TV. Unlike many academic classes where the students become bored by the subject matter, Drivers Ed offers a refreshing break from the boredom of academic classes. The best part of the class is that in addition to having fun, students actually learn something. Defensive driving, a crucial part of the East Driver’s Ed curriculum, prepares the students for virtually any dangerous driving situation.
Wisdom Through Suffering

It's every high school student's nightmare. Two hours of Biology to study for, coupled with an hour and a half of math homework that needs to be graphed by hand along with a rehearsal for the fall show needs to be done, and it is already dinnertime! Unfortunately, this is all too real for many sophomores entering their first year of "the real East experience." Compared to the relatively light workload they received freshman year, sophomores do not know what to expect when they walk into their classes the first day of school. Sure the rumors had already spread far and wide about the horrors of honors classes, but the true terrors of sophomore year can only be experienced first hand. For the unwary, that first night of homework is a night they will never forget. Andrew Kim ('00), a former sophomore said, "Freshman year did not even come close in preparing me for the amount of work that I was to receive during sophomore year."

Concentrating intently on the difficult test that Mr. Rocchino has prepared for her students, Iris Goldstein ('01) gets a taste of what it really means to be an honors student. As sophomores like Goldstein experience for the first time the various difficulties and triumphs of harder classes, they in turn learn much about the rigors of high school.
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Poring over her English test, Diana Levitt ('01) reaches back into her memory in an attempt to remember the details of her book. Like most East students, Levitt considers her classes very important since working hard is a significant part of her own satisfaction.

Shaun San Pedro ('01) peers into the microscope, watching an amoeba drift past the lens. Despite the infamous difficulty of sophomore year, the high caliber of the classes prepares students for future education and careers. Said San Pedro, "Even though it was easier freshman year, you get used to everything."
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Sophomore Class Officers:

Julia Lerman (President)  
Colleen Court (Vice President)  
Emily Goldenthal (Vice President)  
Jonathan Scott (Vice President)  
Mrs. Hinrichsen (Advisor)

Top Five List for Being Sophomores

5. Time to take things more seriously
4. Tougher work
3. Driver's Education/Permits
2. You're not "frosh"
1. Can't wait to be upperclassmen
Leaders Of The Pack

With two years of high school already under their belts, juniors this year are finally enjoying the status of being an upperclassman. More than an elevated ego goes into the bargain, however, as the next successors of the “top dog” seniors, many of them take on completely new roles. For some, it means mentoring some of the underclassmen. Tom Caruso (’00) said, “I’m trying to be an excellent role model and guide the frosh so that they don’t wind up as goofy as I was my freshman year.”

For example, in extracurricular activities such as F.O.P. and Blood Drive, some juniors suddenly rise to the leadership positions of chairperson. Add SAT’s onto the schedule, and the year seems harder than ever before. Cara Stein (’00) said, “There’s more pressure than ever on you this year to do your best because everything you do will be looked at by someone.”
License To Kill

Every student anticipates receiving their driver’s license since driving gives a whole new freedom to the teenage years. Also, the coveted license indicates that the student is finally free after seventeen long years of dependence on parents. “It revolutionized my high school experience. I never knew how fun life could be up until now,” said Tom Caruso (‘00).

Student driving also takes a load off parents who must constantly chauffeur their teenagers around. Instead of listening to constant complaints of not having a ride anywhere, parents can now toss the keys to their newly licensed drivers. “It’s a convenient privilege because high school students today have more things to do,” said Jeff Wang (‘00).

However, driving is not all fun and games. It’s actually an examination that tests whether or not students are mature enough to handle real responsibility. Said Aviva Buchman (‘00), “More often than not, students our age are not very safe drivers because of the adrenaline rush they get when they’re having too much fun.” Glen Bona (‘00) agrees, “Driving is a big responsibility, especially when accidents happen.” Having the license may be exciting, but students must accept the obligations involved in order to enjoy the privilege.
Danielle Kraus
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Danielle Kraus
MULTIPLE GUESS

It’s the rite of passage that each teenager must go through in order to be eligible for college. Not exactly something to look forward to, the SAT’s and its cousins still provide an opportunity for students to aim higher and score better. AP tests, for example, provide AP-students a chance to earn college credit. By scoring a perfect score, they may be exempt from that course in college. Much study and preparation are required for a student to earn a high score, but as Dave Gadren, ('00) said, “I hate standardized tests, but in the end all the stress is worth it.”

Rather than dread the slew of standardized tests, the student should think of them as opportunities to rise. Not only can they teach the student more about a subject, they also give colleges the opportunity to see a student’s abilities in that specific subject. In the end, the experience is beneficial for all.

Calculator ready and pencil scribbling away, Chun Ho ('00) prepares for the AP tests as he takes notes in Chemistry 2AP with Mr. Siler. Like many juniors who take AP-level classes, Ho’s hard work is aimed at helping him score a four or a five on the AP exams.
Despite being upperclassmen, Howard Chang ('00) and Blake Rudov ('00) must remain diligent in their classes such as Chemistry. As students in their critical junior year, they realize that their current academic status holds high importance to colleges. Said Chang, “We know we need to apply to colleges soon and have the pressure of doing well in school.”

Anna Stankosky ('00) and Blake Rudov ('00) discuss their school day while taking a lunch break. Through their three years at East, juniors form lasting friendships through their daily meetings. These relationships, which strengthen with each passing day, often last long past the years at East.
Junior Class Officers:

Tom Caruso (President)
Roma Pandya (Vice President)
Andrew Rothman (Vice President)
Rachel Wenger (Vice President)
Mr. Malatesta (Advisor)

Being class officers has been such a great opportunity for all of us. We are all very proud to represent the class this year. We have enjoyed every day and worked very hard to perfect every activity. Spirit Week and the Prom were the two best events of the year.

Top Five List for Being Juniors
5. Standardized Testing ... hmm, eenie, minie, moe
4. Increase in Pressure
3. Maintenance of Sanity
2. Drivers Licenses ... accidents
1. Looking ahead to Senior year ... one more.
Q & A with ...

Mr. Lacovara

YEARBOOK: Having come in as vice principal of this graduating class to see us as seniors, what was your immediate opinion of the class?

MR. LACOVARA: The first impression that they gave me was of a group of very nice, lady-like gentlemen. It appears that the class of '99 is a very good group, and I am very pleased with the group as a whole.

YEARBOOK: What has impressed you most about this class in relation to all the other classes you have seen come through East?

MR. LACOVARA: I have been most impressed by this class' energy and honesty, and I am more than willing to help students that are honest and sincere.

YEARBOOK: How do you think that this graduating class will be remembered by the faculty and the underclassmen?

MR. LACOVARA: I believe that this class will be remembered for their great enthusiasm and energy, which is obvious in the large number of students that are going on the senior trip to Disney World. Their unity and school spirit will not be forgotten.

YEARBOOK: How do you think that the past year of being vice principal of this class has influenced you, not only as an administrator, but also as an individual?

MR. LACOVARA: I think that coming back here to become vice principal has made me feel much younger. I feel that I am really helping the students and pointing them in the right direction.

YEARBOOK: What aspects of being the vice principal of this class did you enjoy?

MR. LACOVARA: I really enjoyed all of the activities that I witnessed and was a part of. The concerts, plays, performances, and athletics have all been exceptional. I find a lot of joy in attending these things and also hearing of the students' acceptances to colleges.

YEARBOOK: What would you like to say to the departing seniors?

MR. LACOVARA: I hope that I have influenced and helped all of you on the road to success. It has been a pleasure meeting you.

---

Mr. Gallagher

YEARBOOK: What have been the effects of having your daughter in this graduating class?

MR. GALLAGHER: Having Kristy in the class of 1999 enabled me to become acquainted with the students on a more personal level. I feel that I have developed a special relationship with the students, and this has allowed me to get involved with this class both as a principal and father. For instance, not many principals have had the opportunity to travel with some of their students or to go over students' houses for special occasions.

YEARBOOK: As you've watched the class of 1999 grow older physically and mentally, in what ways do you believe that this class has matured the most?

MR. GALLAGHER: The level of independence that I have witnessed in this class has increased remarkably. They have demonstrated great academic strength in various manners, such as the number of National Merit Semi-finalists, and the outstanding SAT scores. Also, their athletic teams and extra curricular activities have been memorable, and they have clearly assumed the role of the leaders.

YEARBOOK: How do you believe that this class has changed and shaped you?

MR. GALLAGHER: This class of 1999 has taught me mainly about humility. It isn't everyday that a principal can get into a snowball fight with students from his school. Specifically, it has helped me grow as an administrator and father. I believe that it has also helped me relate to the issues that confront adolescents better.

YEARBOOK: How do you think that this class will be remembered?

MR. GALLAGHER: This class will be remembered best for their attitude of believing that "this school is ours." They have taken Cherry Hill East by storm and have definitely left a lasting impression upon East. Their confidence and leadership will not be forgotten.

YEARBOOK: Any last words?

MR. GALLAGHER: I have a lot of personal attachment to this class in particular, and will miss it. Thank you to the graduating class of 1999, it has been four fun years.

---

The first thing that I think of when somebody mentions the class of '99 is love. Last year, Mrs. Paul and I put together a collage of the entire class of '99 that is entitled "Mrs. Pecker's Kids." I've put it up in my office at Beck, so I see all of your lovely faces every morning. I hope all of your dreams come true, and I hope to see you all soon.
To The Class of ’99:
As the officers of our class, we would like to thank you for allowing us to represent you during our senior year. We have had such a blast in everything we have done, and together we have conquered all there is to accomplish at East. As a class, we have surprised everyone with our enthusiasm during each “Spirit Week”, with our two victories in Powder Puff, and with all of our support at school activities. Also, all of our dances have been great as well as our class trip to Disney World. Now our time at East is done, and we are graduating. No matter where we go next year, our four years at East will always remain the foundation upon which we will build our lives. Whatever our memories are, we will remember them with pride and remember those who helped us to make them. We wish everyone the best of luck.
Love, Your Class Officers and Advisors,
Emily, Kate, Jeanne, Mitch, Mrs. Gail Peterson, and Ms. Lois Kornberger

Hall Of Fame

Lara Baron, Bryan Benn, Robin Bose, Robyn Brown, Ari Butler, Anne Cohen, Bill Deal, Alan Deitch, Matt Denker, Trish Devine, Dan DiBruno, Nancy Duyer, Erika Ennin, Leslie Febello, Kristy Gallagher, Rikin Gandhi, Leigh Ann Garrett, Julia Girman, Eli Goldstein, Carissa Graham, Andy Grubb, Marisa Halpern, Abby Harvey, Justin Kaplan, Nick Keller, Sara Kellerman, Jooni Kim, Peter Klimas, Meryl Kramer, Tom LaMaina, Elizabeth Livingston, Christine Madden, Katarina Matzson, Jessica Navann, Vihan Palaniavel, Marc Pleinsley, Lauren Richter, Jodi Sarowitz, Ben Schwartz, Emily Scott, Matt Snyder, Ritu Srivastava, Jeanne Suelman, Kathy Tao, Ben Traster, Kate Walsh, Wynn Williamson, Rosa Wu,
Test your ranking scholar
I.Q. Match each scholar to his/her response.

1. What color pen do you usually use?
   a) I prefer a pencil.
   b) Blue…like the Papermate Medium Points the best.
   c) Blue.
   d) In case you can’t tell by the canyons that have slowly evolved around my eyes, I have risen above the crude tools of writing to the mind-numbing powers of the slightly computer.
   e) Blue Papermate Fine Point—the cheap kind that you can get a dozen for $6.88.

2. Your biggest pet peeve is...
   a) Inefficiency.
   b) People who avoid their responsibilities.
   c) Whenever I get annoyed with people, I try to remind myself how much I annoy people. But if I had to say one thing, it bothers me that I take so little to make someone else feel good about themselves and yet so many people are unwilling to take time out of their day to do so.
   d) Narrow-minded people.
   e) People who don’t know how to drive and think they do, driving near me for a long time. Or people cutting in line and thinking they are somehow cool.

3. Your must-see TV show is...
   a) The Simpsons.
   c) Ally McBeal and Friends.
   d) ER, baby! I can’t believe that George Clooney is leaving the show. I want to be Doug Ross in scrubs.
   e) Since I am a fickle person, it changes from month to month.

4. A book you can always fall asleep after is...
   a) The Scarlet Letter…also by Hddie
   b) Chemistry and Chemical Reactivity — sorry, Mr. Sileo.
   c) Without fail, the book that I am attempting to read and is due tomorrow. For the life of me, I will never be able to figure out what possesses me to read a book on my bed when I will invariably fall asleep. I always will. But yet I ALWAYS read on my bed. It is one of those things.
   d) Current’s American History book.
   e) Most textbooks.

5. What is hanging up on your walls?
   a) The Oath of Hippocrates, my electrocardiogram, my Eastside application, and a sign that says, “For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?”
   b) A picture of my pet at Nemo, a framed cat drawing, a flat stuffed monkey, some fans I painted, some fans that were given to me as a thank you gift, a poster, a poster, some Star Trek poster, and some kiddy puppy posters my little brother gave me when he was really, really little.
   c) Two Smurfs posters, two blacklight posters from Flashdance, and glow-in-the-dark flowers.
   d) Absurd and milk ads, Cruising Amy poster, Moon’s sunflowers, map of the world, and pictures of Joe Flennery.
   e) A Souvenir of London, a picture of two horses, a painting, two wooden art things (one of a flower), looking bear and the other of a dog and roller skates, a “Decisions” poster, the Seattle skyline, a Lion King poster, a picture frame with postcards in it, and a picture of my parents and me when I was about 1 year old.

6. What is the one item that you cannot sleep without?
   a) A blanket.
   b) A 2 foot bear from FAO Schwartzs.
   c) Unfinished homework.
   d) Clothes. Does that count? I mean, that is more than one item. If that doesn’t count, then I’d say a pillow.
   e) Two items: flannel sheets and Robie.

---

Theresa Hwang

Michelle Magbalon

---

NATIONAL MERIT SEMIFINALISTS

LETTERS OF COMMENDATION

Anwesha Banu, Robin Bose, Kaashik Ganguly, Patrick Hsieh, Theresa Hwang, Christina Kim, Michelle Magbalon, Preema Patel, Daniel Reed, Soumen Samaddar, Debika Banar, Jeffrey Su, Santosh Sarathan, Resa Wu.

7. What is your most missed childhood activity?
   a) Having fun in school.
   b) Reading.
   c) Playing soccer.
   d) Making decisions without having to worry about long-term repercussions.
   e) Drawing.

8. What do you keep on yourself at all times?
   a) Chapstick.
   b) Watch, wallet, and keys. Oh, and of course, pop tarts in a compact.
   c) My sense of humor and an appropriate quote from some novel.
   d) Watch.
   e) Antibacterial cleanser and Tic-Tac cough drops.

9. Where would you rather be right now?
   a) Anywhere as long as certain people are there.

b) Great Britain, Spain, or the Philippines.

7. You have just been told that you have exactly 24 hours to live, what would you do?
   a) Sleep. It looks like fun. No human jumprope though.
   b) Go through my regular schedule. What would be worse than making a big deal out of your last day and dwelling for 24 hours on the fact that you were going to die?
   c) I would get in touch with everyone that I am really close to and just talk with them.
   d) Have a 24 hour long conversation with people I like.
   e) I’d spend the time with family and friends, just talking and laughing.

MEMBERS IN-COURSE: Nancy Cheng (President), Shu Shu Chou (Vice President), Therese Hwang (Secretary), Arvindh Bhasin (Treasurer), Kwesi Adego-Mensah, Bryan Benn, Julie Berger, Adam Bodzin, Robin Bose, Christopher Breig, Christopher Capella, Elaine Carroll, Richard Chu, Sara Chvala, Ellen Corcoran, Matthew Denker, Serena Dorado, Jordan Elia, Erika Estin, Elaine Fan, Julia Girman, Scott Goodman, Lisa Greenwald, Amie Gurt, Abby Harvey, Patrick Hsieh, Sharon Hwang, Patricia Kang, Justin Kaplan, Sara Kellerman, Christina Kim, Jane Kim, JooMi Kim, Peter Klimas, Thomas LaMaina, Adam Lambert, Genna Linden, Elizabeth Livingston, Michelle Magalhaes, Karina Matzowska, Sara Mylett, Vikram Palanivel, Mitchell Rabinowitza, Lauren Richter, Soumik Samaddar, Debasis Sarkar, Jodi Sarowitz, Emily Scott, Adam Shapiro, Melissa Shaya, Rachel Singer, Leah Soffer, Ritu Srivastava, Jeffrey So, Jenny Szczurek, Kathy Tan, Jennifer Thorpe, Benjamin Traster, Santosh Vardhana, Edwin Williamson, Melissa Wolf, Joe Won, Rosa Wu.

MEMBERS DESIGNATE: Steven Barmuch, Laurie Burton, Thomas Caruso, Nicholas Chan, Michael Cheung, Alyssa Cwanger, Adam Fang, Jessica Gable, Sanamita Katz, Christopher Kaczeminski, Minh Ly, Lauren Marlowe, Eric Moskowitz, Abhijit Patel, Jake Rosenberg, Eric Rosenzweig, Michael Rosen, Andrew Rothman, Peter Song, Anil Sylai, Srijan Vakovic, Jeffrey Wang, Crystal Wu.
Online Host: <welcome to CHE: class of '99 chat room>

coutGRRR: sup?
grad99: my parents are buggin'.
coutGRRR: why? what's up?
grad99: you know, they're just getting all corny about me graduating.
coutGRRR: whoa, misty eyed much? But I hear you, mine are the same.
grad99: dude, they keep saying, "I can't believe that our 'baby' is going off to college."
coutGRRR: MAN, I know, mine repeat over and over how they can't believe how fast I've grown up.
grad99: yo, it really does seem like time has flown by. Feels like yesterday when we were at freshman orientation, listening to Belchikoff's "buffet speech."
coutGRRR: OH YEAH, remember how we managed to get lost everyday for the first week.
grad99: that's because the upperclassmen were telling us to go to the pool on the fourth floor.
coutGRRR: we were stupid enough to listen to them in the beginning.
grad99: I guess we were pretty stupid.
coutGRRR: Hey, but remember how awesome Spirit Week was that year.
grad99: we totally took them by surprise.
coutGRRR: Oohhhhhhh, remember pep rallies??
grad99: yeah, they did away with them, but I really had fun doing all that stuff freshman year.
coutGRRR: can you believe it no more high school assemblies ever to miss class for...
grad99: whoa, wait a minute, remember Big AL??
coutGRRR: "Hugs not Drugs."
grad99: did you think freshman year was hard? You know Beck to East ... I thought it was kind of challenging.
coutGRRR: I dunno, but it was seriously like nothing compared to the sophomore slump.
grad99: Definitely.
coutGRRR: Hey, at least we got our permits that year!!
grad99: oh yeah, cuz driving around in that dorky car with STUDENT DRIVER sign plastered everywhere was so cool.
conGRRR: LOL. Man, we were always getting shafted as underclassmen.
grad99: hey, they finally started making some real food (Pizza Hut), I mean
you gotta give them that.
conGRRR: true
grad99: ... oh, and didn't you dig those trash bags on the walls at our under-
classmen dances.
conGRRR: hmm, and those unlit soph and frosh hallways???
grad99: Thank God we survived those years.
conGRRR: Yeah, hooray for SAT's junior year.
grad99: oh yea, hooray, we weren't allowed to wear hats or coats in school.
conGRRR: what about those laser pointers?
grad99: HAHAHA! =)
conGRRR: those were just a couple downsides of that year, but "Wonderful Tonight."
grad99: yeah, Junior prom.
conGRRR: and what about the tons of junk college mail we got from all those never-heard-of-col-
leges???
grad99: that was so annoying.
conGRRR: I am so relieved that the whole excruciating college process is over.
grad99: I don't ever want to have to go through any more applications, college essays, financial aid
forms, rejections, admissions ...
conGRRR: YEA, no more summer reading books!!! But doesn't it make you want to do it all over start-
ing from kindergarten. =(
grad99: I don't know about that ...
conGRRR: darn, last high school prom.
grad99: no more water ics at Diane's ...
conGRRR: but wasn't Project Graduation awesome?
grad99: HELL'S YEA! And what about the days we were supposed to be sleeping in when HSPT's were
going on.

2:53 PM
conGRRR: that sucked. What ever happened to the supposed teacher strike that was going to delay the first day of school for a week?!
grad99: oh, and the cuts days that we weren’t allowed to cut!!
conGRRR: what’s up w/ that?
grad99: yo, at least they resurrected Jell-O wrestling for us.
conGRRR: yea class of ’99.
grad99: so what sticks out in your mind from the past 4 years?
conGRRR: DISNEY WORLD, need I say more?
grad99: haha. I am almost scared of leaving not just school, but life, as I know it.
conGRRR: I know, I find myself looking around at the people in my classes and the hallways and wondering. “Will I ever see you again?”
grad99: That sounds so weird that someday this could all be a distant memory.
conGRRR: wow.
grad99: sorry, but I have to go to work now, but I’ll see you at graduation, if not then, sometime, right?
conGRRR: ok, hope to see you around.
grad99: bye.

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 1999!
Elizabeth Kelly-Ellen Adjemian

11 Hunters Drive

I'm too sweet to be sour, too nice to be mean.

MEMORIES: Beanie Boys show, May and Josh, guys with laser pens, Page/Plant with Tom (beef), Dan (bat) and Dave (base base). French with Amy and Evans, change-ups sessions with Matt and Alex (my brothers), Splinter, Vince, out the window, ohhGoofy, hey baby, hey baby, Zube/Barber, sculpted soldier, Kate, Brianna and Layla in Philly, Duchesne and Lucie at home, telling dreams to Evan; Trout jokes; Junior Prom with Justin, Leena, Laura—holy cow, hydrogen two zero with John (Ip) Love with Joe and the turtle ring.

ACTIVITIES: Blood drive chairperson 2, 3.
BEFORE: Nadia Corso, Chad Gunther, Eric Gramatges, Richard Chu, Katarina Matzon, Natasha Rigos, Mike Forshner, Tricia Kang, Christina Petrozza, Rachel Singer, Amanda Berbaum, Brett Coppol, Sara Kellerman, Amanda Wild, Mara Halpert, Dani David, Genna Linden, Jenny Szczurek, Marc Plevinsky, Mike Whitson, Jake Altin, Jon Roth, Adam David.

LAURA FONSECA ANDREW
66th The Woods Hockey Icon

LEESA FONSECA ANDREW
66th The Woods Hockey Icon

BRAIN ASH
1158 NE Saginaw Lane
"If you don't sit through the rain you will never see the rainbow." MEMORIES: wedding dances, horse sign, club waves, star dancing, soccer, driving around and doing nothing, ocean city, lake house, Lymne, beach, Monster, little, Sigmund vacation, Lauren, Jamie, Ryan, and Scott. To my friends Jake, Paul, Scott and Tom thanks for being there. I wouldn't have done it without you. And to all my friends and family I love you.

TAMMY BALEY
14 Hilary Drive
"Friends shouldn't lie and should always tell the truth."

CHRISTY BARRON
167 Burn Mill Rd.

CARLY BASHKIR
1580 Newport Road
"A true friend walks in when the rest of the world walks out.

Anderson, Melissa
AKWEISHA BASU
20 Manor House Dr.

BRYAN STEPHEN BENN
1100 Windward Drive

ERIK BERGER
36 Westbury Dr.

JULIE BERGER
1351 Chasenview

"Reach for the moon and you will land amongst the stars." MEMORIES: The Log Bridge, Mike's solitude during Carousel, Chemistry tie-tie-tie, Wawas, the Blood Stone. Appearing on stage for Cabaret: Tour to California. Hanging out with all my friends. ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew 1, 2, 3, 4; Theater 1, 2, 3, 4; Thespian Society 2, 3, 4; Cunni Ladee 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 5; FOP 2, 3, 7; Yearbook 3, 4.


"The trouble with the rat race is even if you win, you've still got a rat." Lily Tomlin. MEMORIES: Rocky Horror, Appel Farm Festival, being a bowser, Quinter, the Table, it's fag-out (Davell). And 15M w/ham, he's got a way about him. .. Oeta (homeless), survival cheer, Cleopatra Lane, triple A, brown cows, Song for the Damp, Match party, racers in Disney movies, Furino... I'm not bitter. Drop and Wiggle, Chinese food, the Satins... so key, cool... Velvet II, Exodus, Quick change. Creamy Clam, Wawa's huge, husband... ACTIVITIES: Manic 2, 3, 4; Vocal 2, 3, 4; Theater 1, 2, 3, 4; Mock Trial 4; Madrigals 4; The Phantom Ink Editor 4.

BRETT BERMAN
1541 Cadet Drive

ANA BERRIOS

LUIS BERRIOS

AMANDA BIRNBAUM
1780 Morris Drive

"Forgive your enemies, but never forget their names." MEMORIES: Ashley, Anne, Candi, Robin, Ruby, Dan, Rovino, UTO's, First with Sara, Impati Fun Times, Mazy's Power's, Dribby Drums, Leslie in Grease, Germany, nights, Kate's Attitude, Bill's Moods, Larchmont Post, FFA with Bobbo, Lambert, Delaney, Carly's, Gossip, DMB. Where's the Berman? Brou's Basement, Mohwak, Gills, Carpe, Carpe's Car Alarm, Josh's guest room, Nick's, Pat's, Nabby's, Fifty, Vee's, Are's, Brou's, Lambert's, Spiegeler, kosher's House, Vee's Stove Nights, Three-way with Dan,Mary, Rick's Problem's, Christy's Candi, Dylan with Delaney, Leslie BFF. Five year plan. Heybell, Lesley's Basement with Christy, Plushow, Real's, Goldschool Bodynt. BERRY: ACTIVITIES: Soccer, Track, FOP, SGA, Vice President, many others.

"A friend is someone who knows all about you and loves you anyway." - Christy Mary Warner. MEMORIES: Fun in math with Rachel (2X), White-Xome Pike, Mandy and Mandie, don't get oil con-cemed on me. Saturday night dances for the summer: Sarah, Rachel, and Roth. ICC Camp, Parental and gay problems 3X. The twin things, guzzles, parallel parking in Hackettfield, man walking into the car, freshman years, crock-eating, gas station guys, tone bar bathrooms, and many, many, more.

MATT BLACKSTONE
528 Kingle Drive

I wanted to stay, I wanted to play. I'm only this far. And only tomorrow leads the way... Be true to yourself! MEMORIES: Old Strike, Deeds, Such Dude in Dave's, Kaposki, random, half-time. O.K., prospects, can't win em all, bad books, searing, what would I have, what would I have, come back later, I wanna have... Mass, shut the hell up, why did you guys pine, both nights, round 2, good looking pizz, what was your name again?. Rutgers, couldn't with the note, anyone, for the wifemanagement, img not, take your pick, can't stand that huge, measure to storm, swinging down, howe from experience, Bill, Mike, the red band, sparks and down- turn, the palace of joy, ducking car, imperia, majestic, where is it for lunch?, what is it? what else? 3 a.m., famous drive home - Vector. ACTIVITIES: 4, FOP, 2, Standard Government 2, Blood Drive 2, Eastcoast S, national Catholic Club.

AFTER: Nadia Corso, Eric Gramatges, Richard Chu, Katarina Matson, Natasha Rigatos, Tricia Kang, Christina Petrozza, Rachel Singer, Amanda Birnbaum, Brett Coppl, Sara Kellerman, Amanda Wild, Marisa Halpern, Matt Denker, Genna Linden, Jenny Szczurek, Marc Pleviskys, Jon Roth, Adam David

Blackstone, Matthew
Recess, TGIF, riding the fire truck, dioramas, Nickelodeon, C.A.T.'s slap bracelets, Skidz, square dancing-worrying about who was going to be my partner, spelling bees, kick ball, NKOTB, baseball card collection, cabbage-patch dolls, skating parties, Halloween parades, safeties, fluorescent everywhere, room mothers, kindergarten-who am I going to eat lunch with?, Hypercolor shirts, playgrounds, IOWA's, eagle 106.1, 90210, tapered jeans, boy scouts, seven-up, four square, geography bees, penmanship, silent ball. Vanilla Ice, show and tell, riding the bus, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Jon, Madonna, colored shoe laces, Stanley the bus, play days, Valentine's Day cards, talent shows, M.C. Hammer, chorus, sticker collections, hot-doggers, troll, side pony-tails, suex, student aides, Paula Abdul, pizza parties, book fairs, jumping rope, holiday parties, assemblies, Metallica, paper footballs, passing notes, Barbies, Clementon Park, puppy love, field trips, "going out!", birthday parties, walkers, report cards, O, VG, S, NI, Brownies, Nintendo, no A.C., fairs/carnivals/jamborees, SRA’s, TAG, fire drills, Bar and Bat Mitzvah’s, Mt. Misery.

KATIE BLEAKEN 1141 Lake Lane
"We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit." MEMORIES: Jack, suck it up, Ben, no, which bow do I throw, dance, prom, cake lights, tossing glasses, falling Spanish chairs, retailed seat. Acoustic guitar, rotating lenses, home up girls, broken blow dryers, geometry. Smurf, red flannel, stopwatch, sidewalk, hallway water fountains, locked out, some arms, police man, phones in pool, who do mom, snow teeth, gym under tables, ball pit, illuminated, home room, in that is what they call it?, puppy seen, Austin Powers, Boston Cream Donuts. Activities: Celebrations 234 Belles 4, Marching Band 1234, F.P.O. 1

ADAMS ROBINZ 5 Chateau Drive
"Watch your wagon to a star a star. MEMORIES: Berman's since Kindergarten; Israel with Adam and Brett; canoe; competition for life, basketball, math?; Braille; Rent, Dimples and Doodlers (my friend forever); Keller bin: Best friend most of the time; Cohen: that one call; Dunne, Zap, Berman, and Lambert—Nick's, Pat's, Nell's; New Year's Eve with Verrich; The Book, Lambert's House; The Phillies, Bathby, Canyon and the woods; Kate: my swimsuit; Rand: Pitch, My attempted rescue; Aerosmith: great concert, had Berman and the lady at Great Adventure; Verich and the dog... ACTIVITIES: Adopt-A-Grandparent 1, 2, 3, 4; Collab 1, 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 3, 4; Baseball 1.

JUSTIN BONAVITACOLA 513 Society Hill
"Shoest for the moon and might catch a star on the way" The Run, Chuck the Belgium. Summer '97, flan on route 56, locker room case, Willowdale Park, strawberry fields; Todd's, Washington Township. The Hill, Parker's parties, The Fit, turn of death, camp craft package, Cedar Rapids. New Year's '98, luchoon season ending, camping at Great Falls, Sewliss, Buffet, Diana, Dunks, J. P. H. 9800, paintball, Wildwood, number 3 fan, catcher in Todd's garage, Krista, C, Grub, Dest, Gordo, Mike, Todd, Cha, Jenis, L, Alex, Atlantic City, The Coco, pizza company, Scrots, Mike's cool, fish, post prom photography, shooting pool. Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4, Track 3.

PATRICK BORROWSKI 19th Red Oak Drive
"You are young and life is long and there is time to kill today!" (Pink Floyd) MEMORIES: Berman's comforts: skating, Philly snowboarding, California, Maine, New York, and more—notebooks to come. Mattax, Sunglasses; these calls under the desk. Marty and the Teardrops, Honey Brown: the room, sidekicks: open house with Floyd. Breakfast: cooking, the restaurant: chillin at LBI; later: shows. Kate of my friends entirely forgot, and everything to come ...

ROBIN BOSE "I gave a sigh of blue, and clouds of white; the bright blessed day, the dark sacred night... and I think to myself: what a wonderful world...
MEMORIES: Pass the Funk'! Sp's, cats, dog enough; TV movie: Bar & Bump shoulder roll, behind glass, wrecking ball. Crescendo, 60's bowl, bowl dance... WulfenBeose for search for Thursday. Summer camp... The guy, Zoe, Aubrey, sofa, Floyd's bread, Fletcher's, Planet Fabu, synthesizer, piano. Susie in the living room. Neil, Kenda, me, General T.-: Hip Hop. Good morning Mondays, goodnight sweetheart... ACTIVITIES: Mediation 1, 2, 3, 4; Broadcasting 2, 3, 4; Journalism 1, 2, 4; Debate 2, 3, 4; All State 4; East Singers 4; Harmonia 3, 4; Science Symposium 1, 2; Governor's School.

ERICA BOYLE 204 N, Brookfield Rd
"Some day, after we have mastered the winds, the waves, the tiger and gravity, shall humankind the promise of light... Telluride and Chateau MEMORIES: Brad and Tracy—My best friends forever. Hi at 3:00, sleep over. Bradford and every memory shared, Stafford, Proms, practices, Rachael Kari... Nancy Shannon—our memories. GLYCERIN, Yule Pol, Bow-Wow, Michelle's, Dan's. You are forever a part of me, our sweetest kiss ever. Phone conversations, show... Fred, Katie, Jose's, the house—Christina's angel, Shannon's, the PABC LAND, Jose's adventures in car rides, Tracy's house. Concerts, trips toshows, Christ, Brad, Chad, Christa and PABC, Chad remember the wonderful times. Thank you MOM and DAD, to my friends I know and with you, the best of luck.

KEVIN BOYLE 2 Meadow Lane
Volleyball 2, 3, 4; "Turns out not where but who you are with that really matters" Carl. The insatiable INLET, port box, Germany. Charley, Max and Irish P. Walsh, Dave and Mike, Lawrence, and his gull. Lake tractor, the excitement of Pasta, power of the V. CLARE, Pennsauken with the arson, the game, summer '97. 96 "we're breaking" Snooker, Salve, the master, Lincoln on drones, Collberg T. dogs, Honey and Harky '99 at shows, Shotguns, soccer, section with tiffs, Delavina, Bonnie Sittman's house, Walsh and the touch incident.aming...
Jennifer Boyles
164 East Valleybrook Road
Morningside: "Fake only takes you so far, the rest is up to you."
I am an insomniac. Great Adventures: Getting Lost, Rocky, Sophomore Cotillion, Bobbina, Q-Ball, Darts, Needlepoint, Monopoly, Bowling, Smoker, Bad Queen, Bumper Pool Hustler, Purple Yam, Morpeheath, You Guys are such Freshmen, No Phone in the Pool, Junior Prom, Limo, Directions, 100's of favors, FOP, Splashdown, Mr. Pepper, New Years Eve, Mr. Sweet 16, End of the Year parties. Activities: FOP 1234, Adopt-A-Grandparent 12, Newspaper 34, Blood Drive 1, Yearbook 5, SAGA.

Brian Bradly
205 Cranford Road
Cherry Hill 40 89030
EMILY: "This baby is 88 lbs. You're gonna see some serious memories..."
MEMORIES: Fairview Hose at Wildwood, "Lambie Full the Bag?"
MEMORIES: Super Intelligent Rubs School Officers, and all my friends, Manderz, Z-Fight, Watson, Phillips, Didit, Palmeaux, Mr. Konertz, Mr. Foster, Willie, Luchakosz, Mike Hart: Psycho House Rat (A.K.A. Pedro or Loomphahade, Yamaka Mass 600cc (A.K.A. The Scat) Peace!

Elijah Blue Brambilla
207th Ave
EMILY: "Try not to do or do not, there is no try..."
MEMORIES: God, Being in Love (Kareem)
MEMORIES: Absolutely insane: Star Wars, Monkey Thang: Acme: Gotta win in the two foot: Catchem with 20 long hot summer nights, Garcia's veggie and blackberry, Almost killing Jesse many times, Reg-Campus: Falling in the lake with Jesse, Beno, and CJ: Shooting small harmless animals at room's with R: Jesse and Best: Claircoursing my car (things) Mad Paintball wars: Battle 4: Military ball: 80's T.C. psychics: Bert: "Everett?" "Lick"

Michael Bran
134 Lucerne Blvd
Hard work pays off: MEMORIES: the streak, Pearl Jam concert, Zeke's, Eric, Crisp, Ron, Sam, Ian, techmo tournaments, basement baseball at Lily's, trip to Shadeville with Crisp, Cooper football games, logs trip comments, I set on my hands, break out the mcd out, do you have nap music, macaroni with Sammy: chairmen in Toronto, Eagles vs. Lions, world cup hockey, Fuzz game with Ian, the cars, breakfast after Erik's got together, pool parties at Nick's: club at 3 a.m. with Happy, Shaggy, nemesis, the battle incident, new years at Zeke's, the family: mom, dad, Heather: thank you.

Activities: Track 4, football, JSA 3.

Cory Jon Brandwine
1414 Blasting Lane
Vacation with Blum, the Blum Hotel, Michigan State football games, Brock basketball, parties at Michigan State, Playing basketball with Krey and Kubiak, football games at the park, the lunch tables, "It's getting less crummy," Ms. Kommer's class, getting my pilot's license, BAYDO: football on Sunday mornings, going to the JCC with Jane, The Woodchuck: "Write this down: doo-doo-doo-doo-doo:"

Robert M. Brandan
1240 Heartwood Dr
EMILY: "There is only one thing in the world worse than being talked about, and that is not being talked about: MEMORIES: birth of trio, "the hole", N.C. & Leigh, "Taping to Carole's house, Mary's front porch, Twisters, Alfredo, Edna, 311 & DeLa, Brust doing racers in Wilderness Acres, Brust's "riot" tank, the "mystery" of the missing windshield wipers, office please throw down:"
MEMORIES: Power hour, offroading with tenant, Eric's "namad" his grandparents, face at Eric's, Terrifying is the best, Unluck always moving: Brunch: Mom: Dad: I hope you think for everything: Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4 Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4

Christopher Braswell
11 Buttermilk Rd

John Paul Braut
31 Foxdale Dr
EMILY: "Baseball is not me, it's much more than that.
MEMORIES: quarters, cars: locker: bottles, pass outs with Chad-Bob, Cotillion: Sia, Canada T-sha
daggers, Murtle, Lafferty's: tailgate: girls (brown Sugar, Relax, Braut shrimp, Nick: Wawa 26:7, Cassi
e with Radio-McCall, Bob's: Eyes, Cream Dream, duck-crowning, passin': out at Mary's, 3:4:夜晚, Garceau tailgate, Late night at Leigh's: regular meatball: Recty and Christi: lims, unlimited cheese, Bob's: Suburban athletics, peregian: soccer games, mood with tail guy, 7 hour drive with Radio before Mason, talk to the shore: Radio- Smith: Daily, Zap Activities: Football, varsity baseball 1, 2, 3, 4

Freshman Orientation, buffet of activities sports, the pool on the 4th floor, Froshmen locker traumas, getting lost. English Lab, Big AI, Star Lab, ER, Friends, chains, Ms. Kommer and Ms. Peterson, Dorney Park, Freshman Dance, finals, Sophomore Slump, cramming for tests Flare Jeans, Dr. Ed's with Valerie and Martin, Sweet 16's, Hall Monitors, Multi-Cultural Day, Sophomore Cotillion, Upperclassmen, Powder Puff, pep rallies, licenses, Late night runs to Wawa, Boot Cut Jeans, Platform shoes, East-West Controversies, SAT's, AOL, MTV, College Searches, Dawson's Creek, Junior Prom, The Jersey Shore, fall and spring theater productions, No Hats, open enrollment?, Good-bye Mrs. Peeker and Hello Mr. Lacavera, 3lates = Detention, cut slips, Senioritis, Driving to school, Homecoming, Spirit Weeks, School Dances, Battle of the Bands, playstation, headbands, Dave Matthew's Band, Holiday jamming with Canz and Steele, Stressing about college applications. Donating blood, FOP parties, study hall, senior cut days, Midterms, Variety Shows, Mr. East, Disney World, College Acceptances, Senior Prom, Graduation, Project Graduation, COLLEGE!!!

MAUREEN BREDECK
25 Chutes Lane
"I always look over my shoulder to see where I'm going." Seniors, Zoë & Menasor Core, Haiti Game. Watching our boys skate, PSH & Tip-Top. Cutting off our pourables. Potty Parties, Chinese Bags. "Kiss Me It's Her B-Day." We're 7, Per Me, Are you had? Cold feet disease, Bridge to Nowhere. Endless Road Trips: Seaside, Up North, NLI, Philly Trips: From South St. to Lawrence, Penn yard man, fret picnics, Mr. Holby with troopers. Jeepee, 9090.
Motor, high prancer - drama queen, Paws & Tiaras, Tuna Shorties, Stover, a bottle & a bag. Free food at BIL. She locked herself in the bathroom, 3333, Mr. Undecided sits in front. Oliver Garden, Ms. Smux, Peabody, Dev. Day, Leigh, and Me 4 ever.

CHRISTOPHER BREIG
1213 Centre Wood Drive
"Only after years of searching for fulfillment comes the realization that there is no such thing as complete fulfillment." MEMORIES: Science League Parties, Taking the Delaware Valley Science Council Test, Trip to Baltimore, Coaching a soccer team to regional victory. ACTIVITIES: GLOBE, 1, 2, 3, Soccer 1, 2, Science League 3, 4, Junior Statesmen of America 4, Italian American Club 4, National Merit Commended Scholars 4, Cotn Lodge 3, 4.

JESSE B. BIERLEY
34 Queen Avenue
Trenford, Post Junior Prom, Eli's latest; Parker's Party's Overpass; "The cops are coming." Carrolls, Junior Prom: Chi Chi, Bim, Reg, Bet, Boo, BOB, I'll Cut Your Throat; Ban's Party, Great Tourists; Yaffy Hap, Ban's House, The Man in the Purple Coat, 3396, Mike's Accident, Goshen Ford Campground. ACTIVITIES: Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4.

CARYN SAMANTHA BRONSTEIN
1754 Genesis Drive
"Once in a while you get shown the light in the strangest of places if you look at it right." MEMORIES: Ice cream is better; espionage; impending indecent exposure; Jamie's perfect aim; coloring books; eating sub-par parking lot of Jack's Tart; Eggy's Bonfire 8th grade dance; losing Berman, J. Prom, ICC Pool, ice; Float wars in the ocean; Chip, white pick-up huy; Lumber's unsuccessful pickups; smiles (they wish). PSL随便 should 1 move over: dog houses; Dunbarball; Junior-psycho; ACTIVITIES: Robyn, Jamie and Jeneva. I know you guys thank for being there. Friends forever. ACTIVITIES: soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, orientation 3, 4, SADD 3, 4.

SHERIDAN DANA BROOKS
1200 Country Club Drive
"Hard work never killed anyone, but why take a chance on being the first." MEMORIES: freshmen lunch, Busters, Rocky & Bullwinkle, marching band, amphitheater, body appendages everywhere, the show: "Foll" the director, driving to nowhere; "Oh, no!" Super Grover, flying, snow at three A.M., nicknames: sharing a gym locker, glitches, spinning innards, sitting, biting Disney World. Shaming across ladders, garish, porn pictures, long talks, fetishes: losing the comics, "what is a mole?", Chinese food: purple shoes, shoes and more shoes, "Hi, what's up?" ACTIVITIES: Amnesty International 1, 2, 3, 4, Democratic 1, 2, 3, 4, Marching Band 3, 2, 3, 4, Amaryl 3, 4, SADD 3, 4.

JAIME BETH BROWN
1816 Country Club Drive

ROBYN BROWN
411 Berkeley Lane
"I have such thoughts, I have such strange thoughts in my head." MEMORIES: eggs serve, indecent exposure, Charlie's birthday - last summer night! SH-Jennie, parties, Woodcrest, missing, oblivious. Being closed, driving, sitting in room without taking Rits, drivi to and from school always, attacks. Corey, relax with friends, peaceful roosts, secrets, Christina, hooker: I can't go back, best cousins, jamie. I love you and all could never have gotten through with 1. You beside me always. My forever friends. ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive Chairperson 2, 3, 4, Student Government Representative 2, FOP 1, 2, 3, 4, Students Against Drunk Driving Chairperson 3, 4.

JASON BUNE
9 Killam Drive
"If you ever become disappointed or confused, look back at your roots and you'll achieve success." MEMORIES: Cherry Hill, Rec, Basketball, Finishing Football Games, 10 Seconds of Sam, The Walk Home from Evesham, Stan Driskill Fest at Evesham, Pickup Games at Stockton & Cooper. Swimming West Borderline; Spring Break 86. "Lil Boating Night," ACS Dance 3, On 3 Basketball tournaments, Track Practice, Junior Prom. Aftermath, Bowling Night: "Hey Kelly, Can I Get a Ride Home?", "Atlantahshout out to everyone who knew who I was, you know who we are. ACTIVITIES: Spring Track 1, 2, 3, 4, Winter Track 4, ACS 1, 2, 3, 4, FOP 2, 4."
ARIEL BUTLER
6 Southwood Dr.
"Geez, Darnit, Astrid!" MEMORIES: Find's Breakfast, YMCAs, we're invited. Salamis, Jonathan Drama Dan, Adam lessons, Hell Spirit Week, Don't Go Adam, rock drum, teen spirit! Matt music, Youth fame; Israel, silent football, Romeoville, Violin. Vocal. Vigilantes. Nudity in hammocks, Spice Creek, Manic...inspiration. A. Moors, Who's on First, London experience, best friend sweatshirts, pool in Rush. Best Birthday ever! All I have now is my family, friends, and these memories. I cherish, and love all of you there. Thank you. ACTIVITIES: A couple shows, a little SGA, some music groups, and a few awards here and there.

ZHENG CHEN
1 Greenview Way
"Life is Short. Fill it with Love and Friendship!" MEMORIES: Hang out with my friends, Mike, Alex, Dave, Kevin, Vitaly, Danny, Bill, Phil. First day in Cherry, Hill East Got Love! Dave making fun of me in Launch. Beat up ALEX. Vitaly and Danny jumped me in my birthday party. ACTIVITIES: School Band 9th and 10th grade.

MOMMA MARIE CARMARATA
120 W. Whitman Blvd.
"I have more than hope, I think!" MEMORIES: Georgette and Nicole's birthday boys, Nick, Nam, Thrax, Smokey, Latteface, Falling down stairs, Stadium, Summer '97, Inverness, Frozen food. My lyrics, "I'm just a question." Prizma, Nadia's parties, Sleepovers, Balloons, Our date, Men in vans, Curtailment, Mattress, Randtoms, Wildwood, Corey car parade, Pictures, Clubbing. Locking keys in the trunk. Peeking for boys, Lovers, Ego, Chinese organization, WAPA, 45A. "So, that's YOUR man, Tally" mess, Manhattan, ACTIVITY: Cheerleading 2, 3, 4, Variety Show 2. Powder Puff 4, SADD 4.

BRETT CANOSA
19 Pendleton Dr.
"Faster than a speeding bullet, More powerful than a locomotive..." In the Dirty Cats." Germany, Norwegian, Giants, NYCC, 7:00 am on the dot. Eastern Hockey, the hemiplegia, NC, Bones, Blood, Brother, T-ray, humping horses, warm up in shelf, Coach's Cup, States, Martin, Coreys 4 Champs, Myrtle, torched dinner, Eastern Fight, 890 Timidlands, Charlotte, Showcases, Sea-son, Bass, proms, Brotha, haybail, tickets, BANDMAT! Trappors Sand, soccer Baseball '98-99, Lernack + X = 99 up. And to all my friends and family you are in my heart always, and to Breide I love you and will always remember the good times we had together. ACTIVITIES: Soccer - Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4, Hockey 2, 3.

CHRIS CANSAGA
19 Pendleton Dr.
"It is not how far you fall, it's how many times you fall." Boy Scoutakt" MEMORIES: Germany, Sustnas, V-day, N.C. W.I. '97-98, Bones, Vung, brother Katf. flattened. Grooves in Av, EAST Baseball, Giant IV Champs, southwick, Myrtle, Caddy's, Scaras, B. 111, Eastshore, Max, Dory, Cheesy Max apps, systems, wave making. 569 talk to ya Young, Bear, D Marina's shore house, Hughes, NTRAM, Shedd's Squad. Cloud 9. 7:00 on the dot, brother Nike, Bones, Vung, Zep, Pretas, O. Tano, Pho, Lernack, Bear, and all other dudes. Mom, Dad and Kellie! Love you all. ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4, Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4 Hockey 2, 3.

Kris CAPPELLLA
962 Charlestown Drive

ELAINE CARRILLO
15 Andrea Dr.

TIFFANY CARTER
120 Singletonham Rd.
"No problem, I'm here for you!" MEMORIES: Summits at the swim club with paint markers. Dr. Cholla we need help! Leigh walking everyone. Bruce books his train, Dad & I'm MPEG...you really know how to pick'em. Kandy, water in a soup bottle, El Tatters and Tatters: 4th of July parades, Team Yarn: Last ride to basketball games; hometown without you know whom. the finish and his two bitches. Mother: Tiffany, Candys elect the entire trip. Zoey and her car with club music, to Irvine at the club parade dancing on the wall at parties, lunches with Dana, Rachael, & Shannon. ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1, 2, 3, 4, African American Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Marching Band 2, 3, 4, Boycott with the Board of Educators 2, 3, 4.

NANCY CHENG
24 North Green Ave Drive
When opportunity shits the door, go through the window." MEMORIES: Pool parties, Honda club, Green Promotor, all nighters, S.A.M. buddies, awesome NAC, fencing trips. NYC Club Expans, Phily. annual speech. Great adventure. TGI Friday's,outed dinner. Priceless for an Asian girl, foreign guy, who's driving? So fun! Oven birthdays, Happy Yusa, forays, Swedish obsession, lavishness, gone, got my connections, concerts, that evil boy's name, silly face, water ice, playing pool at Playdrome, soap opera shows, V.C. Officer, monster. Luck Club videos, GAP. All my best buddies. Too many activities, not enough space...
SARA CHALAI
124 Society Rd.
"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail." — Henry David Thoreau. MEMORIES: Eating ice cream cones, Dairy Queen 1996, sharing sodas, FLIRTING, serious/tongue-in-cheek, the square (cinema, jazz), tea parties, making a car, long, dark hallways, prom dates, Annapolis 1998. "We will get along!" Valentine's Day date, Friends, my miniature golfing, driving, especially daily coffee from the coffee shop, candy and lollipop shopping, cold hands, telepathic eye conversations, BLUE, squawking, ORANGE, colorful dresses, Cherish, SISTER, the heads of friendship that will never be broken! ACTIVITIES: Orchestra 1, Drama 1, International Thespian Society 3, 4, Celebrations 2, Act's Studio 1, 2, Girls' State Delegate 4, Vocal 1, 2, 3, 4, Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4, Dance Captain 4.

JEFFREY M. COHEN
435 Hopkins Rd.
"God and other artists are always a little obscure." — Oscar Wilde. MEMORIES: Dance, Cotillions, and Prom; Matching Orchids at the Junior Prom, Rocky Horror Picture Show at the Masquerade Ball. "There's a hole in my pants!": running to the gym; Slang, bringing Cherry Hill to Elkins; confusing with abou- photos of glasses who? hillboards? letters, summer in New York City. Activities: The Occasional Glee Club; Hol, 4; Men's Choir 2, 4; Lab Theater 1, 4; Fall Play 1, 2, 3, 4; Spring Musical 1, 2, Act's Orches 1, 2; Vocal Music 1, 2; Photo 1, 3. 4.

RACHEL COHEN
1720 Hans Rd.

DANNY CHOI
928 Warsaw Rd.
"To be nobody but myself in a world which is doing its best, night and day, to make you everybody else means fighting the hardest battle, which any human being can fight, and not stop fighting!" — MEMORIES: The Man (close but not quite); Hollwood; Of Daegu, South Korea; Wei, Fine, Hong, Hong, Hong, Hong, Hong, Hoeseok, Kwon, Kwang, Yoo, Lisa. Beating the system. PG13, Interview/Initiation, French 10, 11. Oiga's, "Mrs. Choi's" kitchen. Post-college: Wench, Summer in Palm, Psyche PSYCHO PSYCHO. Midnight walks to waffle, interrupted for eating a hamburger, apple juice.

SHOU-JU CHOU
390 Hadleigh Drive
"Yo, do we have a test today?" Memories: Watching Richard spin his pants at the freshmen dance; Having Ms. Miahngnag bring me The Encyclopedia of Underwear; Celebrating Mole Day in Chemistry; my grandparents visiting from Taiwan and bringing me lots of money; English II AP class (very Kwan and Jeff); Spring in a summer at Yellow Stone National Park; Going out for Ice cream and water ice; Hanging out with my best friend Brian White. Robin's surprise birthday party! Justice, Poetry (hopefully Senior Prom also); Activists: Allen Culture Society 1, 2, 3, 4, Global Learning & Observation to Benefit the Environment 1, 2, 3, 4, Yearbook 2, 3, 4.

CHRISTOPHER CLANCY
334 Longshore Rd.

RICHARD CHU
4 Hadleigh Terrace
"Just a few more minutes ma ..." MEMORIES: English papers at my house; late night conversations at Amy's after Future Bowl; Cabinet, "Your passport if you please!" Cleveland, "Can't talk, Bushwhacker!" but breaking down in the middle of Amish country; "Who do ma talk!" marching band, tug-o-war; eating at a restaurant; running make-up buddies; Annapolis, rooming arrangements; "Who's going to be the piper-on-who's number one?" McConaughy's extra marshmallows; Carnegie Hall, PAO Schwartz, Steven's, The Rumble Funk, "we're gonna have to remove the furniture" Boston, ACTIVITIES: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4 (drum major); Wind Ensemble 2, 3, 4 (leader); Small Singers 2, 3, 4, Bio League 2, Volleyball 1, 2, 3.
RALPH CREIGHTON
1639 Meekerbrook Ct.
"Hooked on Broncos worked for me!" 1st day at EAC; Pats-Mike's, tennis w/ everybody; mainstreet park, horse-race tape + trampline + claustrophobia; Mike's dog, Zippy; huge at 18 months; baseball, trying to keep up at 2's, V-day, motorcycling in Dec.,阶层's not being paralyzed; breaking trophy stand, Diany Poon, O.C.; meeting my baby, IB's senior prom. Chinese pull a beauty, Poon, puns, and more porn, many times in 1990s, DirecTV's show house, g8ette in Margate, Easter break, my dad's, $20 Taiko's, my car.

ELLEN D. CONORAN
25 Laurel Hill Dr.

NADIA CORSO
1950 Skyjack Lane
"If you always do what you always do, then you'll always get what you always got." MEMORIES: New Year's Eve '95, Haddon Heights, Jess, Audubon. Broome's ugly-bucking, malt balls, bucky games, 45A, bronxbored, cheerleading, the hospital, National Park, 104.5, Shoe and friends, Denver, crooked summer parties '95, "Less." I saw "L" and "L," Lost on South Street, concerts, Dad's "problems". "enemies,k以此, "gee, white hair, movie alone, penthouse, taking care of maria, superman, grooves, bronxbored car, ate too much ice cream, Sickie, in the snow, Melissa's wedding, love, ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1, 2, 3, 4, Baseball manager 1, Blood Drive 3, 4, Powder Puff 3, 4, DEC 3, 4, office and 2, 4.

EDWARD COYLE
109 Philmar Ave.

CHRISTINE M. DANIERO
10 Crescent Drive
"Always stay confident in who you are, be your self." MEMORIES: Bobcat Dreamer, H.Nair, Sneaker Stadium, Kristen's house, coming home from Myrtle, Brandywine, Oh baby! I'll be there. The 28th, I don't know, you'll just have to get it and sell their ... Chris in the bathroom, I hold you not to eat those chips, Club Wesno, Vanessa/Boy/Bak/Mule/ Christine saga; vet, Bryan hitting the race, "Dude it's still it's my bestfriends car", "My mouth doesn't open enough." How many people live in your stomach? ACTIVITIES: J.V. Basketball, 1, Varsity Basketball 2, 3, Big Sister 2, 3, Spanish Club 2, 3.

ADAM DAVID
1125 Seagull Lane
"There is a while you get shown the light in the strangest of places if you look at it right." Robert Hunter MEMORIES: Schenectady, Press, Camp Harlan with Ellis and Whitmore, sidewalks: hangers all the time Top Gun. Willclaudie tennis club, Goody's; "Phone" sain La Habra, tennis, the plaza, the little Gobsmack; Brazil, Joe's speech; "Gmo's" house after, Echo's, Belo, Mother Center in Sian's room. Lauren's jacquard, getting lost with Roesen, J.P. Roesen never too much for being the greatest girl in the world.

SHAWN DAVIS
132 Old Orchard Road
"They people are the way you want them to be." MEMORIES: Keller's, late nights in Old Orchard, Stockton, Nicole's house, "DOOF", Nicole's yip, late night with Joe, Bodo in Medford, NC cross, late night with Zac, Vivian yip, a negative, 13 or 14, "13" in my turn seat, 8-sara's shoe house, I think, I small like rock, Goya in AV, 40's and shorties, shaddy spots, Bethpage, BUCK-0TH, waiting you time on MALL BAT, balls with people, Tap it, No, Tanya tap it. Tails with B-Sara. Late night with "O", Hot hub, Pippin Bubble, B-Sara. Zip, "O", fall, Roes, Noon, Mass, Viva. Zip, "O", Midnight 92 at Viva. Help for yo. ACTIVITIES: Baseball 3, Ice Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4.

JACLYN R. DAVIS
23 Imperial Drive
"Family arts are beautiful through love." — Shelly. MEMORIES: "The Fabulous Four", NYU, Bec, the many movies, West Virginia, Delaware. U of Paris, The farm, dinner together every night. Guy problems for everyone, late night calls from Ocean City, "The Hooks Mobile" baguette shaw, Papa, Spring, running water, dinner with Marce and Tod — To my family, I cannot ask for anything better. Ritz, Lauren, and Taylor, I love you girls so much, thank you so much for being the greatest girl in the world.

BILL DELL
1510 Pleasant Drive
“Whatever tears as we, whatever holds us down, and if nothing can be done, we’ll make the best of what’s around.” – Dave Matthews. MEMORIES: Movies and Fridays; Leslie’s Victory Party; Summer of ’97, Josh’s house (Dave’s room); Checkers; ‘s Best Friend; Hills with Breit; Battle ’97 (Bartlett Hill); BONNIE: Nintendo at Mazzi’s; West Streets at Greendale house; Trips to Philly; dinner with and friends at ’s house; Ben Antinone: to school with and ; ‘s house; against Schoolhouse; for Nurse’s Day; for a 3-4; Band Director; for 3-4; Blood Drive; for 3-4; Rotary; Exit 4.

ALAN DEITCH
10 Forest Hill Drive
“In ten years from now, you won’t remember who won and who lost, but you’ll remember the victory and the songs.” MEMORIES: Jen’s parties; Rocky Horror; Barney &; Coffee World; TOFF; Beth’s match; Crier; Geographical; Pegeen’s; Soledale; FUN; Tour; 1st male quartet; Jim Dandy; Yasmin’s; Smokey’s; song; Friends; Monkey; Dave; Me; Greater; Bardfield’s; Stom; Movie quotes; Better Sleepers; Owlski’s; Pach party; Post Kipper Classic; Dance; MEMORIES: AAG; A1; FOP 1; Theatre 1; 2, 3, 4; Crew 2, 3, 4; Music Co. 2, 3, 4; Theatricals 2, 3, 4; Concert Choir 3, 4; Marching Band 3, 4; Band 3, 4; Broadcasting 3, 4; Hall of Fame.

CHAR DORMER
1150 Heartwood Dr.

JORDAN DERHAMSER
405 Garwood Drive

MATTHEW G. DENSING
50 Cohasset Lane
“Celebrate life in all its forms; cause life is short but sweet for certain.” MEMORIES: Dave, Woodchurch, Ains, Mike, LaBorski, Tashina, Hollow, Decker, 8th Grade, Luke, Gil, Stove, Duane, “nudie dude,” Goberts, Danb and Dobert, World Pizza, McDaid Burger, 3am, “Hey Bo.” “It’s cheese!” Mario’s Loops, Israel, The Tam, Silent Film, Hot Burger, Maas, The Package, Night That Will Live in Infamy, Boreal Bowl, Rotary, MacWhigat, Bounty Eggs, Wee, Whiskey, Peeperoni, Lot 6, Say Goodbye. To all my friends, thanks for these unforgettable moments. ACTIVITIES: Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Football 1, 2, 3; 4, 5; Band 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4, 5; Archery 1, 2, 3, 4; 5.

NIRAV K. DESAI
9 Chestnut Dr.
“My intelligence begins where your peaks end.” MEMORIES: Chillin’ with my squad: Raimu, Arjun, Sum, Aran, Shaun, and Sue; Schooldays on the court and our scenery; Sun and his bad experience; Watchful while Bates, Sun, Aran, Arun, Sue, Sue talk to Jake and his sister; Battle Arjun on Halloween at “Peek ‘n’ Peak”; Sue and her stylists; Bates at Prom’s until 1:00 AM; Chillin’ with Ed, Anthony, and Roy; Watching the box office with Ed; Chillin’ with Neil while watching John do his impressions; My boy back home: Ash and Tim; THEY SHOVED OUT THE REALNESS.

PATRICIA A. DEVINE
1212 Kewen Road
“The laugh is the best way to express a feel. To expose feelings is to risk exposing your true self. To place sheets and doors before a crowd in risk their loss. To love is risk not being loved. To live is risk dying. To try is risk failure. But risks must be taken, because the greatest hazard in life is to risk nothing. The person who risks nothing, does nothing, has nothing, is nothing. They may avoid suffering and sorrow, but they cannot learn, feel, change, grow, love, live. Only a person who risks is free.” Anonymous.
ELANE DIFOLAVI
140 Waverly Dr.
"I'm gonna do my best even though I'm a late bloomer. I'm gonna pull out my temper and start talking around." - Apr Difolav. MEMORIES: Pilgrimage to Vegas, NYC Rock & Roll Marathon, Final Five, TV shows - A Different World and Friends. FALL, 1.2, 3, 4. Lab Theatre, manstice game act 1, 2, 3, 4. GSA, 1, 2, 3, 4. Football Club, 1, 2, 3. Marching band 1, 2.

CHARLES S. DOERR
16 Bostian Rd.

PIEPA G.M. DUNMORE
503 North Burnside Rd.
"Feel - MEMORIES: Something is left behind, you are to paint to remember, it was all a lesson I had to learn, now a chapter of my life to be long gone and burned. The things that were memorable are too soft and too far to mention. The future will lead me, you will see. Are you happy now? ACTIVITIES: African American Club, Vice President. 2. African American Club, 1, 2, 3 (Vice President). 1, 2, 3, 4. Blood Drive 2, 3, 4.

CHARLES (CI) DOMBRICKI
1949 West Point Drive
Anything is life worth havin' it has its sacrifice, but the gift that you are receivin' worth more than the price - God Bless MEMORIES: Willowwood, summer camp, fishing trips, Route 9, Boat yard, Tim. Football, Washington Township pool, liquor room, dollars, Todd's house, the pit, Society Hill. Donkin downtown, New Years Eve, Willowdale Fields, Country Walk house, Willowdale Park, pond, camping, hobo house. If you know. I'm just a guy. If you know. I'm just a guy. Buffet, Grubh, Bon, and Joe to all the great times we have had, Mom and Dad thanks for always pushing me to shoot for the stars. ACTIVITIES: Sport Week 1, 2, 3, 4. Football 1, 2, 3, 4. German Club 2, 3, 4. Adopt-a-Grandparent 1. Track 1, 3, 4, 5. Cell 2, 3. Blood Drive 2, 3.

SABRETTA DURANDO
1914 Delicious Way
Do unto others what you want others to do unto you. MEMORIES: RJ and RC afterschool dance, Freshman dinner, Youth. JUNIORS, MELANY, DeWheel, Summer '96, June, Pretty, BEEF, Safehouse, Henry's, Sanya, Deader-Hawkins Rangers Episcos, Washington Township Park, Walmart, My Boy, Retreat '97, $20-pornography, BULL mas, movie nites, ice cream, tennis, math sciences, GIMMICK, Scott, John, Funder Premium, Furniture Sale, Blood Co, Mantra Bar, Playground, Breaker, 14 May (35). Don't pull a Serrall. Hunter Bear theme, Chris Turner, Painting 2nd, PAINT & SUE, Buddy, Flamer, DC, GLORUS, CYS, NRJ, RASH, ACTIVITIES: Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4. Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4. ACS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 4 Celebration 2, 3, 4, 5. KN 3, 4. Eastside 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Eastside Online 1, 2, 3, 4.

ERIIC DROCORSKI
100 Saddlebrook Ct.
"Feel - MEMORIES: Something is left behind, you are to paint to remember, it was all a lesson I had to learn, now a chapter of my life to be long gone and burned. The things that were memorable are too soft and too far to mention. The future will lead me, you will see. Are you happy now? ACTIVITIES: African American Club, Vice President. 2. African American Club, 1, 2, 3 (Vice President). 1, 2, 3, 4. Blood Drive 2, 3, 4.

NANCY LYN DAVYER
21 Cobbshead Lane.

ELIZABETH ELM
504 Heartwood Drive

ELON TICON ELSIHA
420 Gaintwood Road
MEMORIES: Liar Liar, Plane trip to Israel, Madame, 24-hour film from, Flax, Cheer, Badminton, Friends, midnight trip with Tony, Shabbat Shalom, my grapes, midnight bowling and the hat, Green Point Bank, off limits easy. ACTIVITIES: Cross Country 2, 3, Cross Country Captain, 3, Track 2, 3, Main City Sophomore 2, 3. F.O.P 2, 3, 4. Chemistry League 3, Founder Jewish Culture Club 3, President Jewish Culture Club 3.

JULIA ELKOUS
17 East Don Quixote
"Let the world know you are who you are. Do not be afraid of the world. Do not be afraid of the world." In 11 I just called 911, shut-up, hot tub, Abba’s parties, Vacations with two of my best buds, roaming Old Orchard with those buds. Lost papers, late, prom, baking chocolate chip cookies, endless search for the shrub. Dunkin’ Donuts, party, Basketball court. Learned my p.s. cover. Shampoo, Beaches, in 6:00 AM-I eat, Nadia’s, phone, Leigh’s pool, ten roof, car surfing, tennis courts, exercising, weigh nights, My forever friends, their memories and more.

JORDAN ELIAS
420 Old Orchard Rd.
"One truth is clear: Whatever is, is right." Alexander Pope from Essay on Man. There are many memories that I choose to remember and I am not remembering them. However, at this particular moment, I chose not to remember any and only reflect on my experience as a whole. This experience was a lot different than what I expected and it has made me realize that we are all natural entities of the planet, and the only difference between us and the monkeys is that we got bored and find ways to occupy ourselves so that we don’t go insane producing the mysteries of the universe. Thanks to the Harwoods.

HILARY ETTERSON
1117 Green Drive
what it takes to cross the great divide seems more than all the courage I can muster up inside but we get to have some answers when we reach the other side the price is always worth the rocky ride.Bridge Girls MEMORIES: Breakfast lunch, Beach dance, feasts '96, Nikki’s house and Jason’s friends bowling: Israel ‘94 with RALI General Hospital, Beatty and Phantom’s game. Clification class: fashion police: bad mood: nice mood: overly emotional: movies. ACTIVITIES: Adopt a Grandparent 1, Blood Drive 2, 3, F.O.P. 1, 2, co-chairperson 4, Powder Puff 3, 4.

EBRA ETTIN
10 En Provence
Don’t worry, be happy. MEMORIES: All school dances, running through the school for Junior Prom: Armadillo-Laurel, Maxi-Erika, Maxi-Erick, Sophomore Collation, From and party: afternoon encounters: Carriage Hall and F.A.O. Schwarz, Biological: bodysuits, Masquerade Ball with Katie as Fred Thompson and Billy as M&M sugar: tennis balls are green: Con: pet Girl: Marcha in T.O.P.S.: I could die free thank you to my friends and family since I know more than what you can say. ACTIVITIES: Concerts 1, 2, tennis team 3, 4, Battles of East 3, 4, T.O.P.S 2, 3, 4, President: R.A.S. 2, International Therapeutic Society 2, 3, 4, Garam Lee 3, 4, Broadcast Team 3, 4, East Singers 3, 4, French Club 3, 4, Drama productions 1, 2, 3, 4, Orchestra 2, Celebrations 2, Freshman Orientation,_overall chairperson 4.

ADAM M. EVANS
224 Milwaukee Rd.

LESLEY ANNE E. FABELLO
125 Dumas Road

ELAINE Y. FAN
1015 Morris Dr.
"Then tell and lie where to stop, but don’t tell one. - Madame Delagie: A Tale of Two Cities MEMORIES: waiting for the late bus: dancing with Shain at the finals dance: Madame Delagie: Me: Dancers: Hecate: Morganie: Marsh: ledge: Spain: playing with fire at the junior prom with Villeron: cool limousine Bob: BUNK: mail: Spanish 1: can mini Rosa (and others): Ritterhouse: bowling with Dave and venting my guitar frustrations: yelling at films to work: journalist 2 conversations. ACTIVITIES: FOP 1, 2, Biology 1, League 2, Yearbook 2, 3, 4, Eastside 2, 3, 4, Cum Laude 3, 4.

FAISAL G. FARHAT
5 Brook Court

GLORIA W. FARKING
120 College Lane

DAVID FERNSMITH
1140 Swanley Dr.
Senioritis: POSTPONED

Giving an exhausted sigh, the senior ponders the C-wing staircase that he is about to trudge up for what seems like the three millionth time. Intending to drag himself up the stairs by the railing he grips it with his left hand, still clutching several pounds of books in his right arm.

Without too much thought to his weariness, he thinks of the day ahead, in which he still has to take a test, find some gym clothes to wear, and run down to guidance. His mind fastforwards as he plods up the stairs to his next class. He reminds himself to finish some homework, study for SAT II’s, and try to polish his college essay when he gets home.

Mentally trying to work some sleep into his busy senior schedule, he suddenly remembers that he has forgotten his graphics calculator in his locker. He goes around the staircase and backtracks. He sees some freshmen bouncing up the staircase towards him. Slightly irritated, he tries to remind himself that they too will go through the grueling first semester of senior year. Smiling, he thinks of his early impression of senior year … a time for relaxing after three years of hard work. Not yet. Senioritis will just have to wait just a little while longer ...
JULIA C. GERMANN
114 Thornhill Rd.
"What doesn't kill you, only makes you stronger." MEMORIES: nacho man, biology, Friendly's, soccer, German exchange student, boating, Violinist, swimming champions, coaches' tournament champs, trips to the beach, weddings, Red Sox colors — yellow. Jeff's home house, thursday, 4th of July, fall, smile and food. Frenchmen Dance: his mist cookies, January 25, showers, North Carolina, National, Baptist, Map, whatever. Senior Prom: ice cream sundaes, Rotary. Thank you mom, dad, Andrew, Cathy — I love you. ACTIVITIES: soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, swimming 1, 2, 3, 4, student gov- ernment 1, 2, 3, 4, blood donor 1, 2, back-to-school-night 5, 6, lacrosse 1, soccer captain 4, Hall of Fame 4.

SARAH GOLDENTHAL
30A Crawford Rd.
"Can't stop what's coming, can't stop what's on its way" — Tori Amos. MEMORIES: Erica's laboratories, harmless in Philadelphia, Goldeb, walking to Wawa, Rocky Horror, Romance, 5 Star Notebook, Public, she's not mantas, Mighty Aphrodite, Meraki, Greece, pictures, book fair, Alice in book, Puerto Rican, McDonald's, Webber, & Moonlight: Mazzii. Drop & Weigh: Creditless Body, Stacking, Junior Prom: Annapolis: fruit, Apple Farm; Israel; Raspberry Swirl; Bogie Nights; Spanish Exchange Students: Ghana, Superstar, Romey & Michelle; Love Shack. ACTIVITIES: Theater Productions 1, 2, 3, 4; Men's 1, 1, 2, 4; East Singers 2, 2, 3; Madrigals 2, 2, 3; California Four 3, Theatre Society 4.

SCOTT GOODMAN
216 North Brewster Rd.
"Once in a while you get shown the light in the strangest of places if you look at it right." MEMORIES: Sharp Woods, Westford Swim Club, Junior Prom night, Dunkin' Donuts, Habib, Alco, Dalai Lama, picture, 4-liner, stealing the Tempo, look at her, those zig-zagging eyes, speech, museum, SAM, canoe, canoe camp, Places' lake, O, pit, field, Edmond, Gerde, 4th, South, Saurel, gravy, doughnuts, Mitchell's, failed gardening attempt, octopus, The Odd, Armageddon story. I'm gonna eat all the food, Gilmore, Duane, Mike, Precious, and Bruce. Oliver's meal, bench sessions, HSPT testing days, Multicultural Day, '95, Top Gun.

ELI GOLDSTEIN
132 West Dr.
"If you don't believe in yourself, no one will." MEMORIES: Philadelphia Wings, Day on Wheels, Dave Mathews, Barenaked Ladies, and of course Billy Joel. Monster tennis match with Black heroic, 0-920, Very impressive, Delicious. Falling off the railing and hitting my head at the First Union Center. What a good looking pizza. Preceptors, Little Gabbiers, Israel — Confirmation, E-L-101 UP Song. This taste like grape juice. Runaway. ACTIVITIES: SGA Vice President 3, 4; Boy's State 5, Class Officer 1; Spanish Club Officers 3, 4; Eastarst 2, 3, Socie- ty 1, 2, SCAs Rep 2, Jewish Culture Club 2, 3, 4, DEC 4.

JOSE GONZALEZ
216 North Brewster Rd.

EVAN GORDON
505 society Hill
"The story of life is shorter than the wink of an eye."
The story of love is hello and goodbye. Until we meet again," — Jimi Hendrix. MEMORIES: Midnight Run, Skate Session, Joe's party, Shabbat concert, summer in Brooklyn, Woodland, mischief night, "Bobby Mc"
—, pool hopping, hidden, Dan's party, first half, delivery truck, Beastie Boys concert, parking lot, Courcon, Nautica, chick, FireLove, Cherokee Homecoming, Aviation, Good House, ClubHouse, Cherrywood, J Prom, Saucisse, Mike's backflip, Coffee shop (3033), The Pit —, march to Dublin, "I can fly", Chocolate in Brooklyn, Springbreak '96, pizza, cheese, Phillips, clubbing, Devon's —, Tell her I say hi, —, note parties, summer nights at Vinces, "Stick", "Ghetto", "Carlitos 4", Four, "The Hall", "Crimson Feet".

CARISA S. GRAHAM
1716 Independence Lane
"Better is a dinner of herbs where love is, than a stalled ox where there is hatred within" — MEMORIES: Party freshman year, swimming at Waltz's, what's the weather with Gladdies? scrum, "Gilmore, Pettitman's, and Greg's, the first screaming. Halloween 91, spring relay, whatever. David, no stop for you, hide and seek, up all night, homecoming, fun run, Apple Picking, Nip, 4th of July, Goober Talk, south street with Atina. Noah, Shoro / last night of summer, my front porch, Brigantine, ice cream as much as Dough- ties, the "purple" and black cor car. Bike, summer with Amanda, Egypt, country club diner. ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey, Swimming, Softball, Blood Drive.
 vignette letter as a freshman: going to all the dances as a freshman, my first show "Gypsy". Spirit Week top,
GLYN GUI
9 Darven Dr.

MILIE GUSANI
504 Franklin Lane

MARISA C. HALPERN
1138 Seagull Lane

CRAIG HAMILTON
214 Rainbow Rd

NICOLE HAMPTON
1226 Alley Rd.

ALFY BLAIR HARVEY
128 Sandwiching Road

PHILIP HAUSSLER
116 Minona Dr.

DANA M. HEISER
251 Berlin Road

KRISTEL A. HAESLER
470 Holders Lane

MARQUES HALL
1905 W. Chapel Ave.

TABUN HANDE
1045 Blue Jay Ln.

"Keep your eyes on the stars and your feet on the ground."

"Why be normal, cause if we weren't all crazy we would go insane..."

"In the silent... alive, watch me prove it. From 99 until..."

"I'm the silent... alive, watch me prove it. From 99 until..."

"I'm the silent... alive, watch me prove it. From 99 until..."

"Keep your eyes on the stars and your feet on the ground."

"Why be normal, cause if we weren't all crazy we would go insane..."

"In the silent... alive, watch me prove it. From 99 until..."

"I'm the silent... alive, watch me prove it. From 99 until..."

"I'm the silent... alive, watch me prove it. From 99 until..."

"I'm the silent... alive, watch me prove it. From 99 until..."

"I'm the silent... alive, watch me prove it. From 99 until..."

AISLINN HENNESSEY
8 Black Latch Ln

JOAN HENRY
1 Hawthorne Dr.
MEMORIES: JELLO .... "Wonder Years", Chubby Hubby nights; Macho Night with Dave and Brian; Vacations with JoAnn and Julia; Purple Thorns Trail; Camping; Jr. Dodgeball; Jermey's House; BOB, Nick and Book; Sacken's Park; My Party and Joey's Camel Bowl; Ice Fest, Met's Party; Eric's Hill; Ethan's Manicure; January 20th; Tabby - Eating Cake; Shopping; Orange Juice with Millie and Jacob; Movie Night with Barret and Jeremy; the Squad; Niki - Boarding School Boys; GAF, Cap, God; All My Love To: Shab, Millie, Dana, Jo-Lu, Jesse, Jacob, Justin (my shadow); Eli, Bert, Matt, Chris, Fox, Ethan, Victor, Julia, Eric, Larsa and Laura.

ERIC HILL
8 Elbow Ln

KRYSTIN HOFMAN
25 Raymond Court
"Life is too short to blow your eyes..." MEMORIES: Shara, Seaside '95-96 with the Andersons, 67.0 Street, Junior Lunch, June 3rd Piercing, Shag's house '95; Steve Miller; Dave Mathews with the girls; The shore with Jil, Matt and Steve; Beach Volleyball; Florida Keys, Half-Baked, Montego with Genevieve; Good times with Allison; Kickboxing with Chris; Me with the spot, Holy Cross Boys, Mom, Dad and Dana thanks for everything!!! I love you!! To all my friends thanks for making this a great year; ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1, 2, TOPS 1, 2, 3, 4, DECA-4.

TANYA ANNE HOOKER
261 Eames Terrace
QUOTE: "Stop up before I wrap you up in a paper towel..." MEMORIES: Playing cricket; Taking a piece of wax; Cooking in the kitchen; The food in Becky's and me; Our mad crushes; Steadfast to heaven; The mushroom; Baltimore youth tennis; church, theatre; Janitor, my first love; my girl has lots of love money; movies; ACTIVITIES: A.A.C. 1, 2, 3, 4

PATRICK HSIEH
6222 Patterson Court
"The man in the middle is the man he plans to do tomorrow..." MEMORIES: Curve-fitting in OPS, playing calculator games during class, going to "music lessons"; All-State Band and Orchestra; Governor's School, Rittenhouse; summers in Australia, winter in Canada, trip to Israel, Youth Conference; Harveys Cedars, snowball fight on the mountain while skiing, post-season league fun; dining with Adam, Ryan, Dave by eggby, being a soccer ref, "twenty-four." Cleveland trip, Carnegie Hall, Chinese school volleyball and basketball; ACTIVITIES: Corn Laws Society 3, 4, National Merit Scholar 4, Wind Ensemble 2, 3, 4, Orchestra 2, 3, 4, Soccer 1, 2, Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4, Science League 3, 4.

JOE HUNDERT
19 West High Ridge Rd

JEFF CHUNG TAE HWANG
19 Eastview Drive
"Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more. Or close the wall with our English dead." MEMORIES: Reading Shakespeare; MEMORIES: Dr. Neil, Winter English, no dinner parties, the Proms, Asia and Allies, surprise anyone? Late night commitments with the Chinese don to Rider, Main Street, Club Waves, 555 Britannia, 1905 Red Oak, and one of those after-party in the Ford, BMW, Saturn, Barbie and the five Breakers, Goldeneye, Venice Plaza, Red Alert with the crew. Dans les rues de Paris avec Madame Schоке и своим "French" et ma voiture. ACTIVITIES: Korean Culture Club 2, 3, 4, Motion Pictures (President), Tennis (President), Asian Culture Society 2, 3, 4 (Vice President).
SHARON HAWK
1155 Sunsetwood Dr.
"That's very true. MEMORIES: Swirling like broken glass, never breaking. 100, being twins with Therese; the lady at the bank; Russian with Therese; the best six maids; getting lost in Hadfield's; pulling movie all-nighters; visiting gifts; Christmas back out; torturing ants with Therese; Yamane's CAFE; dancing in Silver Drive with Therese, painting buildings in Canada; building buildings in Jamaica; sleeping over Christmas' house; Lambert's with Therese; pet shop boxes at Beth's house; Elaine driving me around everywhere, waiting in the ocean at Stephanie at three AM; balloons and festivals with Therese. ACTIVITIES: FOP 1, 2, 3, 4, Yearbook 2, 3, 4, Celebrations 3, Asian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4.

THERESA HAWK
13 Green Acre Dr.
"That's very true. MEMORIES: Swirling like broken glass, never breaking. 100, being twins with Therese; lady at the bank; Russian with Therese; the best six maids; getting lost in Hadfield's; pulling movie all-nighters; visiting gifts; Christmas back out; torturing ants with Therese; Yamane's CAFE; dancing in Silver Drive with Therese, painting buildings in Canada; building buildings in Jamaica; sleeping over Christmas' house; Lambert's with Therese; pet shop boxes at Beth's house; Elaine driving me around everywhere, waiting in the ocean at Stephanie at three AM; balloons and festivals with Therese. ACTIVITIES: FOP 1, 2, 3, 4, Yearbook 2, 3, 4, Celebrations 3, 4, Asian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4.

SCOTT HYDEN
120 Woodlawn Drive
"Goodbye. On the last day, we say goodbye. MEMORIES: pig, quarter, elephant, blue jello, strawberry picking, brew, LMT, Friday, Thanksgroving 97, zaggers, OOD forever, suki, ariki, tipper, Mr. Farmer Joe, Israel 94, badminton, half time, rock 'n' roll, Fray, sneaking, Crips, Viera's sophomore, lios, Nick & Karl, family vacations, Beth Caiz, Levi advanced reading, Billy Joel, headlines, 1st wife club, Boat thanks to the best friends you could ever ask for. Activities: FOP 2, 3, 4, Ancestral Culture Club 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 2, 3.

KABU HYMER
206 Sandharg Road
"Goodbye. On the last day, we say goodbye. MEMORIES: pig, quarter, elephant, blue jello, strawberry picking, brew, LMT, Friday, Thanksgroving 97, zaggers, OOD forever, suki, ariki, tipper, Mr. Farmer Joe, Israel 94, badminton, half time, rock 'n' roll, Fray, sneaking, Crips, Viera's sophomore, lios, Nick & Karl, family vacations, Beth Caiz, Levi advanced reading, Billy Joel, headlines, 1st wife club, Boat thanks to the best friends you could ever ask for. Activities: FOP 2, 3, 4, Ancestral Culture Club 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 2, 3.

NICOLE MAY
1157 Country Club Drive
"It's hard to find something that I'll fit for anything. MEMORIES: New Years' Eve, 97; Charles Lane, where I, ... boomed; Mary's Matt Class, trips to Fred Seer; Cindy, Jerry Krug; Trisha, Tom, Cuz, Gwenda A, Horizontal 66; Lomasan; Wow! Wannamaker Food Factory. Gave me, free, obnoxious, Pat's Meat; you know what; huh. Where's Charlie now? That was rude; boy junior. I'm a person, my showwoman; hi, class; talking at concerts, ballet. Mary and Jack; what would I ever do without you? I give you everything. ACTIVITIES: SCA 3, 4, FOP 2, 3, 4, Soccer 1, 2, Scott Hall 1, 2, 3, 4.

MARGARET JENKEY
200 Wilshire Blvd.
Quote: Friends help friends move. GOOD friends help friends move bodies. Memorized parties in the woods * stuck on 290 cutting school * freshmen dance dinner and Wash * trips to South Sea and finding on the spreadsheet * Valentine's day 97; (Kristin) hallucination game * Jerry's driveway * class * was bathing on the base ball field * Tony Branton (7 hole dope) * Mrs. Dilks cooking class freshmen year * Big AL's * Charade * and beating the system. Special thanks to my exit sign buddy, because coming down from that cloud was the hardest thing we ever had to do. With love and luck and all the things. I love you always. To my girls from (with an l) Jen, Jen, Jen and Dano, thanks for being there over the past 6 years. Your all wonderful. Take care of the things to come and don't tell yourself you're short. I LOVE YOU ALL very much.

NEIL JOHNSON
120 Kilburn Drive
"The great will always raise above the mediocre." MEMORIES: DC with Malone, everyone! Frankie is the big poppa. Rootin with Phineas. Nadia in time. Tribute to the Rosters, painting with Away and Kara (the great); Joe, George Grassie (Dr. of love), Auditions boys. Excursions with Emily, BV boys. East 45A, lunchbox! concert, small boys. Ricky (Ok) and John (Abadani). My family; Mom, Dad, Jeff, Jessica, Aunt Ginny, and Jess (FFASJ)! Thank you for your unconditional love, support, and understanding. I love you. My Friends: Nadia, Emily, Joe, Ricky, John, Anna, and Kara. Thank you for everything. ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1, 2, 3, 4, Field hockey 1, Scott Hall 2, Powder Puff 3, 4, DCA 3, 4.

FELEICA JUDGE
6 Charles Lane
"The great will always raise above the mediocre." MEMORIES: DC with Malone, everyone! Frankie is the big poppa. Rootin with Phineas. Nadia in time. Tribute to the Rosters, painting with Away and Kara (the great); Joe, George Grassie (Dr. of love), Auditions boys. Excursions with Emily, BV boys. East 45A, lunchbox! concert, small boys. Ricky (Ok) and John (Abadani). My family; Mom, Dad, Jeff, Jessica, Aunt Ginny, and Jess (FFASJ)! Thank you for your unconditional love, support, and understanding. I love you. My Friends: Nadia, Emily, Joe, Ricky, John, Anna, and Kara. Thank you for everything. ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1, 2, 3, 4, Field hockey 1, Scott Hall 2, Powder Puff 3, 4, DCA 3, 4.

JACQUELINE D. KAMISON
21 Charles Lane
"We should appreciate what we have instead of what we haven't, and enjoy what it is before it's too late." MEMORIES: New Year's Eve 97, '98; the black flip-back browser; lecture bus rides; wearing one motorbike; Concerts; What is; Lemon, 1012; CCCP; windshields; laminate; the music; Big John's 452; Kristin's brings episode; freshman rider; "I created every time: creativity, dancing, uniting people; trips down the shore; Mary's top class, Jesse playing BB; where we were working. ACTIVITIES: soccer 1, 2, 3, baseball 2, 3, 4.

AFTE After

And We Led Them

This year's freshman will notice them first. The seemingly invincible look in their eyes combined with their patented confident strut make them easily distinguishable from the other students in the hallway. These are the senior leaders of Cherry Hill East. Students unaccustomed to meeting these all-powerful rulers of extracurricular activities need not fear. As tall as some of them may be, they are just ordinary students in extraordinary positions.

As Mr. Belchikoff said during freshman orientation, "Cherry Hill East is a smorgasbord of after-school activities." Similarly, seniors who are actively involved hold diverse positions as well. Santosh Vardhana (99), an editor-in-chief of Eastside, said, "When you're a senior, you have this desire to give back to the school and teach to others what you've learned for the past three years." Tom LaMaina (99), an officer of Amnesty International, said, "Even though there is a lot of work involved, I am still very dedicated to Amnesty because all the hard work is worth it." Beth Miller (99), a co-officer of Belles, agrees. "Between the four officers of Belles, we divide up the big workload, but I love it all the same."
JOSHUA KARABAN
16 Wilderness Road
"It's a video game, can't quit it." MEMORIES: Love to play video games. Favorite game: "Grand Theft Auto." Most embarrassing moment: Being caught reading a comic book in public.

KEVIN F. KARDOS
144 Thornhill Rd
"Lire is an adventure, enjoy the ride." MEMORIES: Lions, travel to Disney World, and the beach. Most embarrassing moment: Falling asleep in class.

ANJANETTE KASS
205 Juniata Drive
"You can't stop the elephants of the rain." MEMORIES: Love to read, travel, and spend time with family.

BILLY KASTEN
15 River Ave
167 Bane St
1600 Blue Jay Lane
"Impossible is nothing, whatever you have set your mind to," Mem. Always had a passion for running and competing. Favorite pastime: Watching movies and reading books.

GEORGETTE KEELS
127 Wab Whitman Blvd
"Life Is To Short For Games." MEMORIES: S.C. Derive and I always acting crazy, getting away with things, and having fun. Favorite pastime: Writing and reading.

NICHOLAS KELLER
26 Orchard Way
"The world is a book, and those who do not read it are blind." MEMORIES: Love to read, travel, and spend time with family. Favorite pastime: Watching movies and reading books.

SARA KELLERMAN
1014 E Esplanade
"Never Quit, make the most of it." MEMORIES: First trip to Australia, many vacations to Disney, visiting my aunt and uncle in Boston, winning an Olympic gold medal in gymnastics, and high school memories. Favorite pastime: Reading and writing.

ZACHARY N. KENNAN
104 Wren Drive
"Never Quit, make the most of it." MEMORIES: First trip to Australia, many vacations to Disney, visiting my aunt and uncle in Boston, winning an Olympic gold medal in gymnastics, and high school memories. Favorite pastime: Reading and writing.

JONATHAN KATZ
93 St. Moritz Ln
"One day I will be a famous author." MEMORIES: Love to read, travel, and spend time with family. Favorite pastime: Writing and reading books.

WILLIAM C. KATZ
217 Chamberlain
"Know thyself." Socrates MEMORIES: Love to read, travel, and spend time with family. Favorite pastime: Writing and reading books.

AMY KATZ
1600 Blue Jay Lane
"One day I will be a famous author." MEMORIES: Love to read, travel, and spend time with family. Favorite pastime: Writing and reading books.

PASCALE KATZ
217 Chamberlain
"Know thyself." Socrates MEMORIES: Love to read, travel, and spend time with family. Favorite pastime: Writing and reading books.

CHRISTINA KIM
337 Society Hill Blvd.
"If I had a million dollars..." MEMORIES: Summer with Shann and Thane; all night movies when no one was smarter to watch them; stroll three at Rona's; Wu, Rem, Bones; summer at Penn; little children; Lambert's; big movie; ski resort; World Cup 2' Poppart; Blackout; times New York and Boston with Grace Swing; For City; Baby's at farm; Disneyland with Grace and Jan; staying in Jan's apartment; Philly with Jan; listening to Devo; Moon's girls problems; ACTIVITIES: Celebrations; 2, 3, 4; Enid staff; 2, 3, 4; FOP; 3, 4; Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude 3, 4; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; President 3; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; RCC 1, 2, 3, 4.

HYE JIN KIM
366 Society Hill
"The hate in your heart will consume you too!" MEMORIES: Prov 1; I need you more; main street with Scary Larry; Ottawa's at the other hours of the night; Diane's anyone?; chugging buses; talk about 60's; Joan of Arc; senior and junior; can say sugar high?; "one on crack and the other one's picking upcape!"; go to living room to talk; song number 6; "smokes"; "hard body"; initiation; "psycho, psycho, psycho!" you're on crack "a, a, a, BORG"; grandma; FRI 5, 10, 22; Wendy's... hum... I know it was funning... To all of those who touched me in any way, thank you and much love to you all.

JANE RIM
501 Bolan Drive
"Until you find something worth dying for you're not really living." MEMORIES: Yes, me, mom, August 26; why do you call?; International House of Kiki (Chicas, Badda); Liberation day; monkey boy; gooney boy; smiley guy; Luna On; Hitty; high point of the day; MSCL; marathon; jammin' wi Benham; Wauk Hau; right at LAX; cherries our childhood; but after Kracher's 13th, one day, I don't like it; be dancing, half from strangers at medium; hedge-clipper; small; Mexico 38; Youth Group; April 30, 1997; Charm A, Bongos, Moody, Shappir; Cherie, June, Judy, Leslie, S. Weatherman; Kristin the Assembly; Jerry Magazine taxi ride; under stars with Sailor; ACTIVITIES: Yearbook; Volleyball; FOP; NCC; ACS

JOOMI KIM
415 Gateswood Drive
"Think like a man of action. Act like a man of thought." MEMORIES: Freshman Shave; Sophomore Hug; online-rock; crew-sailing; interviews; Mr. Hoffman mid.; 3 months Moon Kim; car accident; Juhe (hurricanes); ACS dance den; my car; phone calls; Jooyoung; jang-ik church; movie night; Christmas; Shocking news phone; my bro Illions; weekend Brian; Ronalda's party; Michelle; 18th birthday; sophomore; summer camp; summer at Koren, pen pals, sand; harvested, korean culture; Dance for fun family; Sunday school teacher; ACTIVITIES: PTA 1, 2, 3, 4; Eastside (vocal) 1, 2, 3, 4; AIDS awareness (vocal) 3, 4; blood drive 1, 2, 3, 4; yearbook 2, 3, 4.

JUHEE KIM
955 Cooperfield Road
"Be an athlete on and off, as brave as a lion, as inhumanly as a bee, as cheerful as a bird." MEMORIES: summer in California; almost caught while playing slot machine in Las Vegas; Disney World; hospital volunteer with Woody; year; 14 letters from Eun-Jin; poems by St. Huguette & Hau Lee in Lee; Hye-Yi; and all the talk; Heroes with Joons; Risa and late scan; Miss Seiner; ACTIVITIES: AIDS Awareness Club 4; Asian Cultural Society 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Celebrations 3, 4; Enid staff; 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Holiday Party 3; Friends of the Environment; Korean Culture Club 3, 4; Symphonic Band 3; Wind Ensemble 4.

RACHEL KIM
410 Gateswood Drive
"Time is short and there's so much to do. Don't waste a moment of what's given you. Don't waste a moment: cause you'll never see it return." MEMORIES: 4, 5, 6, 7; Tennis; Story, Men, Common; Portfolios; Israel; Chess (D, 1, 2, 3, 4); CHE Sophomore (Cabinet, Peter; Spaul, Maca-

ADAM KLEIN
14 Partridge Ln

LISA C. KLEIN
27 Imperial Drive
Celebrate we will because life is short but sweet for certain — Dave Matthews Band MEMORIES: Longm-ness 96-97; Party nights with Phil; Fox Hollow break-ups; Dave Matthews Concert; UCLA summer 96; fall period lunch crew; the songs; teaching Niki, my soul; Downtown Disney; Fall 97; Vols on the rock; Tommy G; basket; Bambi; Queen, Elvis; bars, clubs; Water fall; June, Maccabees Basketball teams 97; EHS; Pole; Butane; Grants; Fresh dance time; Praga 96; Much love to all my friends; ACTIVITIES: Softball 1, 2, 3, 4; squash 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. 1, 2, 3; 4; Jewish Culture Club 2, 3, 4; S.A.D.D. 3, 4; Powder Puff 3.4.
JOSEPH D. KOLINSKY
222 Everbach Rd

Daniel Kolinsky

PETER KLUMAS
1152 Lacombe Blvd.

Peter Klumas

EDWARD KURZ
1910 Kemper Ct.

Edward Kurz

JASON KLEINMAN
313 Riverhouse Dr.

Jason Kleinman

LAURA KRONK
1849 West Point Drive

Laura Kronk

DANIEL KULINSKY
222 Everbach Rd

Daniel Kolinsky

JOSEPH D. KOLINSKY
404 Harnwood Road

Joseph D. Kolinsky

MERYL KRAMER
134 Thompson Road

Meryl Kramer

TOM LAMAINA
20 Hilltop Drive

Tom Lamaina

BRAD LAFERTY
1105 West Valleybrook Road

Brad LaFerty

AFTER: Sarah Chvala, Bryan Benn, Lauren Wall, Kari Hymowitz, Mitch Rabinowitz, Jordan Rand, Jacob Millstein, Jacki Kamison, Zack Landsburg.
ADAM LAMBERT
1255 Herron Blvd
"The greatest obstacle, the more glory in overcoming it." MEMORIES: All started at Zaps, Nick's, Pizza Palace, etc., my house. Someone will drive us. All I need is one more. New Years '88 Dance Show: Bernie's. Major loss: Bernard's back. 1 Dun, 2 Bermans, 2 Lambert's, The Woods Junior Prom, Canopy, Sherry Park, Escape, Arcade, Bedlin's room, PlayStation, Mario, Fillman, Rotary roommate, Rider to Shore, Roof of Greg's house, Night to New York, Michigan, Test. Me. "It's a love. To all my boys, I love you all."
ACTIVITIES: Cross-Country, Track, Rotary, SGA.

ZACHARY LANDSBURG
1026 Botwhite Dr
"Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it." MEMORIES: Senior trip to Baltimore: football games at the field, school dances, Midrasha, summers of camp, USYBEI: lunch after service, TSY PILGRIMAGE: gym with Mr. Martin: Doc's English class. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, Baseball 1, Hockey 2,3, 4, Spanish Club 1,2,3, 5 A.D.D. 3, 4, Ping-Pong 3, 4.

KEITH LASROWSKI
237 Chelsea Ct

DEBRA LAZAR
501 Garwood Drive
"In life you will always find one thing true no matter where you go or what you do: Rush to learn." MEMORIES: Trip to the world (Cancun, Puerto Rico, Florida, Aruba, Las Vegas, Israel, Spain, Africa). Having a great time, oceans, ships, cities, CNN, Fox News, BBC, CNN. The Big Bang, 5:30 am, Bally's, Gas Job. "You look so much like your mom, dad. I almost went out with your dad. Outlets, the store with Amanda, Al's trips to Christiana, Maple, Lakeland Beach with Grandpa and Mom. Fruit Shakes. Being the only child. Teen Line, Peer Helper, Still in Hebrew School. Teacher's Aid. Family, Gunsmithing. ACTIVITIES: TOPS 1,2,3, 4, FOP 1,2, 2, 4, AG 1, 2, 3, 4, Spanish Club 4, RAV 4.

BRAD LAZAR
1610 Berlin Rd

ROCCO LEACH
26 Europa Blvd

HARMONY LEE
1918 Kentucky Ct

GINA NICOLE LEMANOWICZ
201 Browning Lane
"To have a good enemy, choose a friend; he knows where to strike." MEMORIES: Freshman English class and lunch, fishing 101, summer theater, "We love our school" 16, Charles: Crash into Me, soda tabs, dressing up,-manager baby, the Friday night, watching TV; breakfasts with Lisa. Trish's parties; make-up goddess, the crack hotline; car trips, Junior prom: Eager sisters: dinner; concerts; the Beatles; Austin Powers: The Noise Thing '98, Marley, Jim Dandy, the darkness of Sherry, love ya later. ACTIVITIES: POP 1. AIDS Awareness 1; TOPS 1; Basketball Manager 1, 2, 3, Drama Department 1, 2, 3, 4, Marching Band Manager 2, 3, 4; Eastside 1, 2, 3, 4, Editor: Amnesty International 1, 2, 3, 4, Demogroup 1, 2, 3, 4, SADD 1, 3, 4.

PETER E. LEMBESIS
112 Delton Terrace

SCOTT LERMACK
7 Provence Place
"Life's too short to start still." MEMORIES: The show: The Doors, 4am, sugar and spice. Staying out till the sun comes up: Late night Wawa run and having to push my car down the street: cops: midnight grilled cheese: 2am tacos: Morning runs to homecoming freshman year: lunch dates: Ice hockey: bread: and last but definitely not least: Amanda. ACTIVITIES: for Hockey 2, 3, 4.

PAUL LINTERN
7 Provence Place
"Always remember you're unique, just like everyone else." MEMORIES: Guided by Virtue in Central Park, Cosmic Bowling, New Year's Eve in Philly, Junior Prom, photo, water ice, concerts, etc. Illini trip. Elvis trip. 3rd period lunch, summers at the JCC, E 4 Spice Girls. "Oh no you don't," yeah. Maples, Fox News, Cross Country. "Yes"? kaipheakna, Flowers, Mill, "He's not really yours." But that feels like it. Aladdin, The Bowl, "are we there yet?" Elliot Smith and the pickles. Activetes: Amnesty International 1, 2, 3, 4, FOP 1, 2, 3, 4, Colonial Clubs 1, 2, 3, 4. ACTIVITIES: for Hockey 2, 3, 4.
MARISSA LEVIN
1510 Pleasant Drive
"Torms out not where you are but what you think and really matters. We'll make the best of what's around." —Dave Matthews. MEMORIES: 60th periodic lunch crew, the song, starting lights, road trips, tea parties, teaching inglise, drive downtown concert, warehouse, 3rd row, public storage, Israel '96, freinds's family. ALL ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop, jello jellies, summer '98, visits at pets, power L2, new freinds and other friends, turkey in the hill, new years, paris, duord, 4th of July '98, tball, the pit. ACTIVITIES: TOP 1.3.4, Jewish Culture Club 2.3.4; Blood Drive 3.4; DECA 4; Track 1.2.

GEENA LINDEN
1575 Rolling Lane
"The tragedy of life is not that it ends so soon, but that we wait so long to begin it." MEMORIES: July '96 and on, Agustus, beached whale, Dave Matthews Band '97, Halloween '97, Columbus Day '98, Israel. "I got your back," Senior Prom '97, Junior Prom '98, the show, Lil's driving. Thanksgiving '97, Jessica's pool. Lauren's exaggerations, succion night, Turkey Trot, the ugly table. walking diagonally. my family. my "water-tight". Thanks for all the memories... I love you all. ACTIVITIES: Adopt-a-Grandparent 12; Blood Drive 2.3.4; Jewish Culture Club 2.3.4; TOPS 1.3.4; SADD 3.4.

GERALD SAMUEL LEVINE
9 Willowdale Dr.
"It is as large as life, and twice as natural!" — Lewis Carroll. "When you are counting a rose get an hour seems like a second. When you sit on a red-hot coal, a second seems like an hour. That's relativity." — Albert Einstein. MEMORIES: Sleeping on seats, Breakfast on Saturday Night with Elvis & Co., Mardi Gras, every diner in Cherry Hill, Whitenight, Driving around the town, WAWA Tours, Dr. Jerry, Meg Flahm, Joni, Rachel, and the Coalition to Eradicade Stupity. ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew 1.2.3.4; Theosophy Society 2.3.4; Mamma Company 2.3.4; Assorted Drama 1.2.3.4.

MINIC LEWIS
1179 Hibdon Dr.
MEMORIES: Campers street, Bing water, Tracey, my twin, haunted hyndale (Scott), Witches Bike, Voil' as. Love you— we are the champions, stock lifts, concert boats, dances, 3rd annual Old Orchard, Canada, CRASH buddies, Chicago, Herb, Jeff, Las Vegas, CRASH buddies, S. Shimerick—yadda yadda, sleepovers, late-night Dukes & Acvins, Thugs to Hippies, stan boys < girls, Oies to Omaha, Openly Black, beer, beer, beer, beer, and the Coalition to Eradicade Stupity. ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew 1.2.3.4; Theosophy Society 2.3.4; Mamma Company 2.3.4; Assorted Drama 1.2.3.4.

JOANNE LIEDEL
553 Weyer Dr.
"And the seasons, they go round and round... We're captured on a carousel of time..." MEMORIES: Camping crew, Bing water, Tracey, my twin, haunted hyndale (Scott) Witches Bike, Voil' as. Love you—we are the champions, stock lifts, concert boats, dances, 3rd annual Old Orchard, Canada, CRASH buddies, Chicago, Herb, Jeff, Las Vegas, CRASH buddies, S. Shimerick—yadda yadda, sleepovers, late-night Dukes & Acvins, Thugs to Hippies, stan boys < girls, Oies to Omaha, Openly Black, beer, beer, beer, beer, and the Coalition to Eradicade Stupity. ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew 1.2.3.4; Theosophy Society 2.3.4; Mamma Company 2.3.4; Assorted Drama 1.2.3.4.
BEFORE: Eric Orodecks, Abby Harvey, Josh Caswell, Steve Decina, Melissa Chu, Ben Schwartz, Scott Goodman, Stephanie Singer, Meryl Kramer, Chad Walsh, Kevin Boyle, Rachel Atlas, Andrew Shiflet, Eileen Shuhack, Rachel Shaya, Billy Shaya, Beth Miller, Keith Davis, Todd Wilderman, Rikin Gandhi, Melissa Shaya.

NICOLE L. LONGO
114 McIntosh Rd.
MEMORIES: our library boys; home laughs, snooty
tractor, the mistakes, failures; the one night, my
boyfriend cheated, falling down the stairs; psychic
session; rain in the sun; fancy keys in the car; mad
holes; guitar playing; the cabinet; our date: innerrhod;
armed cuffs, mistakes 372, sweet 16; "I feel bad!"
"Look there's your man!" Mamma's lie. Imp
Free picture printed, sleepovers; these are the magic
numbers: Laura's name; mistaken, least expected
junior prom, wet hair-no brush; sleeping with the
brady bunch. October 1, 8 less times 2; filling
weights: the lake, 3 hours. Janet Jackson. ACTIVITIES:
Softball, 4; Cheerleading, 4; Varsity Show, 4;
Powder Puff, 4.

PAUL L. POPE
219 Middle School Rd.
"A friend is someone who walks with you the rest of
the world goes on without you."
MEMORIES: Freshmen Football, Family's House, 4th period; Thal
trine, Juniors' Prom; Room 129, Poesying; ICESum
mer, Surfing with Ted, ShoreCrusies, Heather
HillandFish, Pre-Parties, Kenneth's House, Mr
Reynolds. Club: AWA, Fender Bender-Polo and
Reed, Hoyt Fanatics, SCOPS (Deep), Bad
Friends, Galway's East Soccer Games.
AROUND WITH Boney, Awards from Verizon, Eye
with Tarrants, Schweindr, Dining, Megaluf
Lacking Madden, Munch Crew Memories. Flap, East
ern Fight, Cheer/Pep, Moshing with the Boys.
Thanks Mom, Dad, and Rich! Love You Always!
And Love to All My Friends. F'd Miss Everyone! I'm Out.

STEPHEN LU
405 Country Club Dr.

AROUND LUX
1918 Club Dr.
"Radio Station" MEMORIES: Falling asleep for half
a second and landing on my geometry book.
"When the Animals Attack" massage: Nuns
nuns; concert (ART, Soul Coughing, Gravity
Kills); ECO-Total Elimination on bugs and stuffed
animals; closing; dismantling the Canon in D;
"electronics" era. ACTIVITIES: Volleyball, 3, 3,
4; Amnesty International 3, 4; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4;
Yearbook 1, 2, 3, 4; Extracurricular 4, 4.

JUSTIN LIPOW
1997 Country Club Dr.
Late nights: Henny's, D's basement; kiss my chest;
Talks: Emperor Crow; Blank House; Modifiers;
Bad Eagle; Off road; True, Buddies, Jef, Aspen
Alaska: Beaching with Trent, White Willow;
Purple Haze. Special: Sleep in truck with Scott;
sleeping in Taos. Like big: Carroll's, The
Tent, Lieu, and Video Tape; Ice Cubes; Camp;
Campfire in a shirt and jeans. All you need is
LEIGH JOAN L. LINDSEY, ALLISON MERRITT, TO:
BRAD, CHAD, BIG DON, BRI, CHRIS, MATT CANDOLO.

BRIELLE MACHER
Dr. Imperial Drive
"Dying for a friend is hard, but finding a friend
woefully dying for is even harder." MEMORIES: To
my best friends, I love you thanks for making those
past few years incredible. Buying the leather I
never had. Brett I love you always; from year;
thery party, ago run 90's; free bottle; Mummy's;
Keller's; Garabatts; the block, pooh talks; Mrs.
America, van rides, dances, parties, concerts;
peek-a-boo-whisper; memorial day '96; charity. PJ
daimy-doodles; 4th of July '96; operation Ge
ton; in my face; Nick's sleeper; epic Mickey
cheerleading: Moody, "Dazed and Confused";
Bette's 80's. Spot: North. Many: Mr. Lattof. To my
family I love you.

CHRISTINE MAIDEN
1510 Longfellow Drive
I'd always thought that I'd look back at my crying
and laugh, but never thought I'd look back at my
laughing and say. ACTIVITIES: Soccer:

MICHELLE MAGBALON
1662 Bay Ave.
"Nothing is permanent, but change." - Heraclitus
MEMORIES: Ice skating, short people; Freestyle
Dance, Pastel with the self on a cruise; dancing;
Tattoo, tonight; sleep deprivation; music, book;
Snowboarding, Pumpkins; Spice; parties; clubs; Ronald
McDonald and lighter; psychiatric ward; New
Year's Eve; What does the door say to you;
envy; enslavement, victim, Vicki - cool computa
tion, etc.; Route 70, Junior Prom: Great Adventure
Jenny's SO cool; movies; coffee; discovering sur
prise; "Your mom", rhymes with food; looking back;
friend stories. I love you; ACTIVITIES: Adopt
Grandparent 3; AIDS Awareness Club 2, 3, 4;
Amnesty International 4; Asian Cultural Society;
1, 2, 3, 4; Band 1, 2, 3, 4; CotutiaSocial 2, 3, 4;
FOP Holiday Party 1, 2, 3, 4; Friends of the Envir
onment 2, 3, 4; Lawrence 1, 2, 3, 4; Business Arts;
Kindness 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
MELISSA L. MARRICO
417 Berlin Road
Big School - New People - "I love the park" - People are shady - Where’s Tim? - Ring - Ring - No Phone - A "Bird" sleeps in a " Nest" - Sandwich and Salad - Biggie loves Nanna - April 27th 1996 - Locker room at Nanna's - Locker room ballrooms - Dana, you voice - Lunch and Lunch, the 6th Sense - Melissa loves Tim - Pack a hat in the back of my car - I’ll still keep my dream as long as I live - Tim, will you marry me? - Mother, appropriate, Back (unsatisfied) - Bullet, Sabotage, Viola, Stephanie and all those not mentioned and never forgotten.

ALEX V. MATUSO
313 S. Woodstock Dr.
"Life is short make the best of it." MEMORIES: Chilling with my boys - Vitalis, Dave, Billy, Danny and John. Nacho left, Basement wrestling. Let's go to Blockhouse, Dennis Durante gang for life, Weekends at the shore, Summer at camp in the whole, Russian Alliance. Hacking, Tobacco. Going Skiing for the first time, Fighting till 4 in the morning down the shore. Making illegal fires in the park, Matthew, RokoCops, Drew's Fire, D. Ficial hair, No, Shave. John sweating while eating the ice cream, Sublime, V100 Ice, Getting wrecked at the beach house, Buffalo Wings out of buffalo's, Jupiter.

ANNA MARIA KATARINA MATZON
1128 Willowdale Drive
"Too sweet to be true, too nice to be meant." Beastly Beasts. MEMORIES: Blond Richet, on again off again guy, Sweden vacation; Fosbender English corner; annual sleepover; Trombone crazy; "Look at me!" Erica's up, down, slant, anti, anti, Michelangelo's; Lucia, Brian; September Battle fields, baseball, Fermi Wheel, croquet, music, kite, Fostexers. Wasu, by myself. EPIC, Bob's contest, Erica's birthday blowout. Nanny's grandpas face, Fencing - cool, Brian's Senior Prom: "I'll show you - There's enough!", Junior's house and pool, Jansen's. Honda club. "I don't feel good!" guy many. Reggae - The swing. Thanks for all the memories!

CURTIS MCCOLLIN
10235 Rymal Run

LINDSAY McGFINN
14 East Doris Dr.
"Like a true nature's child we were born to be wild." Memories: "Are you bad?" crackhouse, coffee, "help me." Trips to the Pride head, Country club, missions, nature walks & picnics with Lego's, tour triangle, never being able to say "NO". France '97. Golfcart, Bathrooms & Tank (Florida). Trippers in the shower. RNS, McGrath hill & Burst. Furnace in Sara's head. "Busted! Jr. prom, Day of caring. Skiing, shopping, Amsterdam "special" surprise. I.R.I & camping '96. Band camp at the shore, HARSH'S FISHBREW, Shady spots at Sagamore, AEROMITH, Fox, hill mission, shade - spots anywhere. Trips to NYC, & BINGO forever! Everyone thanks for the good times.

DEANIE MCMANON
319 Northview Road
"It's amazing how far a little hair gel will take you." MEMORIES: Working with my Dad doing carpentry and roofing, working out at Bob's Gym, participating in gym basketball league, orchestra trip to Disney World, passed with Vince and Steve, getting Anged from the animal welfare, getting a 1985 Camaro and an executive position, listening to 1980's music each morning while driving to school with my silent idol. ACTIVE: Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 3, 4, 5, Cross Country 4.
Dispersed through the school, signs reading “Go Senior Powder Puff” and “Repeat 1998” encouraged the team to win their second game in a row, a situation rarely seen at East. Finally, this year’s senior Powder Puff team won that second game, becoming one of the few classes to defeat their opponents both years.

Led by their quarterback, Nikki Jay (’99), the team won the game with ease, the resultant score being fifteen to zero. According to coach Andy Grubb (’99), “We did our best to teach the game and its concepts, but on Sunday, it was up to the girls. They came out to play and the class of 1999 won its second Powder Puff game.” This victory not only was due to the girls’ desire to win but also resulted from the dedication to the game and each other.

Though the first few minutes were hushed with suspense, the attention gradually became excitement, especially after each goal. Said Christine Parker (’99), “After the first goal during the second play we were psyched. But because we were ahead during the whole game, we became really pumped and excited.” Parents, teachers, classmates, and other spectators cheered as the seniors scored their touchdowns. Each point scored ultimately allowed the girls to triumphantly step off the field at the end of the game with their heads held high.

Although Powder Puff is not like the other football teams, the game is just as intense and every great play means just as much to its players. As a result, there were no regrets and all the teammates agreed that, given the chance, they would gladly play Powder Puff again.
BETH MILLER
209 Monterey Avenue
"Even if you are on the right track, you will get run over if you just sit there." MEMORIES: Big, soul, twin, adopted and little sister; freshman mistakes; late night with Prom committee; are you here?; story time w/Jeff: they're out to get you; honorary Asian: the square (usually mine); being kidnapped by Dan and Howard; NOT being cute; there's a hole in my pants!; summer parties; friendship, summer '96; after-school chit; artistic time with Sarah. ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop 2; Haunted House 1; Spring Musical 1; Adopt-a-Gradparent 1; Chambers 1; Bells 2.3.3.9; co-editor 4; Last Singers 3; secretary 4; Fall Show 3; POP 1.2.4; Friends of the Environment secretary 4; AIDS Awareness 4.

KRIS LINDEN
708 Hickory Circle
Quote: I expect what happened, but I don't do it on purpose.
MEMORIES: Bev's in the garage, Pam's in the garage, Landmark; Hot Tub; Basement; fire; 10-15-96 w/cops, Hammer death; driving Nicole in pouring rain; my brother on the estate; Saturday night dinners with lan. He babysits now. Society, Hal Haze, past love. West side boy mudding w/Chris. Crazy random books, looking at the stars w/Ovy, 295 and the stroller party, Munichie, Chris, thanks for cleaning up, not following his mires anymore. Whoppers. It's all about SHADY MANEUVERS.

STEPHANIE MILLER
14 Louise Court
"Time may be temporary, but the memory is forever." MEMORIES: down the shore with Jeff, Rachel driving, Kelly's bright lipstick, Junior Prom, my 16th birthday party, General Hospital Days, shore house, 90210 and Dawson's Creek, highlighting my hair, Chocolate crepes, making out Friday night parties, going to the movies. You crack me up! the boy on the husk, the mall, writing out, stories out games. Olivia's diner, Lauren's car, water ice, all dressed up, do you think they'd notice? Is everyone Hungry? the future, dairy cows at Elaine's, I'm babysitting, ordering take out food. For all my friends, thanks for the memories. I love you dad, mom, and Heather.

JACOB MILLSTEIN
707 Greentree Ave
"Don't give in without a fight" (Pink Floyd) LongStone Deli/Pizza, Log Cabin Crew (LBC), Cheerleader session, freshman lunch, Deli bar, Chicken Party (GP), wacky hat, Physics with First Tutors. You're not cutting school, Taffintha (Laura), The Green Machine, Glass Joes, Clifford's Fresh Meat. The Concert, '96-'97 tour, KFC, Taco Bell, Playing at Bourbon, The Melbourne Bar, Dr. Claw, pop- pop's Fleming, mysterious disappearance of Eric, cooking at Malli, special orange juice, Chapel, funny, frate, flute, rock and stick lights, Multicultural day, Bert song, The Simpsons.

JEFFREY MORROW
407 Echo Pl

JASON MORSE
1013 Peacock Ln
"Hold fast to dreams; For if dreams die, Life is a broken-winged bird that cannot fly." MEMORIES: Atlantic City; Laura; Nailed, Luscious Turfies L_MB; Appel Farms, Moses, Guster, Dave; Gold Bond; Reba brownies, LA interpretive dancing, Tessa and Phil's Attaché with Alex; Sheena, c'est si bon, drop & wiggle; Dutch holding sweet's glass; blanket... so key; 6 people meeting; Julie's house: my house; Junior Prom with Jon, Arnoldo, to each own, ice cream obsession; Kolisuo & Tia; Romina, Derek, Ricky, persimmon, stop-watch, Hope Pope, Ghetto Superstar, black-white mix, "Cpute on Elven" the summer, so shady... check!!

SARA MYLETT
6 Stratfordshire Rd
"Your actions will follow you full circle round: the higher you jump, the harder the ground." (Rodrig Giffy) MEMORIES: Bush, Fox Hollow summer, guard parties, summer muskies, ski trips w/Pratt's; Halloween 96, Villanova parties; Xmas w/Eni, last night of junior year; the park, study nights, two "bushes"; Phan drives; "fatty"; staking trip; the graduation picture; the bathroom incidents Cerry; graduation party; the magic night; the car outside Lisa, Cerry, Sarah; nasty girl, vito iglesias, Lisa's, Mike's junior prom; the dog, fake, WaWo runs; straight base; Bob's songs with Kelly, cut out all night Lisa, All, Lili, Joshua, Matthew, Mom, Dad, Jackson, Andrea thanks and I love you! Friend's House, April fool's ACTIVITIES: Swimming 1.2.3.4; French Club 1.2.3; POP 1.2.4; Blood drive 4.

KERRI MULLEN
60 Colossus Lane
"Hold fast to dreams; For if dreams die; Life is a broken-winged bird that cannot fly." MEMORIES: Atlantic City; Laura; Nailed, Luscious Turfies L_MB; Appel Farms, Moses, Guster, Dave; Gold Bond; Reba brownies, LA interpretive dancing, Tessa and Phil's Attaché with Alex; Sheena, c'est si bon, drop & wiggle; Dutch holding sweet's glass; blanket... so key; 6 people meeting; Julie's house: my house; Junior Prom with Jon, Arnoldo, to each own, ice cream obsession; Kolisuo & Tia; Romina, Derek, Ricky, persimmon, stop-watch, Hope Pope, Ghetto Superstar, black-white mix, "Cpute on Elven" the summer, so shady... check!!

OSMOND NESSBETH
137 Ashbrook Rd

JESSICA K. NAUMANN
209 Balsall Farmhouse
Don't take life too seriously - nobody gets out alive. Wutz... what? Wongs - Bun O. Goodwill 1st time at, is on a crazy cat, but why are you always thin? Swede, "If you got the milk for free, why would you buy the cats?" Jan, NaaNaNa yo, what's up with that??? Zach, your probably still acting on the rockers, Dave, this is us, your our big, Activities: Basketball 1; Baseball 1.3.5; Spanish Club 1.2; German Club 3, 4, best book is kid 1.2.3.4.

Evan NATHANSON
1016 Bob White Dr
"The only place where success comes before work is in the dictionary." MEMORIES, Justin, he only liked for your mother, holdy, tee, have you ever got down on your knees and thanked god that you know me and have access to discretion? Because, you're a crazy cat, but why are you always thin? Swede, "If you got the milk for free, why would you buy the cats?" Jan, NaaNaNa yo, what's up with that??? Zach, your probably still acting on the rockers, Dave, this is us, your our big, Activities: Basketball 1; Baseball 1.3.5; Spanish Club 1.2; German Club 3, 4, best book is kid 1.2.3.4.

OSMOND NESSBETH
137 Ashbrook Rd

JACOB MILLSTEIN
707 Greentree Ave
"Don't give in without a fight" (Pink Floyd) LongStone Deli/Pizza, Log Cabin Crew (LBC), Cheerleader session, freshman lunch, Deli bar, Chicken Party (GP), wacky hat, Physics with First Tutors. You're not cutting school, Taffintha (Laura), The Green Machine, Glass Joes, Clifford's Fresh Meat. The Concert, '96-'97 tour, KFC, Taco Bell, Playing at Bourbon, The Melbourne Bar, Dr. Claw, pop- pop's Fleming, mysterious disappearance of Eric, cooking at Malli, special orange juice, Chapel, funny, frate, flute, rock and stick lights, Multicultural day, Bert song, The Simpsons.
ATHENA NIEMCZAK
1768 Hilde Dr.
“Everything happens for a reason.” MEMORIES: biological science, Maryland, basketball, volleyball, volleyball; my older sister, the basketball player, and I. Favorite meals: Italian, pizza, and pasta.批复：Maryland, basketball, volleyball; my older sister, the basketball player, and I. Favorite meals: Italian, pizza, and pasta.


DON VINCENT ORTEGA
502 Longmeadow Dr.
“Fake, it was all meant to be.” MEMORIES: Philly’s best friend, Mike’s accident; Breaking, Clubbing; The Devil; Screen; Mafioso; Tell her I said hi!; Long Beach Island, Junior Prom, Post Prom, Prom, Tidewater, The True Fort; Dana’s house: 3333 Crig- long Last; Street; 2:00; “I read about this” Empire; Ciao! The lost; Moe parties; SeaSide, Road trips; I can’t read my line; Bathroom Club; Lyrical Louie; Rare Dog; Rare photo shoot; Parkers: Caroline, Prowler, ONE HOUR; Evo; Peach’s: Cordo, Chey, Mug, Broke, Big N, Ernie; Ace; Star; Ben; Ski; ACTIVITIES: Wrestling, 1; Masch; 2; Gymnastics 2, 3.

CHRISTINE PARKER
18 Lakehoro Dr.
“Feud.” MEMORIES: Odd crew, class, David’s burnt pizza, Mary killing the rat, cleaning paint room, Rachel’s sweater obsession, Daddo’s momma, Sue’s laugh, Powder Pill, 9th period gym, Speeding, Dunkin’ Donuts; Jesus’ remembrance, 1988 Summer Green; Night, Barbie,vacuum, ice cream machine, Kyle’s lil’ Adas, Neele; Goodall, Alex’s half-freshman year, Grinb’s Coh, Chem Class, Pine, dog and cat, ICP tape, random posters: Silly carpenter, painting wood to look like Me and Jesus; Jesus; I love you all! ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew 2, 3, 4, Adapto-A-Grammy 1, 2, 3, 4, Demogarion 2; French Club 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 4

Rosa Noll
1942 N. Buchenwood Pl. Drive
MEMORIES: Our house, freshman dance with Ed, Copperfield’s, George, Karen and Ashley, Matt, Orn or Oliver? Being out right with Rachel, Krista, and Kiki; trips to J.C. tanning sessions with the fun summer of ’97 at Matt’s, memorial day, New Years at CARRIES, the 4th of July, junior prom with Dale; my love after the prom with Dana and Jason; Decent and Kanus’ show house. WOODCHEST SWIM CLUB with Dave, bro, and Krista, car accident, olive garden, club, Wasa, your mom, Arizona, anything for Krista, Rachel Amaranth’s sister, the s... trips to philly with Ash, caught by Bat’s dad. GOODBYE CARRIES — I LOVE YOU.

Charles O’Brien
10 Stith Ave

Eric Corbeil
13 Barron Rd

Tabitha A. Osborne
118 Ashbrooke Rd.

“in the great house you can’t forget your past” — Bob Marley
MEMORIES: Maritza’s birthday; frisbee, bi-bong, bong; George’s jocks; it’s all gone; BeBe-Ah’s garage; fourfooter; Noodle’s house; chewing tobacco; hogs in beer; diffused bathroom club; my little beach with pony; burnt and smelly; the Squat; JELLU; cancer’s late night; chili on nick’s; Jacob’s comic hotline; Panathal with Laura; Laura’s & the rainbow tuba; Maureen’s food shopping; paper’s; Jessa behind 7-11; shopping with discounts; Laura’s; 1-2-3-4-97 Disney’s bathroom with emo; summer with Logan; to all of my friends and family I love you guys.

Vikram Palanivel
411 Longmeadow Drive

“I am so confused.” MEMORIES: Mary, Pragathi-‘D’; (Badly Cute) F. looking at me with a pencil — spelling random chemicals — closed book. Villanueva “the best in town” — week — chemistry was a waste of time — Bob Mail obsession — let’s take the time to McDonald’s — go faster. "SIXTH!! — you can see the paper" — source of error: (Les) Rosa, (Les) Rina, Per- gina and My. Pragathi’s conversations on earrings — cleaning hundreds of culture tubes — Jeff’s printer — Christmas stories — mental trauma at night- house; etc. ACTIVITIES: Beta League (2, 3, 4); Eastside Editor (4), Eddition Editor (4).

Stanley Pang
1509 Berlin Road

"Be brave. Even if you’re not, pretend to be. No one can tell the difference.” I had a great time here at East. Even though, I came here as a junior. Everyone treated me great. I made a lot of friends quickly. (and they’re still my friends). The thing I will remember East mostly by, will be the boys I had with my friends. The basketball and football games that I had with my friends for what I consider lifetime memories. Trips to NYC. (Herman’s, Jay, Dave) Birthdays (David, Car Accidents (Mike, Jeff, Dave, Jay)) and seven small ones, (Mike) Times we would go to the library "STUDY!" Hours To Everyone!!" 9:00; Jay, Newton, Xerox, Nell, Debbie, Ryan AND A BIG THANKS TO GLENNIE. Without her this Quoter would not have been here! — ACS 1-4

Niemczak, Athena
MELON PARKER
52 Regent Road
"I try to think back, and replay your year, if it doesn’t bring you tears of either joy or sadness, consider it wasted." MEMORIES: Baby names, bridal showers, C. N. C. trips, the entanglement, Chris’s fog, tinsel, dancing in you’s lap, high-fives with Pels; cross country, Lumpy; Hollidays; K.; fatman’s red; parties, presents, Nen’s, red gels, driving Bane! Lilli & Pari; studying with Chad’s; veda’s; Lakers in the west; wigo; tour; gamers; man; hide and seek; and, of course: "I’m going to Atlantic City again!" MEMORIES: I have a question!! I’m in Track; voting at hospital; my stomach’s grinding. ACTIVITIES: Student Government; 1, 2, 3; 4; Louder; 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Cheerleading 1, 2, 3, 4; SGA 1, 2, 3, 4; TOP 1, 2

MEGHAN N. PATEL
209 Europa Court
"Who cares, just do it!" MEMORIES: Stalked by god’s mother; trip to boy’s locker room; watching each other in Lacrosse; surprise B-Day party; ignoring the singing (you); the worst little man; match and dart; coming for texts: "I’m going to Atlantic City again!" MEMORIES: I have a question!! I’m in Track; voting at hospital; my stomach’s grinding. ACTIVITIES: Student Government; 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3; 4; Random Acts of Kindness 3, 4; Track 3, 4; Students Against Drunk Driving 2, 3, 4; Fraternal Order of Police 3; 4; Friends of the Environment 4; Yearbook 3; 4; Asian Culture Society; 4; Students Allied for Gender Equality 2

PRIERNA V. PATEL
53 Parkedge Lane
"Memories: A monkey’s uncle?, Club 69; MY red headless sweater vest; my best friends. Death and her fashion sense; birthday boys; if I had a gun then?; Doolittle, China’s massage?; Chinese massage?; Yeah! The answer is 3:047952D: Has it ever been a pone; candy: am I an idiot; Why is my chair in that tree? Northern WAPRSH? You have too much time. Como se dice ‘bong’?; Peace Jesus? He has been healed. "How very odd, sir." Wow! I bag your pardon. I am a LADY: Momma’s cat. No permanent damage: I am so not amused.

SEEMA PATEL
231 Balfour Tar

CHRISTA A. PEARCE
416 Peverlee Lane
"The ability to reach New Heights No Matter How High is determined by the belief you have in yourself. My memories: my family, khakis, the entanglement, wacky noodle fights, midnight tales, basement boulder, North Carolina, shore excursions, prom, Dave Mathews’s show, you’ll always be in my heart, sciencing barked, Auspendent, shore excursions with Cathy, Brad & Erica, Chad’s sailing regatta, Viva, the barrel, Brad’s house, jacuzzi tales, Weather’s suave spaghetti (movie), left my favorite ball player, Stag the flutist, trapped psychedelic killer, homemade tacos, K-B-E’s deep sleepers, boybands, Scatla TV, ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1, 2, 3, 4; Field Hockey 1, 2; lacrosse 1, 2, 3; SGA 1, 2; TOPS 2, 3; SADD 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4

EGABWE JEFF PELA
570 Old Orchard Rd
"You may not get what you want, when you want it... but God is never late." MEMORIES: The party game!, days from Eric’s visions to playground fights, and leases, learning to shoot, sitting on the porch, flipping cards for summer tickets, watching the bad luck, the limping leg, memorial day and memorial day, sleepover, ride for sorbet, this huts for char, CBE cheerleaders, creeped psychosomatic killer, drawing Kelley, freshman English, bike riding adventures and action films, parties at the farm, Big head Mac and the Bad boy who does bad things. ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4

BONAK R. PATEL
1185 Henion Rd
"It’s so hard to say goodbye to yesterday." MEMORIES: Momma’s 1: backyard experience; Sarah’s nights at Isabelle’s; after Ophelia; social life with the girls; Rosie; Philly parties; the tank; sing-w White Sox; disco ball; new year’s; lighting, craft fairs, math class; the culture club; cheer; after the SAT’s; backpacking trips; the gucci — 9-1-day in 9i south of it; Hayes’ classes; Watts; the po and nights at the Honors; my matches to 30K; burgury venture; bonding at croaks; my chemist and Mike; the lecture on the effects of Curacao. I love my girls. ACTIVITIES: ICS 1, 2, 3, 4; TOP 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4, Acts Awareness 4, Adopt a Grandparent

CHRISTINA PETROZZA
1345 Heartwood Drive
"Don’t cry over it because it’s over. Smile because it happened." MEMORIES: Freshman dance, boyfriend in common. Kangaroo, Sophomore year study hall, Junior — Senior Prom. Binge afternoons. Tripping to find the boys. Always check your back seat. Soccer, Cross Country, Tennis. Among the wildflowers, chicken, Biology, Falling down the stairs, Balloon hats, The Shore. Movie clubs. Pretzels and whipped cream. Eskiasanas, Spider Rings, Potpourri. To all my friends because of the way you love me. Matt will always be a special person for me. Mom and Dad thanks for pushing me so hard. SGA 4, Freshman Orientation Chair. 4 Swimming 4 Spanish Club 1, 2

MATT POLLACK
1212 Oceanview Lane
"Try the first step towards failure." MEMORIES: can be identified, dumb points; eyebrow AP football team, National Association, fish in mailboxes, stealing mailbags, peppers, math, concerts, phonographs. Life goes on little socks dark side of the rainbow. Fetetors juice, naked room, Regional Mac, Nothinghead Editor, alligator frog, growing spines, hidden pickle machines, the king, dirty skin, girl, dirty, house, The Poe museum, honey mustard pretzels. ACTIVITIES: Fastpitch (1, 2, 3), Aviators (2, 3, 4), Demogorgon (2, 3), Golf (2, 4), Badminton (4), Wind Ensemble (3, 4)

MITCHELL LEE RABINOWITZ
904 Greybull Rd
"For success lies within" - Thalidomide fortune cookie. MEMORIES: Dog, the Penguin; Freshman Cheer; Chippings - escaping unscathed. Spring Week '97: building the float at Jenny's; Chicken's House; Men's - "I don't have your money." SGA home room; Matt's House; Powder Puff '96. Ballgame; My house: ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew 1: Soccer 1: French Club 1, 2, 3, 4: RAA 3, 4: SGA Rep Class VP 1, 2, 3, 4: JCL 3, 4, SADD 4; Powder Puff 4

JORDAN RAND
1904 Owl Ct
MEMORIES: "I'm here! I'm here! I'm here!" - The President has been kidnapped by ninjas. Are you a bad enough dude to rescue him?" MEMORIES: Rat and Dan's Enrichment Extravaganza, the official subcommittee of East Singers; building the giant log of walls and half price; intentionally multi-memorials, Thespian Society, meetings, sleeping to four. SHOCK: ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop 1, East Singers 2, 3, 4, officer, Falls, Fall Show. Spring Musical 1, 2, 3, 4, One Act 3, 4, Lab Theater 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

CHRISTOPHER M. REINIG
333 Bennington Lane
"Homework?" MEMORIES: Wrestling initiation, red light, the death of the dummy. "When did that pop up?" "It's right there?" "No, when?" Foster's Senior Club. ACTIVITIES: Wrestling 1, 2, 3, German Club 2

DAN REED
200 Highpointe Lane
"The President has been kidnapped by ninjas. Are you a bad enough dude to rescue him?" MEMORIES: Rat and Dan's Enrichment Extravaganza, the official subcommittee of East Singers; building the giant log of walls and half price; intentionally multi-memorials, Thespian Society, meetings, sleeping to four. SHOCK: ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop 1, East Singers 2, 3, 4, officer, Falls, Fall Show. Spring Musical 1, 2, 3, 4, One Act 3, 4, Lab Theater 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
JILLIAN A. RICE 1926 Lake Drive "Nothing is a waste of time if you use the experience wisely." Bulletin MEMORIES: Balloon ride, Hend, outluing, 1212, crown, train refer to Philly, dazing, bus from MA, NYC, Brownies, dressy summer dress, burnt Tren- ter, changing of the rim, same dream? Prsh incident hot tubs, deepcover, concert of a lifetime. Friday afternoon, New Years '97-'98. Jen's com- ments, with items, 3 word conversation, phil. Arie's place THE event, Mike. Thanks Mom! Dad, Ethan & all my friends. ACTIVITIES: Volleyball 1. FOP 1.2; Freshman Orientation Chairperson 2, 3, 4, Blood drive 2, 3, 4, Esquire 2, 3, 4, Edition 4.

LAUREN A. RICHTER 9405 Rittenhouse St. "All generalizations are wrong." MEMORIES: Fran, common thread. Holi or Hoy, Tawd, Pennsylvania, "tell me, I'm serious, don't don't, Blades Ricther, house, hide and seek in the dark, catch up on macramé, Leon on the white stuff, falling up the stairs, cosmetics, party in the hallway. Buster Keaton. Great Adventure: fish face, nest car. smell, waves, canvas sneakers, tennis shoes, 7th period snacks, Happy Face, letters red words, and everything else that forgot to always remember. ACTIVITIES: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4, Softball 1, 2, 3, 4, Co. Leader 2, 3, 4, Varsity Club 4.

NATASHA RIGATOS 10W61 Warren Ct. "I don't know the key to success, but the key to failure is trying to please everybody." MEMORIES: the above. dieters. French Fries, Dasha, what a shape boat/turtle box (amanda), Y100 fist, dieters with Emily pickles, Jenny & Andie. Things in table. Cheryl's house, Amanda's house, Cheryl's car waiting. Waiting with Emily chocko. fish with Leesa and Lure. Bell Air. mall days, Sunrises with John and Emily. baby (aahahah "identes"), to my family. I owe you everything. my friends, thanks for being there. I will always keep you close to my heart.

ADAM RAIN KIM 3 Indiana King Drive "I can't believe I'm reading and writing actually print out!" "The code of the schoolyard, are you? The rules that teach a boy to be a man, let's see. Don't.sattle. Always make fun of those different from you. Never say anything unless you see everyone feels exactly the same way you do. - Homer J. Simpson. MEMORIES: Nothinghead. "Big Night!" Enrich- ment Extravaganza, dealing, it's not a tunnel!, bro- ken wagon/Bowling alley, local point, getting tramp- ped, plastic golf balls, super joker, trash flaks. ACTIVITIES: Chess Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Great Books 2, 3, 4, Photo Club 4; Badminton captain 4; debate 4.

ERIC RIVERA 1527 Abney Rd. "Friends are like a fortune cookie, it's what's inside that counts." MEMORIES: Jeremy Devil 56; TCYR nights; Summer 97; Sears. North Carolina, waiter summer, Parties at my house, FoodTrucks, New Years Bash, Concert. Wildwood, Shopetra runs, Another Night; need lunch, Twin Rins, Venice beach, sea Fries, Friday Sunny and Kel. Basketball team at hotel, Main's house 96, Expo party. Caught with Chris, too. ghost. Gophy's real- isms. Kamzik's, Great Adventure, "Chill Iowa". Woods during gym, Tommy girl Georgie. Love you, C. Kennedy, I love you, Mom and Dad. I love you, Sam, thanks for always being there, I LOVE YOU.

HILARY FAITH ROSEMAN 1221 Dalton Terrace "Friends are like a fortune cookie, it's what's inside that counts." MEMORIES: Jeremy Devil 56; TCYR nights; Summer 97; Sears. North Carolina, waiter summer, Parties at my house, FoodTrucks, New Years Bash, Concert. Wildwood, Shopetra runs, Another Night; need lunch, Twin Rins, Venice beach, sea Fries, Friday Sunny and Kel. Basketball team at hotel, Main's house 96, Expo party. Caught with Chris, too. ghost. Gophy's real- isms. Kamzik's, Great Adventure, "Chill Iowa". Woods during gym, Tommy girl Georgie. Love you, C. Kennedy, I love you, Mom and Dad. I love you, Sam, thanks for always being there, I LOVE YOU.


JAIME ROSENBLUM 5004 Edgemoor Green CT Cherry Hill NJ 08003 "Come home. This is the time to remember 'cause it will not last forever. Memories: Pool parties at my house, Danny '96; sweet sixteen, Maryland '96; don't touch me," 7 dollar Sam, squeal poop, porkknies, bignal, soswhhbat, ox 99, getting our driver's License, Coffee Cooling's at dunkin donuts; sundays at Mickey's. Driving and know where to go. A-way to claim EOG's basement and more to come. To my friends: thanks for all the memories. Mom, Dad, and Justin. I love you all with all my heart and thanks for always dealing with what I can say has been a long time! My love to the future. ACTIVITIES: FOP 1, 2, 3, TOPS 1, 2, 3, SADD 1, 4, Blood Drive 2, 3, 4, Rosenblum, Jaime
JENN RUBIN
1822 Chalit Dr.
I’ve learned it takes years to build up trust and only seconds to destroy it. MEMORIES: Jennifer, vocal with Christy 4 Musicians, Rachael Stacey, coughXZ 143, basketball, gym: Dava SING!, Ken, Fridays with Emily and Jose, Charity Prom, Amy, “Close your eyes.” 143 4 15, Wedding Singer, Twins: Erika, Michelle, Karen, Amanda, Ann, T. Fe Fe, singing in amandina basement. Grilled Cheese at Bolin, Gamble & CU forever. They tallied: Tim’s, Howard Abdul 143 Feb. 21, 1998. I LOVE YOU SO MUCH LEEU. Thank you to my parents for putting up with me through the worst four years of my life.

JOHN ROTH
502 Briar Drive
A word to the wise isn’t necessary. In the stupid people that need the advice.” Bill Cosby
MEMORIES: What was I thinking? Freshman basketball bench. “What’s the point to it all?” 11th Grade. If you are so sturdy, why are you here with us? Ddman, need I say more? Do you ask how many hotdogs. What good can come from this? YO. what have you thinking? VEGAS: Weekends in MT: Keno with Kippy’s; that’s going to cost us; Garden State Racetrack: Bets. Ann Nade. ACTIVITIES: Cross Country (1, 2, 3) Basketball (1) Winter Track (3, 4) Spring Track (1, 2, 3, 4) Golf (1, 2, 3, 4) Gymnastics Club (1, 2, 3, 4) SGA (1) Blood Drive (2, 4)

JEFF COHEN
502 Chalit Dr.
“Before: Jeff Cohen, Philip Hausler, Jen Makovich, Lindsay Tjattis, Candace Morales, Brad Gale, Kristin Miller, Christina Gallagher, Leila Moshiri, Theresa Hwang, Nick Sama, Valorie Brown, Kelley Parker, Nancy Cheng, Leah Soifer, Laurenne Carman, Annie Gurt, Vince Sust, Soumen Samaddar, Jason Zorfas, Chris Sava, Elaine Carroll, Sam Dutkin.

SOUMEN SAMADDAR
1970 Greenwich Rd
“Even I don’t know myself, so when I look in the mirror, I see me looking at me, looking at me.” MEMORIES: First Highmen, innocence, happiness, cracking up with Andriana, Jr. PT, freshmen, certain animality. Learning to think, dissatisfaction with the world, writing music, processing songs, losing myself, all the girls I’ve loved before, sophistication. Sun’s profound expressions, remembering perfection. Lunch’s antics, killing my own streak: Mexicans, catherine’s finding myself, junior, offering evaluation. All, all my friends. ACTIVITIES: ACS (1, 2, 3), GLOBE (1, 2, 3), IC 3, 4, Culpa, 3 4, World Affairs 1, 2, Model United Nations, 1, 2, Biology League 3, 6, Color Guard 3, 4.

KARL SANCHEZ
502 Davenport Ln.
“101 in 1996.” MEMORIES: Being such a young kid. The senior—you walked. An: my young year in 4th grade and my tail, mogg 32 of their riches. Roy’s antics, where the world, filling lectures with Pete. Making rounds w/ Ken, V. Jason Whitson’s van. Roy’s, freestyle, Flip Basketball Canada and New York. These rains are not ready. My first job: Being 98 in rough house. The lock. Timberland—cause you posted V. Chickies Mahoney—Can I get a Brown Shugie? Kiwi the superstition: Jay student favorite; the club’s name record. Roy’s muddin’ down on Race St. Fun times with the Po. ACTIVITIES: Boys Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4.

EDWARD S. RANTOS
22 Thرونhall Rd.
‘I’m only 17, but my mind is older. Bobsy, you’re such a young kid. The senior—you walked. An: my young year in 4th grade and my tail, mogg 32 of their riches. Roy’s antics, where the world, filling lectures with Pete. Making rounds w/ Ken, V. Jason Whitson’s van. Roy’s, freestyle, Flip Basketball Canada and New York. These rains are not ready. My first job: Being 98 in rough house. The lock. Timberland—cause you posted V. Chickies Mahoney—Can I get a Brown Shugie? Kiwi the superstition: Jay student favorite; the club’s name record. Roy’s muddin’ down on Race St. Fun times with the Po. ACTIVITIES: Boys Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4.

JEFF COHEN
502 Chalit Dr.
“Before: Jeff Cohen, Philip Hausler, Jen Makovich, Lindsay Tjattis, Candace Morales, Brad Gale, Kristin Miller, Christina Gallagher, Leila Moshiri, Theresa Hwang, Nick Sama, Valorie Brown, Kelley Parker, Nancy Cheng, Leah Soifer, Laurenne Carman, Annie Gurt, Vince Sust, Soumen Samaddar, Jason Zorfas, Chris Sava, Elaine Carroll, Sam Dutkin.

METAL SARDIESAI
502 Longsille Drive
MEMORIES: Magic forest fire from fields; summer at LBI; rock and stick fights; Oh, Fait, Jay’s House—bouncing nut, Dr. Cleo: wacky orange joke; chilling with the 4 Horde: hanging with L27D, Finley’s class; where’s Hill?, the Long Stone Delicatessen, such on bus, Leo, Bridger, Bob Base, the B.O.’ dog Bob Base in the Rover, the purple jester, JOMB, powerashes in garbage, button to tests: Clancy at Hill’s shoe store. Pops Pop at the bridge, the ethyl hitter, the free cent tap off, mother at Clarksphere; santiago and clam juice, the vis on beat. IT HURTTS.

DEBROMAR SARKAR
249 Briar Drive
“Power corrupts, but lack of power corrupts absolutely.” Aafaa Mappman: “You stop fighting.” MEMORIES: Power to the people, Power to the New Red Order of Fish, because the ROOF is down. You can’t handle the Defigories. Give it up for the All-Nighters Crew, and the Last-Minute Brigade. Filmography is still going. Fighting the world’s bureaucracy. Appetizers. Debuting with Pete. Wrecking the world over with Taftsherry and Robin. Putting it all together. ACTIVITIES: Debate 1, 2, 3, 4, Eastside Stingers 1, 2, 3, 4, Eastside Stingers 1, 2, 3, 4, Multi Cultural Task Force Chairperson 3, 4, Physics League 3, 4.

JODI SAROWITZ
101 Lauder Road
“Sometimes we have no particular way before our own.” R. Hunter MEMORIES: tray shows, but tubing, sleepovers, Teen Tour—Michigan, parties, late nights w/Sina & Em, breakfast at Arie’s, dinner 97, twin brother, imports, cooler, opener,髓, you’re my favorite, dabbled, Bible, Friday afternoons, concerts w/Dad, basketball club w/Anne & Brett, 3-word conversations, obsessing about phish, incident, low-brow, Xaan90, New Year’s 97, Goby, talks w/Christina, Irish at Friday & movies, Monk, Dad, Ben & all my friends—thanks, I love you guys. ACTIVITIES: Eastside 1, 2, 3, 4, Chair- in-Chief 1, Blood Drive Dance Chairperson 1, 2, 3, 4, Varsity Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4, Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4, FOP 1, 2, 3, 4, Kyla De Morgan 1, Culpa 1, 2, 3, 4.

CHRIS SAVCA
4 South Birchwood Park Dr.
“The best revenge is being able to say yes in the end.”

GLOBOUS MEMORIES: Senioritis since freshman year. Study Hall 2nd period. Multi cultural day Revek Dance Field. Field trips for the class. Created in an hour. In his last night lab reports at Allan’s house. Stair, Jay’s, and Harvey’s influence—sad school’s feelings. Where’s my seat? Dave’s house, my 9th bed. I’ll never forget the crown, Dave, the Jellos, Harvey, Chris, Jean, Alan, someone (which one), the club’s name record. See ya later. ACTIVITIES: ACS 1, 2, 3, NCC 1, 2, 3, 4, RLCS 1, 2, 3, 4, Computer Team 1, 2, 3, 4.
TRACY SCARLETT
278 Eleanor Ter.

JEREMY SCHMIDT
136 St. Vincent Ct.
"When the fun kicks in, you're bound to understand what's going down." - King Boff. MEMORIES: DJ Fuzz, Sr. Xocci, Whistle, I didn't say anything, What? Water, number, Israel. Silent Football, Noel Videa, Stratford, NYC Baby, Eggs, London, Hay Hill, Puerto Rico, Prata Mafia, magic, graph. My turntables. Admiral Winters, Smiley, ACV, Johnson, popcorn, really? The Seven O'Clock, shoulder welds. Diesel Boy, Carasco, Tired Whale, Club Wans, D & J Entertainment. Light it up Paco, Ernie, hot sub, Hardin, dirty D. Nickis, FBI. Women, deepening knowledge, Natalie Perman, Cyber Surfers, Hot dog girls, This country has a real litter problem, Cuban ACTIVITIES: Golf 1, 2, 3, 4, Jewish Culture Club 3, 4; TOPS 3, 2, FOP 1, 2; Current Photo Editor 4.

WILL SCHMIDT
17 Prentutel Dr.

LAWRENCE SCHMIDT
121 Eton Way

CHAD SCHOR
6 Vanessa Ct.

AMANDA SCHOR
255 Society Hill
"The darkest hour is that before the dawn." MEMORIES: Natalie's detention, mall sales, dances, New Years Eve '97, the woods, Christy's house, double meanings, bathrooms, traped on the roof, 9 a.m. garage parties, pool with west side boys, my house, christmas at Tiffany's, Kerri's going away party. Y109 last, lost in Camden, folks with Ann, trips to Philly, Cheryl's car 6th of July, New York visit, Floh Mead- ow crew, first boys, weekends at Wildwood, clubbing with the girls. Lesa and Laura sleepovers, turkeys, car rides home with Amy. Choosing classes, macaroni and cheese, what if. ACTIVITIES: Drama 1, 2.

BEN IVAN SCHWARTZ
3 St. Morris Lane
"Only those who risk going too far can possibly find out how far one can go." MEMORIES: Rock Night Out, Post-Catholic at Acme, Carnegie Hall, Matthew in Moontower, touring Company to California, the Elton John and Billy Joel concerts, Mrs. Wilson, World Governor's School Finalist, Maitstare, Wannamabe, Jekyll & Hyde, morning corps, The Forgotten Ones, Mr. Ryder's funny antics, Bare Naked Ladies concerto. ACTIVITIES: Drama, Productions 1, 2, 3, 4, Theatrical Society 2, 3, 4, East Side 2, 3, 4, Casual Harmony 3, 4, Madragh 3, 4, All South Jersey Chorus 2, All-State Chorus 2, Battle of the Bands 4.

EMILY E. SCOTT
1120 Buttonwood Drive
"Don't Cry Because It's Over; Smile Because It Happened." MEMORIES: Xanadu, Eagles Game—Lost in Philly, France, Prom with Brett, Teen Tour—Michigan, London, Israel—Silent Football, Night at Post, Dawson's Creek Party, My Randoms, Improv—Boca Raton, Bio-Study Sessions, Ruby's Class. 11:30, concerts, Christmas with Sara, week at beach, Final Breakfast, Gates Fishing, NYC for Jill's 16. You're My Favorite, Fargies, The dog bit Craig. Hanging with Pezzola family, Alex's Place, RYOA, Mom, Dad, Adam, Jones—Thanks for everything. I hope you all are so much. ACTIVITIES: Chess President 3, 4, Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4, A.K. Officer 2, 3, 4, French Club 1, 2, 3, 4, T. O. P. S. 1, 2, 3, 4, F. O. P. 1, 2, 3, 4, Rotary 1. Camurande 4.

Sethron, Harjoev
133
"It doesn't matter who we say we are. You define us in the simplest, most available terms possible: a brain, a princess, a jock, a basket case, a criminal." Just because the girl in your homeroom dresses in black, listens to Nirvana, and rides a motorcycle to school doesn't mean that she is a "freak." Similarly, a "nerd" may be the first word out of your mouth when you see him arrive at school with a fifty-pound book bag and thick glasses slipping off his nose, but look deeper, and his real personality will surface.

Debkumar Sarkar ('99) said, "We all put on one hundred thousand facades, and our personality is the intermingling of those facades." Ben Abo ('99) added, "I'm a buffet. I'm a brain, music man, artist, scientist, and a perfect friend. Every person is different, and you can't categorize people because they are all in their own category." He believes that his own diverse interests prove that every person has a unique personality. Amy Katz ('99) said that she fits into the "brain in the basket case" personality the closest. "I think of myself as someone with all these fun and wacky interests," Katz said.

ALISON SICA
532 Society Hill
"May our children forgive us" MEMORIES: biggest regret, running around in Leigh's, y-squared, bathtub. Lindsey's funneling difficulties. I want to be in the middle, love triangle, random hookups. "How many is that?" mind games, sneaking banquets, stepping into the step, you've got stamina, the list. Beer's porch, steady mindlessness. Memorial Day '96, Junior Prom, crackhouse, skinny dipping, camping, sleepover at my house, swing wrap, dance, August 3, sleeping bag, Lancelotte. To my girls: I love you and will miss you. Tamara and Davis: what will I do without you? My family: Thanks. I love you!

RACHAEL SIMON
15 Stratheane Drive
"Because we can't call people without wings angels, we call them friends." MEMORIES: Five of us, Go Four Seasons, "right", evil boys name, me, too, impacted boy friends, you never call me, collars, 7 AM morning wake up calls. February Birthdays: Mr. Wrong, Sweet 16; summer of 97: Simon della Soua, Rachelle, Rebecca, Josephine's pool parties, magazines in hot tub; confab stonewall: We gotta hang out, my other brother. Enough: the best brother ever. Day before last day sleepovers, To my family and friends, You all hold a special place in my heart. The memories we made will last a lifetime!

RACHEL E. SINGER
1706 Rolling Lane
"Great works are performed, not by strength, but by perseverance. " - Samuel Johnson MEMORIES: MLO parties, cards with Jen, Jen, Amy and Ellen, Maury Phlyen, in Bakhtinov's class, Christmas's Oedipus sock puppet, "Carmelita", Make in Chien, Sophomore Mardi, "What's a weekend?" "Bus bigger", last games in soccer. Stephen - July 12, 1981, Meghna's surprise party and birthdays. [Sorry, Meghna.] Those Peppermints are Dramming! To Mom, Dad and Steve - I love you! ACTIVITIES: Yearbook Staff '94, AIDS Awareness, Publicity Manager '93, President '94, French Club 1.2.3.4, Concert Choir 3, Section Leader 4: Best of East 3: Container Society 4.

STEPHANIE J. SINGER
136 Kilborn Drive
"You can't always get what you want." Rolling Stones MEMORIES: Are you ready? Israel: We silent football! Chris's machine, capitate killer. New Years: All concerts, David Matthews with Nikki. Phish, Shik, Wait what? Big John's, my unknown name, one smile only. What if... HMC, Kaashoek, Sara, my porch, study nights with Lisa, the night at the pool. Closer, last time before fall. Marzlica, JCC, camp: supermy, summer, extended family: lightning, lemonade, the beach, sitting over with Heather, trip to Philly. ACTIVITIES: Lancer: 10.11.12, Soccer 9.10.11.12, Blood Drive 9.10.11.12, SGA 9.10.12.
BEFORE: Ben Schwartz, Matt Thompson, Hilary Roseman, Julia Gimran, Abby Harvey, Jordan Elsas, Lauren Wender, Seema Patel, Yves Adolfo-Mensah, Kristin Hoffman, Andrew Shiflet, Eric Orzechowski, Rachel Holder, Noah Isserman, Billy Shaya, Keith Davis, Jimmy Roger, David Priceman, Rosa Wu, Beth Miller, Cameron McGregor, Jason Bune.

ERIK SNYDER
510 Mormon Dr

MATT BRYCE S. SNYDER
64 Partridge Lane

The greatest pleasure in this world is knowing what people say you cannot do. —Walter Bransford, MEMORIES: Surviving Foley, Josh’s “Oh well” temperament demonstration. Taming of the Shrew: Scaie girl football partner with Peter and Magono. Jason Eiter. The Dangay, Cross County, lacrosse vs incident. AV-Aide with the “s”. Jenny the Roofer, discovery of psychosis. Frequent lateness: One w/ one bowling, one golf, one badminton. Fab freshman. Creativity is goodness, roosters are ecstatic. 826/837. DR. Vossen’s class: 1106/117. Olaisen of ’98, weekobi. Captain, Club 18, in wheelchair convolution and prom w/ Al, visit to ENS. Baele, Peter, Mark, Ashle. You will always be in my heart. ACTIVITIES: newspaper (1.2), Club 18 (1.2, 3.4), Morning Announcements (3.4), Cross Country (3.4), Winter Track (3.4), Spring Track (3.4).

DAVID SOFFER
10 Spring Court

The good Lord gave you a body that can stand most anything. You’re mind is your truest converse. —Vince Lombardi, MEMORIES: Football memories. 1998 Township Game; Bills and Jets games. Hanging out with the boys. Pole at gas station. 711 with Happy, Amanda and Billy Dod. Concert, Caguioa Hit 711. Bar Mitzvah with Benjamin, Halper, Springfield,委托, the hostess. Football team-Year the best team ever. Jim, Zander, Nolan, Kep, Duk, Jason. —our best friends anyone can have. Mom, Dad, Becky, PJ. Thanks for everything! I love you! ACTIVITIES: Football (1.2, 3.4), Track (3.4), Deca 4.

LEAH SOFFER
16 Hilltop Drive

A littleump in your name. I know what you mean. and I think it is. —MEMORIES: Hebrew class, the 111 party, the Mer, chocolate milk, All, Ingrain, the marching band, standing up for a “STD. Ghosthouse, Lucas, Maulson, definitely, definitely, yeah, yeah, yes, no, no, no, no, no. It would be hard to go less. extremity, extremity. Theo, you’re an idiot. You have too much spare time. —ACTIVITIES: Astronomy (1.2, 3.4), Spanish Club (1.2, 3.4), TOPS (1.2, 3.4), ROCC (1.2, 3.4).

SHANNON K. STANFORD
152 Lawrence Road

There’s no such thing as a real job. I’m on the road and I don’t care. —Carl Stevens. MEMORIES: ClubWeek, late nights with Tadie, Halloween 96, Morningside Lunch, Junior Prom, Ducks, club, michealangelo’s...“Yes!” sleepovers, beaches, this I don’t have the time. —Act. Gal, Katz, Acorn, appeal farm. DAVE, Concerts, Virginia beach, the bouchard, the Jewish mother Mark, Camery, sparke run, private party. Stamford Tradition: coffee, kids, doughnut, car races, Irish reunion. In my family and friends. —I love you. —ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1.2, 3.4), Athlete of the Week (1.2, 3.4), Blood Drive (1.2, 3.4), Swim Team (1.2, 3.4), Aunt (1.2, 3.4), Vocal Workshop (1.2, 3.4).
JEFFREY SU
144 Barbara Drive

"The better work man do is always done under stress at great personal cost." MEMORIES: Shooting pool, late-night r&b, everyday comes to my house; automatic Eclipse PS7; What the mother?!

MOTHERS: Nothing & trouble; shaker; wakakolak: Necl; GSS; Wiel; Jing; Brown; three-way debate; Hall Workshops; INCO-0; Requests: That's ridiculous: 340; R7 TV; etc. father on the box; Sonic Rabbit: feeding Nest balls; constant barking; spurting; black to green; NIK's: Ren; so--beautiful--unless study groups; triple-heading days; show at home... after school power; 11Jing; Jet Li; bazinga-long; calculator games; New York trips; Goldwater tournaments; accident: the changing experiences.

Activities: ACS, voicing ball, Science League.

JENNIFER ANNE STEELMAN
147 Seventh Ave

Let's do something random! MEMORIES: Big brothers: Military Ball; Homecoming float; Petey and Por; Jimmy Carter: CD covers; wax; Friday night softball games; MEETING MICK, church crew; Sunday night breakfast; pantry from '91; the game; wind; wood; 20 min.; shore trip. "Who's walking?" scavenger hunts. Parties at Maryland, beavers, suitcases, water and jet skis; Old dominion; back problems; revenge at West; LAX players; Idly lo boom hot Carneage Hall; trout house; senior year "4th. miss past in the rain junior prom '92 after party; sleep over; Sweet Tea anyone?" "Gee! Brooke Davis, Young Life; Canoe with Athens; ACTIVITIES: BOCU: 1,2,3, Vocal Workshop; L Charmers: 3, Last Singers: 3,4, Madrigals: 4; SGA WIP: 1,2; Class VP: 1,2; Homecoming Rep 3,4, Field Hockey: 1,2,3,4, Lacrosse: 1,2,3,4, Girls Track: 1, Hall of Fame: 4.

JENNIFER LEIGH STEINHOF
1601 Crown Point Lane

"If there's no skating in heaven, I'm not going." MEMORIES: Most nights freshman year with Sarah, Andrew, and Wynn; throwing random parties with Amy; Halloween 1997 and 1998; driving through west Philly; Roller Blading with Tom and Eric on box house row; Parallel parking in the city;

Rick versus Sarah on amateur wrestling night; crashing the car.

JESSICA LYNN STUART
1048 Owl Lane

"He who laughs last, thinks the slowest." MEMORIES: Pitched whale; Aquarium concert; spinach and artichoke dip; the scarf, oh yeah we went to Israel, SBS, the hips; Chincicker; Eyes; NROTB; the burnt orange dreams; Joetiacono and Eric; "I broke an arm bone" Battle '99 Little Boy Blue, Hot Cross Buns, Army of the Juke Box, dool, BBTOY, NFIY, paint, pick-up game; Gym '94; can't believe it. Wally Thing, Fat Boy Rom, captain; two lines with pickup, Muppets. ACTIVITIES: Softball 1,2,3, SADD: 3&4, TOPS: 2, Wind Ensemble: 3,4, Orchestra: 1,2,3,4.

ZACHARY STUDIN
1044 Owl Lane

After
DUSTIN TABNICK
1801 West Point Dr.

CRAIG TAFLIN
144 Louanne Blvd.
"Dress for the job that you want, not the job that you have." MEMORIES: swim team, phone calls, Longport, Waialua, Eddie Bauer Ford Explorer, Techno, Barbra Streisand's summer, Battle, bootds, Hi-ball, proms, breasts, College Applications, Grub's Charities, Hawaii, Brockermeyer, London, Lucas, Dorf, Teena, crushes, Wolfberry, secret parking spot, Grovel, moving the crash, new counselors, Senior Cut Day, Home alone, Woodwind down the street, LaCaille Mathieu, Dan Wearing a dress, Bobbi, Bacon, Drakett Dorsey, Janet in Biology, Dan fixing the Mercedes, Rover Over Ben, Missing out. ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive 1-4, Football 2, Jewish Culture Club 3-4, Mentor Program 4.

JANINE TAIT
1418 Longfellow Drive

KATHY TAN
1525 Chateau Drive
"From the darkness we can see a glint of something bright, there’s much more than we see here, don’t burn the day away." Davie Matthews. MEMORIES: Canada, GPS, Jane, Tricia, Sue, Pit, All State Conductor, Prague, Luzerne, fascism, Exxon, Ronn, Brett, Cassilin, John, Junior Prom, May 12, Mexico, Lillian, Great Adventures, Rose, Camden, Ritz, Berangan, Carnegie Hall, National Phoenix, "Wrong", Jeff, Social Nights, Scott Pat, Ruffin, Senior Prom, Senior Gift, Jimmy, Shopping, Abby, Jn, Editors-in-Chief, Russia, Virginia, Dave Matthews ’98 "Best Friends.” Heavens, Carr, Urban, Lauren, Disney, Jenny-Jessica, College, "Still going strong... Thank you.
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook, Orchestra, Asian Cultural Society, Blood Drive.

LAUREN TAYLOR
523 Robt Drive
"We attract hearts by the qualities we display, we keep them by the qualities we possess." MEMORIES: The Fabulous Four, Winter and Spring breaks, New Year’s sweeper, West Virginia, Racquetball, best friends, the Hoosier, notorious mental note to self, dinners out, he’s a hot, bargain shopping O’Cats, Shiloh, tennis, Chinese buffet, college visits, the house, driving to the show, perm obsession, my family, you are the best there is, girls—thank you for rescuing me and for the memories, dear—my best friends and my life. I love you always.

CHAD TENNANT
91 Chalena Circle
Cherry Hill, New Jersey

ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4, "Every man dies, but not every man really lives." 12/23/96. The birth of cancer, breast enlargement, Verin not driving, Da Beach. The best ride of the year. The dream team ends 7:08/96. Cancer Hour, O.J., and Margot, Friday’s Alberteries, 311 Moshen, Band Expectations, Leftd Blanket Orms, Bobbey, Bratz’s back, Chanslerch zilis, Guns in Am, New Years at Eam’s and Sam’s. In to 7 down by 8. SoCo nights and days, SHUT UP!!! Ocean city pondage w/ my girl, I Love ya Kristy.

Tiffany Thomas
413 Lavender Hill Dr.

MATTHEW A. THOMPSON
20 Regent Road
MEMORIES: Meeting Sindi, Summer with ShopRite Kid’s Club: Chris and Standy Pyne. Mornings with Sindi, Dave, and Mandie. Fraties Year Wrestling; Late nights at Olga’s the office, Quilting ShopRite. Trips to the shore and betting lost on the way back. The Smells of Beverly Hills. Driving sick on 73. Stalling out on 72. My concours with the cops: Atlantic City, Mr. Swift. German Glass with Herb Muthmann. Car crashes. The aftermath of Las Vegas, The Flat tire at Tony’s. ACTIVITIES: Wrestling 1, 2, German Club 1, 2, ROTC 1, 2, 3, 4.

JENNIFER MARIE THORPE
1004 Cardinal Lake Drive
"You never really lose your friends, you take part of them and leave part of yourself behind," MEMORIES: dinos. the car, watchtowers, shore 97, elevator boy, 11:20, enough said, who’s in charge tonight? Ace’s place, imports, if you buy me it, Parties. Smith’s later, 12/21/97. Fillet, Pacheco, the gym, um’s mean trend. I’ll try my best, Hi-ball, blue jeans, driveways, back, happy hour NYC moms, obsessives, double names, frat, to my whole family and all of my friends. I love you.

LAUREN A. THUMB
B Southwood Drive
MEMORIES: "Some people come into our lives, leave footprints on our hearts and we are never the same." F.F. Cranston at NYU. prom, Smokin’ Turtles, the "branch" car crashes, way down at Liz’s hockey games, July 4th show, Times with Adam: picnic, invasion, Steve Miller, laser battle, Valentine’s, Topz, "say goodbye." Shot-out. Carroll’s at Bill’s, singing at gym. The dark side with Ag’s leash-defeats dancing w/ Sammy. To my friends, I love you. you have shown me what true friends really are. To Adam: Thanks for being there and especially for being you; I love you. To family: Thanks for the unchanging love you have given me. To my dogs: You’re my babies.

LINDSAY TRATTAS
11 Wended Ct

Tabnick, Dustin
MARIKO TOSI
421 Clapman Dr.

"As you look back at the things that made you laugh on the outside you were probably crying on the inside as you look back you will probably find they were crying on the outside but being laughing in the inside."—Jim Chad

ERICA L. TOMASSETTI
213 Chestnut Drive

"A mixture of art work and writing. Sleep over at Jackie's. Chest in a taxi. My basement. Interesting in the dark. Getting picked up by creepy guys at 3:00am. Nook offering me a drink of water. Flying over the may to the shore. Banana incident. Fraidy Hawk. Me: "Maryland boy. Calls to random guys. Triple dating with Leesa and Lauren. Summer night. Walking in the woods. We are the plants and pollens the headlight. Whoa baby: Polar with Lauren, Leesa, etc. Stranded in Harrisonville. Accu- gay. Mom, Dad, Patrick, Andrea, Nicole, Chris, etc. Thanks for all your love and support. I love you all."

CHRIS TORI
1201 Liberty Bell Drive


SETH TOUH
1701 Chestnut Drive

DAD MARI TRAPER
10 Handfield Terrace


DAVID B. TRASTER
111 Country Club Drive

"It is likely that neither of us knows anything worthwhile, but he thinks he knows something when he doesn't, and I am likely to be wisest. I do not think I know what I do not know." Plato, MEMORIES: 3rd grade: wavershel: Israel. Spain. "She watches" only the men wear pink bow tie. Me and Tori. Wynn and Eric. Mom and Emily: Perimeter dance: parents assembly by 6-00 PM: junior prom: National: ALIBIS 76. VSF '98: Monmouth and Scotch: shows with exchange students: BNL concert: 10 great months: Forgotten Ones: ACTIVITIES: Mock Trial, 3:4; Casual Harmony 3:4, Theater 3:4.

JENNIFER D. TRACIO
1004 Berne Road


DARLENE TRACIO
111 Country Club Drive


DARLENE TRACIO
111 Country Club Drive


DARLENE TRACIO
111 Country Club Drive


DARLENE TRACIO
111 Country Club Drive


DARLENE TRACIO
111 Country Club Drive


DARLENE TRACIO
111 Country Club Drive


DARLENE TRACIO
111 Country Club Drive


DARLENE TRACIO
111 Country Club Drive


DARLENE TRACIO
111 Country Club Drive


DARLENE TRACIO
111 Country Club Drive

BEFORE: Candace Morales, Brad Gale, Susan Allen, Rick Wolbach, Kelly Nazi, Christine Daniere, Amrita Singh, Ian Litwin, Elaine Carroll, Renita Raju, Kelley Parker, Nancy Cheng, Jennifer Markovitch, Philip Hausler, Christina Gallagher, Dana Michael, Sam Dutkin, Rachel Simon, Michael Colberg, Ellen Wilsenby, Vince Sust, Jeewa Sjohn, Santosh Varhana.

RICH VERMA
100 Dalton Terrace
QUOTE: To handle yourself, use your head. To handle others, use your heart. Express Yourself. Don't Repress Yourself. MEMORIES: watching the sun come up while pulling all-nighters... riding over the summer... riding to Diane's... wailing to Diane's on told Fridays... carambola... b-a-a-a in haleness... Country Walkers: Junior prom... wish!!... history 1 and 2... nacho man... soccer tournaments... I'm so tired... East soccer... is ok... I don't need my license... rain... Can we just throw her out?... concerts during summer of '95... senior prom... ACTIVITIES: Soccer '90-'91-'92, Blood Drive '91, '92, '93, Fraternal Order of Police '90, '91, '92, Amnesty International '91, '92.

GREG VERNICK
35 Dublin Lane
"If you are going to walk on thin ice, you might as well dance." MEMORIES: Not driving! Began at Arnold's, Joy Palace, New Years at Lea's, the last walk home with Badini, the Abbey Park escape, Bree Exposed, Marching nights, New Year's at Sara's, all nighters with Trenton and Bev. hike Armstrong, Laser tag # 1, 2,3 Blood, THE BED-test count, Turtles, Bugaboos, Book Sister 0's party, Brunt's Basement/bedroom, power house, Pre-P-A-Lambert's, Wawa's- the Prom with Mary-Phia, is that Bob knocking? 90's directions! DMB concert, Where's Bert? Randoms, VHS's... "Put your hand on her..." To my family... THANKYOU. ACTIVITIES: Football '91, Basketball '92, Track '91, '92, '93, RUG 2, 3, 4.

AARON VILL
516 Brian Drive
It takes only a scantery light to guide 1000 ships in from the night." MEMORIES: BBOY, Mercantile AZA # 2419 the muchactivities, the Gong show, Camp Say!. Say!: Comedy School, Chinese Fire Drill, Jester playing pool; I am the navigator, roadtrip, all that for 2-99, good Jon job, my mom and best friend. Germano-walking diagonally, the ugly table, brown car, you will always have a part in my life... 4-10, Junior Prom, you walk home, DMB, get in the car, lifting at the JCC, 8th New year, baby, you can fly like the mail, Applebee's, movie and Fridays, all this been busy, business meetings, the ugly house, boy how you define: apachas, Regional Aleph Goliath.

VINCENT J. VILLEGAS
11977: Bowling Green Drive
"Adversity Builder Character." MEMORIES: Lifeguards in the house; Mr. Head and his Biology class; Earth Science, Boot Camp Class; Dr. Lynn's English class; Mr. Kerr's English class; Elephants, 1st Junior Prom Night; Roy Jones, Whoaaaaaa... Transportation was started in the 1990's, Triumphant, You're the man, Serge, THE Sparking Incident: saginaw, Finger Lakes World Class, The club: 15% percent, Keep the change: The white-tornado, Bring the Rutgers, Bowling: Drivin around town; Winter Bomber, Looking out for Pull's PA: Party's ACTIVITIES: 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament 1, 2, 3, Blood Drive 3, Working 3.

BRYAN VURGASON
51 Hencourage Drive
"Live life to the fullest, you'll never know when the party's going to end." MEMORIES: Freshman - dance, with Vaseva & B. suka's, Rips, Fireworks, Cree-Ave, Mailboxes, V-day, late nights at Zen's, house, Chris's, Crying, TALK TO YAI! Systems, Bones-E-nectable North Carolina Junior Prom: "We have the best room" Hayfield, Me and Vineema again!!! Barry & Christine's Shorehouse; It's all me bros Chris, Bert, Shawn, Scott, Basara, Arold, Bill, Rue, Eric, Thanks for everything. To Vineema I will always love you thanks for the memories forever installed in my heart. ACTIVITIES: Hockey '91, '92, '93, Soccer '91, '92, '93, Baseball '92, Track '93.

THOMAS WAREY
306 Highgate Ln.

LAUREN CYNTHIA WALL
43 Manor House Dr.
"I always knew I'd look back on the bad times and laugh, but I never knew I'd look back on the good times and cry." MEMORIES: Oh, Columbus Day, aquariats, suprised, Egypt, Rutgers, goat from, Bev and Sara's, Art's feet, dressing, WAWA's chats, McDonalds, getting lost, classes with Nikki, friends with Ken forever, Japanese, rides to camp, my little sister Eileen, shoe, car trouble, Ventura City Hall. Lid falling, Gemini: my personal trainer, Gillian's stories, Mary's trips, Homestead, Penn State, Dave, losing my car, talks with Mitch about everything. ACTIVITIES: Jewish Culture Club 2, 3, 4, TOPS 2, 3, 4, TOPS 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 4, AAG 2, 3, 4, Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4.

CHAD WALSH
13 Wheeling Lane
Every man should know every man's last. MEMORIES: Myrtle Beach - Botanical Gardens, Face, Anderson Inn, Virginia "Still don't remember", Planet Hollywood, Summer '93 - Late nights down shore with Boyle, "Crash into Me", Summer '94 - MADD shore trips with Bibo, Bibo Club, MADD shore trips into Middletown, Aerosmith "That's my foot!" Late nights at Latimer's, "One more" Metropolis in Freehold, Middletown, Tooth Incident, "Yeah, how fast were you going?" THE BEATLES, The Beatles. My girlfriend's aquac would say, "It's not easy but it's worth it", Married to Christine's house, Christine's "My brother", Pela "My love", Kelley "The best", INLET, I love you guys.
MARY RATHFYN (KATE) WALSH
1997 Hickory Drive
Some of it’s magic, some of it’s tragic, but I had a good time all the way! — Jenny, Millbrook MEMORIES: The Cohn-Less Mad Lions and Gallagher I love you too, our team, my friends, all the basketball games. I was one of the first to go in the pool at the Barn Inn.
LAUREN A. WANDER
4 South Street Terrace
"Some people come into our lives and quickly go; some stay for a while and leave footprints on our hearts, but either way we are forever the same." MEMORIES: dance parties on the swimming box; Jeff’s party; Corbie’s party; stuff parties; nothing ever happens when we cut practice; talking with kids; understanding kids; Beaudier’s house; shore trips; What’s their dinner?; dance disasters; horrible swimming pool; Madison ice cream: making up practice; summer Fridays; I hate driving; all window up. ACTIVITIES: Swimming 1.2.3.4; Field Hockey 1.2; Manager 3.4; lacrosse 1.2.3.4.

MELODY NEWMAN
230 Ballhfie Terrace
MEMORIES: Night at Ritgers Crappy times at Ignatius Irish breakfast at Jack Frost doing. Getting lost at midnight in Camulon coming home from concerts. Dept. show the dinner (Bigtime is in bor- ing). Trips to Florida with Asha. Contact Bowling. Trying desperately to play pool and catch the balls before they go in the air. Don’t have to pay for another game. ACTIVITIES: French Club 1.2.3.4; Prover Duff 2.3.4; POP Holiday Party 2; Arts and Books 3.4.

ANWAR WELLINGTON
120 Lafayette Lane

KRISTA WEISSNER
361 Nature Drive
“God made it all happen for a reason!” MEMO- RESS: Rachel, Rona, my girls 44, my boyfriend, new car. Tom. First time to make popcorn. Walking with roses to show. After junior prom. First kiss. Bart, Ash, rides for Phil and Brandon’s driving. Tippin’ out early to take that. Beverages. Olive Garden. Tham. Dinner. car accident. move and Donnella’s house. Slip fighting. Anorca, seeming like Krista down your, mom, future bust down, has- tions with Torin, late night and to everyone that stood up, you know who you are!

ÉMILY WILD
1947 West Point Drive
"There are things known, and things unknown, and in between are the doors" — Jim Morrison. MEMO- RESS: Bob, Simon, Airport, Beach, T-Ball (the parents), Wildwood, Medford, Horse, Noodle, mom, Nate’s house, Monty Holly boys, South Street on Walford, Basketball, Baseball. Dinner with the families. Christy, Devon, Cherry, Bob, and Mary at- lant. Nana’s house, Dady’s house, Rides with Torin, late night and to everyone that stood by you—know who you are!

ÉMILY WILD
1120 Heartwood Drive
"Experience all the good and bad, accomplish the impossible, make your mark, but don’t ever regret nothing, get killed if you must, but don’t ever die: that would be a waste." MEMORIES: Mulherin Bros. Shaw’s; Firestone; AAI; D’Art; Smiths; Lords/Old Brooklyn; Beavers/ Tribe; Woodward; Marshfield; Beach Blvd; Biloxi; Paint Hall; Long Beach Island; Canton; Coffee Talk; Summer’s Vincent’s; Chasie Meriwether; Alan’s; Archer’s; Corp. Club; Mike Hards; Stick Game; Andy Park; pagoda; Stage Hark; Good Ole Days; McDonald’s; Dave’s; Mathews; Band; Midnight Bowling; Israel; Snowmen; Spring Break 98; Getting Lost; Losingly; Hardesty; Cowboy Hood; SHOTS: Rob, Charlie, Del, Peach, Charlie, Kettles, Naught, Nog, Tumor, Right, Snow, Bon, Bobs, Space, Old Bones, Nal, Derek; Hawthorne, Rosewood, Cous., and So. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1.2, Lacrosse 1.2.

ÉMILY WILD
20 Saint Anthony Court
"It’s a hangout, and some poor suckers are star- ing." MEMORIES: Crazy, tapes, lockers, and Pub with Kerri, Brad, Pink Floyd, Elektra and Big Blue Whale; Press-Red Carpet; Ruby Floridaerry; Mix out in Mexico; Joe’s-Wedding-Beaver Bar; mitts; Boogie, IPA Voices. It can take it, swimming with Morti and the gang. Sneaker, Princess Beti-Betis-Beau, Laura Light; Sleeping; Time at Ritz, Banana split. ‘Do you want ice cream with that?’ ACTIVITIES: Marching Band 1.2; Plato 1.2; Drama Department 1.2; 3.4; The Spanish Society 3.4; Broadcast 3.4; and Vocal 2.3.

MELODY K. WESNER
20 Saint Anthony Court
"It’s a hangout, and some poor suckers are star- ing." MEMORIES: Crazy, tapes, lockers, and Pub with Kerri, Brad, Pink Floyd, Elektra and Big Blue Whale; Press-Red Carpet; Ruby Floridaerry; Mix out in Mexico; Joe’s-Wedding- Beaver Bar; mitts; Boogie, IPA Voices. It can take it, swimming with Morti and the gang. Sneaker, Princess Beti-Betis-Beau, Laura Light; Sleeping; Time at Ritz, Banana split. ‘Do you want ice cream with that?’ ACTIVITIES: Marching Band 1.2; Plato 1.2; Drama Department 1.2; 3.4; The Spanish Society 3.4; Broadcast 3.4; and Vocal 2.3.

ÉMILY WILD
1120 West Point Drive
MEMORIES: “I love you the most, except those caught in their business suits” — Allen Ginsberg (memories are saddest) — support house bill ft. 97 (Nuclear Disarmament). FREE lemonade pitcher. “The white man builds big houses, cost much money, like big cage, shut out sun, can never move; always sick.” chief flying hawk. 26 +6 = litikin islanders — America whom will we end the war? — you yourself with your atom bomb! — all know any race and reign all over the world in a vision that resembles the vision of a woman in her sweater shows America is producing a Revelation of Love — jack kerouac. ACTIVITIES: Demography 1.3.4; Dance 4;商影 Club 3 (co-founder—president).
TEODORO WILDERMAN
661 Society Hill
“Always be true to yourself.” MEMORIES: THE RUN. party at Joe’s first time. Weekend Agent camp, UK, Donuts, Hashi, Hash, and Kenny, 17th birthday, senior prom, Guard, Senior 4 rich herbs, Marvin, The Q. summer off with Scott. Party at home, strawberry fields. Smoking the tempo, accused of robbing store, “I won’t I’m going to eat all the food.” party at Brown’s, cup chase at Moselewski, hot box, parental, going gone wrong. St. Joe’s Summer of 88, Fox, Doer, Evan, Mike, Gribby, C.J. Kolod, the field, the pit, Armageddon, the memories forgotten. Hippi Crew.

ELLEN WITKOWSKY
3 Birchwood Pl, Dr. S.
“Must go faster.” MEMORIES: Qualifying my home for the Washington International Horse Show and getting to miss two days of school to compete.

CLINT WILLIAMS
192 Evergreen Rd.
MEMORIES: weekends at the coliseum, trips to studying, “you drive...to you drive”, miscellaneous, 123, basement pool games, NHL. ‘97. “Christ, why won’t you moving?”. Tem. 10:30 right corner, home economics, senior lunches, obstructs, amends, fresh dance, sophomore condition. “that’s my corner,” meeting you was the best most loved every minute, the mall, chicken pits, “from downtown.” D.K., Xavier, new years parties, secret sleep overs, 2 yrs. 10 ways to...being told to.” priceline procrastination. ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, 3, 4, Track 1, 2, Spanish Club 1, 2, SGA 4, Rat Club 4.

WYNNE WILLIAMS
“My heart and head cannot find the time to do quiet what he wants to do.” William Jennings Bryan, MEMORIES: Country Club; T.A. C. “firstly: Jim’s birthday President, is that you now? incredible, incredible...” he knew; wash- bowl, stomach, date ROSA’s bridge to the 25th en- trance. Thanks are due, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, President, Preside...
MATT WYSONG
314 Nature Dr.  
"Don't forget the equipment!!!" "Fireboats." MEMORIES: The Leg Bridge Crew at LBC. Eric's house issue Dr. Chew. Stick fights between Fleming and Slates. Mr. Frumbl; the Windles Bottle; "Tris on the box." The Longshore Deliriums; Roby's house.  
Hangin' with Roby; St-ee-ha-a-a-a-a-e a-t; the abduction of Tony Hagen; the lactic fisherman; Popcorn with Francis; Emily's Dance; La Voe's class; Pop Pop Fleming; Off-roadin' with Hill; Jacob's Tiny Session; Puddle Ball; Eatin' at Logan's house; 571 jobs; JOMS (H Hurtz!!!);  

DAVID YANG
310 Longstone Drive  
"WHO-YYYYYYY" MEMORIES: Six Flags; Firecrackers; Joe's Front door. 10/19/94 late at night; Toronto. Marcus Ploos, ARI's basement; the basketball series; swimming, movies, snow shoeing; Butter, Atmer, Elmen, Hjort, April, Seabold, Kayser, Reaples, Feng, Chow, Ching, Zu, Denny's Outing - where's the keys? football games, ski trips; New York Trip: Pleasant Valley mini-golf; Olga's, mill hill,  
AMC, my 18th birthday...THANKS!!!, and never forgets to forget all my hometowns; house, no house,  
man, Jason, Allen, Neil, Scher, Schmuck, Stro, and more, DAOL, Banner. ACTIVITIES: ACS 1.2.3.4, KCC 1.2.3.4, ICS 1.2.3.4, FOP 1.2.3.4, Volleyball 2-3.4, Lake Road 2.

SALINA UANG
10 Darlin Dr.  
MEMORIES: Tony and the Yarns. Fresh Dance.  
Snooze, Ficic Group IV Changes. Thanks to Nicole, Ellie B., Vogel, Borem, Nebuchad, and all the rest of the BOYS for making it memorable. To the family as well. Love You. ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1.2.3.4.

ROMAN YUJABOV
10 Darlin Dr.  
MEMORIES: Tony and the Yarns. Fresh Dance.  
Snooze, Ficic Group IV Changes. Thanks to Nicole, Ellie B., Vogel, Borem, Nebuchad, and all the rest of the BOYS for making it memorable. To the family as well. Love You. ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1.2.3.4.

ARNOUL J. ZAFFASOLS
115 N. Valleybrook Rd.  
"Life is a journey, not a destination." - Aeromith. MEMORIES: Tony and the Yarns. Fresh Dance.  
Snooze, Ficic Group IV Changes. Thanks to Nicole, Ellie B., Vogel, Borem, Nebuchad, and all the rest of the BOYS for making it memorable. To the family as well. Love You. ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1.2.3.4.

JOHN ZHANG
1708 Berlin Rd.  
MEMORIES: Tony and the Yarns. Fresh Dance.  
Snooze, Ficic Group IV Changes. Thanks to Nicole, Ellie B., Vogel, Borem, Nebuchad, and all the rest of the BOYS for making it memorable. To the family as well. Love You. ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1.2.3.4.

MATTHEW ZIMMERMAN
302 Old Morris Drive  
"IF try, but no promises." MEMORIES: Honoreseer, Bacons' house. Broadway pool game. We are all going to jail. Your driving, no your driving. Nights at the Coliseum, Hat trick plus one. Miscellaneous women, obscuration. assist: booty, sweat, Shadyville, Thanksgiving Banco, New Year's Eve parties: Boy's trips: Deek's Farm, High school hockey fight: Shaggy, Marlo & shopping center. All of our cars: Rippy, Green Pulls. Freshman football: Sophomore class. Haddonfield, Parent friends. Ryan, Freshman baseball, Tournament Club Waasa. ACTIVITIES: Trainer's aid 2.3.4, DECA 9, Blood Drive 2, Football 1, for hockey 2.3.4.

LARRY M. ZUBER  
419 Gove Road  
"In the "1000" MEMORIES: Phil, Shane, Mander, Pigler, Neddie, Travers, Tony, Mosser, Mank Street Garage: Snook, Pelle, handbellied to drawer, wooden sunset. Psych Psy. Dr.1. don't know what happened, just make packing大桥, I feel wood. Club Super G, Sample 8, CT: steering wheel, Mander Mohie R.P. Dr.

EVAN ZWEBEN  
1002 Cardinal Lake Dr.  
"You need to lose to know how to win." (Dream On, Aerosmith) MEMORIES: Joe, Nate's Papa. Del on the balcony, David's throw, cut. Nets: AERO- SMITH, Papa got a guy?; "I didn't want any," his name is Jonathan. Am, FURU singles adouble, we're gonna get... (Me)... I'm on the payroll, pes-sing Sue. Hey Jim, he's been fun, you are the best stay that way! (111). Thanks mom and dad for always being there, you are the greatest, you too Sam, I LOVE you guys. ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1), Big Brother Big Sister... Chairperson (3.4), Adapt-A-Grandparent (1.2.3.4), Spanish Club (1), German Club (3.4).

ROBIN SITZER  
1002 Cardinal Lake Dr.  
"To give is not to give, if you can't give in friendship." MEMORIES: Everyone hanging out freshman year at the lunch table. Two best friends, Zoey & a, Cassy, and Bee, my closest friend. To my baby names Jason, 1996 forever. Plus conventions, kiss concerts.

JULIE BURDICK  
1741 Northland Drive  
MEMORIES: Tony and the Yarns. Fresh Dance.  
Snooze, Ficic Group IV Changes. Thanks to Nicole, Ellie B., Vogel, Borem, Nebuchad, and all the rest of the BOYS for making it memorable. To the family as well. Love You. ACTIVITIES: Baseball 1.2.3.4.
More Than You'd Expect

ROTARY: Ari Butler, Bill Deal, Matt Denker, Andy Grubb, Adam Lambert, Kristy Gallagher, Julia Girman, Elizabeth Livingston, Jodl Sarowitz, Emily Scott, Kate Walsh, Rosa Wu.

JUNIOR MISS: Elizabeth Livingston

GIRLS' STATE

BOYS' STATE
Eli Goldstein, Nick Keller, Peter Klimas, Tom LaMaina, Ben Traster, Wynn Williamson.

GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL
After serving a ball to their competitors, Ben Kim ('98) and Justin Brown ('98) prepare themselves for the retaliation. To successfully return each hit, they not only have to concentrate on the ball but also have to rely on each other. The communication necessary in doubles tennis requires both compatibility and skill, traits found in all team sports.

Hitting a clean serve, Jason Geller ('98) smiles with satisfaction. Since the serve is such an integral factor of the game, tennis players must frequently practice it in order to improve enough to eventually defeat all their opponents.

A good batter's eye requires skill and instinct. It's the benchmark of a worthy baseball player. In the split second that the ball takes to reach the plate, the batter must make crucial decisions. Any hesitation results in a strike and a missed opportunity. However, a good eye and calm nerves lead to a hit, a play, or even a home run.

Swinging into the throw, the pitcher concentrates on every ball considering the pitch is a crucial factor of the game. Although the outcome of each play may somewhat depend on him, he manages to dismiss any stressful thoughts in order to focus on his pitch. In this way, he not only improves his own abilities but also helps
No one can ever call a cougar a pussy cat, as long as East’s volleyball team takes to the court. As the state champions, they have proven their skills. With unmatched style, the members of the team have shown that through hard work and natural talent, East can set up and spike a ball better than anyone.

Although they may be the best at their game, they can’t complain of loneliness at the top of the school’s athletic skill. East’s tennis team joins them as conference champs, having worked diligently for the title. “We really dedicated ourselves, and practiced hard for each other,” said Niel Adhikari (‘99), a team member. The team’s intense effort paid off when they walked away with the conference title.

These teams illustrate East’s potential as winners. And they’re not the only ones. Together with the rest of the spring sports community, they spotlight East’s commitment and drive to win. With a lot of talent, hard work, and a little luck, they can meet their opponents with confidence in their ability and courage in their hearts. Whether they are playing with volleyball and net, a tennis ball and racket, or a bat and glove, the spring sports teams play with a style that inspires us to remember that is a champion.

The softball player’s quick eyes scan the field. Years of experience have taught Lauren Richter (‘99) to keep her eyes on the ball, one of the most important factors of the game. “My basic mindset during a game is to concentrate but also to have fun while helping my team out at the same time,” said Richter.

Always on her feet, Sue Allen (‘99) throws with all her might then awaits the oncoming hit. She and her teammates play hard as they try to win every game. But in order to do so, the team practices day after day to master different tactics as they hone their skills. “We are always ready with our defenses. Everyone works hard so the team has improved greatly,” said Allen.

Preparing for another hit, the softball player carefully watches the pitcher’s every movement. By examining each action, she can better understand the pitch she is about to receive. In turn, she is able to hit the ball and successfully complete yet another run.

Standing firmly, the baseball player prepares himself for the pitch. This balanced stance allows for the best power when he reaches forward toward the ball. By involving his whole body with the strike the player can most effectively hit the ball into a run.

Talking strategy, teammates measure up the opposition on the other side of the field. By seizing this chance to regroup, the team can quickly discuss different approaches to win the game. This huddle also revitalizes the team spirit which ultimately encourages the athletes to play to win. “Baseball is a mentally challenging sport. Before each game, you need a chance to about the task in hand,” said Joe Kolodziej (‘99).
Forcing her way through a wall of opponents, Meredith Sobie ('00) protects the ball as she races toward the goal. As a lacrosse player, she relies on her aggressive offense to counteract her competitors' attacks. "When I'm really into the game, I'll do almost anything to win," said Sobie.

Practicing for an upcoming game, John Lyie ('98) passes the volleyball back and forth with his teammates. The team strives to improve by constantly working on their skills, whether on or off the court. Although this dedication seems brutally exhausting, the hard work ultimately leads to their title as state champions.

Jumping into the air, Tim Roche ('00) warms up by spiking the ball. The practice before a game helps him play effectively later on while also building up his energy. "We stress warming up because it's an important part of a game. It really prepares us for the game," said Roche.

Lunging forward at the last moment, Christi Madden ('99) reaches up to steal the ball away from her opponent. The extra work the players put into the game not only heightens the standards for all the members of lacrosse but also makes them into a stronger team. Said Madden, "I put in a lot of hard work to get the outcome I want!"
Leaping smoothly over the hurdles, Lauren Flaskey ('00) dashes toward the end of the race. Since the hurdles are literally obstacles in her path, the runner requires extra concentration and effort. "Although running takes a lot of hard work and determination, hurdles needs a little more skill," said Flaskey.

During Betty Jedlicka's ('00) split-second in flight, exhilaration courses through her veins. After the jump, she eagerly awaits the outcome, hoping to beat her last record. "I had to train hard all season and preseason to reach a new goal each year," said Jedlicka.

Listening to their coaches, Kristy Gallagher ('99) and Meredith Sobie ('99) learn the tactics necessary to win the upcoming game. In addition to teaching during the discussion, the coaches also encourage the team to try their best while enjoying themselves. The prettiess must be successful since, according to Sobie, "Everyone works hard, focuses, and gets their job done while having fun at the same time."

Nancy Dwyer ('99) and her opponent spar for the ball during a crucial moment in the lacrosse game. Lacrosse, like all other sports, not only requires a high level of competitiveness but also calls for a degree of aggression. Said Dwyer, "If you're playing but your spirit is not into the game, you can still lose. It's important to not just be skillful at the game but also to want to win really badly."

Breathing deeply and carefully, Michelle Mahalak ('00) prepares herself for a race. By concentrating on her goals at every meet, she discovers new incentives to put a little extra effort into her running. Said Mahalak, "Before each meet, I just try to do my best. Even a small improvement is a step toward my goal."

Taking a deep breath, Kristie Hidde ('89), puts all her might into this one last try to beat her previous record. She realizes that throwing a javelin requires pure effort which results only from concentration and will. Said Sarah Plimpton ('99), "Javelin is a skill that requires both strength and agility."

Reaching New Heights
## Baseball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion Sc.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loris Sc.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corning Ny.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beach Sc.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audubon</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Cape</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Cath.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Reg.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toms River North</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toms River East</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinert</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 20 Losses: 4

## Golf

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC Voc Tech</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown Friends</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 14 Losses: 8

## Lacrosse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple Shade</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnaminson</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toms River East</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic Hill</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delran</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancocas</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collingswood</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingboro</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Bank</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 11 Losses: 6

## Softball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twp.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddon Township</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 5 Losses: 15

Running confidently around the track, Allison Venuto ('00) staves ahead with iron determination, a main factor in any sport. Such will allows her to endure exhaustion of running long distances. According to Venuto, "Determination and dedication are the keys to success."

With great effort, Josh Latourette ('00) serves the ball to his waiting opponent. Practicing almost every day after school, the tennis players improve their abilities by playing each other on the courts. After all the days of training, the athletes have the skills that only come with experience to defeat all their challengers. Said Latourette, "Since we worked hard, there wasn't a match we had doubt about. We put hard work and effort into everything we do together."
The baseball player subjects himself to pain as he throws himself toward the base in a last-second attempt to be "safe." To the real athlete, pain does not become an obstacle in the context of the sport since he is willing to sacrifice anything for victory.

Jumping into the air to spike the ball, Sam Desai ('98) gains full control of the ball. He uses every muscle in his body to hit the ball powerfully enough to make it impossible to return. This ability is acquired only after continual drilling which the team goes through in order to win.

During practice, the coaches demand that the lacrosse team members jog the ever-tiresome activity. Yet, the time together gives the girls a chance to talk and build team unity. Besides, the exercise ultimately prepares them for their next game. "The practices are really hard, but your game time is worth all the hard work in practice," said Megan Kelly ('00).

Cheering with his teammates, Chad Walsh ('99) helps hype up his team with shouts of encouragement before they start the game. The team spirit keeps everyone focused yet eager to play ball. No matter how the team is doing, they can always rely on each other for support. "Our team spirit is great. Everyone is rooting for everyone else. If we're not on the field, we're still up and supporting each other. We're like family," said Walsh.
When Push Comes To Shove

During a crucial moment when victory is on the line, both football players and coaches gather to discuss various tactics on how to outmaneuver the other team across the field. Living up to their reputation of always fighting back, the East football team keeps its spirit alive as Mr. Grubb, their coach, preps the athletes on offense in the game. Goalie Carolyn Snyder ('00) goes to any length in order to save the ball, willing to take countless falls for the goal she defends. Whether diving for a soccer ball or passing it to a teammate, she exerts all energy necessary to attain the results she wants.

East's football team goes to work as they tackle the opposition. As the coaches can attest, the most important element of winning is the desire to do so. The ambition drives the team to win through any strategic means possible, such as tackling.

A confrontation between two soccer players over a ball can become a true battle of skill. The fight drives Scott Lermack ('99) to reach for every extreme, prompting him to try anything. At such a moment, a quick mind and body will help him gain the upper hand.

Pushing and shoving may have been rude in Kindergarten, but on the playing field, they are the norm. In the aggressive sport of field hockey, only the player with both courage and strategy can emerge victorious. With this tactical combination, Jane Caballo ('00) fights to wrest the ball away from Lenape opponent in a fight to the finish.


GIRL'S SOCCER: Perri Brenner, Caryn Bronstein, Nancy Dwyer, Sarah Garonzik, Julie Girman, Marisa Kravitz, Christi Madden, Lindsay McGinn, Jessica Naumann, Jennifer Padlo, Kelly Perkins, Laura Pursell, Emily Scott, Stephanie Singer, Carolyn Snyder, Meredith Soble, Rachel Sterling, Richa Verma, Mr. Troutman (coach).
Teamwork is the mindset that outlines Richa Verma’s (’99) game. Although the girls learn independent playing, the game itself requires working together. Each teammate not only depends on individual skill, but also on fellow players for support.

Weary from a long game, Josh Gross (’99) takes a short break to restore energy. When revitalized, he once again takes to the field to do his part in winning the game, despite all the grueling physical exertions.

Though many skills are necessary in field hockey, most of the game depends on the team’s determination to reach the goal of winning. Attempting to steal the ball, Jenny Szczurek (’99) surges ahead with a fierce offense, demonstrating her own resolve to succeed.

Using his quick reflexes, Brett Berman (’99) blocks the soccer ball from his competitor as he directs it toward his fellow players. Although soccer is a physical sport, it still demands a sharp mentality. He must keep thinking ahead in order to make a goal past a wall of opposition. Constant practice, however, teaches the team to think and act so quickly.

The East football team prepares to penetrate the Washington Township defensive line. Since the basic goal of football is to overpower the opposition, the team strives to intensify their offense in their games through continual practice.

---

BOY’S SOCCER: Brett Berman, Kevin Boyle, Scott Cameron, Brett Canosa, Nick Chan, Kyle Dallas, Dan Di Bruno, Dan T. Goldstein, Josh Gross, Jay Joyce, Ryan Kaufman, Scott Lemack, Marc Lewis, Michael Morrow, Daniel Morse, Jeff Morse, John Mozillo, Jeremy Roseman, Jake Rosenberg, Randy Shapiro, Charlie Snyder, Mr. Moehlmann (coach).

BOY’S FOOTBALL: Justin Bonavitacola, Brendan Borowski, Robert Brangan, Ed Coyle, Stephen Decina, Jake Glick, John Grogilla, Andy Grubb, Brett Halpem, Russell Hartman, Jim Kennealy, Jason Kemniff, Jason Rinehart, Frank Romeo, Jason Silver, David Soffen, Rebecca Soffen, Myles Tamburrino, Scott VanDeRijth, Samuel Watson, Clint Williams, Young Woo, Mr. Moke (coach).
TAKING THE PLUNGE

In a seemingly individual sport, team work is necessary to a winning tennis season. Realizing the importance of working together, Jenny Chang ('00) and her fellow teammates unify into a team through their unanimous goal to reach athletic superiority. "We've been so successful as a team because each member possesses such a strong desire to improve," said Chang.

Cheering in the cold, the school cheerleading squad encourages the football team for another game. Despite the bitter weather, the girls animate the crowd through their energetic rallying. "We work really hard to keep the school spirit alive at East. Even though most of the crowds aren't that big, we take advantage of who we have and keep everyone hyped up even in freezing weather," said Allison Nason ('00).

With a backhand swing, Jen Hur ('00) lunges forward to return the ball to her opponent. Although she plays alone on the courts, she practices together with her fellow players to become an efficient tennis team. According to Hur, "Tennis may be an individual sport, but it's still a team sport."

Dig, set, serve, spike - the four basic techniques of volleyball that are standards in every game. To master them, Athena Niemczak ('99) practices every day with endless exercise and scrimmages. The constant work teaches the entire team to take the techniques to different levels for their own advantage in a game.

In an attempt to save the ball, Tricia Kang ('99) dives toward it in order to ensure that it will not hit the floor. Although volleyball players dislike the pain associated with diving, most embrace it for the sake of the match. Since they consider pain secondary to the game, the athletes risk cuts and bruises for their win.

Pacing herself for the next mile, Sarah Levi ('99) measures her breathing to go the extra distance. Cross-country demands not only physical but also mental endurance which requires runners to put their concentration to the test during every race. It takes more than just muscle to cross the finish line. Said Levi, "Any effort you put forth in the sport really does pay off in the end."

Though weary from the grueling run, the East cross-country team perseveres, determined to finish ahead of their competition. As a test of physical fitness, speed, and endurance, cross-country can be one of the most demanding of sports since the runner must struggle to last through an entire race.
BOY'S CROSS COUNTRY: Benjamin Bendrich, Brian Fineburg, Kaushik Ganguly, Dave Gelfand, Bartosz Grobelny, Andrew Keller, Robert Koslow, Adam Lambert, Alan Leff, Derek McMahon, Michael Nagelberg, Matthew Snyder, Aaron Yaffe, Mr. Witig (coach).

GIRL'S VOLLEYBALL: Susan Allen, Lara Baron, Melissa Barto, Glen Bona, Annie Chang, Colleen Court, Serena Dorado, Michelle Kang, Patricia Kang, Laura Knopp, Vicki Mullin, Athena Niemczak, Joy Pela, Jodi Sarowitz, Neesha Shah, Lindsay Tjia-attas, Mr. Gurst (coach).

GIRL'S TENNIS: Jennifer Brown, Holly Brownstein, Jenny Chang, Erika Ettin, Nadine Ginsburg, Alanna Herman, Jennifer Hsu, Alexis Langella, Lindsay Levin, Lauren Marlowe, Lauren Richter, Mr. Ipri (coach).

Winner Takes All

At first glance, the constant work that Christi Madden ('99) puts into soccer seems to be without reward. However, according to Madden, playing in the game is its own reward, especially if the game ends in a win. "After practicing for endless hours, I know I have succeeded when I can leave the field with the feeling of being a champion," said Madden.

Striving to keep the ball in his possession, Brett Canosa ('99) hopes to score a goal not only for himself but also for the team. He knows that each goal makes a great difference in winning a game. "My desire to win is only decided on the success of the team's desire to win. I try my hardest to win for the excitement of being a champion," said Canosa.

Leaving the race Allison Venuto ('00) prepares herself for an upcoming meet. Practice is a necessity for successful athletes like Venuto since it increases the chances of winning through the improvement of skill. Said Venuto, "I love winning because the better I do, the more incentive I have to do better at my next meet."

Boys Cross Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 0 Losses: 9

Girls Cross Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triton/Cheerokee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee Challenge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook/Highland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross Challenge Cup</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shore Coaches Meet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee/Eastern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Jersey Open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape/Washington Twp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Jersey Frosh/Soph.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden County Meet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectionals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O.C. Championships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Group Meet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Group Meet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 0 Losses: 15

Girls Field Hockey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Regional</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 10 Losses: 5 Ties: 2

Boys Football

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 3 Losses: 7
Eyeing the ball, Lara Baron ('99) positions herself to ensure that she will hit it with precision yet power. She realizes that this coordination is essential to their acclaimed volleyball team since it is the basis of every successful play.

Competition turns tough in a game like football considering it demands aggression from its players. Despite the sport’s difficulties, the athletes continue to play hard in hopes of a rewarding outcome - a win. Like in any sport, the exhilaration of winning is enough to compensate for the countless hours spent in practice.

Intent on gaining the ball, Renee Desrochers ('00) races forward to whisk it away from her competitors. Since each member of field hockey plays an essential part of the game, together, they form a stronger, more successful team. Said Desrochers, “We are based on our team unity, allowing us to win when we play.”

Sprinting to beat her opponent to the ball, Stephanie Singer ('99) attempts to help her team gain the upper hand. In order to do so, she undergoes rigorous conditioning in practice, acquiring the ability to dominate her games.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls Soccer</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamnee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WestDeptford</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick Township</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingboro</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Catholic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 13 Losses: 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls Tennis</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul IV</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamnee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancocas Valley</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlboro</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livingstone</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 19 Losses: 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Girls Volleyball</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow Wilson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Windsor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn Tech</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Township</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Windsor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Tech</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Brunswick</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair Lawn</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 16 Losses: 3
At East, learning occurs both in and out of the classroom. In addition to receiving a formal education, East’s athletes learn valuable lessons which can only be realized from being part of a team. For instance, the rigor of many sports require students to rely on teammates in order to win a game. As Jeff Su (’99) said, “For a team to succeed, each member has to be focused and know exactly what he or she wants to achieve.”

Because sports do require a lot of dedication and time, athletes must learn to balance both studying for school and practicing for games. By learning to make sacrifices on behalf of the team, students learn that true responsibility requires the willingness to put others before oneself. Said Christine Ku (’01), “Our commitment to the team teaches us the value of responsibility.”

Also, students learn cooperation through participating in a team sport. During their practices with one another, athletes realize that working together, as a team, is the only way to improve their game. “My teammates helped me work hard and have fun at the same time. Now I have lasting friendships and a keener sense of togetherness. It’s a joint effort,” said Gloria Fane (’99).

Since the scoreboard displays every individual’s plays for all to observe every round, Jon Fusfield (’01) feels the heavy pressure to meet the bowling team’s expectations. However, he shrugs off the worry through concentrating on hitting another strike.
Not only does Jen Padlo (’00) bowl to compete, she also plays to have fun. Despite the emphasis on striving to win, Padlo manages to ignore all stress in order to enjoy participating in the game.

Shuo-Ju Chou (’99) pays extra attention to form as the East bowling team attempts to win yet another game. Though the sport is a popular pastime, bowling with the school does not draw as much support as expected. “There’s extra pressure on bowling because if we don’t do well, then it’s going to be cut,” concludes Chou.

With no Paul VI defenders hovering around her, Joy Pela (’00) has a clear court to make her shot. The open basket, however, makes the shot difficult because of the stress of meeting the crowd’s expectations of throwing the ball through the hoop.

Tyaisha DuBose (’99) dribbles the ball past her opposition in a game against the team from Paul VI. Though the physical aspect of basketball is exhausting, the mental pressures of playing for others are just as demanding. According to DuBose, “Being a senior, there’s a responsibility to show leadership to underclassmen.”


Girls Basketball: Lara Baron, Annie Chang, Rachael Cohen, Tyaisha DuBose, Rachel Gordon, Elizabeth Habina, Lauren Marlowe, Joy Pela, Lindsay Tjiattes, Bari Utain, Mary Kate Walsh, Jhane Zarghami, Mrs. Bolger (coach).

BOYS BOWLING: Shuo-Ju Chou, Jonathan Fusfield, Joshua Harris, Michael Mishkin, Charles O’Brien, Matt Robinson, Mr. Vranich (coach).

GIRLS BOWLING: Lisa Klein, Lauren Morrone, Jennifer Padlo, Lisa Reichenbacher, Maria Stolyar, Mr. Vranich (coach).

BOYS SWIMMING: Matthew Acciani, Adam Bussey, Brian Bussey, Scott Cameron, Joseph Cucinotti, Bill Deal, Matthew Denker, Andrew Hill, Daniel Kanoff, Nicholas Keller, Kyle Klimas, Peter Klimas, David Lawrence, Josh Pannepacker, Christopher Radziwill, Arion Robbins, Nicholas Saunders, Scott Scheyer, Andrew Townsend, John Wang, Willy Wang, William Weicker, Mr. Knouse (coach).

GIRLS BASKETBALL CHEERLEADERS: Diana Blank, Colleen Court, Cheryl Davis, Mandy Elstein, Alisha Greenberg, Kammie Hefflerman, Jennifer Pajdak, Michelle Polansky, Vanessa Riegel, Cassandra Sobkin, Crystal Wu, Mr. Musumeci (coach).

All For One And One

The members of the swim team, such as Jackie Cona (’00), rely on each other for support at each competition. Though every teammate may swim alone, they accomplish the wins of their meets together. According to Cona, “Teamwork is important because you have to encourage each other in order to swim your best.”

To the untrained eye, wrestlers like Guy Guri (’99) seem like individual athletes. However, their entire match comprises of several single matches, and in order to win, the entire team must work together. “Wrestling is mostly an individual sport, but the only way you can get better is working with teammates,” said Guri.
As they practice for an upcoming track meet, both Alan Leff '01 and Andrew Liu '01 agree that winter track is a team sport. Cooperation is key to success of each meet since every runner contributes to a win. "We all work as a group and we always take care of each other to help each other improve," said Liu.


Representing East as the school mascot, the Cougar, Eric Gramatges '99 rallies to stir school spirit at sports events. By doing so, he encourages not only his own enthusiasm for the school but also that of all his fellow students.

Constant practice with the team helps wrestlers like Chaz Quiskill '00 develop the skills necessary to win in a match. Through working together, the teammates not only build unity but also improve their wrestling. Said Quiskill, "Wrestling is really hard. It's a team sport because it takes a team to make each individual win."


The Final Count

As a symbol of triumph, Charles O'Brien ('99), assistant coach for the bowling team, gives Lisa Reichenbacher ('01) a high five. All the practice, skill, and effort of these two bowlers come together in the last seconds of the match in the form of the coveted strike — the score for which each bowler strives to gain.

Arms in motion, Madsen Matsumoto ('01), Allis- son Venuto ('00), Sue Caruso ('01), and Sarah Levi ('99) run the last practice lap before the start of the track meet. The runners must be prepared to face any physical or mental obstacle that may arise. By exercising before the meet, runners are able to warm up and set their minds on the competition.

BOYS BASKETBALL

Camden Catholic  48  54
Gamp  62  15
Gloucester  55  37
Central Prep  65  32
Pennsville  77  25
Shawnee  62  49
Eastern  64  61
Edgewood  49  17
Holy Cross  49  17
Lenape  40  35
Absegami  75  39
Paulsboro  49  46
Moorestown Friends  71  32
Washington Twp  33  25
Millville  65  36
Highland  57  44
Shawnee  31  30
Paul VI  47  30
Eastern  46  41
West  48  40
Cinnaminson  38  41
Washington Twp  45  47
Lenape  65  44
Cherokee  48  34
Vineland  45  21
Rancocas Valley  34  35

BOYS BOWLING:

Pennsauken  0  4
CH West  1  3
Lenape  0  4
Gloucester  1  3
Twp, Tech  1  3
Cinnaminson  3  1
Shawnee  2  2
Eastern  1  3
Lenape  0  4
Pennsauken  1  3
Ott West  1  3
Gloucester  0  4
Twp, Tech  0  4
Lenape  0  4
Cinnaminson  1  3
Shawnee  3  1

Wins: 12

Girls Bowling

Pennsauken  3  1
CH West  0  4
Lenape  0  4
Glou. Tech  4  0
Cinnaminson  0  4
Shawnee  1  3
Eastern  1  3
Pennsauken  4  0
CH West  1  3
Lenape  0  4
Glou. Tech  3  1
Eastern  1  3
Cinnaminson  0  4
Shawnee  3  1

Wins: 5 Losses: 9

Sports
As drawn to the long, extended arm above it, the basketball floats in midair. Lauren Marlose’s (‘06) face, contorted in an expression of pure effort, betrays the determination to make these final seconds of the game count. Marlose’s energy rises to a high point in these final moments, when she knows that anything can happen.

When players need a boost, cheerleaders are there to urge them on. Often, in the second half of a game, when leaders will envisage the crowd and the players with their shouts and calls of enthusiasm. Crystal Wu (‘99) said, “Cheerleading is something that boosts the players’ morale. We often do cheers with the players’ names in them in order to encourage them.”

In the heated moments of the wrestling match, Aaron Wiggins (‘00) pins his opponent to the mat, bringing his body into a position of dominance, waiting for the referee to call the count. Wrestling, a sport in which even a millisecond matters, depends upon the high skill and agility of wrestlers.

Without any defenders, Andrew Schwartz (‘01) lines up for the shot. Although players spend much of their time mastering individual skills, they consider the support of the team a more important factor. Many times the unity of the court leads to an excellent performance during the game itself.
Kicking Back

Face it—we all need a break some time or other during our hectic lives as high school students. Some listen to music to relax, others brew special herbal teas and bask in the aromatherapy. Still others, however, combine the aesthetic experience of sculpture and the soul-relaxing effect of art into one. For East students, 3-D Art is the place to be for a fusion of these two qualities. Not only do students learn the complex art of sculpture, but they also learn to relieve some of their stress for forty-two minutes as they concentrate solely on their art. This concept extends to other electives at East as well. Because the grades from electives are not included in a student’s academic GPA, there is no pressure to get a specific grade—only to enjoy the class, and learn something interesting.

There is a myriad of different areas covered in the electives, so students with interests as diverse as business, drama and carpentry can all spend a portion of their day “vacationing” from the rigors of school.

Using papier-mâché and cardboard, Candyce Muns ('00), Fran Villar ('01), and Kristen Decina ('02) form the details of their model of Georgia O'Keeffe, their favorite painter. The combination of creativity and hard work that 3D-Art draws from its students is a key factor in the final project. Said Decina, “3D-Art gives us a way to express ourselves through the art projects because we work with a lot of different materials—one day it’s pastels, another it’s wood, etcetera.”
The constant rumble of machinery emphasizes the flurry of activity in the Woodshop room. Students like Chris Cooper ('01) choose this elective for a good hands-on experience with design and wood construction.

Commercial Art, taught by Mr. Jackson, introduces students to various forms of demonstrative art. Giving the opportunity for a variety of ideas, the class encourages students to express themselves any way they would like, while keeping the newly learned art techniques in mind.

A single press of a camera button captures countless ideas into one photograph. But, to learn every detail of using a camera, Alyssa Swanger ('00) and Rachel Goldiner ('00) take photography, which is very popular among East students. Here, they practice focusing and using the lens.
Calatan окружающий мир весь день.

Мы зелёная, волшебная планета, где живут разные виды животных и растений. Каждый день мы открываем что-то новое и удивительное.

Кроме того, у нас с вами есть возможность исследовать и изучать окружающий мир с помощью научных методов и инструментов. Так, например, с помощью микроскопа мы можем исследовать микроскопические организмы и их взаимодействие с окружающей средой.

Кроме того, использование калькуляторов позволяет выполнять математические вычисления более эффективно и быстро, что позволяет нам расширить наши знания о мире и его процессах.
Work Hard, Play Hard

They were designed to save time and energy, reducing countless hours of meaningless work. These efficient machines are the graphing calculators, primarily TI-83's, which make all math homework assignments infinitely easier.

In addition to their convenience in class, the calculators also offer a welcome diversion from the monotony of a long period. Their readily available games provide just enough entertainment to keep students awake in class.

While looking over her homework, Nnedinma Onejeme ('01) checks her answers with one of the popular TI-83's. These calculators make all math-related courses easier through their wide variety of functions and relative efficiency. Said Onejeme, "All you have to do is whip it out and put in numbers to get an answer."
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Students have the opportunity, through class participation, to discuss various themes and issues. This interaction encourages minds to be open to each individual’s point of view. Such free discussions not only add interest to class but also fosters learning.

Although learning a new language is difficult, having friends in Mrs. Wurz’s ESL class makes the lessons easier. Just knowing that fellow classmates are willing to help encourages students to learn more from the class. Also, socializing with one another gives, in fact, a means for the students to practice the lessons they have studied for ESL.

While reviewing classwork, Zack Studin ('99) and Matt Blackstone ('99) develop a better relationship with their teacher. Though most students shy away from the prospect of getting to know a teacher, this type of relationship results in benefiting both: students can get extra help while teachers can better understand their students.
Social Studies

There are teenagers who try to separate their social life from school as much as possible and there are those who don't even bother to do any work at all since they are too busy partying. However, the students who actually want to balance their lives both in and out of school know that they must incorporate their cramming into their socializing.

It's not unusual for these students to frequently meet together to study while also having fun. The concept is quite simple: friends, pizza, and textbooks are all that are necessary for a last-minute session of reviewing notes and hanging out. Although some find it difficult to keep up the juggling act of both work and fun, most students agree that studying with others is more effective than studying alone.

Working on a group project during class, Jared Shavelson ('99), Larry Schmidt ('99), and Chris Sauve ('99) concentrate on making progress with the assignment. However, like all students, they spend some of their allotted time socializing in order to make the work more interesting. The talking also creates better productivity in their project since it allows them to enjoy what they are doing.

Students often review notes together after school, cramming for upcoming tests. By having friends around to talk with, the study environment becomes more relaxed, causing a greater retention of information and even improved grades.

Not all social activities involve the mall or the movies. When students have a major test the next day, studying with friends is inevitable. Justin Kaplan ('00) and Lindsay McGinn ('99) share their study tips together, not only alleviating stress but also enjoying the study session.
IT AIN'T OVER YET!

When the 2:25 bell rings everyday, some students go home, but many remain although the school day is officially over. Most participate in extracurricular activities, but a fair number everyday stay after-school for more academic reasons. A prominent example of this would be the taking of the make-up. This process usually involves a lecture hall or classroom, a handful of other nervous test-takers, a few number two pencils.

Some try to talk to classmates who have already taken the test in a desperate attempt to find out some information. Most of the time, other students will never reveal anything. However, even if they do, the student often faces a much more difficult test, the penalty teachers give for missing tests.

While taking the make-up, the test becomes even harder as daydreams of watching TV or eating an after-school snack float through the mind. Furthermore, concentration on the test ironically decreases since the eerie quiet of make-up rooms are so unlike a regular test-taking environment. Despite these drawbacks, students still enjoy one advantage that more or less makes up for them - having those extra days to cram in as much information as possible.

Robyn Brown (99) quickly finishes up her math homework after school. For many East students, the workload demands a lot of their time, and sometimes working after school is the only way to fit everything in. Some Brown, like many other students, wants to do well in school, the occasional extra help session is a must in her busy schedule.

By coming in after-school, David Bibbs (01) has enough time to not only finish his woodshop project but to even refine it. He also experiences one-on-one help, which is hard to find during a short class period, from his teacher, Mr. Foster, who can now give him some extra advice on his finishing touches.

When students find that a certain assignment is too difficult, they stay after school for extra help. Erika Ezzi ('00) works out a particularly vexing math problem with her teacher, Mrs. Goldberg. It is important for both teacher and student to interact since all those hours spent at extra help not only benefit the student, but also let the teacher know where each student is in terms of progress.

Seeking help in science, Josh Sellers (02) finds the extra attention needed to help his grade. The after school time also gives his teacher, Mr. Young, a chance to introduce new aspects of science that are not ordinarily presented during class hours.

Susan Nicolazzo Mathematics
James Wakemen Mathematics
Laurie Bindel Music
Tim Keleher Music
Cindy Quijano Music
Bruce Yurko Music

Robert Adelizzi Physical Education/Science
Fredrick Bocchino Physical Education
Louis Frank Physical Education
Danyale Heilig Physical Education
Edward Heismann Physical Education
David Martin Physical Education

174 After School Work
Taking his time in the quiet of the hallway, Alex Kutsche ('00) enjoys the fact that the regular buzz of the students isn’t around him after school. Although most students hurry to their lockers to make the buses in time, some savor the relaxed feeling of the hallway to recall their assignments.
STUDENTS GAIN HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE

Carmen Grasso Science
David Grubb Science
Richard Head Science

Nancy Hinrichsen Science
Michael Keller Science
Chi Kyong Kim Science

Elizabeth Mancini Science
Richard Mastrangelo Science
Kim Podolsky Science

Anthony Robino Science
Amy Robinson Science
William Segrest Science

Paul Siler Science
Lee Troutman Science
Vladimir Vranich Science

By working together, Jerry Levine ('99) and Alan Deitch ('99) display the importance of teamwork in any hands-on experience. Teamwork helps students not only accomplish goals easier but also enriches the learning process through the camaraderie that develops. "You must work together, as a team, in order to succeed," agreed Levine.

At the beginning of the day, students like Rachel Cerf ('00) give the day's announcements to make students aware of important news and activities. Not only does this ritual benefit all the East students and faculty, but it also benefits the students who do the announcements by giving them personal experience. It prepares me for my possible future in communications," said Cerf.

Wanting to better understand computers, Sherry Lui ('99) receives the help of her teacher, Mrs. Stepp, who teaches her about different aspects of the machine. However, most of Lui's new knowledge of technology comes from working with the computer itself. "Hands-on computers teaches necessary skills for life today and in the future," said Stepp.
In order to help students learn the art of photography, classes teach them how to develop their own film, encouraging personal experience. By doing the work themselves, students like Alexis Johnson ('00) and Kelly Hunt ('00) can better understand the details of developing film. "Photography has not only given me the opportunity to take better pictures, but also helped me fully experience a process I had been totally unaware of before," said Johnson.

Whereas other classes may enforce strict adherence to a set of rules, the Foundation of Art class allows students to experiment with their own methods. As a member of the class, Jirada Prakmanond ('09), learns the patience and carelessness of an artist along with the essential art technique as she paints what she has drawn. "When I draw in class, I actually learn more about the art," said Prakmanond.

To sharpen his drawing skills, Brandon Frederick ('07) sketches from a picture for his drafting class. Since he must draw on a daily basis, he not only improves his talents but also directs his concentration on art. Said Frederick, "Drawing in class teaches that you have to keep trying when you want to get something right."
Counselors give their all

Despite his busy schedule, Mr. Mancini takes some time to chat with his students, like Lisa Gibson ('00). Though guidance counselors must deal with an overwhelming amount of paperwork, they are always willing to assist those who seek advice, focusing on the needs of the students.

Lauren Thurm ('99) waits for her guidance counselor, on whom she often relies for advice on difficult school decisions. Many East students like Thurm make appointments with their counselors to discuss virtually anything on their mind, whether it's school-related or not.

Course-selection month is a time when students can explore new opportunities each year. East's myriad of different classes and electives can leave a student confused about which courses to pick. However, guidance counselors like Mrs. Linton help students like Jeff Richartz ('01) to find just the right balance in their schedules.
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Mr. Schilling helps Brad Lafferty ('99) solve a scheduling conflict, taking into account course requirements and his interests. Just as if working a puzzle, counselors piece together the optimal schedule for their students, despite the difficulties involved in organizing class selections.

Each year, during the rush of college applications season, many seniors scramble to get everything done. They cannot do it all alone, however. It is the job of guidance counselors like Mrs. Denker to advise students on everything from how to write college essays to the actual selection process.
Cutting Corners

Every student has been victimized at least once. Whether it be an English paper, a chemistry lab, or even a research paper, nothing is off limits for the procrastination monster. As countless students can attest, it is that all-too-dangerous boogie monster that preys on so many unsuspecting scholars. Night or day, no one is immune to the monster’s evil powers. But, while there is no way to ward off the monster’s powers, students have discovered that help is but a car ride away – at the neighborhood bookstore. There resides that shelf of Cliff Notes, filled with the golden jewels of last-minute information that can defeat any evil. Students more pressed for time can also turn to the age-old tricks of copying homework from friends. These and a multitude of other methods are all forms of cramming that have helped students survive the four years of high school.

Sharing answers to get their assignment done, Jenny Pajdak ('01), Alex Hersen ('00), and Joy Pela ('00) sit together to compare their ideas before the bell rings to signal the end of class. This time restraint encourages students to work together to finish their task with more efficiency, thus absorbing different ideas and views. “Working together in class is fun and easy compared to working by yourself. Besides, I’m able to meet new students and see what they think about topics that we are studying in class,” said Pela.
Abby Lichtman ('01) gets help from Jason McCollin ('99) as she soaks the information into her head. To many underclassmen, the upperclassmen are people to go to for help with schoolwork because they have more experience in past classes. "I am so glad that my older friends can help me with my schoolwork when I need it because they can be such a big help when they want to," said Lieberman.

Reviewing for a vocabulary test, Vince Devine ('99), Marc Hall ('99), and Nicole Hampton ('99) cram together to get their work done faster. Although students study most efficiently in the environment of their homes, some students forget or do not study at all.

"Usually, I have time to study but sometimes I don't or I totally forget. Then I have to find time in school to study so that I won't fail the test or quiz completely," said Hall.

His mind clouded with thoughts of history, Kevin Skobac ('00) quickly highlights the excerpts most important to him. By selecting the more significant passages of the text, he cuts down on the time he must spend later on studying for the test.
Rules And Regulations

Students, like Alisha Greenberg ('01) often take a well-needed break from the trials of school by enjoying favorite songs on wallmen or portable CD players. Despite school law, which clearly states that personal electronics are not permitted on school grounds, students need to escape the pressures of academics with the help of music.

One of the many unspoken rules of high school, as Nam Kim ('00) realizes, requires that students take notes while a teacher lectures. However, most classmates find the implicit law practical since it helps them in their schoolwork. Despite common misconceptions, such rules do not intend to frustrate but rather encourage students in their studies.

Krista Wessner ('99) takes advantage of the freedom to chew gum in class. Unlike many other schools, East allows students to have gum, disagreeing with the notion that it is a distraction. Considering the popularity of such a simple activity, students appreciate that they may chew gum without fear of trouble.

Thomas Houck
Maintenance

Jane Abo
Aide

Susan Dashoff
Aide

Fielda Flemming
Aide

Elaine Lippencott
Aide

Mary McKenzie
Aide

Cindy Musumeci
Aide

Marylew Panzig
Aide

Lillian Paul
Aide

Tracy Pedano
Aide

Robin Sleeth
Aide

Barbara Tansey
Aide
Reflecting the high expectation of East, Mr. Jackson instructs Irene Kalavrouzinis ('00) and Adam Bodzin ('99) on a difficult commercial art assignment while also reminding them of their responsibilities as participants of the class. Such teachers, as authority figures to students, enforce school policies through a variety of means to maintain order within the building.

Waiting to be called on, Dana Michael ('99) signals to her teacher that she has an answer. Requiring students to raise their hands ensures a more productive and orderly classroom by giving every classmate a chance to participate.

Jessica Werner ('00), Jessica Lazaro ('00), Sherri Levin ('00), and Dan Kent ('00) silently work on a few questions. Teachers sometimes assign "busy work" to keep their students quiet. As Levin points out, "Some people may complain about the rules, and sometimes I do too, but in the end, if we all do it, then school is not such a bad place."

Jay Cohen
Special Education

Sandy Lazar
School Police Officer

William Kephart
School Police Officer

Edward Hall
Adult Supervisor

Florence Isner
Adult Supervisor

Perry Resnick
Adult Supervisor

David Callan
Athletic Trainer

Lois Gordon
Substitute

Bruce Krohn
Substitute

Charles Musumeci
Substitute

Edward Branin
Substitute

Marsha Pecker
Asst. Principal
Class of 1999

Maintenance, Aides, Supervisors, Substitutes
Dear Kathy:

We are so proud of your accomplishments, and wish that your life in college and beyond is as fulfilled as that of your four years at East. Congratulations!

Love, Mom & Dad

All Cherry Hill Concertmaster • All South Jersey Concertmaster • All State Concertmaster

Cum laude
East Hall of Fame letter of Commendation

Chinese School
Children's Theatre
YC/JCCC President
Neighborhood Concerts
Mozart & Friends Opera Festival

Yearbook Editor-in-Chief
East Orchestra
Pit Orchestra
Blood Drive
Newspaper
ACS

All National • All Eastern • Governor's School

Youngstars
Settlement School
ASTA

Temple University
F.A.M.E.

Philadelphia Young Artists Orchestra
East Europe/Jordan

Luzerne

Music in the Mountains
Philadelphia Youth Orchestra

Moscow

National High School Honors Orchestra
THE SHAYA'S

Here's to you,
Melissa, Rachel, and Bill,
Through all the years,
We love you still.

You've made it through,
To high school's end,
As siblings, of course,
but also as friends.

As you see new horizons,
and explore new terrain,
We wish for you only
Good health, fortune, and fame.

Our love and best wishes go to you three,
As you bring triple the pleasure to our family.

All our love,
Mom, Dad & Erica

Making a friend just takes a moment.
Being a friend takes a lifetime.

Beth and Rachel

3rd Grade; Best Friends Charm; Broken Chain; Simultaneous Birthday Parties; Broken Chicken Egg; Stupid Fights; Swinging; "Some guys have all the luck"; Jeremy Jordan under the slide; Softball; Carpet day 3; Sleepovers; "Don't tell anyone, but..."; Bat Mitzvahs and floods; Fireworks; Chevrah BBQ #2342; Nintendo in the basement; Junior Prom - next day howling; Never having classes together; Problems X3 and the listener; The Future JEB Concert; Lilith Fair Rejects; Boy problems; Surprise Sweet 16s; Gym buddies; Driving Jitters; JCC; Adventures in Baby-sitting; Introduction to Grease; Cookie Cakes and Twix; 8th Grade Dance; Parallel parking in Haddonfield; Man walking into the car; "Are you Rachel or Melissa?"; Phone troubles; Mall and movie trips; "Hey 12 year olds!"; Clementon Park; Great Adventure; Future Miss Americas; Paranoia; Trick-or-treating; College Anticipation; Friendly's; 9 years plus of friendship;
To Rosa:
You have always done your best, which makes us prouder than anything else. May all your wishes come true. We love you and will always be here for you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Rachel

To Rosa: Thanks for all the good times. I could never ask for a better sister or friend. Juicy/Not juicy ** I’m so weak ** Can we play animal game? ** Chip’s Challenge ** TriPeaks ** Series of bien stuff ** Close-mouthed Elmo ** George ** Stuffed Animal Fights ** The tape ** I’m Batman. Wanna ride in my Batmobile? ** Mariah Carey... oh... that’s why you like her ** My name is Olga. I come from Sweden. I wish for world peace. Yah? ** Bobby’s World ** My Brother and Me ** taking back the jeans ** voice-cracking ** Are you her son? ** ugly feet ** Stop stripping! ** Turn off your radio ** Do I have any mail? ** Her face is fat ** big red zit ** boo-boo ** goldy ** fl-fi ** “Stay” ** Switching beds ** Playing office ** mailbox ** Flashlights ** I broke the remote again! ** Jeopardy ** All My Children ** stomping and tripping ** California trips ** Doritos burping ** cheese ** I’m telling Ma! ** ugly models ** CTY friends ** distorted ** mutation ** MuFAsa ** Who are you talking to? ** shivering ** smelly guy ** he funny guy ** Tommy & Chuckie ** The ultimate defense ** Is it my hair? ** crunch ** Delliab ** vintage ** Dharma/Dawson ** oatmeal-eating dog ** Kiki ** I got it back! ** stealing C ** bug-eyed woman ** lungan pulp ** <sniff> ooh ** oily hair ** and many more to come...
I’ll miss you! Love, Rachel
Dear Brookie Cookie Sweetie Pie,
You are the apple of my eye,
God gave me the gift. I don’t know why
Of the best little girl and that’s no lie,
You have my love without a try.
Mom

BROOKE AND DERRICK

I love you, Brooke. I know that we will be
Together forever. You are my best friend. I
Know that I can count on you. Good luck in
College and in the future. Congratulations.

SHERRI

BEST

FRIENDS

"Hiawatha!" l mamma lilo "blue flag smile" l Amethyst
Marching band l gross habits l 3 pairs of earrings for $6.16 l
Who are you?" l throwing sandwiches l burger patio l toenail
Clippings l seagulls l pictures l target l "stop yelling at me!" l
Chemistry l the big C l applying to college l DNA
Mispronouncing everything l those aren’t the right lyrics l Disney
World l baby ducky l the orange tree l "I’m mad at you!" l
Sleeping l Chinese stuff l Toy Story l nicknames l slurpees l 80's
Instructor l the J's l dancing l intellectually stimulating
Conversations l peeing l "I’m leaking" l mood swings l tweeter
Bird l going to the shore l hair wraps by weird ladies l yelling,
yelling, and more yelling l complaining l torturing
Shana l everyone’s favorite diner l B.T. l
Joomi: short-tempered, talkative, loud, controlling, cheerful, optimistic, reliable, sociable, gossipy
Rina: rude, lazy, sleepy, bitter, grumpy, funny, cute, frank, pessimistic
Elaine: critical, blunt, rude, straightforward, funny, honest, trustworthy, diligent, indifferent, restless

Remember...

Rina/Elaine - waiting outside on the blacktop 5th and 6th grades, Rina’s leaving Elaine behind for the high math group; Rina’s never going to Elaine’s birthday parties, looking hot together at the junior prom, limo pictures together; Rina’s doing her homework instead of eating lunch (freshman year), “going to guidance” with Rina, breaking things in biology lab, Rina as coordinator, writing the Hitchcock term paper;

Rina/Joomi - Rina’s (unintentionally!) ignoring Joomi on the Beck bus, Joomi’s dragging Rina to eat lunch instead of going to the library, first date to see Rush Hour, eating at Friday’s and leaving all the food behind, Joomi’s shopping while Rina watched, Rina’s financial problems, email friends, Mrs. Rogers’ yelling at Rina and Joomi every day

(almost got detention), American Mosaic, Rina’s rushing to get to class while Joomi tries to follow her, Joomi’s calling Rina and Rina’s never picking up the phone; Elaine/Joomi - the Gatewood bus stop, playing Frustration, playing Spit, Enrichment for Roccino (Defarge/Danvers), Ponzio’s, the physics trip to Great Adventure, gossip, Elaine’s keeping many secrets from Joomi (and Joomi finding them out), Elaine’s giving wrong directions; Elaine’s tradition of giving Joomi candy as presents (gum, Swedish fish, Jelly Bellies), Elaine’s not saying hi (unintentionally!);

Rina/Elaine/Joomi - the Beck bus, journalism conversations, Rina’s wanting to follow Elaine and Joomi for the rest of their lives, the senior prom, taking 24 pictures and having only 2 turn out good?
Brett

From the eyes of innocence
to a man with a vision.
There's no stopping you now!

Continued happiness & success,
Mom, Dad and Jared

Rachel

When you were small
You loved to climb up
To get a better view -

Keep your curiosity,
Keep climbing, and
May all your dreams
come true!

Much love,
Mom, Dad & Steve
DEBBY & AMANDA

Freshman English coloring book, NJPLC-Eiks in disguise, Sweet 16's, long lost guest, OceanCity sweatshirt[1997], BBYO picnic, the table that didn't end up in the back seat, "who is going to take the money?", money plus a can of food + admission, Junior Prom. 100 dates, returnless dresses, pinning dress, circus, going to Phila. for something, the owed $10, "is there something in my water?", double date without Brittany, losing each other in Woodcrest, NJ Transit, MLK lover, "Amanda, can I have some of your milk?", restaurant critics, inexperienced waiter, "lemon, lemon", "oh no you don't!", dying voice, "is your hip broken?", "your almost rid of her, don't call her!", college scope on phone, "why are you applying there?", "you fill out my applications, & I'll fill out yours", MUHL-EN-BURG, Delavare, Rutgers visit, no-tright, running to Batman ride, marathon, hayless hayride, Freehold, getting numbers on turnpike, "follow that truck!", "what is there to do around here?", new mall, outlets, CK dressing room. Nautica fleece, blasting movie. Spain tapes, roommates, Lisa's quota, Little Red Riding Hood, Amanda AKA bargain expert, Debby's cans of tuna, Aunt Phyllis, old duffel vs. new suitcase, sleeping on train with luggage, EF, "fire, grab your money", "rush to wait", blue bags on stomachs, "follow me", 10 tapes vs. 112 tape, "touch the floor", "these aren't hotels they're hostels", circle invaders, shore @ Debby's grandmoms, bleeding feet, Ocean one, lost @ Taj Mahal, guy on stilts, Old Navy flip flops, Rach-face, Mand-hand, Deb-head, Delila, cops @ Moorestown, the other side of the boardwalk, Gap, brain food, countdowns, phone radar, Debby calling while Amanda is in the bathroom, computer concepts, the smell, diet peach Snapple, Man, Ditz, Selinfeld, Kramer, George, Ross, "my mom said that my dad said.....", exaggerating, the special nose & ears, broad shoulders, Debby's road rage, "are you going to make that turn buddy", yelling out the window to teach people how to drive(like they can hear you), singing in the car with the windows down, Fuddruckers' brownies, Moorestown Mall cookie guy, "do you know he just asked for our numbers?", "do you deliver", Movies 10, Ponderosa-"yeah, yeah", time outs, Dollar Store, Target-our favorite aisle, Barsons. locker room with sweaters & 80's symbol, Eartha Kitt, rap vs. 96.7, FM2, One Week & hating the Chinese chicken, Miami.

"Thank you for being a friend......you're a pal and a confidant."
On Babe Ruth's birthday came a child
An angry sort, who never smiled

The "Babemaster" he was called
He stood right up, he never crawled

They called him Arnold like his dad
This made his mommy very glad

At nine he made the hoomers ring
While at his church he loved to sing

So quickly then the years they flew
For this the "baby" of Zad's crew

He filled his parents with much pride
And held his feelings deep inside

In the blink of an eye he's grown to be
As strong and sturdy as a tree

So let's hope that he reaches his goal
And is a vet for some mare's foal

Pride, dignity, and honour are his strengths
To help someone he'll go to great lengths

Love and congratulations
Dad Mom and Tony
We've known each other for six years.
We've laughed and cried and veiled... but we've made it this far.
No matter where our lives go, these memories will last forever.

Writing notes in class; crazy English teacher; rode bikes to Clover; Nophia walked; Rotary nights... I wonder if he did like me; Hil's 4-Runner, another nine... I wish I could be friends with them, too; Iguanas; Band-Aid man; Charleston Riding; clammy hands; Kaminski-s- my second mom was there; sleep-overs; cats that kept me up - won't let me sleep; net stockings; late night games; 7th and 8th grade parties; cooking with Mrs. Dilba; strip poker; ShopRite visits for no reason; locking Nophia out of Hil's house: what was going on inside? Hil's cousin - WOW!; lost in Bordentown; guys with wigs try to pick us up; NC waverunners; Kinder Camp firing him; "Watch your feet, ladies!" swimming at Hil's; 8th Grade Dance; Wildwood '97; Tall Pines '96; maintenance guys; it's always Nophia's fault... Do you have a pen? Huh? She wants to be like me, anyway; bite her butt, she's scared of us; New Years Eve; speed; Arco guys; shore guys pose for our magazine; should we sleep on the beach? Monster 7; Bush concert - I want my Tommy back; ketchup; dying hair a lot; M&M's; Dorney; Great Adventure; Fuddruckers; Rat Boy; dust off, so-o-o-o close to getting caught; someone is always unhappy; first love - I wish I could turn back time; best friends; putting on our faces; mistakes; movies with our guys; Poppa Johns; Finizio runs; whip cream fights; rumble at Ellaburg; drinking all night; messing up cakes at TCBY; newspapers; break-ups; Hil took them all; first time for everything...

On and off again, December 29, 1996, Forever Love, Disney 96, Maryland 98, going everywhere and doing everything together, phone sleepovers, Fight after fight, Midnight Sam, 1 a.m. Dan, Seagull poop, Fridays, ugly table, Sam's turtle mobile, 40 year old Sam, 1 a.m. Monopoly, Mickey D's sundaes, Red Light Sam, happy Jaime, "Good night love ya, call me in the morning ", FRIDAYS, onion soup and a Caesar salad, the vest, Israel, "Don't touch me", musical rose, the Billy Joel shirt, Tara, Randy's Bar Mitzvah, Coffee Coolatta, Ice Cream Sandwiches, "I've got the shakes", Spunky, Green Jell-O, Girly pants, Erik's basement, our silly song.

Jaime - Thank you for always being there for me. You will be in my heart forever. I love you.

Sam - The past four years you have been there for me through thick and thin. You are not only my boyfriend but my best friend. I love you.
Your past has been a happy one
Throughout the last four years,
It's filled with pleasant memories
And thoughts you hold so dear.

And now a path emerges,
One that's totally new.
We know you'll make the most of it,
And it will make you happy, too.

WE LOVE YOU, ERIKA!!!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Elyse
BRYAN

STEPHEN

BENN

ANY WAY YOU LOOK AT IT ... A SURE WINNER!
TO OUR GRANDSON BRYAN STEPHEN BENN
MAZEL TOV ON YOU GRADUATION!
WE WISH YOU EVERY SUCCESS AS YOU VENTURE ON.
MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS BECOME YOUR REALITIES.
WE ARE SO VERY PROUD OF YOU.

LOVE, HUGS, AND KISSES

GRANDMOM DOT & GRANDAD JULES
GRAMMOM MAE & GRANDPOP HARRY
TO BRYAN STEPHEN BENN
OUR SON, BROTHER & GRADUATE
MAZEL TOV! AS YOU MOVE AHEAD TO
NEW HORIZONS AND EXPLORE ALL JUST
WAITING FOR YOU WE KNOW YOU WILL
LEAVE YOUR MARK AND MAKE PLENTY
OF TRAILS FOR OTHERS TO FOLLOW.
YOU ARE A FRIEND, INSPIRATION AND
A MENSCH. NEVER CHANGE. WE ARE SO
VERY PROUD OF YOU AND WHO YOU ARE
BRYAN. FOR ALL YOU HAVE ACCOMPLISHED
AND ALL YOU WISH TO ACHIEVE. WE LOVE
YOU SO VERY MUCH! KEEP DREAMING &
REACHING...

LOVE, HUGS & KISSES
MOM, DAD, MICHAEL,
ADAM & MICHELLE
We are so proud of you! It doesn't take much to compute that you will keep climbing the ladder to success! We love you!

Mom, Dad, Lauren,
Grandma Doris & Grandma Suma

Genna and Gillian

BJBI is where we first met
And started a friendship we will never forget
Although we attended different schools,
Hanging out on weekends was always cool
Between birthday parties and the JCC
We quickly became known as “G&G”
From Beck to East our friendship did last
And now we are having quite a blast
Between double dates, the proms and such
We love hanging out oh so much
Concerts, bowling, and Grey Poupon too
We always found something to do
Our friendship has lasted through laughter and tears
We'll always remember these wonderful years
Although high school has now come to an end
We know that we will always remain the best of friends.
Brett and Adam:

Your friendship began at five years of age,
Wearing Jams, Converse sneakers, all colors- the rage.
Hairstyles that changed from bowl cuts, buzz, spikes to a tail.
Can it be that college responses are being sent in the mail?
From Johnson to Beck to East- even Hebrew School,
Camp Harlam, Island Lake, JCC Basketball and Woodcrest Pool.
Confirmation in Israel, floating on the Dead Sea,
Competing for grades, who got more A's or more B's.
Adam preferred one sport, Brett preferred others,
This friendship's as close as if you were brothers.
Doctor or Esquire, will be your careers of the future,
Can you picture Brett in the courtroom or Adam tying a suture!
If there's one lesson left before you depart-
Hold on to this friendship and follow your heart.

With all our love and best wishes as you pursue your dreams,
Maris and Stan Bodzin
Laura and Steve Berman
Mrs. Parker's 1st grade class • Our Bat-Mitzvahs • Our Sibs' Bar & Bat-Mitzvahs • New Year's Eve parties • Marlton 8 / Friday's • My So-Called Life discussions • Passing the driver's ed final • Mr. Egg • Mr. Hot Guy • Birthday parties • Mrs. Hill's 4th grade class • Hebrew school • 10th grade dual boyfriend dumps • Having the exact same birthday: July 12, 1981 • "We're fraternal twins!" • "Brat" Harte Elementary • Mall trips • Our sibs' '97 graduations • Laser Smashing Pumpkins • Cyndi Lauper • Ditching the sophomore cotillion • The 8th grade dance • Artistic Occasions • "I just love gym!..." • blue fingernails • JCC camp • Letters to camp • 11th grade schedule misery • Sweet 16s • Liking Leo...for 2 seconds! • Hangman in driver's ed • Oinky and Pinky • Tweety stuff for our moms • Junior Prom • W/B/S, BFF • Prom Photos at Steph's house • "Candyman, Candyman!..." • Powder Puff '98 • The day Rachel drove! • The '98 crew: Lauren F., Becky A., Naomi D. • (we miss u!) • The surfboard drawings •
DEVONN
Thank you for the joy you have given to us, and for making our little family so complete. We eagerly await the next remarkable chapter in your life. Love, Mom, Dad, and Dustin

Lauren. &. Katarina


"Your friend is the person who knows all about you and still likes you."

ADAM

For all that you have been and all that you will become…. We wish you a lifetime of fulfillment.

We are so proud of you!

With all our love, Mom and Dad
Hiawatha!; Disney world '96; Cleveland '97; Annapolis '98; Marching band Alphabets; This bulletin board is brought to you by...; Fiivel; Alan Schlanger; Marching band takes over Country Club Diner; Easy; Ice Cream & Pop Goes The Weasel by Jared; Victory Laps; The Lila Show; senior dinner at the Olive Garden; Grrr; Jess & Birch-'nuff said; Yurko in command." One and two and ready and big breath and..."; "To my rear march!"; Grasso tantrums; Halloween '98- percussion in dresses and make-up; Mastering the art of changing on the bus; DON'T STINK!: Sticking Chris with the bill: Team Yasin; Color guard Boom Box; "Boom, Boom, Boom"; Tiffers and Tush; Friendly's; milkgirl; manager babes; Wawa runs;

"The song that we hear with our ears, is only the song that is sung in our hearts."

Trish Sara Tiffany Rich Phil Katie Brooke Sarah
Extraordinary
Majestic
Intelligent
Lovely
You’re the best!

We are very proud of you!
May your dreams always come true, dearest.

Love,
Nama & Bop-Bop

BRAD, TRACY & ERICA

snow forts, thrown in leaves every fall,
first kiss. Brad’s dream in Lowdon’s class.
movies, concerts, the barrel. soccer game.
pumping gas, Chad’s foot, grudge. Delaware.
Prom. shore, late night walks, long talks, taking
a bath, pulled over. sleepovers, night swims, taking
Brad out to dinner, china glasses, Party’s...

My friend, My companion,
Through good times and bad.
My friend, my buddy,
Through happy times and sad.
Beside me you stand,
Beside me you walk.
You’re there to listen,
You’re there to talk.
With happiness, with smiles
With pain and tears
I know you’ll be there
Throughout the years.
JODI AND BRETT

Look at their faces
Look at their smiles
We wish you happiness, success, and fun
To a wonderful daughter and
To a wonderful son
We love you,
Jan and Carman
Wendy and Larry
MOTHER & DAUGHTER GRADUATES

Dear Debby,
Throughout the years at East, with your head held high, you supported me, all the way. Thank you for being proud of me and for loving me when no one would have blamed you had you rejected me.
As we approach the divide, I hold in my heart the wonderful memories of life we have shared together. I step out of the picture knowing that you are fully prepared to solo. Always remember, whenever you need me, I'll be there.
Love, Mom

Dear Mom,
I could not have asked for a better life and I owe it all to you. You've shown me how life is meant to be lived - to have no regrets. You've shown me the real world and taught me values, culture, and traditions to last a lifetime.
It's not everyday you find a mother and her daughter graduating in the same year. You are the true definition of a supermom. I am very proud of your hard work and determination in your job, grad school, and as a wife and mother. You're my mother, my friend, and my role model. There's no other way to say it except - I LOVE YOU!!!
Love, Debby
BRETT-ADAM-GREG-DAN-ADAM

"Life is either a daring adventure or nothing"

"Who's driving us?" Friday night, movie & Fridays, Saturday night, same movie and Fridays. Lambert's lack of rides.

"Everybody Knows". Woodchuck era. Vernick's 3rd floor on our first New Years. "He's going to Akiba again."


Lambert's Tool. VO era. Stealing Endless Bottles. Double Shots. The long walk to Vernick's again but this time "Do you need to throw UP?"

"Put your hand on her..." Berman and Lambert's staring Problem. That dirty old Ping Pong Table. He's in their with who? Go Bodzin, Go. "Look there's Lambert running again!!?!" Out by 10:30, Appetizer Party. Cockblock, "Once, twice, guess third times the charm!!" He always has to be best friends. "WHY?!" Berman and Lambert in a big old cop car. "This is my friend's friend." Kellerman's Random New Year's. Random Hookups.


... How many times now? Caryn's car. "Who's That with Missy, Is it Lambert?" Sica cycle, "Do you remember when we hooked up?" Kellerman almost has the cycle. Missy wants it but will never have it. Caryn can only dream of it. Caryn loves it. Brielle obsessions. LIPS. About Kellerman's "I'm glad I broke it" Bad breath. Josh's mugging. Duno's clothes.

"Will he ever get them back?" Lambert's Cool Margate Badge. Random DMB Fan's at Vernick's. Great night on the beach. Fireworks, chainsmoke, swimming almost nude, wawa 40's, hidden in the sand, OLD E and who can forget SILVER THUNDER. Trip into Atlantic City. Smitty's Wait. Junior Prom: Berman "Did I fall asleep with Christy" Lambert "I swear I wont hook up with her" Duno "I hooked up with Canada" Bodzin's "Hidden Desires" Vernick "A night with the old obsession" Way to many 5 year plans here, DA. Lambert's nasty gas problem. Hangover city.

Morning run. Skunk reeks that Vernick saved. 21 days and counting. What happened to us? Pigs. "wake up." Beach patrol. Hayhill. Duno thinks the Hayhill will be fun late night. South Jersey Group 4 Champs. Lermack is the man.


"... Because We Can!!!"
AMANDA AND SARA

AMANDA - BEAR

SARA - BEAR

It all began with a Butterflake box on a hot July day in 1991. Amanda and Sara put aside their shyness and decided that a bond from a bakery in Teaneck was a good sign. After numerous toll calls between Cherry Hill and Philadelphia, Amanda got the right idea and moved to Cherry Hill, only 2 miles away from Sara. Things couldn’t have been better! There were hours upon hours spent on JCC camp buses, in the pool, in theater, visiting Niagara Falls and Lake George after many card games, not to mention all the amusement parks and candy, sugar, hairspray, and toothpaste on the mirror galore. Amanda met cousin Melissa when she was still a baby and Sara remembers a time before Molly and Anna, when Amanda and Sara climbed out onto the deck through a window in Philadelphia. They even discovered that Sara’s cousin once dated Amanda’s mom! They took trips together to South Street and obsessed over Doc Martens, as well as went pumpkin picking at Johnson’s Farm and ate honey sticks, while wearing matching rings. They spent every weekend together in 8th grade, even if it was to do homework. Amanda saved Sara’s sanity. They experienced way too many drastic haircuts and perms, NEVER AGAIN! After a memorable bus ride to Lenape Park, they soon started high school. They somehow saw each other less, but remained just as close. This passed quickly and they started having coffee and a muffin together every morning. Nothing could beat studying Biology, at all hours of the day and night! Thank goodness they passed the final after that night! Unfortunately, they still are the BEST procrastinators!! The summer of 1998 was great!! They went to the Lilith Fair and the movies, not to mention Applebee’s with Amanda’s kiddie cup of soda. Amanda surprised Sara with cupcakes from Butterflake and an “anniversary” card. Of course, Sara still squeals and Amanda still yells at her. Halloween was tons of fun, eating matzo ball soup and cake (and candy!!) Through all the years, they have had tons of memories which they will never forget. They are so glad that they ignored their first impressions of each other and built a friendship that can never be beat.

We will be friends forever and always!

ERICA LAUREN GELLER

From your first day of school to today, you have made us very proud. You couldn’t have done a better job in turning parent’s “dreams” for their children into reality. Now it’s your turn to “follow your dreams” and become everything you want to be. Your charm, wit, intelligence, talent and overall ambition will enable you to succeed in anything you choose.

KEEP ON SINGING!!!

We Love You Very Much.

MOM, DAD and MERYL
Bill Deal

Not a day goes by that we are not proud to be your parents. You have achieved all your goals at East and are now ready to move on. Good luck in college and all your future endeavors.

We love you!

Mom, Dad and Natalie

6-8-94 - Movie - Late night phone calls - Shady drive - Junior Lunch - Throw up at Robyn's - Robyn's Dad - Orange Suit - Nothing to do? (Robyn's) KOSHER - Drives to school - First Red Call in - Billy's House Save By the Bell - 90210 -

7th grade classes
I will survive AGAIN
8th grade break
Beat up!
Stay

Billy

Guilt trips - Where's Robyn? (at home!)
Blood Drive - T.O.P.S - POS

Robyn

Woodcrest BFFS.
Hallbut - Pick a Toilet - Fire Drill at 3 a.m. - Calisthenics
- Roommates from Hell (Bill’s roommate) - Where are your lawyers -
  Co-ed lounges--Kate got caught! -
  Cherry Hill Wannabes - Cutterbox in a bikini - Updike - Lucas Mucus - Burp Girl -
  Silent Football - The Dance - Who’s on First -
  Volleyball - Emily’s a Pizza Girl - Rutgers -
  Career / Business Night - Mr. Marble’s Song
- It’s gonna be cold in the auditorium - Classified Ads - Where’s Kristy - Talent Show - Jodi’s Tick -
  Piano Man - “No Food For You” - We found the ice cream - The Luncheon - The Love Triangle -
  Grubby got some - Sope’s song - Cherry Hill with 13 delegates!!!

Kristy
Kate
Adam
Bill
Julia
Andy

Ritu
Emily
Jodi
Rosa
Elizabeth
Matt
Ari
JUST THE TWO OF US

Meaning of Names:

- Joomi - beautiful crystal
- Michelle - gift from God

"Friendship is a single soul dwelling in two bodies." - Aristotle

Memories:

Dinner at Ponzios, Shopping at Echelon and Cherry Hill, Mall makeover, English term paper ("When I'm good, I'm good. When I'm bad, I'm better" - Mae West), Michelle's 17th birthday party, Ronak's 16th birthday party, Roller-skating, Movies, Eating-out (Ponderosa, Applebee's, T.G.I.Fridays), ACS dance, Michelle driving me to the car shop, English American Dream immigration project (Chinese), Rocchino Enrichment Video (Hecate and Danvers), prom talks, emails, talking about Joomi's crush (FK), Tunes, college talks, Hair Cuttery, useless gossip
To Our Joy, Gina Nicole

We have so many emotions, so much pride, as we look at the person you have become in these past 18 years. Your kindness, compassion, and loyalty has touched so many lives. Your hard work and dedication will prove to open up many doors. We are very proud of you and the young woman you have become. Know that our love and support are always with you. We are so proud to call you our daughter.

Congratulations.
We love you very much!
Mom, Dad, and Ginger

Gina and Charles

Our first date with Leigh, Marching Band, Friendly's, Cleveland, Friday Outfit, Soda Tabs, Gina's "Surprise" Party, Crisis Hotline, Ginger Attacks, Sparkling Sunglasses, Silly Christmas Hats, Morning Car Rides (saving the world), The Light, Watch What You Wish For, Begging to Drive You Home, Midnight Mass, Christmas Tree Stars, Dec. 25, 1996- The Official Anniversary, Boom-Boom-Boom, Crash Into Me, "You're Good at Psychology", Escort Families, Mystery Machine, Shore Trips, Chatterbox, Watching TV, Counting Crows Concert, Breakfast at IHOP, Guido, Getting Lost in Our Limo, Austin and Vanessa (Groovy Baby!), Hanging at Sta. B, Midnight Movies, Romantic Infernos at the Firehouse, Shore Thing '98, CHFP, DMB Concerts, Sporting Events, Norton and Marley, Email Cards, Making Each Other a Clone (RENT and DMB), Being Friends!

"Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for awhile and leave footprints on our hearts. And we are never, ever the same" -Anonymous

Gina- I have no lid upon my head, but if I did, you could look inside and see what's on my mind...it's you girl.
Charles- "In your eyes, I see what's on my mind." The memories that we've shared in the last three years will live in my heart forever. Love ya babe, Gina.
GLORIA AND JUDY

"We'll be friends forever, won't we Pooh?" asked Piglet. "Even longer," answered Pooh.

* Pat's house with Vicki ~ bus rides home ~ skaterboy John ~ lunch at ? ~ 'In Love and War' ~ squinting at the sight of blood ~ Mrs. Chauflaan Wu ~ JV track '97 ~ soccer Judy ~ same sneakers ~ Coach Hitler ~ slide tag ~ dinner parties ~ Gloria's 'split-personality' ~ getting drunk on M&Ms ~ P. ignoring us in the halls ~ neverending questions about 'Gattaca' ~ "Are you 2 sisters?" ~ the squished car ride in Lisa's car to ACS Movie Night ~ locking the keys in Gloria's car with the motor running ~ breaking down in the middle of the parking space ~ pushing the car in the rain ~ campus police Kirk look-alike ~ hating Jenny, etc. etc. ~ the love of Allen's life ~ "OK OK OK" ~ "Fiiiiine" ~ sigh ~ always sharing food ~ "JuHEE, JuDY" ~ "GLOREEEEEEAA!!!" ~ best friends ~ Mes losing the prom pledge ~ Dave's mom scaring Judy at the door ~ "That's what friends are for" ~ Mes's funny walk ~ freaking out together ~ same dress material ~ the inflatable woman ~ "Is this a piece of HAIR?" ~ "A bouti-WHAT?!!" ~ Blimpy's ~ getting it in the head by Mes's car door ~ pantyhose on the swing ~ Junior Prom '98 ~ "F**K YOU!" ~ Bananas singing "All My Life" ~ Mes massaging Gloria's foot ~ post-prom without shoes ~ Vicki writing on Judy's foot while she was sleeping ~ throwing jelly ~ hating tall people ~ "I'm not short, I'm vertically challenged!" ~ talking online ~ Goria ~ Judi ~ gorilla jokes ~ smacking each other ~ almost moving ~ "Eww he goes to the bathroom with other guys!" ~ G. liking Judy ~ getting followed to the SATs ~ scum of the earth ~ the silver wissichicken ~ Megha's butt stories ~ "Freak you!" ~ "What the hey?" ~ AIDS Awareness officers ~ Day 4 lunches ~ life after Dave ~ Rob's $60 roses ~ spam ~ the hot blond guy ~ accidents! ~ hurtle crew ~ Varsity discus ~ running the 400 m ~ fighting with Shanaynay ~ Diane's water ice ~ "ME?!!" ~ stubborn Rob ~ tug-of-war ~ cats and fetal pigs ~ moth in the car ~ "Pardon me, do you have any Grey Poupon?" ~ crying ~ volunteering at Kennedy ~ running to Judy's across the street ~ rootbeer freak ~ Judy the pessimist ~ bawling in the car after 'Armageddon' ~ Shuo walking into the girls' bathroom ~ parties ~ balloongrams ~ tricking Meghabucks ~ the 2-layer falling-over cake ~ Megha's surprise party at Pizza Hut ~ guys singing to Meghaboo ~ Mike and Mike ~ the fatso ~ idiot Kaplan teacher ~ wasp in the backseat ~ poopiehead ~ Gloria's weird fried chicken dream ~ talking like each other ~ "UMMMMM" ~ a hop, skip, cross of the legs ~ "He's so weird!" ~ "Gloria's the baby, Judy's the mommy, and Megha's the daddy!" ~ Shane this, Shane that ~ "Ugh" and "Agh" ~ psycho ~ "I look like a balloon!" ~ "okie dokie hokie pokie!" ~ "Shut-UP!" ~ "You DORK!" ~ poking Judy in history ~ pink heart-shaped lollipop-sucking gaywad ~ "I dunno" ~ armPTITS ~ "My mom does whatever your mom does" ~ mixing up Judy's sisters ~ "Which one are you?" ~ Judy chasing Glowwie ~ humph ~ "You suck!" ~ moron! ~ "But... but..." ~ "Judeeeeeee" ~ the grape, the raisin, and the big pitcher of Kool-Aid *
MARISA AND NADIA
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER

"IT IS A REAL AND SPECIAL THING TO FIND A FRIEND WHO WILL REMAIN A FRIEND FOREVER. IT'S FUN DOING THINGS TOGETHER I HATE MAKING A FOOL OF MYSELF ALONE."


"ALWAYS TOGETHER AND NEVER APART MAYBE IN DISTANCE BUT NEVER IN HEART!"
Jillian:

May your future be everything you dream it will be. I am so proud of you and your accomplishments!

Love You Dearly.              Dad
Best Friends Forever

concert conversations-independent stud-muffins-hot tubs-free dinners-kerosene lighter-English lab-anal-homeroom-series of books-three word conversation-PHD-beeper boycott-cell to cell-spoon or cone-DJ Jodi-too many shows to list-Phish incident-attack of the lawn chair/barbecue-THE smile-good times are better with good buds-Friday afternoons-psychotic tendencies-brain food-MA/VT trip-Sarowitz car rides-term paper-driveways-Aloutte-don’t kiss and don’t tell-come waste your time with me-NBD-natural helpers-it’s all Jill’s fault-bad mood and worse mood-the pit at Dave (same dream)-NYC-garlic bread

Ten years of great memories ~ Even more to come
Mimma & Nicole

During good times
During bad
Through the laughter and tears
We've made it through the years

You've always been by my side
You're my trusted guide
You're like a sister to me
I hope you never leave

Born thirty days apart
We've played important parts
Always been there for each other
Watching out for one another

This is why it's lasted so long
Never did each other wrong
We've made it through a decade
We hope this friendship will never fade
BRIELLE AND BRETT

Frozen pipe, Shore house, Pager difficulties, Sica's all nighter, Brick pole, Sharp School, Jet skiing. Bigger is better, Umpalumpa, Oaf, "next time I pick" Aerosmith. Midnight activity, Paradise, Carools, "Oh my god I cant believe you got it", Barbecue, Crissy's, Congo, "Did they see it", Shady egg and bottle, Pricker bush, "Brother nose-are you decent", Cows on the lake-"Chris Alison are you there". They do fog, 2 is cheaper than 12, Concrete again!, Kellerman's woods, Hockey courts, Flour Daniels, Man in the window, Ray-Ray's loft, "I saw your @$%&**, I dont get it I'm an "x" tracker, Braveheart, Smylee, Kilahbe, #13, Football games, soccer games, June 29, 1998, I bet you she shaved and has one two, 151, Gordana, "Did you talk to her". Look, together they make an outfit, Chris the pump and his obsessives, "What's my name, too close, Dustin's, Frostbite sleepover, sleepover #2 were you there, Brett's roid rage sleepover, dried flowers, hr. safety pin run, funny smelling mixture, creek-pig run, fresh roof party, dead end, hay hill run, Gatorade ring, casual break in, oops-we need to talk, I'm so @$%&**, I gun big coach-don't fall asleep, fiston sleepover, frosty, crusty, SQUIRT-SQUIRT, 2 or 1, Michael Jackson bug out, Hooch & Hoochette, Turkey Trot, 2hr. Bathroom trip, "What do you think they're doing?", Homecoming destruction-"my poor baby", Winter Break, Ski Trip, Senior Prom, Brett's stalkers, Basketball games, Baseball games, whose x3, wannabe, smoochy, I trust you, Slap game-loss of sight, I'd say go for it but............, Ghetto pants, Barking, the pillow is unnecessary, is it coming this time? "all you have to do is kiss me"

To Brielle,
I will never forget the
great times we had together, you
will always be in my heart.
I love you.
love.
Brett

BRETT- THANKS FOR EVERYTHING. YOU'VE MADE THIS PAST YEAR INCREDIBLE. YOU'RE AN AWESOME PERSON AND AN AMAZING BEST FRIEND. I LOVE YOU W/ALL MY HEART-ALWAYS!

Marc & Cara

Applebees, miniature golf, it's about time!, scheduling problems, Valentine's Day Cabaret '98, Beau '98, a saved e-mail, August 11, 1998, Barenaked Ladies in the car, the list of movies, Wild Things!, BNL concert, fun to play around with, easy access, daily neighbor show, coffee works, getting comfortable, masquerade ball and after, wandering eyes, the best mood, Wednedays, Dave Matthews concert, the girl who lit her hair on fire, coffee breath, Starbucks, sarcasm, after sixth period, MSG, sticky Blockbuster video, french maid costume, getting all wet, 10PM phone calls, proms, Frosh/Soph year, you never would have thought, BNL, BNL, and even more BNL!
Marc

As you continue your travels through life, may you always have smooth sailing and be blessed with good health, happiness, curiosity, success, friendship and love.

Congratulations on your graduation from East. may this be the first step into a very bright future.

I am so proud of you and all of your wonderful accomplishments.

I love you!!!

Your biggest fan
Mom
Chad & Kristy

"Through the many smiles and the many tears, we learned a lot about ourselves, but most importantly, we learned we can't live without each other."

Memories: Best Friends, Carly's hayride, December 20, 1996, Romy, Nancy's basement, ski trip '97, I love you's at Kellerman's, sleepovers, wait until the Jr. prom, 14th and Central, On the beach, next day sickness, Chad's license, he's cool, late night phone calls, please wake up, the woods, New Year's Eve '98, thanks Braut, the beach, the benz, late night lights, Soco, original limp, sunshine, bunny, chad smells, long drives, Marble Beach phone calls, collect of course, Fridays, Exxon calls, Dave Mathew's, your head's bleeding, watching TV, Hampton Inn, I'm tanner, you make me sleepy, salad works, good night routine, orange hair, Amy's wedding, Tom Sawyer, field hockey, lacrosse, and baseball games, shady pub, annoying waiter, psycho Chad, Sara's obsession, the whistler, Junior Prom, Senior Prom, shore afterwards, I promise, making up at Davis's.

Kristy ~ The way I feel about you is unexplainable. This feeling makes me feel so great inside. It touches my heart everytime I think of you. I can never live without you by my side. You're so special and I'm so greatful you're mine. I love you with all my heart.

LOVE CHAD

Chad ~ We've been through the best and we've been through the worst. That is how I know we'll be together forever. You've changed my life more than I can explain. I treasure your love so much, and I value every day I spend with you. You showed me the meaning of true love. I love you always & forever.

LOVE KRISTY
Nancy and Dustin

From my freshman year...
McKee's house every weekend
Boxing
Madd Dog in your room
Watching movies in my basement
Throwing up in my basement
Dustin's '70 Camaro
"She gave me a bloody nose"
"I do not walk"
Crawfords house
All of our dances
Playing "the Claw" game
All of the roses
The shore after your senior prom
Nights in Ocean City, summer '96,'97,'98
December 22

...To our graduations, we learned how to love

Never forgetting our memories and new ones to come
To our Lauren:

Lauren, as your parents we are so proud that you have reached this milestone in your life. You have worked so hard to achieve your goals, and we know that you will succeed in your future endeavors. You have grown from that little girl in the picture to a beautiful young woman who is loved by your family and friends.

Your family is thrilled by your accomplishments in school, your dedication to dance, and your zest for life. Your goal to become a teacher is one that we are proud of, and can't wait to see you in front of your own classroom.

You are a great sister to Ashley and an excellent role model for her. Always remember that family is first, and will always be there for you.

Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Ashley, Chelsea and Madison
Jaclyn:

Reach For The Stars
We Are So Proud Of You
And Know All Of Your Dreams Will Come True
Congratulations and We Love You!
Mom, SKIP, Jessica and Jennifer

Jaclyn and Andrew:
Friends And Cousins Forever
Congratulations And Best of Luck!
From The Entire Family

MATT AND JACLYN

"Great Friends are hard find
harder to leave
impossible to forget"

JESSICA AND MELISSA

I agree* My David is so much hotter than your Thomas or vice versa* Our favorite magazine* My name is Antonio Banderas...* I hate chu. Yo dirty* Jess has 5 yachts and she's not sharing* Everyone knows Gladys, we don't know Gladys, Everyone knows Gladys* The horse on the beach* Chris, do you have any nail glue?* Does he own any clothes* Watergun fights* I can't get up but can someone hand me my beer?* Chicken fingers at the diner* Pidge and Champ* Jess' crappy tv shows and Mo's crappy music*

Thanks for telling us earlier, Mark* Cosmic bowling* What's wrong with 3 guys showing you an NRA sticker and their giant bird* The little blond boy who stalked Sarah and reset our game* My name is not a verb* I have no legs* Evolouuuution* Sponge painting Jess' bathroom* The pasta on the casino carpet* Moosiepoo and Bearieboo* Who's the friendliest Moose of all?...* If God is so powerful...* Ariel or Pocahontas* Jess' legs* If I went on Fanatic, I know what I'd ask him... Why does she only have heraccent sometimes?* Canaan and Kenya* GMBP* 2nd Apley song* What away? That away* Trying to laugh at Zack's jokes* Matt, the quarter bouncing of the butt guy* Sure Mitch, we'll go to the movies with you every Friday night* Getting lost in the middle of Camden* The hired help* Moolisha* The waiter who called Mitch a dork* I'm going to shoot you with my machete* That's you* 3 Wawa's per mile, but no clubs* Mo's waitress voice* Conway's 24 beers in one night* My lungs!* The high heel through Jess' spleen* If you die in your bathtub...* I'm sorry, whata?* We are not twins* I want to sink to the bottom with you* My store* God dammit, I can't believe I fell!* Our sucky New Year's Eve* 4 hours to get gas? I don't think so* Eric, can you walk more then 2 steps?* I'm using you for your car, and you're using me for Moose and videos* No, you're confusing Vermont with Ohio* 1 sip, I don't feel good* We should buy him a red-striped shirt, blue pants, a cane and a dog* Dammit Chris! My knees are not ticklish* Peeve's balls* Moron* Mo loves to read out loud* Ironing Mo's hair* Running to Mr. Pole* Joey looks like my butt (though Mo says he doesn't)*Come back!::whistle, whistle::* What to doooo?* If I could spend the rest of my life with you...I'd die!* Name something--turtle!*
To Our Little Girl:
Thank you for bringing such joy and laughter
Cherished memories and growing pains into our lives.
You are our dream come true.

To Our Beautiful, Young Woman:
It is your turn to dream now.
With your values, intelligence and tenacity—
Reach for those dreams because we KNOW
You can accomplish anything you put your mind to.

High School Graduation is just your first step into adulthood.
Our love and support will be with you in all of your future steps—
Wherever they will lead.

All our love, Mom and Dad

Kate:
I can’t believe that I am sitting here
and writing something for your senior yearbook. It seems that not long ago
we were taking that familiar walk to Sharp School with Pop Pop
cradling both of our hands. I used to see you in the halls of
elementary school and ask you to get me out of trouble. But
now I see you in the halls and ask you for a ride somewhere after
school. Even though you’re a girl and I’m a guy, we were always
best of friends. Always able to talk to each other and say what
was on our minds. Even though we fought, we soon came to a conclusion
and settled our differences.

It was always you and me. Sticking with each other
no matter what mischief we got into. We would
always cover for each other and have each
other’s backs. Even though you will be
going to college next year, I know that we
will stay good friends and build more fond
memories upon this foundation that we have
already established throughout our childhood.

Love, Brendan
Caryn
Robyn
Jaime

Robyn’s indecent exposure at Sean’s; Crazy trips to the shore: Are those Big Dog houses? Should I move over? Parking lot Jack Daddy’s, Jaime and Caryn on the swing set, the rat, screaming; Egypt; Wrong Side of the Road-Wait I don’t Live here; Jaime knocking down Phil; Home Room 8th, 9th, 10th, & 12th; 8th Grade Memorial Day weekend; Olive Garden; CVS; Where’s Robyn - WRA; Last Night of Summer 98’- Caryn, Jaime, Jennie, Robyn; Caryn’s the nonexistent friend; Disney; New Years Eve 1-800-555-1212; Roommates Jaime laughs-Robyn & Caryn cry; South Street; Being lost in Philly; mad parties; Reversing into car on South Street; Wonderland. Fun!; Norma Bates aka Jennie; Pre Calc Freak; Jen trying to kill me ...deliberate...was Robyn driving by? Barbie Wrangler; Blockbuster nights; Caryn being uninvited to Jen’s Sweet 16; Why do birthdays Suck; Tuncs suck; Egg wars; Freshman Dance...Caryn where were you? Senior Year!

Through the years we’ve found each other. We’ve learned the true meaning of friendship & caring. Even though our high school years have come to an end We will always stay the best of friends. No matter how many miles separate us, We will always hold a special place in our hearts for each other.
Daniel,

Remember goals are always within your reach.

Follow your dreams and know that future can be whatever you want it to be.

You have brought to us joy that we never thought possible.

We will always be there for you. We love you.

Much Love,
Mom, Dad, Deanna, Danielle, Dana

---

Adam and Missy-Friends Forever

JCC bus, softball at Sherri, 8th grade dance, nites at Arnold's, Freshman dance --out of control, Missy's basement, Adam's out by 10:30, walks to Sara's, 3rd floor at Greg's, Missy's retainers, Geometry-help every nite, studying chem test, calling Hindy, water, Airheads, Dave Matthews Band, "I dare you guys..." "We know what's Up," Mad fights, Calls from camp, rides to school, morning but, killing each other, sleepovers, and so many more that we forgot to remember.

"The road to a friend's house is never long."

Addy,
I can't even begin to tell you how much you mean to me and how fortunate I've been to grow up with you. You're not only my best friend, you're like my brother. Next year, I'm going to miss our morning rides to school and our many weekends of hanging out. But I know, that no matter where we end up, we'll always be close. After all, we're neighbors.
Love,
Missy

Miss.
The JCC bus started an everlasting friendship. I know that as we grow older our relationship will only become stronger. You are a gift in my life - you're my best friend. Thank you for the past 12 years and for the many years to come.
Love,
Adam
CARYN

Through the years we've watched you grow
You've brought us more joy than you'll ever know
It's hard to believe how quickly time flies
Our little girl has grown up right before our very eyes
The time has come to move on to more important things
We're proud of you and wish you success in all the future brings

Love Always,
Mom and Dad
Kristopher,

From the moment I first saw you
The second that you were born
I knew that you were the love of my life
Quite simply the love of my life

You can drive me crazy
You can drive me anywhere
Here are the keys
Just do as you please
It may not always be easy

But you’re the love of my life
My heart is riding on a runaway train
You are the love of my life
Through all the pleasure and pain
From the moment I first saw you
I knew it right away
I knew that you were the love of my life
Simply the love of my life

from “Love of My Life” by Carly Simon

I love you always and forever and am proud
beyond measure of all your accomplishments.
Congratulations!!!

Mom
Dear Emily,

Thanks for the memories! You are our sweetheart, and we love you.

Mom & Dad

We love you, Em, and are proud of you!

Your Brothers, Adam and Jonathan

XOXOX
To our darling Lauren,

Having you for a daughter has been the greatest joy of our lives. You have brought us so much happiness, and we are so proud of everything you have accomplished. Don’t you know that the very best gift anyone could receive is a daughter exactly like you!

May all your wishes and dreams come true.

With all our love,

Mommy, Daddy, Mom-Mom, and Lisa

ROBYN AND JAIME

Robyn- Who did I march with?; Sophomore Cotillion; booting on Robyn. Mexico. Airplane; The Devil’s Daughter; Where Did I Come From? Bongo Jeans & Wedgies; Indecent exposure at Sean’s; Senior Prom; Wildwood; Sleep over’s (Jaime falling asleep every time); Marvin the train; Atlantic City, Taj; Our kids going on Vacation together; Omish Country; Deal or Brooklyn; 8th grade Dance; Keanu; Beverly Hills Cop; Married Yes Married Shesh; Don’t get Dead; Trees & garages with eyes; Wanting to be a BROWN; My Father the Hero; Sleepwalking/ talking; Grandpa not knowing our names; Skirts & leggings; Mannequin

“You can always model in my fashion shows”

Jaime-
You are as close to me as my own sister. Now I know why people say I am so lucky to have a cousin my age.

Love,

ROBYN

Robyn-
I love you more than life! I am so happy that we will always be together no matter where life takes us. Try to keep in touch.

Love,

JAIME
Nikki,
Here's to you
May your dreams come true
May old father time never be unkind
And through the years save your smiles and your tears
They're just souvenirs
They'll make music in your heart!

Remember this
Each day is a kiss
Sent from above
With an angel's love

So here's to you
May your skies be blue
And your love blessed
That's our best to you

You've made us proud
We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Jason
Who would have thought that a study hall crush could have turned into this......................

Matt

Christina

Study Hall; summer movies; midnight walks home; firsts; pretzels and whipped cream; she's uncorruptable; he's selfish; what happened to his hair; the prom; Sunday dinners; gettin' it up the rear (car accidents); fighting, fighting, and more fighting; lots of great times we will never forget.

.............I will always remember you.
Ari,

I'm so proud of you.
Thanks for being such a great big brother!
I am really going to miss you next year.

I love you!

Lauren

"Ari Butler & Anne Cohen"
"Blown Sideways Through Life"
To all the guys, Thanks for the great Memories!

you guys mean so much tome, always remain the sweet, caring guys that you are. We've had some fun times I'll miss you all.

Love always,
Christine (D'Vare)

Shawn, B-sar, Arnold, Bryan, Chris, Bret, "O", Ray, Bill
SARA & MARCY

"SISTERS BY CHANCE, BEST FRIENDS BY CHOICE"

PALACE I AND II, MYA THE BEE, SAVED BY THE BELL AND FULL HOUSE TRIVIA, ABANDONMENT, WAWA OR MCDONALDS?, AMARETTO AND COKE, JELLO, MIXES, TIFFANY, POCKET ROCKERS, WHERE IS MOSES (BB)?, 'TM NOT INTERESTED IN DARRYL, DRAG-ALONGS, "NO MORE LITTLE PETES", BARENAKED LADIES CONCERT, BILLY JOEL COVER-UPS, THE HIDDEN CHICKEN Pock, "HOW DOES THIS LOOK?", VACATIONS, BIG SHMO, ANNE GEEDDES, "I HAVE NO MONEY", CAPTAIN NOAH, RUTGERS LEGACY, WAHOO, RANDOM CHILDREN, "WHO IS THE BABYSITTER?", FAN-FIGHT,

BLUE SHOE MARK, STAND-UP "P", SUSHI, ETC.

Amanda Sherman

“When we see you smile we can face the world... oh you know we can do anything”

From nursery school to high school you still continue to make us proud. Congratulations! Keep up the good work.

Love,

Mom, Dad,
Shawn,
Bubbie & Pop-pop

“When we see you smile we see a ray of lights... Oh we see you shining right through the rain” (B.E.)
Best Friends

Cookie; Berri; Piss; Sherman; Shayavilles; Diet Coke footprints; “I’m mad at you”; Hanging munchkin; Arizona Ice cream; candy-stripping; seances; mini-golfing; hiawatha; driveway gin-rummy; 8 thousand English conferences; interventions; 3 instead of 4; honk so they know you’re there; 6 yr. Lunch; burning trashcans; bitten rummy cue tiles; clapping for sneezes; Target; “You cheated!”; changing hubcaps; Dorney Park; water pictures; wasting film; D as in Dominique; Monopoly; 100,000 dollars in debt; Bus driver breakfast; “You guys.....”; paranoia; food shopping; unidentifiable lunches; Full Monty; LaVoie’s essays; criticism comes to the table; REM; Missing puerta!!!!!!!!!!; presents; necked; roos; tank tops; “We’re in a fight”; Country club diner; Denny’s; Lingo; male slut; homecoming game; Santeria; “Are you mad at me?”; non- movie talker; JCC; Double J’s; Parking problems; Cheeto’s; Fingerless lady; “Oh no you don’t!!”; Circle picture; Disney world; “Surprise” party; cartilage; Chinese buffet; double dating; Dr. Seuss; Austin Powers; Light in her eyes; sea-gulls; driveway drop-offs; New Years wizard of Oz; the pimple; spilling balls.

“Friends are the chocolate chips in the cookies of life.”
You are the kind of person who leaves lovely memories behind of goodness and sweetness and beauty that glow from face, heart, and mind.

With Pride and Love
Mom, Dad, Marisa and Your Grandparents
CONGRATULATIONS BRETT!

WITH ALL OF OUR HEART AND SOUL,
WE WISH YOU MUCH SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS.
WE COULD NOT BE PROUDER OF YOU,
MAY ALL OF YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.

LOVE ALWAYS AND FOREVER,
MOM AND DAD

BRETT & JESSICA

BRETT- (AKA STEP-HEN)
HAVING A GREAT BIG BROTHER
LIKE YOU IS DEFINITELY THE BEST
GIFT. NOT ONLY ARE YOU SOMEONE
I LOOK UP TO, BUT YOU ALWAYS FIND A
WAY TO MAKE ME LAUGH. BEST OF LUCK
AT COLLEGE. I'LL MISS YOU AND I LOVE YOU!

LOVE ALWAYS,
JESSICA (AKA HEFF)
To our big brothers, Fox and Jordan: Leaving already? We just got here! Have A Great Time In College!

Can We Have Your Cars Now?

Love,
The Killer B's
Brielle, Sara, Missy, Carly, Allison, and Sarah

“As we grow older, things must change, but they don’t have to end. Even though it will be different, we will always be best friends.”

Senior guys, Junior guys, Fresh meat girls, I’m Cecily’s friend, First Society Hill party, “Your eyee are turning blue”, Chaverim ’93&’94, Tyrannosaurus Rex, Brielle’s first day, Pseudo memories, Walking to CVS at 5am, Third wheel, The Blob, First gig, Memorial Day ’95, Brielle drop your stick, One eyed Willy, Sica’s bug out, “Shh, shh, shh,” Jon D’s, Eggie, Sarah egged, Caf 1, Philly trips, Speedline, Jared’s house 24/7, B-friend: odd weekends and years, Kushner’s, Joey’s, Amy’s Mrs. America Pageant, Carissa’s, 1-month grounding, Roseman’s 4X4 with pole, Miore, Missy’s bash, Dave Matthews, Found by MDM, HORDE, Aerosmith, In the Jungle, Brielle and Adam’s bootage, Freshman dance switch, Wolf’s annihilated, Braut’s after Cotillion, cops, Pigs, lockdown, tank, Sheri Park escape: hide-and-seek, Airhead arrest, Carly’s recitation, Never ending freshman obsession, Oreo Madness, tris, Howard Stern and Sherni, Freshman mud, Many nights at Arnold’s, AOL parties, Funneling, Jr/Sr egg war on Mischief Night, Garrett’s van, Steve Miller: Noah X4, crime and punishment, Israel ’97: Sarah’s armpit, Swishy show, Lambert’s out by 10, Wild Turkey, Flipped car, Rent in NYC, P squared, UN p squared, “Miss, I am too,” Carly’s Senior Prom phish, “Either be my girlfriend or nothing at all”, Dunk/Duggies game, Freshman tools, Arnold brawl, “It’s okay, you can go to Brian’s, I talked to him,” New Years ’97 at Leigh’s, New Years ’98 at K’s, Boot on Matt’s car, 151, Breakings X3, Late night swim at Crystal’s, Tornado arming, Madonna sing along, Dustin’s dance party, Navy Seals Training, Saran wrap, Sica’s on the dark side, Stealing bunnies and boyfriends, “At least I don’t have @#$& in the bushes,” You’ve got stamina, Junior Prom: Georgian Inn, Steerage, random hook-ups, Brielle and Lauren, Brielle’s pool, Wolfpack, Moeller’s all you can pound in the dark, Halloween, Wasted Matt, Phead, Fat head, Caryn and Emily, lite reebs, Braut’s basement, Club Wawa, Sleepover’s at Missy’s, Catering truck incident, Dance Party ’98, Memorial Day weekend: Sarah’s Birthday at Crackhouse, 8:00am Getaway, Eli “Sar amma boot”, After five it doesn’t count, Sarah’s Yt “Hey, is that my friend?” Trash in car, Sica’s fall, Sica’s head, Missy’s fall at Josh’s, Chastity belt, Canso’s party, Infamous hot tub, Battle of the Bands, Paradise, Brielle and Carly driving all Sr. year, Greg’s, Missy’s Jewish roll, Booted out for singing, Bev Nights, Birthday dinners, Notes on P&L’s cars, Mrs. Daly in the kitchen, Dude, “Carly don’t bug”, Kurant, Dawson’s Creek, Missy doesn’t do boyfriends, July 4, 1998, Missy’s dead, “I hear you’re crazy at concerts,” Brielle’s Madonna party, Fight at Kamison’s, Sica’s all-nighter, Sorority ’98, Psycho & Wannabe, Immigrant car, Late night booty calls, Missy’s shady summer, Breaking and entering, Hay Hill, Soccer fans, Moehlmann, Ipecac Sica, Olga’s: Steve, Mike and George, Starbucks, DMB ’98 fight, Sarah’s emergency, Goranchikian, “Do you smoke crack,” SADD, shot not driving, gun, mug, P-head, Fathead, Ghetto, Doof, Missy and Sica’s list

Best Friends Forever. Just the six of us—through it all.
Scratch marks in the chair
Gummi Bears
"Fly, Goldfish, be free!"
Darts!
Susan's name (SHE LIES!)
Warning!

"What ain't we got, we ain't got dinner!"
Ice cream that sucks like my house does
Mistress Lourdes, Lord of the Master of Grips

SUSAN
Chocolate icecream on chocolate brownies with chocolate sprinkles and hot fudge

Bob or Raj??!

CHRISTINE
Fewph!

Mother-Of-All
Red Gel Day
Never returning-CD's
Man on the Bench with the newspaper (daddy, I'm scared!)
Bizarro Park
Palm Reading

4 down, none to go
Evil laugh: I have to get out of the car now
Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha...em...yea... A Pineapple

I KNOW you're not talking back there
Psych killer in the woods
Fire/petrol/oil/tal/acid/alkalide retardant shoes (not marshmallow)
Jane Goodall

Who's throwing food back there?

JOKER

$
LEIGH and GINA

manager babes—marching band alphabets—Cleveland countdown—
the Friday outfit—the happy family—crisis hotline—soda tabs—Friendly’s—1st dates—
watching TV—midnight mass—gloves—veggie sis—the Q-tip hat—band banquettes—
3 way calls—Charles’ back seat—writing on the windows—the radio’s against us—
Chevy power—ring-ring awkward moment—silly Xmas hats—Grasso tantrums—
student leadership meetings—Gina’s sweet 16—hangin’ at 8’s—Austin Powers—
Shore Thing ‘98—proms and dances—fire truck, fire truck—Dan’s water girls—
radio girl—CHFP—Liz’s Halloween party—“Is that your brother Leigh?”—
“We should manage more things!”—CHE baseball—Wawa runs—
“Hi friend”—lab partners—car trips—platforms—our dance—
Best Friends Forever

Leigh- Our friendship these last 3 years has meant more to me than you’ll ever
know. The memories we’ve shared will last a lifetime. Love ya babe, Gina
Gina- As long as we’re best friends, I know we can conquer the world....and
Grasso. Thanks for all the memories and advice! Love ya lots! Leigh

"A friend is someone who knows the song in your heart and can sing it back to you
when you have forgotten the words."

LEIGH and ANDREW

Summer of ‘97- Club Wex; french fries; Wildwood
bus ride—“Will you be my pillow?”; 9/18/97-the
parking lot; cheetos; eww...yuck; Logan’s sniffing;
Romeo & Juliet; stuffed animals and poems; after
Jon’s; “I love you more” fights; Annapolis ‘98;
chicken pox; band banquets; Hercules on Ice;
trampoline wrestling; Scream; Nurse Leigh; apple
picking; AOL; love letters online; Antz; hours in
Structure; 10/3/98-the wedding; OSU vs PSU;
10/8/98-second chances; girlfriend abuse; Sam;
potato chips; hay maze; sack of potatoes; Xmas in O.C.;
beach walks; painting the banister;

MY JULIET: We’ve been through so much. I swear
to you, I will always be there for you! I love you more!
Andrew

MY ROMEO: Our love will take us “To Infinity
and Beyond!” As long as you’re by my side, I can
do anything. I love you more! Luv always, Leigh

OUR FIRST TRUE LOVE!

Don’t Worry If You Can’t Find Love...Sometimes, Love Must Find You.
Kristy & Nancy

“We don’t know how it started, we hope it never ends, but somewhere along the way we became the best of friends.”

Memories: Back track ~ barbies ~ Mike's basement ~ ski trip '95 ~ Williamsburg spring break '96 ~ 911 call ~ dogs on highway ~ crashing scooter ~ secret boyfriend ~ latenights in Ocean City ~ hook-up in Nancy’s room ~ Stem class ‘95 +’96 ~ Valentine’s Day ~ the beach ~ sleepovers ~ 151 ~ matching schedules ~ stealing clothes ~ problems w/ Dustin ~ problems w/ Chad ~ horseshows ~ jeep whiplash ~ saladworks ~ sneaker obsession ~ Dave Mathews ~ Chicago ~ Steve Miller ~ Alanis ~ pennies on Bill’s ear ~ petty fights ~ love pants ~ cotillion ~ prom ~ manicures ~ twin problems ~ beach days, too much oil ~ principal’s daughter ~ waverunning ~ Richmond ~ Lafayette

*CONGRATULATIONS EVAN*

YOU’RE THE BEST!

WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU.

MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE!!!

LOVE,

MOM, DAD, AND SAMMY
(CRYSTAL & COOKIE, TOO)
This is how it all began... • Reebz • Thgls • Ytraps • Bings • Hot Tub • Sessions • Boomers • Oz • The Caddy • Water Balloons • Broken Glass Everywhere • MBB • 7 o'clock on the Dot • Thanksgiving at Lermack's • Late Nights at Zap's • Vurg's Basement Door • East Soccer • Jimmy • Paradise Lane • Gravz in Av • B-Sar's Shorehouse • Orange Fantasy • Pop! • 4 Day Yts • Shotgun Chris • Vurg vs. the Law • Stands at Buffet's • Junior Prom • Georgian Inn • Club Wawa • Tubin' • Waverunners • Dukes for D • Bones and the Temp • Bumpity Bump • JL • 9th and Market • New Year's Eve '98 • $105 Woody • Brett's Violations • Tris • Noose's 4th of July • NC • O Negative • Wuhas • Bounce • Duno's Basement • Hole in Wall • The Moped • Taurus • Myrtle • Dodge's • Wish you Were Here • Floyd • Roid Rage • Dismantling Mailboxes • Eggs • The Ritz • Destruction • Midnight Bowling • Lips • V-Day • ADD • Frosty's • Funnels • Nick's • Food King • East Baseball • Group IV Champs • CRX • EEEEEEEE!! • Eastern Brawl • Glass O • Bones and his Battle with Claustrophobia • The Recorder • Suitcase • SoCo • The Captain • Tarbash and the Chootsters • Kodiwhack • Levi • Rutgers • Jimbo • Zeppelin • The House • The Bill vs. The Belly • East Ice Hockey • Technical Difficulties • Carool's • T-Dogs • Gobble • Zap's piece • Sherlock • Schwil • Dank • Jimmy in Reverse • The Skylight • Flagrantly • Wuhas • Blitred • Hayhill • Catching 24-7 • Phonebook to the Dome • BJ Jaunt's • Galant • Scans at Sneaker Stadium • Shady Activity • 151 • Brielle • Vanessa • Jessica • Jen S. • Jen M. • Chrissey • Missy • Gerge's Grad. • Navajo • Charly Max • Cloud 9 • Zapping Cherokee • Pre-Gaming • All of Us in Rare Form • Ray-Ray's Yt • Mr. Noose House • Sanctioned • Doc and the Supply • Sachels • Rolling on Peeps • Wedges • Gin Bots • Mallrat Herps • Catch Spot • Bill's Pre-game Myrtle • Regal • Bonewood • Tizzity Tapping • Chill Dunn • Bloody Birdy • Concerts • Braut's House • Tony Zap • Rachels • Stonehenge • Vurg's Two Foot Connection • "The Ruckus We Created Is Often Imitated But Never Duplicated... TALK TO YA!"
Robyn & Ritu

"And somehow it all came together in a nearly perfect friendship..."

I could not even picture my life without you in it. You are everything to me and are my soulmate. Thank you for the memories and for many more to come.

You understand me in ways that no one else can. Thank you for giving me your friendship, and for giving us both room to grow over the years. You didn't only make the good times better, you made the good times.

--Robyn

--Ritu

speed-when did they become friends? bon jovi-sleepovers-thornbirds-my so-called life-frankly, my dear-if the car blows up, and it's on fire, and it falls off the bridge into water, is he dead?-meet me, 3 o'clock, behind the swings-the light switch-will you tickle my arm?-nice elmo-leslie's "wrong turn"-patrick swayze-suncoast-real world, camden-killer bees-don't get dead-your house is my house-i wish you were a boy-swim club visits-you know, he couldn't live without me-harrassing krohn-that shirt just screams ritu-meals with parents-our dad's bad jokes-robyn's great cheese-friends-robyn's tears when meg dies-pizza man's breakup-the calendar store isn't really closed-deep, dark secrets-4th of july-ritu meeting the family-breaking salt and pepper shakers-my love for elliot-sense & sensibility-the swings don't look safe-monopoly-premiere videos-new years eve-point break-dances-beaches-ziti-pick up the phone, only for me!-robyn's roof-fireworks, (sure they're for you)-the cold room-running away to florida-ritu, you have to support the baby's neck-6th period lunch-kuhl-history projects-study groups-summers-jay, you're my date-soul mates...

Promise me you won't forget me, because if I thought you would, I wouldn't leave

Christina

Robyn

The box, Children of the corn, New York, Models Inc., He's mine, Little Women, Copacabana, VH1, Crazy, Call Me Al, Rudy, Great Balls of Fire Sweeney Todd, Beck, Being scared, Secrets, Summers, Proms, Late night phone calls, The Petrozza clan, uncle Joe, Lunch, Movies, Study Hall
“Ain’t it good to know you’ve got a friend”

Emily  Jen

Jodi  Jill

12/31/97*shore 8/97*shooting stars*no big deal*151*Ace’s place*WTG*Sweet 16’s*happy hour *lifeguards*Tesah the tapeworm*NYS*Detroit girls*moms*fog mobile*golby*the curbs (Em)*watchtower*PB*concert buds*Buffet*Ponzi’s*obsessions*Kate Spade Clan*Emily’s & Jen’s randoms*double names*PorSChe*Foster*chilliun w/ET*random clap*car tapes*G.Love in Trenton*concert dance*THE smile*mouth size*Brett’s lessons*Jen’s deals*kick boxing*11:30* concerts w/Dads*Shout wipes*tribal*imports*”Eat, drink and be merry”*Jack and Diane* DMB*IB&AB*4th period lunch*avoidance*smith bros*Pretty Woman*Jill’s pool*food rages* penguins*THE Wednesday night*Dawson’s at David’s*sleepovers*toothbrushes*4 great years

“And I’ll be back ‘round again
Yes I’ll walk in time with you old friend”
They are the best of friends, they have been so for life,
   It would make their parents happy
      if Emily was Ari’s wife.
They compliment each other in so many ways,
Emily teaches compassion, and Ari teaches
   “You don’t always have to get “A’s””.
They support each other in everything—
   They never miss an event,
Emily sees every show
And to soccer (at least this year) Ari went.
Together they conquered SGA as presidents of the class,
Then Emily tried theatre,
But for soccer-Ari will have to pass.
At bedtime each night you can count on a call,
In London and Israel-these two had a ball.
These four years together have been
   the best that they could be,
This friendship will last forever
And that’s the story of Ari and Emily!

Best Friends Forever!!

Christi & Kristy

"Though we may be far in distance,
We’ll always be close at heart!!"

Impers - chicken dance - nights at Brat’s
Richmond camp - Coach Kim - chuck the
chicken - Ashley + Ann - purple shirt - sleeping
in car - Virginia Beach - lasarboy - college
visits - USWLA camp - Andy + Kristin - wood
sticks - shaft left - food fight - wick - bows in
hair - using Madden’s cell phone - Schooley’s
induction - Baltimore Harbor - Dave Mathews
Steve Miller - Allman Bros. - underground
tunnel - butterfly - Neil’s on fire - the balls
biens - tounge rolls - weeeetttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
A FRIEND OF THE HEART

is a friend you can trust,
who's always there for you,
Sharing your secrets,
encouraging dreams,
and understanding, too.

A FRIEND OF THE HEART

is a friend for a lifetime,
for whether you're near or apart,
A friend is as close
as your happiest memories—
and, always, as close as your heart.

I'm glad
to have a friend like you—
A friend who'll always be
So close
in heart and thought and soul,
you're always near to me.

"Because of you I laughed a little harder, cried a little less, smiled a lot, for no special reason, because of you
I've felt the warm embrace of a good and lasting friendship... because of you my world is a happier, nicer place."

Memories: Races/Immaculata weekends/denny's—all the memorable things that happened there/truth or dare/TCBY/Blockbuster/Shoprite/Jen with hair up when acting like an airhead/Bob's chin hairs/Bean/Macaroni's at
Jen's on Sun./Hairdoo night at haircuttery/out till 3 am"where were you" sleepovers/k-7 Lysia/All Shoprite
guys/Strippoker anyone??/Jen's Black clound/Dorney park/Great Adventure/teaching nophia how to clean
machines/pickles&GreenOlives 5th per.lunch jr yr./Macaroni and cheese—our favorite food/Ruby's/copying H.W/"Why
do I get myself involved?"/Gummy things/Bush concert/Jewi-Sensitive/Andy serenading us/Flowers from
SRG/Sharky.nymphia—all the movies at marlton8/Different experiences/Jen's pool/Adrian-no credit and chikita/
Noph's mom/2 many guys/Des nuda me y Chinga me/"Just kidding"/im not ready to talk about it/Srel-nophia/ARO
mysteries/WaterGirl/Boos&Busta(kid)(TC)/Wake-up call from Nophia& waking Christina up in the
morning/Bearman/Whippedcreme&Water fights-on the dock/Rob&Jen Reciting poems/"You can write it in a letter/"
Don's cellular/(Tall,dark,handsome, and must be Italian)-Jen/Zagara's run's/Jen and Chris stalking M.M,"They Chewed
it up"/"Pat never wants to hang-out with me/Dana-Ms Money bank"-"Can I borrow money?I'll pay you back"/Nail
days/Sharpees at 7-11/softball/Marie's B-day/"Are you two sisters?/Dana's night at Denny's/Ticklemonster/9
guys?/Ch苤less—"There goes your social life—whats that mean again?/Wild things at Chris's house—l don't get it!/Cris
and jen 7th per. gym in woods/Camaro boy/mx6/CD player in Jen's car blowing fuses, Highlights-Blondes do have
more fun/Romy & Michele aka Jen&Chris/Working late/Singing and dancing on counters at tcby "closing time"/Sleeping-
notes on windshield&mailboxes/"Noph, Got my hair?"/Psych2ndper/writeing notes all day long in
n't a thing"Getting all dressed up for no occasion/Picking Nophia up at airport/Noph please call Joe
please call jim for me-Dana/guys call Andy for me/Dana & Jen's carcelling in thumbtacks/shift
(HI)/sleep depravation-crushes/heartbreaks/laughs/tears/and many other crazy things!

"Friends are like fortune cookies, its what's on the inside that counts"
Lauren  Ritu  Jaclyn  Lauren

“A friend is one who knows you as you are, understands where you've been, accepts who you have become, and still gently invites you to grow...”

Jackie, Laur-Laur, Rit, & Tayls,
We've been through so much and shared way too many miles,
It all started looking for a fourth to complete our square,
Then we saved Lauren, from the other side that's where,

Tahitian noni juice was our favorite snack,
Decapitated bunnies were found behind our back,
Taylor went through tissues like Lauren went through boys,
Dennis was always there showing off his new toys,

Bat-mitzvahs were fun, getting done up was a blast,
But we couldn't find Michael - he was busy in the back (psychol)
The disease struck in December, making it a month of hell,
But the Fab 4 survived - just barely made it here to tell,

At school we were together for lunch, gym, & Miss Brahms,
Photos and the crackhouse made for a great Junior Prom,
West Virginia, Delaware, Ohio, Towson, and the shore,
Road trips were a constant theme, the next year would only bring more,

We represented our group at puff Daddy and Smokin' Grooves,
Taylor did her favorite "stomp", showing off her moves,
The summer was filled with "long, hard" days at REC,
Lauren's frequent morning visits kept us all in check,

Senior year schedules brought us together (all day)
You call it a coincidence, we say we're just getting our way,
Nazis galore entered our lives, plaguing both our years,
Love & Kitchen were bearable, but Gym one brought us to tears,

We've had lots of little fights, but true friendship always lasts,
Although next year will keep us states apart, we forever share our past,
People say these are the best years, the ones to always remember,
But the years wouldn't be memorable if we hadn't met our "best friends forever".

MEMORIES:
Mission Impossible- Rugrats- Acorns- Nudees- Pickle Freak- 4th of July- Marge & Tex- Nose picker-
Hooch- Baby- Caldor- Lauren's sickness- final bio contest- cleavage- lunch (11-12)- Sakura- Gert-
Gym Wars- You Don't Know Jack- "Dark Side"- Georgian- Taylor's Trip- Flyers- Mycerinus & his hootch-
"I'm not sensitive"- The Scarlet V- Compulsive- 3 out of 4 have done it- Whittle- Dawson's and Chucky's Gs- Diseases- flesh-eating wound- catatonia- system- snotty- pedophile- Rit's sayings-
farm- WB TV- peep shows- pills- "PSYCHO-" Spirit Week Dances- A.H. trip- "Fetal matter, like poop-" Bea Arthur knuckle bite- Battle '98- late night talks at Jackie's- Lauren's moods- "I bet she got paid to do that"- "Here lizard, lizard..."- "I think I need a bigger box!"- shore- humpster- C.S.
JODI RENEE

Believe in yourself,
You will reach every star.

We are proud of the wonderful
person you have become.
We are proud of all you are!

We love you now & always,
Mom, Dad and Barri

Sara

Beth

It all began in 1994, when we were introduced three times. Somehow those just were not enough to convince us of our inevitable destiny. Finally, freshman year Earth Science, Vocal Workshop, and Gym in 1995 brought us together once more. On the first day of school, we stared at each other from across the room and were sure that the other did not remember us, although we ourselves did. Little did we know that we would become an inseparable pair, who can read each other's minds with a simple glance. We have shared everything from auditions, to plays, to singing, to boyfriends, to BBYO, to phone calls galore, to driving, to NEVER being able to drive each other remotely crazy, to nights at Friendly's (on Valentine's Day too!), to secrets, to rings and things, to stubbornness, to laughter, to hugs, and squeals, and tickles, and even tears. We are soul sisters who share the same thoughts and crazy sense of humor, not to mention our amazing ability to raise our right eyebrows. Of all the things that we treasure the most, our friendship and each other are the most precious of all.
Adam & Lauren

"I love those moments when suddenly there is nothing but you."

Ad- I thought I was lucky when I first met you, but I didn't know what lucky was until I had you as a boyfriend.

Laur- In you I have found a friend, a supporter, and a love. I couldn't ask for anything more. Thanks for being the best girl in the world.

'say goodbye'. Cherry park horse ride, sports, dark side conversion. 1st time-cheating, late night aphrodisiac, BF Valentine's day dinner, his hand is on my thigh. BONGOMANIA, late night Santana. Elio's, Integra: RIP. Village, thrift trip, BF mixes, Freshman Dance, Audi rides, Jazz Unlimited visits. May 17th visit - best one ever. Sean's: side of the house, basement closet, couch, car trashing war, REC, Kamikaze, JCC with Hillary, our fishies, backyard sports, shore, Vito's. Michaelangelo regulars, sleepovers at Jaclyn's: little room, pull out couch, 'we'll break up, but still...' sunsets, anniversary dinners, dancing in many forms. Steve Miller; lost sandal, tris attack, Indiana car ride w/ Jon, Josh's house, b$#g hits in Jon's room, never leaving Jon's room, swimming, 'you have to shower first'...

lots of new beginnings, adam's famous jump & hit, beating Adam's ass in Mortal Kombat, picnic invasion, beeper hell, 'fired up' with Shein, IHOP, Country club, battle dance, TOPGUN, snatching Chucky, 'Weir and Wasserman'. Ratdog hell, 'Give me a balloon', waiter's spill, Rugrats watch, BK munchies, under the covers, HBO all day long, Flyer's game: Rod's big hit - Laur's interpretation, cutting with Jaclyn & Josh. Bobby Clarke at Ponzio's, stalking Bobby Clarke. Lauren's constant eating, 'Nothin' wrong with the way she moves.'

EVERY TIME LIKE THE FIRST TIME.....
Pre school at the JCC...Owl class...Freshman dance...live concert...football...new and old friends...Ohev...Israel '96...Slav...AARON...EBG...late night talks...KATZ...sophomore cotillion...Delaware RUB...Friendly's Fam w/ mom and dad...Heather -n Matt...winter breaks...Thanksgiving '97...Liz's party...passing out...spilled milk...bunny slope vs. the black diamond...Monica's parties...Monica's Dave...touching noses and walking in a straight line...New Year's '96...the priest...first jello...if You Could Only See (tonic)...July 4th '98...Medford...Parallel parking...power half hour...Dolan and Dan...Msey and Kimberly...pens and bats...nuq..."is his step-dad hot, or am I just that retarded?"...hating everyone...butterflies...daisies, and hearts...Beau w/ Brad and Jake...Junior Prom after, uh, party?...finally driving...obsessing...gym obsession...too much worrying...park talks...analyzing WAY too much...Adam Sandler obsession...dad's obsession..."That's awesome, Dude"...quitting...governor's school...Something About Mary the day we came home...Mini golf EVERY night...mixes...public storage...dave and gene...sort of not really double date...poker..."does jewelry count?"...never getting into fights that last more than 10 whole seconds...mad amounts of advice..."I hate my life...jealous friends...road trips...Chesapeake and Maryland Houses...TOWSON...TID...Adam the hottie...Long Island boys...un-jelled jello cups...TOM...JEFF...Turnpike? No, 295!...Go to the right and I mean RIGHT...cranky...puking and not telling anyone...whatEVER...Diane's...WAWA...Chili's...remembering Heller...recitals...Scream 2 and I Still Know...Rutgers...bitch butt buddies...hating Lisa...BRAD...Applebee's with the parents (twice)...family living...college...birthdays in NYC...RRRRRUSSELL!!...he's mine for life(KT)...New Year's party at my House...Florida and the Piazza...Moorestown friends...rooming together...uh no?...LOUIE LOUIE...the surprise with Dave...BONO...Grubbi..."What are you talking about, I'm not a girl"...jellybelly...our big night out at Target...Me, You, Jack, and Frank...We gonna go out on a date...bangable guys...coming to camp...Lindsay...Ghanja Gealt...PETE's parties...Dazed and Confused messed up...Travis...trash talking ALL the time...fat asses at the gym...spirit week dances...betty...senior cut days...Senior Prom and Graduation...
BRIELLE

YOU'VE BEEN A BIG PART OF MY LIFE FOR THE PAST 14 YEARS
TOGETHER WE'VE SHARED LAUGHTER, HAPPINESS AND TEARS

YOU ADVISE ME ABOUT TEACHERS AND FRIENDS, IT'S GREAT TO HAVE YOU HERE
STARTING OFF HIGH SCHOOL TOGETHER FOR A YEAR

WE HAVE SO MANY MEMORIES ONLY 3YRS. APART
BUT A NEW STAGE IN LIFE IS GETTING READY TO START

GOOD LUCK NEXT YEAR AT COLLEGE AND YOUR WHOLE LIFE THROUGH
YOU'LL EXCEL IN WHATEVER YOU ASPIRE TO DO

OUR FUN TIMES AND ADVENTURE WHICH LAY AHEAD
THE MEMORIES TO LOOK BACK ON, LATE NIGHT TALKS IN BED

GRADUATING FROM EAST, AS HIGH SCHOOL COMES TO AN END
I WANT YOU TO KNOW I LOVE YOU AS MY BIG SISTER, BUT ALSO AS MY BEST FRIEND

LOVE ALWAYS
TAYLOR

XOXOXOXOXOXOXO

Dear Brielle,
Happy Graduation day,
I love you.

Love,
Ezora
Emily and Sara
Best Friends Forever
"We will be best friends until forever!"

First Impressions* Eighth Grade
* Myles and Scott * makeovers*
* videos * pig girl * ASOR lies *
* philosophies in French * Chez

-Dodulik * FBJ * Benjamin Ryan
I'm pregnant * 40 minutes
whip cream pie * China town
Nonas * Baby Boom * Criea and
best friendship * phone conversations with Cheryl * Les Mis * Trip to New York
City * twirling hair in nose * gone Fisching * drive bys * Ghetto superstar * Babysitting * Car
notes * Halloween '97 * Christmas '97 * G-boys * Pre-Cal conspiracy * Junior Prom * The dog
bite * Bio Study Sessions * uncontrolled laughing * casual vomit * the last night of Junior
year * run-in with the cops * Where's Sara?!
* Lisa's shoe * running the red light * bodily
fluids at park * stalking at the park *
Villanova * Stop the car -- I gotta go * saving
Andrea and Mully * crying at Simon * Indigo
Girls * Dave Matthews Band * 5 gr-8 years

"To Be A Child Is To Know The Joy
Of Life. To Have A Child Is To
Know The Beauty Of Life."

Liz, You've Always Shown Us How
Beautiful Life Can Be. Good Luck !!!

Love:
Mom, Dad, and Alan
CONGRATULATIONS, SUSAN

We are very proud to have you for our daughter.
Best of Luck in all your future endeavors!
May you have a lifetime of Happiness and Success.

We Love You Very Much,
Mom, Dad & Christine

CHRIS

CONGRATULATIONS!
The best is yet to come.
We love you very much!

Mom & Dad

KATHY & ABBY

TEAM 3, "KATHY TAN," MR. RICCI - ABBY'S BEST FRIEND, 10 FACT PROJECTS, M.D. "ABBY HARVEY," 8TH GRADE DANCE - FRIENDLY'S, VIOLIN, SWIMMING, ABS OF STEEL, 8TH GRADE CLASSES, SEPARATION, SOPHOMORE LUNCH, PETTY ARGUMENTS AMONGST OTHERS, LAUGHING AT ROMEO'S DEATH, TRIP TO THE MALL, JOHN, U.T. - NEED WE SAY MORE, NEVER GOING TO THE SHORE, DITCHING BLOOD DRIVE, FOP, TOPS - YEARBOOK, ULTIMATE ROSTER TYPER, HEISLER DIFFERENT PERIODS, MORE M.D. UNFORTUNATELY, DELUCA STORIES, 5TH PERIOD BREAK, DISNEY ROOMING, YEARBOOK, FUNKY MR. CARR, MULLENBERGS, MICHIGAN, NON-WESTERN - REUNITED, SENIOR HALL OF FAME 2X, MATERIAL GIRL, TV DISCUSSIONS (DAWSON'S, FRIENDS, ER), DAVE MATTHEWS SING-ALONGS, STRESS, SOCIAL CLIMBER, VARIOUS TRIPS, DISNEY WORLD, SENIOR PROM, GRADUATION, PARTIES, AND MUCH MORE TO COME...

A FRIEND IS A GIFT YOU GIVE YOURSELF.
Best FRIENDS FOREVER

CHERYL & CHRISTY

REMEMBER I KNOW YOU BY?
CHERYL, WHO'S GOT THE KEYS TO MY CAR? PULLING HOETO MY TRUNK.
NATES'S HOUSE, 5:40, SEATBELT TICKET, CHERRY TUMES, DEAD, DRINKING DRINKS.
BOYS' LATE NIGHTS & WORK TOO EARLY, B bride KING CREW, MOTELS.
PARTIES, THE BOYZ, I'M WILD, NO YOUR CRAZY. "LAUREL SPRINGS.
A LITTLE SOMETHING, SOMETHING, CRAZY FOR JOHN, I AM SO LATE, "WILL
YOU MARRY ME?" POOH, PIGLET, PINKY I THINK T'M THE BRAIN, THE SHORE.
EASTON BOYS, THE RED CARPET, SEASIDE, BUGS ARE EVERYWHERE, DRINK TILL
YOU'RE PINK IN THE FACE, WE ARE TROOPERS & PARTIERS. "12/6/5 145-500,
WILDWOOD, COUNTRY MUSIC, IIGHNA'S, MY CAR. THE RADIATOR HOSE, FALLING
A SLEEP IN YOUR DINNER. WAS IT GOOD FOR YOU?

FOR ALL THE NIGHTS THAT SEEMED TO NEVER END.
BEL' AIR MOTEL, NOODLES HOUSE, WADE, BOB, MT. HOLLY, LET'S RUN WILD.
CONCERTS, YOUR CAR, PLEASE CHERRY, PUT MY CAR SOMEWHERE, EATING
SHRIMP TAILS, OODLES OF NOODLES, SHOPPING, KIDNAPPING YOU FROM
YOUR HOUSE, PHILLY, ARE WE LOST? NO, NEVER US, I GIVE UP I HAVE NO MORE
ANSWERS, CAR ACCIDENTS, CURFEW, 12AM OR PM. PICKLES, PICKLE JUICE, "WILL
YOU BE MY BEST WOMAN" LAUREL SPRINGS. THE BIKERS, MATT'S HOUSE, THE
SESSIONS ALL DAY, TAMPOK PAPER & HERBAL TEA, MARSIA, MARSHA, MARSHA
THE CRAFT, SARAH & BONNIE, CARNIVAL, DAZED & CONFUSED, I WOULD CRY FOR
TWO DAYS IF YOU DIED AND CRY MORE IF MY DOG DIED. WHY, BECAUSE
I'VE KNOWN MY DOG LONGER. I CHERRY, I THINK WE ARE GETTING PULLED OVER
ANXIETY ATTACKS, LIVING ON THE EDGE, STOP CRYING. CHERRY'S SWEET 16,
SURPRISE ALICE IN CHAINS, OINK OINK, MOO MOO, LADY, ROXY, ALF, BEANBAG,
BUBBA, Jezzabel, YOUR MOM'S WEDDING, BEACHES, SCOTT BUTTERFLIES IN MY
TUMMY, MITCH & MITCH, "YOU CAN TAKE THAT TO THE BANK. " THE GLORY OF
LOVE,hootchie, CHERRY GUESS WHAT, DO I HAVE A CHOICE

BUT TO HEAR YOU"? LIFE SIX BIG HAIRY ONES, HAPPY WITH DOPPY, YOUR ON A ROLL.
I FOLLOWED INTO A TREE, "YOU Lie SO MUCH YOU BELIEVE YOURSELF", "BE CAREFUL
OF THE FREAKS, WE ARE THE FREAKS", BREAKFAST PIZZA, 7 DWARFS, WINNIE THE
POOH, TWEETY, NEVERMIND, OVER WHAT MATTERS- BRAIN IN USE ONLY ON TUESDAYS,
LET'S MARRY EACH OTHER, YOUR CUT, "THAT'S MY BUTT, I KNOW I LIKE IT,
FALLING FOR JOSH. BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!!!!!!! WE'LL NEVER GROW APART!!
FRIEND

Friend...
You are always there...
Comfort and compassion...
Willing to give... A shoulder to lean on
You are my friend.

Strength you have given me...
Time and time again...
To face the trials in my life...
You are my friend.

A willingness to listen...
To help me when I'm fallen...
Nonjudgmental you've been...
You are my friend.

Time will flow...
And years will pass...
Separate paths we may go...
But my love for you will last...
You are my friend.

Fly High Freebirds...

These are the times to remember,
I Love You,
Joanie Tabbi JoAnn

We'll miss you so much, Tabs...
Shore '97 ▪ Philly and the flyers game (shhh) ▪ Dave and Busters ▪ Collage
Tripoly ▪ Pig ▪ Quarter ▪ Elephant ▪ strawberry picking ▪ Jello shots ▪ shag ▪ the Loop ▪ Brad's ▪ Dinner and a movie ▪ Hamantaschen ▪ making videos, thanksgiving '97 ▪ club
Wawa ▪ Alan's night with the girls ▪ halftime show ▪ high metabolism ▪ first wives club ▪ Levi ▪ Liz's Obsessions ▪ Kari's house ▪ Billy Joel ▪ Wanna have a sleepover... of course not ▪ Proms ▪ eighth grade gang ▪ Log - N. Twig ▪ birthday shopping ▪ JTT obsession ▪ Liz's embarrassing laugh, pickles ▪ sunroof ▪ pencil ▪ our firsts ▪ SCORN ▪ suki ▪ new years 97-98 ▪ Six Flags ▪ Kari failing her driving test ▪ Psychology ▪ College ▪ New York Prom Dates ▪ Passing of the Knife ▪ Turkey Trot '98 ▪ You Cut Me Off ▪ Starbucks ▪ lip ointment ▪ mediator ▪ fights ▪ Peppy Le Pou ▪ Liz Falling ▪ Hanes T's ▪ Come into my car... college!

"As high school years come to an end we look back at our memories and cherish our friends. These past five years have been a blast and no matter what we will never forget our past! We couldn't have done it without each other."

I love you guys!!!!!
Bryan and Vanessa

"After all that's been said and done
your just the part of me I can't let go."

November 19, 1995, welcome to the neighborhood•Be outside at 6:35am•Blizzard of '96•Calls from and to Canada and Germany•Birthday picnic•Summers spent together•the shore•"showers"•Holidays spent together•The many arguments, apologies, and the fun of making up•Jan. 1 '96, Feb. 9, '96•Chicago: "You're the Inspiration•Vanessa, "I broke my watch again•New Years Eve, night at Vanessa's house•Valentine’s Day: '96•'97 '98..... •AIRHEAD•B-ST•D•Write me a note•Mirrors... eee!!•Nightly walks, hayhill (the field)•Rollerblading downhill•Nights in the JIMMY•Junior prom: the beach, the room•Break up, get back together, break up, get back together, how many times•Jewelry•"Ribbed"• "You're my cupcake"• Office• All the countless number of hockey games•Lotion-vaso•Week at Scott's•Sleepovers•Massages•143*73*7248•Don't argue with me you are not going to win•Dangerous minds•Aerosmith and Chicago concerts•Beautiful Blue Eyes•Are you mad at me??•It's not my fault it's yours!•Mr. Zogs•I.D bracelet•I love you, I love you more, I love you most, I love you mostest•"All I want for christmas is you"• "You light up my life"• Constantly back and forth each others houses•24-7•Family get-togethers•On a little boat in Venice•Dances•Pool tables•Dollar kisses•Curfew, what?•Getting lost in Philly•Sneaking out to see each other•Tapes•Love letters/poems•Stuffed animals•I Love You For Ever, and Ever!

"Always on my mind, in my heart, in my soul"
Julia & Richa

"Friends are the Bacon Bits in the Salad Bowl of Life"

Nacho Man...Latin...Corona...Diane's...hanging out with Ashley...Put it in my mouth...pulling all-nighters...Olive Garden...Dave...chemistry...burping...NKTDB...bright orange shorts and sneakers..."I'm coming!"...car rides everywhere...East soccer...mud...freshman lunch..."Don't hurt the fruit flies!"...the three legged pig in bio...Salad Works...Julie's nose..."Jul, do you have anything to eat?"...birthdays..."Your dog is a pain in the ass!"...sorority...Mrs. Lingo...Mrs. Wood's class...Jul's mix

Sarah and Missy

"BEST FRIENDS ARE HARD TO FIND, HARDER TO LEAVE, AND IMPOSSIBLE TO FORGET."

Olga's, "one up-one down," run by egging. Sophomore Prom, HoJo's, Boardwalk from hell, hasta summer, "American girls are different," Braut's, Nick's, Your face on the body pinups, Love triangles, "I'll feel that next week," "We be lesbians," Missy's Yi, Sarah's Yi of the year, "If you're random and you know you're random--leave," Singfest '98, trashng cars, Junior Prom, Georgian, Matt's almost towing, "I never," annihilated fools, Sarah's birthday at crackhouse, cake on the wall, Margate '98, Summer themes, Camp Davis, Shampoo, "Lie and Deny," Chad and Braut's sleepovers, trips to Novick's, trips to Annapolis, crying at crabs, "The summer to end all fears," no friends, shaving cream at dawn, Battle of the Bands, Top Nug, college dilemma's, New Year's '99, hard good-byes. To Missy: We've been through it all, thank you for always standing by my side, I love you!
To Sarah: I can't thank you enough for being the great friend that you are, no matter what we did, we always had fun. Though we'll be at opposite ends of the coast next year, I know we'll remain best friends. I love you!!!
SISTERS ARE BEST FRIENDS FOR LIFE.

ANNE & TORI COHEN

Christa & Kelley

"Best friends are picture perfect."
"I threw up when I saw your face" • Ball in the Cage • It's Not Sexual • Lillian Lefkowitz Lane • Mare • "Where's les?" • JR. Prom • Field Hockey vs. Soccer • Stalking • Cruising in the Jeep • Mischief Night • "She's my best friend" • Ace • Lip Lixx Obsession • New Year's • Kate Disappearing at DMB • Midnight Swimming • Hotel Party • "I'm the most important" • 151 • Ordillie's vs. Diane's • "I haven't been to Diane's all summer" • Club Wawa • "That's the way your supposed to go" • Les, Driving a Sport Utility Vehicle • Shady • Kate's House After RYLA • Mare and Leslie getting served • Starbursts in the FAN • Carol's • "What do you mean?" • Lacrosse brings us together • Quarter a Blow

Kate
Christi
Kristy
Nancy

Bella's Vibrating • All of our petty fights • The Cult • Chicken Wing • Waverunning in OC • Biens • Madden's non-existing job • Hey Nanc, ever hear the umm... bop song? • Algebra 2A, DeLuca's class • Malatesta's English Class, Leslie's absent • Dancing Santa • Ghetto Girls, Fight Night • Sneaker obsession • Herr Mohlmann • Young Obsession • JD Coolers in Hand • Randy's House Summer '98 • Alanis Morissette, DMB, Steve Miller, and Allman Brothers Band • Impers • Vandalizing Braut's car • Xando • Saul (in scream costume) • Kaj • Strawberry Blonde • "I wanna be captain" • Love/Hate Pants • Klepto Fabello • Raping Randoms • Pennie's on Bill's car • Late nights at Friendly's • Hating Junior Prom Pictures

"You never really leave your friends, you take part of them with you and you leave part of yourself behind."
Dear Vince,

I can't believe you're leaving
I'll miss everything we've had.
From break dancing at clubs
to getting yelled at by dad.

Ever since we were little
we've always been so tight,
Playing G.I. Joes and Transformers
and staying up all night.

You taught me all my breaking skills
and how to be the "Small Wonder"
Making me battle these girls,
and all the pressure you put me under

With all the things you've done for me
You'll always have a place in my heart
Not even the separation of college
could ever keep us apart.

♥I LOVE YOU, KUYA!♥
Luv Your Sister,
TINA

CONGRATULATIONS VINCE!
We are so proud of you and
wish you the best in your future!

We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Norm, and Tina
EMILY & JODI
Elementary school parties • 8th grade math conspiracy • QPS - where it all started • Chinese food • Indigo Girls • Baltimore • Friday's and a movie • breakfast at Ari's • Freshman dance double date • hot tubs • opposite families • Em's first concert • Ponzio's • Teen Tour '97 • soul mate best friends • wacky jacki • the cow incident • broken champagne glass • Jodi's fall down the steps • Shamu • counselors • tent talks • sexual chocolate • the shore • Jodi's kitchen floor • casual vomit • bio study sessions with Mylett • nice outfits, girls • two cops in one night • XandO • car rides with the Scotts • visits to Michigan/New York • sleep overs at the Sarowitz's • RYLA • roommates • keeping in touch • the fountain • answering machine messages • Em, are you on crack? • Jod, are you-you know? • Yup • screening phone calls • Uncle Charlie • Madonna lip synch • look, I'm wearing makeup • I need it in English • crazy subway man • rarities

"No matter how fast we are running, somehow we keep up with each other"

Jessica

Ray

"The very first time that I saw your brown eyes, your lips said hello and I said hi, I knew right then you were the one."

6 ♦ 26 ♦ 98
THE PEASE SISTERS

Christa,
These years have gone by much too fast
Why did I take for granted the times past?

Sometimes I wonder why my sister has to go,
I need her to guide me through my woe.

Though we seemed to drift apart,
you have always had a place in my heart.

When I have a problem, I will open up your door
and wonder why you aren’t there any more.

Although you never knew,
I have always wanted to be some one like you.

You always seem happy through the bad,
a quality which I wish I had.

No one knows me quite like you,
sisters like you come in very few.

Christa, I need you more than you know,
Why oh why, do you have to go?

With all my love,
Your sister forever-Katie

USMAN - a true definition of a best friend; he's always been there through thick and thin; whenever I need a shoulder to lean on, he always spared his; always asking me what I wanted to do, even though he wants to do something else; helping me be the best person I can be; I will never forget him cause it is the worst USMAN that means best friend to me.

Chaa Chaa Chaa

FAISAL - a second definition of a best friend; one of the kindest and coolest people I have ever met; even though we have been through a lot of ups and downs since the first day we've met, he has always been there for me; anytime I needed advice or opinion about anything, I would come to him first; even though we come from different parts of the world, faith has brought our friendship together.

Memories

Club WaWa—Nya—Jonzza—Chill Dunn;
Metropolis—Parties—Junior prom—
Romani's piggy and moooo—Nadia—
Graham—Busted up rims—kill da noise—cranberries—Fishy Face—
Shampoo—poof—Magna—
Biatch—Ya "o" lake—Nacho—Ughh
Flag foot ball—whats in that OI?—If
Your dad found out he kick you're a##

Tax Best for

everything 87

More memories to come...

Love,

[Signature]
Through the years we all changed, and some of us have grown apart. But, everything we have shared has stayed with me and made me who I am today. I love all of you. MAUREEN- you always said people don’t change they modify...I disagree. We all change thousands of times in our life. But, it’s the lucky ones who maintain friendships throughout the good and bad times.

Pooh + pigtet. SEXY ZOO CREW 94-96; Edwin and the t.v. ds9; menace; missions; late nights; our 711 man; poker regrets, leesa and laura; kidnapping, 6 or none; playground 3:00; tripod; two weeks of what?; stones concert; congratulations-Georgette; psychology notes with Paulie; I’m in a movie; the attic; give me 5 minutes; Melissa + Tito; pillsbury dough boy. “Are you brothers, yes...no!”; the cake is in the garage; videos that prevent you all from running a public office; getting lost with Sara; can you feel me AP?; the bagel men are eating you; moo; cousins, truth vs. What we want to hear... Keep in touch next year- I’ll miss you guys. I’d do anything for my friends.

“My life is filled with faded pictures, postcards, and snapshots of a time I can’t recall.” Jim Morrison
Memorial Day weekend, Thanksgiving 97, Billy Joel, DMB, "loop", PETE's, car wars
New Year's Eve 97-98, shore, Wawa, Aquarius, I need my goggles, beached whale, surprise-oops, Florida, Olga's, Jr Prom, Kari's house, Ohev, questions, Rutgers, stalker-dinosaur, Liz falling, Bertucci's, after finals parties, Phantoms games, getting lost, jet skiing, Taj elevator, our brothers, Midrasha break, Tripole, ASAP, mixed drinks, dance parties, balloons and donuts, nice man at Wawa, Egypt, Havah Nagafa, Muppets, Milkbar, GH, halftime show, superbowl party, laser tag after prom??
Scorn, 6th period lunch junior year, two fries with ketchup, lunch with Eli, burn cream directions, peer helpers, tickets, Captain Liz, FIGHTING, shot gun rules, what's a Kimmy?, Guiding Light, baby names, Goldberg, Mighty Ducks, farmer Joe, RAG's everything, Weekend at Bernies, straight talk, underwear on a lamp, Princeton, Fridays and a movie, studying for Spanish final, studying for Psych, saved by the bell, runaway, "situations", AOL, Powder Puff, fire alarm, Bare Naked Ladies, "I was in my car, and he was there...", John LeClair, Liz dancing, Lip ointment, Liz's gym locker.
Self Defense, Lauren's tennis lessons, Badminton, Ms. Heilig, Denny's 2 A.M., headaches, Nikki's weird diseases, 55 to Lindennmere, younger guys, Olga's, Skunk, Never Have I Ever, King of Prussia, Dilemma, Dumb Liz's Mom, 5 pizza's, Atlantic City, City Hall, Crew, SUKI, M&M, advanced reading, Barnes and Noble, Gilmyama, Lauren and Liz's month long fights, moody, Jessica rolling around at DMB, passing of the knife, squash sisters, trip to Jo-Ann fabrics, Israel, joint gym locker, where are Kari's clothes, the race track, Liz falling into the closet, I need the Mac, random smoking, being retarded, Bomb Digity, don't rip it off, 5th period conversations, Cave, Eli's Openness, Shops, Yuppe Game, Common Sense, 4th of July, Ear Piercing
What would we do without flares, catwalk, Horde Festival sleeping, Kari jumping over the net, Green Acres, Lauren's best friends, skarobics, Liz's Obsessions, Jessica's Temper, Disney World, The Senior Prom, And of Course Graduation.

Thanks for all the Memories. We will NEVER forget each other!
Aaron and Jon
Best Friends Forever

Marlcrest AZA #2149... the muchachos...
Forking... I am the Navigator... Sardines...
the beach... Guys, I think we're lost...
2nd period gym... Jon dropped out...
instant snow... Dave Matthews
Band... Blue Tank Top... get in
the car... Ogre... WINGS...
EYE of the TIGER... Welcome
to the Jungle... The best
top TEN Lists... Aleph
Flanders... Gato...
Aleph Hotpants... Maverick
and Goose... Brotherhood
Weekend '98... Hey could
I be like any sexier...
Getting autographs... Phish
Concert... Regional Board
'98 - '99...
Genna & Lauren

Columbus Day weekend... Rutgers... fights with our friends... Josh's other girlfriend... not liking each other... Mitch... camp... our sister... Ohev... our new friends... sisterhood '98... Gambiano's and our discount from the waiter that hit on us... Gil and Gene... my brother's going out with your sister!... cuddling... shore... sleepover after Dave Matthew's Band... panicking when you get lost... The Spring Break '98 crew... dance lessons with Kari... knocking a bad habit... ummm, they're Lauren's... well, what kind do you have?... hey, are you ladies looking for a party?... roommates from the same town with all the same classes... just walking into AEPI

Lauren- I regret not getting to know you sooner. You are a great friend. I love you and will always remember the great time we had in high school!

Genna- Our friendship has been so special to me. I know that in the future, I'll think back on all our memories and smile! I love you, forever and always.

Jul,
The past 14 years with you have been great. You have always been there for me when I needed you. I'm not sure whether or not you know this, but you are my true best friend. I've told you things that I haven't told anyone else and we have shared so many memories. Throughout the years we have both cried and laughed together many times. Watching you sing and dance when you were hyper was quite amusing. I'm really going to miss you and your craziness when you go to college, but I wish you the best of luck in the future.

Thanks for being my sister.

Love,
Cathy


Dunkin Donuts. 98 concert, ghetto stoop hours of newspapers. the basement. west side. Halloween 98. the shore. message on machine. switching places. Jewish nun
New Year’s 97, OJ scare, Chicks-N-Sticks, Cuz, Grendal’s, Cotillion, Brett’s House, screaming, skateboarding, Singing at 2am, Antennae?, 34C, I Never, 50s on Charles, One Night Stands, Grandma, Meryl’s Top Class, Anonymous Dottie, Big John’s, Steph’s noise, One side only, Never Ending Detailed Stories, Dances, 3 Seconds, Club Wawa, Freebies at MCD’s, Plunger, Nikki’s Shower Bed, Climbing up, Hate Note, Rollerblades, Jacki’s falls, What if.., Treasure Hunt, IRK, Kristel’s Binge, TGIF 24/7, Jess Driving X, Trips to Philly, South Street, Are you still talking?, Are you ready?, New Year’s 98, Lacrosse Cheers, Sleepovers, 452, Immigrants, Carolyn’s M&M’s, Obsessions, Connections, Soda Cans, Diane’s, BBQ, Concerts, LoMein, Crossy, Jerry Springer Trash, Mind Racers, Jell-O, Film canister, Malibu, Bonfire, The Thumb, Boo Juniors, Pig Roast, Hay Ride, Sorority, Yes/No/Yes/No, Shady Spot, Desserts, Bottomless pit, Thanksgiving Breakfast, Turkey Trot, Circle of Friends at Lisa’s, Halloween

We always knew looking back on our tears would make us laugh, but we never knew looking back on our laughter would make us cry.
To Our Son, BEN

“It’s the heart afraid of breaking
that never learns to dance.
It’s the dream afraid of waking
that never takes the chance.
It’s the one who can’t be taken
who cannot seem to live.
And the soul afraid of dying
that never learns to live.”

“Some say love it is a river
that drowns the tender reed.
Some say love it is a razor
that leaves your soul to bleed.
Some say love it is a hunger
and endless aching need.
I say love it is a flower
and you it’s only seed.”

You’ve certainly come a long way from that
precocious toddler to a remarkably talented and giving
young man. You possess a maturity far beyond your
years. Always remember “to thine own self be true.”

Mom & Dad
Maureen & Cheryl

"No one would do this with me..."

* Ghetto God * sleeping at Oleas * Troopers * Glen's * LBI * Seaside * Bucket Cheese * sick in Christina's garage * Aunt Mary the Nark * Mr. Brekfast w/Sandra * Late Nites * Christina, Grandma, & Grandpa fell down the steps * tNate's * Noodle's * "There's no party here" * Bel Aire * Wade * Cheryl & Bob * Maureen & Todd * Todd Trauma * all the drama * Stober * Bridge to Nowhere * stuffed crusts suck * Stan's eyes * eating Tweeties * Egypt at midnight * melting faces * the cops at Ray's * Mikey J - get out of the car * curtains for you * Where's Toodles? * Eaton boys thinks I'm fat * You're not driving my car * Tori, Jarrod, & mean Micah * BK * Cheryl crying in the bushes * sleepovers at Cheryl's * the Neon Deon * Mert & Todd's showers * Leeko's house * the Undertaker * Freakin' Party in Cheryl's bed * road trips to Mt. Holly * driving at odd hours * talking to Stan mom * NO MT.HOLLY BOYS!! * sparkles in our eyes * Welcome to New Jersey * Newark Airport * Tisha * Buddy's sweat * missing the sunrise * peeing on the sock * Maureen screaming * It won't let me in * Jerry at WaWa * Just Tires for free * shopping at Ross * Where were they going w/out ever knowing their way? * Maureen's naked circle * Hating Heather * Rt. 73 motels * Maureen in Cheryl's bathtub * Where am I gonna sleep? * Chasing Todd * driving naked * Maureen changing in the parking lot * gotta go - Todd paced * creepin' * Maureen driving up the curb * bangin' her back in * Maureen's glow stick - her BF * group therapy w/Jarrod's mom * pool parties w/boys, bottles, and bags * thrown in the pool * Mert & Dani * Dev & Clarence * Dev & Mikey J * Who lied to you? * Cheryl on Maureen's fridge * Ryan - the Canadian * Lisa & Buddy * Laura & Nate * Rest in peace J - Roc * Janus the Crackhead * Maureen in Ray's bed * dirty Kristin * itchy bumps * contented standing together * Do you think these guys will call tomorrow? * Munchie Mania * Do you think I'm Joe? * looking for Heather's CDs * taking the scenic route * early for finals * out of commission

** Peace Peace - We're NEVER Doing This Again **

---

ABBY HARVEY

You have overcome every obstacle in your path!

We wish you continued success and happiness in the future.

With much love and pride,
Mom & Dad
Lisa and Steph

Jazz Unlimited Dance ▶ Malatesta's Class ▶ Cheating ▶ Paper Airplanes ▶ Invisible Ropes ▶ Bowling Team ▶ Crushing pasta ▶ Cheeseless pizza ▶ Bookie ▶ Sleepovers ▶ Melrose Mondays ▶ DMB Limo ▶ Steph's first in parkinglot ▶ Pretend fights over Sean ▶ Sherman ▶ Birthday dinners ▶ Valentine's Day ▶ Leaf's Roof ▶ Junior Prom ▶ Leaf's date ▶ Front of Todd's ▶ Munching ▶ Mark and Benny Love ▶ Senior Prom ▶ Crazy night with Emily and Sara ▶ Fox Hollow breakin' ▶ stalking ▶ Florida Orange ▶ Steph's porch ▶ Doors movie ▶ visiting diseased Nikki with our bud JD ▶ 4:20 birthday call ▶ supersession ▶ ditching people ▶ late night on Imperial ▶ brownies ▶ #1 dessert ▶ gifts from LA ▶ Half Baked with Mike ▶ Rosh Hashana with college guys ▶ 22 orders of toast ▶ shady people ▶ finding spots ▶ our randomness ▶ AOL ▶ signs on lawn ▶ pre-Midrasha ▶ dressing up for South Street ▶ jobs at the mall ▶ playing trashman with SG&TW ▶ moe. ▶ wannabe LNT ▶ pit with Jay, Matt, Josh & Greg ▶ animal games ▶ battle sorority mix ▶ UVM ▶ Ben & Jerry's ▶ contaminated Phish Food ▶ Scooby Doo and the gang ▶ keeping secrets ▶ chillin' on the deck ▶ strobe light ▶ getting lost in West Deptford ▶ veggie ▶ our spot ▶ Purel ▶ Flexicon ▶ Barney and Shaggy ▶ watching movies and falling asleep ▶ pickled tomatoes ▶ trading clothes ▶ shopping in Philly ▶ Turkey Trot ▶ Thanksgiving ▶ Driving by ourselves ▶ Thanksgiving breakfast ▶ Scooby Snacks ▶ Friday ▶ Forbidden Dance ▶ Scrabble ▶ Mono ▶ JasonL420 ▶ Waterboy w/ Chapler ▶ 90210 ▶ Dylan's Return ▶ Goodwill ▶ Freshman Dance ▶ Senior Cut - Disney World

"You know those two...always hungry!" — Freddy Jones

"A friend is one soul dwelling in two bodies"
song about the sophomore tools • ocean in the bottle • spirit week • Howie • Jon’s pretty girl • no french fry diet • fat tushies in tight jeans • McDonalds • 3 in one week • DMB • lunch stories • TOM • funnel • teaching Nikki • musical chairs • Shamong • Florida • hot tubbing • taking pictures and changing clothes • mono • Nikki the geek • trash talking...ALL THE TIME • going out to bagels • Dolan • Fat Grant • beanie baby festival • Wrestlemania • 3rd row • "excuse me, are you 21?" • Maccabi • Log and Twig • TOM • J-E-L-O • lingo • JCC • Kidz Korner • Rian • overalls • Danny Carpenter • secrets • Carmody’s english • being bitches • eating nuts • people mag crossword • pizza and fries • outside • hackey sackers • hotties • TOM • little brothers • junior prom • underage minors • glove guys • undercover cops • jd coolers • sorority • check my butt • he’s yours for life • crossing legs • Louie Louie • Wideload • Russell the love muscle • booty call • Jake • KFC/Taco Bell • Dawson on Crack • Freshman • Guiseppe’s

3B’s + 1D = 6th Period Lunch Crew
jLA -- that girl in the corner that makes all those nasty faces ♥ online sexual harassment ♥
drink holder/truman show ♥ MOVIES -- eew, they're called 'films':
truman...6d7n...negotiator...smoke signals...too many to remember ♥ you failed your driver's
test??? ♥ birthday -- what are you going to do with THOSE??!
♥ inclement ♥ never ending up meeting at nittenhouse -- save me from these people!! sorry about that, elaine ♥ missing
you by five minutes ♥ so... ♥ you have a LOT of relatives ♥ 9AM ♥
culture club, get up an dance ♥ fat Puerto Rican lesbians -- "they're not fat, they're husky!" ♥ free septa rides
-- who do we pay, the guy's asleep ♥ following strangers home ♥ cars ♥
diners ♥ CVS ♥ 4AM ♥ super G closes? ♥ what is this thing called? &
amsterdam? ♥ elaine is mean ♥ dave is cute ♥ you're so hot ♥ all these
notes are filling up my wallet ♥ postcards ♥ cutting gym ♥ so i do
not go online anymore ♥ wrapping paper fishes ♥ halloween ♥ hey
elaine, which do you like better, parted on the side or in the middle?
♥ can i borrow some money? ♥ free soda at BK ♥ six months - no, five
no six ... shut up! ♥ V8 kicks ass ♥ that's a sick thought ♥ we still have
twenty minutes ♥ silly noises ♥ long eyelashes ♥ the war with contact
lenses -- now i'm better than you at it, nananapoohhhhhhhhhhh ...
♥ homeroom ♥ one of only four non-
Asian people ♥ INXS ♥ the Guess
Who ♥ dave eats everything ♥
cooking frozen ravioli ♥ elaine's TV
dinner dependency ♥ gray hair ♥
jolly fat girl ♥ me too ♥ how are
you? ♥ ALWY ♥ always.

KELLEY, SARA, SARAH
Best friends are hard to find, harder to leave, and impossible
to forget

someone's in the backseat~Simon's class without Sarah~spitting up milk~fat man's rub~vipo ripo~
butch~it's molded wrong~
for the moustache hairs"~the cheese~shorthills~bush~the
writing~rooming~Fox Hollow
porker, my I've let myself go
car~mischief night~soaping
crew~Friday night movies~
~surprise party~camping~
talk~Phish drive-bys~
and run~men's steam room~
in front of school~Ranger
love~back in the saddle~mumbling naisa~lay him in the leaves~Sarah's directions~"Anyone care to join
me?"~parties at Lisa's~football game~"Your fly's open"~driving with Nikki~lying sup~stalking~shop
lifters will be shot~chasing the red truck~hitting the curb~food coloring and water in Teq~fake
knurd~sleepovers~Widener parties~Benihana's~stealing dubs~shady liquor store~"just back-up!! non
did
you hear that"~scared at the Hollow~ put the lime in the coconut~until forever!!!!
10th gr. Bio with Trout. "Two weeks for what? So when are you due?"
Hey Thespian! Mass producing flies. 3 O'clock High. "Hello Jerry..."
Manayunk- Public Image= Beth's perfect dress. Best strawberry smoothie. MOVE, Meri's backing up! Where are the guys, Jen?
But you don't understand!!!Friday nights at the Ritz- Beth's dad's alternate route. Why did you do that! Chris and George "I would love
to take you fine ladies out to dinner!" THE FULL MONTY, BOOGIE NIGHTS, ELIZABETH, THE ICE STORM, BUFFALO 66- Spanning time
together. Don't touch me, hold me! "I thought you loved chocolate donuts." Don't point that knife at me! BEASTIE BOYS CONCERT-
"Come over here we'll have a little party." Lazer on pillow. Princess
Beth's surprise engagement to Mike D. Commodore Barry Bridge- now
we're definitely lost. Dancing at Super G. T-shirts and socks= yeah.
Random stuff-Give me Webby!!!! OOGALY BOOGALY!!!! Meri-Is that a
banana?? Its just a sock, Prince Henry. The longest traffic light in
Voorhees "JUST GO! ILLEGAL LEFT IS A MUST!" Monmouth
Trip...HEYYYY...is he dead?; don't look its a dead bird...AHHHHH!!
Ohmygod its a cricket! Party at Josh's...while you were
sleeping...swimming and token. Friday's Triple Points=Double
Points...HUH?? I want Triple! Dark Side of the Moon lazer light show,
ALL FLOYD!! Meri- "I can't drive, I really can't drive." Josh- "I'm driving
and I'm only 15!!!." Beth- "Let me drive! I'm fine really, I drive like this
all the time!"
"It is one of the blessings of old friends that you can afford to be stupid with them."
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Great Adventure © Getting lost in Woodcrest ♥ Ask the garbage man for directions © Jenn's wonderful sense of direction © Going in circles © soaking wet © Christine's New Year's Eve party "97" © Jenn's New Year's Eve party "96" © End of the year parties © Tom's house © Monopoly © Clue © Outburst © Jenn hates scary movies © Psycho ♥ Friday's © Ellen's surprise party © Ellen's Polish card © Going shopping © Going to the movies © Jenn's Sweet 16 party © Happy 90th birthday card © Michelle's "Save Tonight" fetish © Ellen's 8th grade science partners © Chem Lab © Remember the broken beaker? © Photo class © Michelle loves her Hi-C and Coke ♥ Battle of the Bands © Love Shack © Silly String Fight © Silver Diner © Ava Adora..... ♥ Red means stop © JENN IS SOOOO COOL © Electric Psychedelic Pussy Cat Swingers Club © "Whip It" © Muncho's always stuck in the machine © 4 years of FOP © Jenn and her inflatable furniture fetish © Heart Attack special © Fettuccini Alfredo © Bowling-Gutter Ball Queen © Ice Skating © Jenn can't skate © Michelle's party © Ellen's horses © Getting Michelle on the payroll © Testing the goods
Who would have ever thought that these 2 cuties would grow up to become best friends!

We'll never forget:
- Bee Gees' "B.J." the pizza bar & quack!
- Christina blue nad; Laura blue up; I want your scribble; wanna see my fingers?!?
- Special people club = retarded; 2.5 minutes
- Source 2; thumbs up! Yeah!
- I look like such a--
- Dallas & Chris, where are you from? Tappin' in the bathroom; grape; ticklin' cherries;
- Pigrape; we; hNuttin'; after 7th; Nop Hoe; beer farts.
- The keys "click" stop fizz w/o!! fallin' off the inflatable sofa; Disney World on Chris's B-day; nice necklace; new CDs.
- Sleepin' at Laura's; wawa rehearsals; westside boys; mine don't stink; it fell out; monkweed; peek-a-boo; 4 sale; what?; TCBY trips; Laura's esp. Robert G.; the lonely rain.
- Drop; I can feel it; bowlin' with tha homies; I wanna be in ur dreams.
- Floatin' kicked off the comfy couch; DF; PL; DH; shoprite... ugh!
- Risin'; Tombstone; crazy at BK; rotten eggs; strawbridge's; Chris dancin' on the olds.
- TAM-PIE!; Dancin' n' privin'; behind the screen at metro; Philly trip; Ew! The pits.
- Want some; best nite (Chris); Friday the 13th.
- Hackat; non-stop laughin'; smells like gaso line; breakers - chalky boodels; car wash; 98 broken soap dispenser; icehouse punch;'till AMBULANCE!! What's that animal?!
- 2 Q's; Voorhees; EXXON; LND; 3 Qs from DD; Tha Park; Double Dee; our dress; Job; makeovers; Thong! I got cha!
- Daffy's; missin' Tha Olds; Laura, the SNAAB.
- Props to the probe; strawberry daiquiri; brat; Virgin; no it wasn't crockhead; scared of the poo (pebbles); balls of DZ and I..., and many more memories to come! Beach House!

Our dolls were our best friends when we were little, but now we've got each other!

BFF!! We get a kick out of the same things; we will laugh at stuff no one else finds funny... that's why we're best friends!
Genna
You're the middle child and the shortest one, too.
But that didn't stop the likes of you.
With your charming smile and great grades you stand out.
You are a winner - of that there's no doubt.
WE LOVE YOU!
Mom, Dad, Rob & Carah

Marisa,

It has been
Our great
Pleasure to watch
You grow into such a special young woman. We are very proud of your achievements. Now follow your dreams and
Reach for the Stars.
Good luck in college.
All our Love,
Mom, Dad, and Brett

Kristy and Carly

"Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime. We'll take the best, forget the rest, and someday we'll find these are the best of times."
Shuster's is where it all began, Foursome, Ants Marching, The sock, Caught in the act, Eclipse scandal, Mal's class, Detention scandal's, "Locker room, I swear", Obsessions, The Hollow Fox, Olga's, The stairwell, Smith Brothers, Amy's, Pastina, FAT Rat, Twins trouble, The pool, 8 letters a day, Patty and Cammy, Zipper, Road incident, Pre-season, 1.5 Miles, Field hockey, Hate schools, Senior captains practices, Countdowns, Captain Kristy, Fat lip, Braces party, Jared's House, Kate, Kate, Chad, Aron, Dusty stories, Steve Miller make-up, O's make-up, Many shady fights, You Outta Know, Late night BC's, Early morning calls, One very sweet day, Boo, The garage, Almost, Stair incident, Gail, James J., GG, South East Gate, Apeman, Banana Pancakes, RAW, "You did? Me too", "I don't see the point", U of Richmond, Many more to come forever and ever...
FELECIA AND JESSICA
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER
APART OR TOGETHER
1985-1999...

A FRIEND IN NEED IS A FRIEND INDEED, I MET A BEAR, HE WAS ROLLING ALONG, LOOK I'M A NUN, WHERE'S YOUR BELT? 3 MILE LONG LEGS, RELAXING BATHS, TREATY... I PLEDGE OF ALLIGENCE TO OUR FRIENDSHIP, LOVE'S BABY SOFT....MMM, WE ARE THE WORLD, PONGO, SCIENTIFICALLY SPEAKING, I WOULD LIKE A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF KIDS..., RUDY, SUNFLOWER SEED LADY, CHIPMUNK LADY, MAD LIBS, MIKEY'S UNIDENTIFIED PEE SUBSTANCE, CONF SFF THE SOFTER SIDE OF SEARS, A.K.A. (JAY), LOAFERS, THUMBS UP, MIGHTY BEAR, RUNNING DOWN THE MALL, VESTS, TIES, SHARP SCHOOL, BECK GET FIRED UP, DANCING IN THE BATHROOM, AMPLIFIED, MOUSE BOY, POOPY BALL, HEMORRHIOIDS, CHICKEN DANCE, TOM CRUISE CRAZY (STILL) BARNEY, BABY BOP, AND KAZAAM, HUGE EYEBROW SLAMMED DOWN ON HIM, SPIFFY, GROOVY, SMILING WITH FOOD IN BRACES, CAROL POTTER, WAR PAINT JEANS, DIETS, THERMOMETERS, "DO YOU WANT TAKE MY PICTURE? NO! DROPPING SILVERWARE ON THE FLOOR, BURPING AND BLOWING IT, CHUCKLES... YOU CAN DO IT! JOHNNY BRAVO, DRESS UP, DISPOSABLE CAMERAS, NEWS YEARS EVE AND CONFETTI, HALLOWEEN, PHOTO BOOTS, MODEL FILES, EATING LUNCH AT WAL-MART, WAL-MART AT EXPRESS, AUNT GINNY, MONSTER SQUAD, I DIG IT MAN, JUMP ROPE MAN, SOCK ON STICK, SHORE DAYS AND NIGHTS, BIRTHDAYS, NO MORE, KAUS. IS THE MAN OF MY DREAMS, MAID OF HONOR, WATER PARK, SLEEP OVERS, BEAUTY PRODUCT CRAZY, MOOESTOWN G MALL, HIP CLIP, TRASH HAIR, YOU KNOW WHERE I'M COMING FROM SINCE? DAINTY, GET ON THE GROUND! RUNNING OUT SIDE OF THE COLISEUM, DUSTPAN WITH MAILBOX, POLL-O, YOUR MOTHER, BEIGE DENIM ROMPER, G-NESS, STOP WHILE I TIE MY LACES, WE ARE ZOMBIES AT WORK HI! BYE! NIP FOR THE ROAD, ROLLER SKATING WITH HERDS OF NERDS, CHEESE ON THE DOOR, CALIFORNIA FOR TOM CRUISE, SANI FRESH HANDS PRAYING FOR CLEANLINESS, FELECIA'S DAD NEEDS TO GO TO CAR HONKING ANONYMOUS, FIRE BARBIE, GOING UP THE ESCALATOR THE WRONG WAY, APPLY YOUR SUNSCREEN LIBERALLY AND EVENLY, BARBIE AND THE ROCKERS BORN THE MIKE IN THE HAND, DRESSIN UP, MY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BUS WAS CRAP ON WHEELS, PAYLESS VELORO SHOES, BREAKING THE BED, BLOTTING LIPSTICK ON CURTAINS, PRETZELS ON THE WALLS, ROMPING AROUND, BREATH SAVERS, CRAP AND CRAP (G AND G) SURRIES AT THE SHORE, DORKS WHO WANTED TO GRIND ON THE CRUISE BENNY'S TUBE TOP, KICK BALL CHAMPION AT RECESS, BOOGER CHECK AND SUIT CHECK, TAPERED JEANS, FASHION BLEMISH, BLEACHED, WHITE, RIDER, ROUTE 66, BONJOUR JEANS, DAVE LOGAR CHARITY 1996, DAVE LOGAR REST IN PEACE WE LOVE YOU, COLIN'S DOZEN ROSES, BEN'S HAIR BEHIND HIS EARS, DAN THE G MAN IN BLEACHED TAPERED RIDER JEANS, DOING STRADDLE SPLITS, F AND J JEAN JUMPING RITUALS, SCOTT CRUSHES, THE KID AT THE SHORE WHO SCREAMED AT THE SEAGULLS, SORBET RIPPER, CAN I SEE YOUR ID FOR YOUR MARGARITA SORBET RIPPER? STRAWBERRY CHEESECAKE CRAZE, KILLING FLY WITH NAPKIN, TWIN G NESS MUSHROOM HATS, RICSTER, RICARD, ALL HAIL 311, DO YOU WANT TO SEE MY KID? JAYBIRD, JAYWALKER, POPPIN JAY, FRANKIE MUSTICA IS THE MAN, TRIBUTE TO THE RICSTER, CHERRY HILL RECREATION STAFF SUMMER OF 97-98, RAJIV'S SANDAL, 10 FOOT RULE, PEGGING KIDS, FRANKIE'S FALL AT GARDEN STATE, CHARLES IN CHARGE, JOHN I'M AFRAID OF GIRLS, NADIA'S SLAMMIN PARTY SEPT'97, (HANG UP HEAVEN) JAY W/ MC DONALDS BIB ON HIS HEAD, DIANE WATER ICE, ALL HAIL MIKE FIO, I HATE LOVE RIC, DOES JAY REALLY SHOP AT SEARS? DAVE STILL HAS TRUNK LEGS. THUNDER THIGH'S (AG) PAUL'S HAND HAIR, METROPOLIS, CARROT STEW, HAND SIGNALS WITH COLIN, LARRY IS A NERD, THE WB NETWORK, JOY LUCK CLUB, ACSOCIETY, KWAME'S PARTY, KARA'S PARTY, SALSA ON THE FLOOR AT SUPERFRESH, "S KIDS" LADY AT SUPERFRESH, WE LOVE ALL WELLINGTONS BECAUSE THEY ARE BANGIN, SALIM?, SUMMER HOOKUPS, FJ MEN/STRAIGHT? WE LOVE RV BOYS, EXCURSIONS TO RV (? DIRECTIONS ANYONE?) BEING ESCORTED, HUMMERS AND CAMOUFLAGE, RICKI IS A STUD, WE ARE IN FARM COUNTRY, DOM, ANOREXIC? BEING HAPPY WITH RICKI AND DOM (FINALLY) 14 YEARS OF FRIENDSHIP AND WE WILL ALWAYS BE FFAOT!
Ms. Eisenfeld; Julia hanging on Jesse’s banister; Mrs. Wood; No clubs; third grade dance – “Dress You Up In My Love”; Mt. Misery; New Years at Jesse’s; hide-and-seek in Jesse’s basement; Jesse’s movies; constant eating; sixth grade Halloween – cards; pecking in the woods; 4:30 Mrs. Naumann pick up; getting mugged; McDonald’s before soccer; Old Orchard Otters; Wednesday night Cherry Bowl parties; summer fun of ’95, summer Friday night movies, OO softball, jailbreak, Holiday dinners at OO, Adam triangle, Jesse’s movie questions, spit and dunking wars, Arizona Iced-Tea and Cup-of-Soup, attacking seagulls with the knife; Pocono Cup; The Bridge; Rush; Rafl Day; forts on rainy days at OO; Clover walk on rainy day from OO; ERIC; MIKE; freezing leaky pool at OO; freezing at diving pool in Jesse’s basement, Lane 6 decoration, Fourth of July at West, selling ice cream at OO; donuts in the morning; “The oven’s not on!”; The Van; cherry nails; beach in Jeff’s car; seagulls – good luck; Jeff’s party; life guarding – Traugers; stalking; eat at OO for free; late night ice cream; BOB; Brendan’s house; HS lunch; East swimming; slacking practice; Madonna dance party; State Champs; Vineland revenge; Frosh Dance
Dear Meryl,

Aaron,

You have always made us proud,

From then until now.

Love always,
Mom, Dad, Jaime
& Sammy

We kept waiting for you to become a rebellious teenager, but luckily for us, it didn’t happen. You’ve always been a real sweetiepie and we’ll miss you terribly. Whatever school you choose will be lucky to get you. We are very proud of you!

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Jenna, Emily, and Grandma

Will you be my B-F? Fuddrucker’s Surprise Party, Uncle Zubear. “I hate you FINE!” LeMeSee.... Straightening Natasha’s Hair, Poconos, Pretty Woman, MSCL, What ever happened to Set It Off? Vandalizing Bunkbeds, Grilled Cheese, WeGotToes Lights, Playground Birds, Jenn’s Confirmation, Daddy Basketball, Selena, The Tango, Todd-Ned never really I could never live without you, Suncoast, Vocal, South Walks in the Woods, How to blow Jenn’s nose! Every-

Natasha- I love you so much...thank you for not only being a wonderful friend and being there for me, but for understanding me, believing me, and making me smile!

JennyRu- No one could ever replace you or our billion memories that I will cherish forever. The past 6 yrs. are just the beginning of our friendship. I love you!
Jacqueline Dawn Kamison
"1999"

Dearest Jacki,

We have watched you grow from a beautiful little girl to a warm, caring, kind and loving young lady.

We are so proud of all you've accomplished on the soccer and lacrosse fields, but most of all your graduation from Hebrew College and now Cherry Hill East High School.

Your plans to attend either The College of Charleston or The University of South Carolina is a dream come true and we know you will be a dynamite addition to either institution.

We love you and wish you only happiness in all you do.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Nicki & Grandma
Kleinman, Brand, Litwin, Williams, Berger, Zorfass, Friedberg

Back right corner, Two Lefts, 10 Ways to cheat and get away with it, N.B.C., Wing Nights, Phantom Drunks, Salt over shoulder, Shat in Woods / “I sat on my hands”, Gamble and Loose, Weinstein get off me. Damn!, Fantasy Showbar, Bomb!!!!, S.S./4-4-2, Sprint, Agent 526, Team Work, Water Ice, California Booty, Ryan’s House – Never forget it!, Oneder, Oneder2000, Goldfinger Concert – Drumstick,7 Bob Wolb, Shwanker County, Bungee, The Captain, The Pond, Zorfass’s Hockey Game and After, Tournies, New Rules, RIP, MUC Fest ‘94, Sherry and the hockey bag, Booty Fest 97, Play Station, Little Shop of horrors, Obstruction, MML / PML / PL, Booty Blunders, Quick Draw McLitwin, The Switch, Litwin = Late, Private Parts, Howard, Spelphins, Berger’s Loss – Nad’s Pool Table, Strip Pool, Litwin’s Hair, Assists, Procrastination Proclamation, Denial, Saggy, Baseball Currency, BOB, No control, Triangles Shady Liz 1 and 2, incestual lesbianism, alternating Fridays, triangles, scent of Heather, B’s ssa, Gib Taf: sti; ssa.

Berger – I walked into a door
Zorfass – At least when I get play, I get play!!!!!!!!!
Litwin – Clint, why aren’t you moving.
Brand - Rip look at the ssa (WaWa).
Clint – Out of town boot is the best boot.
RIP – Uhhh, my blue P.O.S won’t start: I love my P.O.S.!!
NAD – Broken wristed battle still rocked.

Dave’s gas, dindy, the 8th grader, you got the Fake A** Puffy Shiznit, pink pins, area reductions, OBA, basement baseball, B of the D, Hillary in the movies, the receipt, Shrinkage, Fibs, Tecmo Tournies, $20 Sac Pyramid, Ding Dong Ditch the Mayor, Sam = DigiDesign, Skirt, Clint’s Farm System, Kutche and Sin, Kleinman and the List, Battle 98 – Shenanigans, Goofy Berger, Chewbacca Defense, Jaywalking, Alright parking, Shaggy, Switch Hit, Green Jello, Tape Recorder, Fireworks at Cooper, Hillary, I love Erica. Booteny Lee Fonsworth, Ufoma beating on Zorfass, witnessing the act, fast food, uhhhhhhhhhhhh, Stephanie’s post Junior Prom conversations, Lucky couch (41 for 41), random boot, “Shut Up Fatty", don’t go in the shallow end, southern fields, Shanked field-goal at Beaver Stadium, New Years Eve Fiascos, everyone wants me, drunken mall chicks, Advantage over Chelsea on the dance floor, All of our concerts and bands, and the yearbook fiasco!

Shouts to All: Mom (*2). Dad (*2). Dustin Anne. All Sneakers. Thunder & Tisha. Coffee Talkers (3333 forever). Troopers - our girls that have put in lots of lack of sleep!. Muc City Crew - wish we could forget some of you (but we can’t stay off Rt. 295). Beach Bums like us. All the people that have kept it Real. Old Friends. New Friends. Boyfriends (even the ones we hate, hated, or will hate). & Friends Forever......One Love
O-Train, Walsh, Doyle, Bug, Banchoot, Gweech, Innertube-Traveler, and Smafferty. "WE ALL HAVE IT UNDER CONTROL", Gweech's after school, The infamous inlet, Club Wawa, Times at Train's house, COPS, Mike's and Chris' shady nite, "ODB, MAX, BERETTA, CAMARO, CADDY, HOOZE, and the BOAT". Gweech's search for a whip, Gweech's 17 B-day, Hayhill, Basketball= Jeev, Chad, Walshy, and Toro, Paintball, "Lookout Lafferty", Newps-Natty, Honey, Clam- "I can't breath", V-day, (eye)Egg-Fight, (pink)Olga's, Booting face, Colberg meets the stairs, Gek stands, ½ baked, "BOX IT", Heiny, Indian liquid, Late nite catches, "Do you have I.D.?", Main street, "Don't touch my tribe", Dunes, Carools, Walsh'-Colberg'-Boyle's-and Train's ytraps, Kev=8, Mike=8, Train=8, Walsh=8, Jeev=8, Chris=8, Laff=5, Gweech=0. Beretta/Cherokee, Eric, Chad W, Kevin, Mike, Jeev, Chad D, Chris, and Brad. Peace to the East side.

JUSTIN AND BETH

Justin - Well babe, this is my last chance to tell you how much you mean to me. The past 3 years have been nothing short of amazing and there are no words to describe how much I will miss seeing your blue eyes every morning. I'll always be your number one fan. Love you always. Champ, Slugger, Shortstuff, Princess, Beth.
P.S. - Don't forget H2O!!

Beth - It has been a great 3 years and now it looks like we're going our separate ways. We've had a lot of great times together and you will always have a place in my heart. Thank you for being such a great friend. Love always, Justin.
P.S. - You're still a punk!
sar ah m i l z y
j u l i e v e l v e t
c l a i n e d u f f y

e r i c a s p i k e
k e r r i p u d d i n
A friend will walk life’s miles with you, And nourish values sound and true. Though paths may sometimes drift apart, True friendship never leaves the heart.

field hockey * eighth grade lunch * locker room introduction * “Look at me?” * Erica and her boys * mallrats * ugly Chinese face * Michaelangelos * our table * annual sleepover * February birthdays * Honda club * cooper neighborhood * getting Katarina lost in Point of Woods * Ian * everyone but Nancy and Shannon * “I have German” * concepts * Lucia * meaning of bidet * Erica’s grandpa face * “feel my leg” * Ouija board * Erotic, funny cards * on-line bashes * Kmart * Strutting around the bowling alleys * “I’ll drive!” * Losing Rachael * Swimming in the rain * Inside jokes * Ricky’s pool parties * Foreign booty * Cheese fries * broken Prom plans * “We’re moving to NYC” * Holiday pollyanna * Dunkin’ Donuts * Shannon’s love for Wawa * Fake nails * Drama Queens * weird moods * happy girl * healer/wounder * sweetner * “How far will you . . .?” * shore trip that never happened * eighth grade joint party * college choices * different tastes * “Make a right!” * comparing sizes * Mr. Wrong * “Don’t take my . . .” * Stalker * That evil boy’s name * fake boyfriends * swimming at 5am * soap operas * three-way calling * making fun of people * mummer’s dance * Uni-mart * Colonial Pizza * Rachael’s emotions * problems * Katarina’s choice * ice-skating at the coliseum * SUMMER of ’99!!!
MELISSA,

YOU ARE STILL MY LITTLE GIRL, ALTHOUGH YOU ARE ALL GROWN UP. YOU HAVE GROWN TO BE A BEAUTIFUL PERSON, INSIDE AND OUT.

AS YOU GO FORWARD, ACCEPT THE ADVICE OF THOSE WHO HAVE GONE BEFORE YOU, AND IN THE SAME MANNER REACH BACK TO THOSE WHO WILL FOLLOW YOU.

YOU ARE A SHINING EXAMPLE OF WHAT A DAUGHTER CAN BE. YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL AND GOOD, HONEST AND PRINCIPLED, DETERMINED AND INDEPENDENT, SENSITIVE AND INTELLIGENT. YOU ARE A SHINING EXAMPLE OF WHAT EVERY MOTHER WISHES HER DAUGHTER TO BE.

THIS IS ONE STEP OF ACCOMPLISHMENT. NOW CONTINUE ON TO THE NEXT AND WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED YOU WILL FIND THAT YOUR LIFE IS COMPLETE. THAT YOU HAVE DONE YOUR BEST TO GET TO THE TOP.

I AM VERY PROUD OF YOU. YOU HAVE MADE ME HAPPY WITH THE CHOICES YOU HAVE MADE THUS FAR. YOU ARE A MATURE AND RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL. KEEP STRIVING TO DO THE BEST YOU CAN. I WILL ALWAYS BE BY YOUR SIDE AND I WILL ALWAYS BE THERE WHEN YOU NEED A HUG.

SET AN EXAMPLE FOR YOUR BROTHER AND HELP HIM TO FOLLOW YOUR LEAD.

KEEP THOSE BIG BROWN EYES OPEN AND THAT SMILE ON YOUR FACE. DON'T LET ANYTHING OR ANYONE BLOCK YOUR WAY TO SUCCESS.

"MY LITTLE PETUNIA"

CONGRATULATIONS!!

12 YEARS DOWN, 4 MORE TO GO!!

YOU GO GIRL! YOU CAN DO IT.

LOVE YOU ALWAYS,
MOM

CLASS OF "99"
Schnigz  BuB  Verneeack  Kennedy

Freshman football, Bob's New Year's 96, Braut's Rollercoaster, Vernick's All-nighter, Bob eyes, Kickin' thirty bushels, Bobby you be quiet out there! Bob's nose bleed- 311, Creme Dream, "Kristy, I love you", Soco night, Braut's basement- through the window then into the hole, Cotillion night- down the street, "I hooked up with a lot of chicks in our grade.", hoagies at Wawa, Vernick's stages, runs to: Caroolls, Crown, Spirit, Main Street, and Kress, Cans, quarters, power hour-59 minutes, the whistler, Ghetto prom, Late nights at Leigh's, "Bob, you are so annoying!", pong, Gameday- Bob's replays, Catchin' dips, concerts, Ricky Watter's in O.C., OCD, "What's wrong babe?", Braut's 3 months off- what was he thinkin'?., Vernick's shore house- tuna fish, Bare exposure w/o Braut, 18th birthdays, blastin' systems- you'll wake up Sara, "The radio's kicked dude!", hit the radio, Baseball- Braut and Tennant, Kennedy's party week- sail away with Captain, Vernick's card, after school runs every fridays-Jr. year, running from pigs, Carmody's English class- the Imp doesn't puff, Hot tub- don't drown-yo I pissed, Braut's inability in Tennant's bathroom, Spirit Week 97- where's Braut-red Subaru, chillin' after school, "Can you slow down I don't have seat belt on back here."- Bob, stealin' Duco's gas card, "What am I some sort of joke to you?", Bob's hand, hangin' out together!
tricia and jane

"Because of my friends, I’ve laughed a little harder, cried a little less, and smiled a lot for no apparent reason."

Memories:
Pensals, Halloween, Mushroomhead, Penns, eating Past, Kim’s Karate, Janers!, Trash!, Shrimp Dish Trish, Junior Mint, Bangoo, the Funk, Local Oak, Haany, He’s Googly!, Library, Gpc labs, heartbreakers, Hwangentfanfling, Computer Ants, Momo, "Why do you lie?", International House of Kinky Chicas, IHBJC, Joy Luck Weekend, Liberation Day, High Point of the Day, Jane’s Growing Up!, From Fights, Suicide Tales, punching games, Baywatch Beauty, Anorexia, burning letters, chopstick addiction, gossip, "August 26! Yeah, whatever January 10!", Brigitte, Three Musketeers!, Prom Dress-up, halhum, "No carry people!", "We’re so mean!", marry twinkie!, "Lesbian or nun; whichever comes first!", Groovy dance, obscure movie lines, "do we have anything from lax? Yeah, QUITTING!" attempting tennis, no eating policy, so many smelly boys, Spanish pick-up lines, beating each other up, movie marathons, anti-social hermits, broken promises, "I can count my friends on one hand!", high school boys?, 10:30 bedtime, "Were you sleeping? No!", hiding from Laura, watching our tommy.
"It's my mom!" Midnight Run, Foot Therapy, Delivery Truck, 24 Wheeler, Skate Sesh, Marketplace, The "O", Dunkin' Donuts guy, Munchies at D+D, Unfinished J.C.C., Mikes House Alarm, Evan's 5 miles in 2 minutes, Mishief Night, Cop Chases, Joe's Party - Zaley Cleanup Sesh, Carrot Bowl, Orange Bowl, Beedies, N oh 2, C'mon Feets!, Brett Harte, Abalows, The Pit, Sesh night, South Street, Trippin at Al's, Doughnut Throwing, Fry Fights, Finals, Planet Cherry Hill, Breaking Icicles, Cat Like Reflexes, Hockey, Ice Skating, Grape Mode, Sleepovers, Laughing Way too Hard, Pear in Paper Bag, Mike's Luck, Pretzel Eating, Go Kart, The Hill, Da Box, Porn at Mikes, Porn at Todd's, Parental Nug, White Cavalier, Whore House, D + Q, Mikes Gamkin' Days, JDR, Lit Dances, Lost in the Ghetto, Midnight Bowling, Psychic Links, Bare Ass Room, Bono, Todd, Scott - Nothin' But Love!

Always Best Friends No Matter What
Freshman Football, the new kid (booter); pickin and poundin strawberry fields; paintball; camping; Todd's house, Society Hill, the pit; Buffet concert; Metallica concert; tuna off-shore; CJ's shore house; Grubb's boat; boat yard, Route nine; locker room stalls; track and hack; New Year's '97, New Year's '98 at Joe's tears fell!!! Here's to you and here's to me and if by chance we disagree the heck with you and here's to me.

Joe, Bon, CJ, and Andy Best Friends Forever!
MELISSA,
YOU ARE ON YOUR WAY AND WELL DESERVED. DON'T STOP HERE. KEEP GOING AND BECOME THE BEST YOU CAN BE.
WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU. YOU ARE A RESPONSIBLE AND CARING PERSON. ENJOY LIFE.
LOVE, TITI CELIA & PAPOTE "DAD"

Jillian
My Beaner is all grown up.
Happy Trails
Lots of Love,
Mom & Ethan

Good Luck Maryann!

Love, Ginger

Melissa:

As you enter the real world, be guided always by the following words of Lao-Tsu:

Manifest plainness
Embrace simplicity
Reduce selfishness
Have few desires

Your unwavering sensitivity towards the less fortunate members of our society must not be allowed to diminish. It truly defines your personality...a unique character recognized by those whose respect and love you've deservedly earned.

Congratulations!
Ayirebi Asante
Class of "99"

Jill & Andy

After 10 years of friendship we know each other as well as any two people can. Miss Geach's 8th grade class is when it all began, but talking in the park, in Andy's basement, and at all hours on the phone are the true roots to our friendship. We're thankful for each other in the good and the bad. Although our high school days are coming to an end, the bond being best of friends will never end.
MELUSSA MARRERO,

CONGRATULATIONS, MAY YOU SUCCEED IN ALL YOUR ENDEAVORS.

LOVE, TAMMY, TITI MARY &
UL DANO

BEST WISHES!!

Shannon -
May your smile and song continue to bring joy to those whose lives you touch. Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Laura,
Karen and Shaun

TO OUR SARA-
It has been a pleasure to watch you grow up into such a beautiful young lady. As a daughter and a sister, you have brought so much joy into our lives. We wish you all the happiness in the world! Always follow your dreams!
Love,
Mom, Dad,

Jackie, and Andrea

Little Laura
in your tu-tu
We were all so very proud of you
Since then many years have gone by
Now it's time to open your wings and fly
As to your high school days you say goodbye
Go for it Laura and reach for the sky!

We Love You,
Laura!
Love,
Mama Pajama,
Doodad, Kim, Dave,
Mady, and Pooh

To Our Darling Sarah - It's so hard to believe you're all grown up and leaving home. What will we do without seven girls on the couch watching 90210, or Buffy? The silence without the telephone ringing constantly will be surreal. The sound of the hairdryer will be sorely missed. And where will I be without my fashion consultant? You have grown into a delightful young lady, full of life and love, despite the fact that mom occasionally forgot to pick you and your brother up and you were left sitting on a curb, and dinner invariably came from Lambert's. Our lives will be certainly quieter without you at home - no soccer, no lacrosse, no 'walk the dog,' no 'have you done your homework?' no what are you doing tonight and when will you be home? You will succeed in whatever you choose in life. Thank you for being you, Sweetie. We love you....mom and dad.
BULK

Sarena - bulk starter

Elaine - wrote the most emails

Theresa - nice adlibs, "You were hot!"

Meson - wrote few but VERY LONG emails

Rikin- "you and Rina looked so cute!"

Santosh- LONG emails (download anyone?)

Shuo - (moshing!)

Vikram - sarcastic one, "evil!"

Christina - wrote very few

Scott- wrote 3 emails total

Rosa - "put me in!", who'sickipoo?

Robin - sane one from the group
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CHERRY HILL EAST VARSITY ICE HOCKEY

L to R, Front To Back
(Back Row)
Coach Galasso, Coach Basara, C.Hartung, J.DiSalvatore, W.Kennan, J.Zorfas, P.Lettieri,
V.Vaks, H.Johnsen, K.Kardos, M.Baron, D.Kanoff, Coach Desrochers, Coach Gunther
(Front Row)

Alternate
Vince Galasso

Captain
Shawn Davis

Alternate
Bret Basara

1998 - 1999 Schedule

8/31 - Egan
9/10 - Ryan
9/12 - Egan
9/19 - T-Birds A
9/25 - Warwick
9/26 - T-Birds B
9/27 - Hershey
10/2 - Edgewood
10/5 - Eastern
10/10 - T-Birds B
10/12 - Triton
10/17 - Warwick
10/19 - Triton
10/24 - Malvern Prep
10/26 - Eastern
11/9 - Edgewood
11/11 - Malvern Prep
11/14 - Pennbury
11/18 - T-Birds A
11/20 - Clairview
11/23 - Edgewood
11/28 - Mercer Chiefs
11/29 - Mercer Chiefs
11/30 - Washington Twp.
12/4 - Clairview
12/9 - Atlantic Cty
12/14 - Clairview
12/16 - Atlantic Cty
12/21 - Lenape
12/23 - Bensalem
12/28, 30, 31 - Twin Rinks
Holiday High School Tournament
1/4 - Lenape
1/11 - Lenape
1/13 - Bensalem
1/18 - Triton
2/1 - Washington Twp
2/3 - Atlantic Cty
2/8 - Eastern
Playoffs
L to R, Front To Back
(Back Row)
Coach Desrochers, K. Desrochers, M. Denyo, L. Brownstein, N. Johnson, K. Kardos, C. Zazzamia,
D. Kanoff, B. McLarney, Coach Lorrino, Coach Desrochers

(Front Row)
M. Maggi, M. Sica, C. Lorrino, A. Wolosky, P. Korman, J. Ernst, A. DeMarco,
N. Glambakis, B. Travers

Alternate
M. Maggi

Captain
Neil Johnson

Alternate
A. DiMarco

1998 - 1999 Schedule

9/12 - Trop Bantam A
9/27 - Ryan
10/4 - Clearview
10/10 - Shawnee
10/18 - CH West
10/25 - Delran

11/8 - W. Deptford
11/15 - Neuman
11/21 - W. Deptford
12/6 - Neuman
12/9 - Atlantic Cty
12/13 - Clearview
12/16 - Atlantic Cty
12/20 - Washington Twp
12/29, 30, 31 - Twin Rinks
Holiday High School Tournament
1/3 - Delran
1/10 - W. Deptford
1/17 - Delran
1/22 - Washington Twp

1/23 - Shawnee
1/24 - Ryan
1/29 - Washington Twp
1/31 - Washington Twp AA
2/7 - Clearview
2/14 - Neuman
Playoffs
CHERRY HILL EAST ICE HOCKEY

Congratulates Our Graduating Seniors

Paul Lettieri #88
2 Yrs. Varsity - 1 Yr. JV Center

Chad Gunther #93
4 Yrs. Varsity Center

Justin Lupow #7
4 Yrs. Varsity Wing

Dan Kanoff #9
3 Yrs. JV Wing

Shawn Davis #16
2 Yrs. Varsity - 2 Yrs. JV Defense
CHERRY HILL EAST ICE HOCKEY

Congratulations Our Graduating Seniors

Brian Vurgason #73
4 Yrs. Varsity
Center

Neil Johnsen #15
1 Yr. Varsity - 3 Yrs. JV
Center

Zach Kennan #1
2 Yrs. Varsity - 1 Yr. JV
Goalie

Jason Zorfass #22
2 Yrs. Varsity - 2 Yr. JV
Wing

Kevin Kardos #24
2 Yrs. JV
Wing
The "Puck" Stops Here!

Zach Kennan #1
Love Mom, Dad, Warren, Emily and Big
Leigh *Alison *Lindsay
SICA

Freshman bungalow, year long brawl, the pride, frats, week runaway, beach houses, trips to the shore, Camping '98, "I wanna be in the middle!", 9-2-2, "LANDSLIDE", Crackhouse'96, tank, Ecstasy, Florida, Soccer, Love Triangle, "Funnel on my head", Junior prom, drive to Canada (Annie's), P-head, pms week, Aerosmith, skinny dipping, town whore, taking each other to get our licenses, don't stop get it, it is a radish a berry, not haha funny, haha weird, the book of poop, getting suspended(2), James, Parliaments, blankets and movies, Nature walks, ROSS, crying, laughing, crying and laughing, loving each other, hating each other, through all of the good times and the bad times, we still have our bests friends, forever.

Amanda, Cecily, and Carissa

PSYCHOS~FIRST SLEEPOVER~HALLOWEEN'97~ATCO GHOST~J CREW OUTLET~SPILT PEAP SOUP~LITTLE LUNCH TABLE~MALL EVERY SATURDAY~CRAZY DANCING IN CECILLY'S ROOM~CLOTHES TRADING~KCC~GEOMETRY FINAL~MADY'S LADY FISH~P-HAT~STEAK AND ALE~MANY ABSENTS~SUSHI PARTY~JUMPING THROUGH SPRINKLER~AMANDA'S HAIR CUT~NOTE GAMES~PROBLEMS~ICE CREAM SNICKERS~CECILLY'S CUTFINGER~BREAKING IN HOUSE~AFTER SCHOOL LUNCH SQUIRREL~EGYPT~"DO YOU WANT TO GO ON A WALK?"~DRIVING TO ROWAN~RUNNING OUT OF GAS~GARY AND DAMMON FLOATING IN AMANDA'S POOL~CECILLY'S VACATION~SUMMER COMMERCIAL~MCRETTARD~AMANDA AND LEMONS AT SARAH'S~"SHOULD WE GO TO SCHOOL-EVER?"~KLEPTING~STEVE AFTER PROM~JUSTIN AND THE KETCHUP BOTTLE~WHERE'S THE SELF-HELP SECTION?~MELLISA, WE GAVE YOU THE TELCUBBIE~WADE'S CREW~BLACK CAR AND PURPLE CAR~MAP~CAN I USE YOUR BATHROOM~BRIGADINE~ATLANTIC CITY CASINO'S~4TH OF JULY~LAST NIGHT OF SUMMER~HICKEY'S~SPIKED COFFEE~"THEY WANT US EVERYONE WANTS US"~PADDOLE SHOT GUN~DISCO DOD~HIDE AND SEEK~COUNTRY CLUB~WILLOWDALE~GRENDOL~HAPPY PICTURES~FRENCH~AMISH COURTNEY~RUSHING TO HOSPITAL~STAYING FOREVER AFTER SURGERY~SCARY LADY AT CANDY STORE~FROSH DANCE RETREAT~ARTEY, TERRY, AND JUSTIN~ROSS'S EX-GIRLFRIEND~BIRD'S BIRTHDAY PARTY~DRESSING UP LIKE BIRD'S~THROWING ROCKS AT SEAN'S WINDOW~FLYER'S PRACTICE~LASER TAO~CONSTIPATION STORIES~JUMPING ON CARISSA'S BED~EGGING~OUR 21 EXPERIENCES~STEALING BOYFRIENDS~DECORATING HOUSES~CRAZY LADY'S PARTY~BIRTHDAY AT OLIVE GARDEN~CHINESE FOOD AT MIDNIGHT~MAKEOVERS~THE THREE HEADED MONSTER~PHOTO NAG~PERKY~TITANIC WITH GREG AND JAKE~LEAVING SCHOOL FOR LUNCH~JUNIOR PROM~VIVARIN~THINKING OF THESE MEMORIES AT 2:25 IN THE MORNING THE DAY ITS DUE~MELISSA'S HOTEL PARTY~I LIKE CHINESE~WE ARE FRIENDS
CONGRATULATIONS TO
LESLIE-ANNE H. FABELLO
and the CLASS of 1999

We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Ryan

BRETTH and LESLIE

You save your hair when you cut it? • late bus home • 7th grade
elections • Mrs. Winitzky in Math • that girl who was obsessed with
you • “Call you back in five.” • jaw breakers at camp • Friday’s and a
Movie? • Broken Femur • I’m visiting you in the hospital • Your foot’s
going to fall off • Pegs, can I come to Greece?? • Pegsley & Bert •
You’re lying, Les! • yucky Teriyaki Boy • Greece, are we actually
going? • Oh my god we are actually going to Greece! • We can gamble
• Frosh Dance • phone fights • Jared’s soccer games • Springdale deli
flooding on us • Diane’s ices & ices • gum? • Your soccer game: Is that
your girlfriend? • I hate you 3X • Europeans smell • Why are those
girls following us? • I can’t get a massage • stealing towels • your
“gambling” problem • Topless beach? • Ice please • riding the banana
• Philips head • ooh Inter-Continental hotel • Greek movies • picture
at the Parthenon • I hate Olympic Airways • smoking on the plane? •

you get to go to Germany? • “We sailed on together then we drifted
apart and now I lie by you side.” • leaving lunch • Dressing up as
Aladdin in FOP • booting at your house • lunch lady • The Bravada •
Hubris-3 • free candy at the movies • Japanese everyday • running
from the movies to the mall • leg massages • behind the bowling alley
• DMB • falling over • mushroom head • Baruch...why do you think
you are Jewish? • you are such a good crutch • screaming in Vito’s •
cracking toes, backs, and fingers • I got the Diane’s job!!! • many letters
and phone calls to your teen tour • WE ARE IN SEVENTEEN
MAGAZINE!!! Page 44 • “the necklace” • Deutch • the soccer spy •
people always saying hi to Brett in the hallway first • daily bathroom
trips • “the special bathroom” • running for President and VP of
Activities • notes in Pre-Calculus • power trips • circle YBS or NO •
massage fights • PRECOR • SGA ’98-’99 • really random obsessions •
soccer manager? •

“The best times we’ve had are the times we’ve spent together.”
KATE and LESLIE

Becoming friends in fifth grade • Autumn Excitement & CE • Les look at my leg! • Hanging out under my tree after school • puffs • Mount Misery • Night pictures • Blizzard '93 closed mall and walking through the blizzard to Domino’s • Are you Mary? • Breaking my neck on Athena’s trampoline • Les, do I have to write in your yearbook? • Obsessions began, not naming names • Leslie’s swish, krimpets, and soda • Big Belgian waffle and ice cream at Tory’s • futon fart • kate’s always winner at paddle ball • Bill’s Big accident w/ the go-karts • Holy Rosary B-Ball • Video pact • Just break up w/ Mike already • New Year’s • “Grease” • Grease lightning • Elmo eyes • Vanilla spray, big blow-up crayon • Leslie Mono? • Dance w/ Arnold & Mike • Uncle Bill’s yellow bug • Outdoor World • closet room • “Hello this is hell!” • SOCCER BOY • moon boots • Jell-O shots • Field Hockey • Vice-President • Celebration Party at Les’ • New Year’s Leslie’s hair grease • Freshman dance; Ben and Jeff • punching Leslie’s nose •

Gusher & Brut • Don Pedro • Saul • troll • Shrew! • Prom, um: I have a tournament that weekend • Rye Bread • Big Butt • Smurf • Iaka and the Swedish food • ODU Field hockey camp • Pink pumkineck • Why does everything fart? • homecoming rep 2X • cotillion dates Adam & Eric • booting 10X • PW • Leslie’s shady bed • Wade’s fleece • Dand and Sirt • behind the bowling alley for the first time • ODU the second time around • see through shorts • the diane’s job • waverunners • getting kicked out for almost hitting a boat • freezing in the jeep • getting hit in the face numerous times in field hockey • field hockey scam at West • Sorry I went back • 2nd team all-conference • Doc’s class • Spirit Week cheating • the license • ACL recovery • Junior Prom • sleeping in the same bed • walking to the boardwalk at 6 in the morning • DIANE’s vs. Ordille’s • more obsessions • falling in “the chair”, watching and falling too • Watching old home videos • TCBY freaks • catering •

BRETT ~ KATE ~ BILL

TRIPS TO PHILLY
AT HOME
LESLIE’S BASEMENT
VIDEO TAPING
SLEEP OVER
GRENDEN’S YIT
SEASIDE
LESLIE’S BACKYARD
MOODSWINGS
SOPH COTILLION
MOM PICK ME UP

DRED
MARE
JACK FRUIT
DMB
STEVE MILLER
ALLMAN’S
TOKEN
SHROOM
MUFF
LINFORD
BATHTUB GIN
Congratulations Nick
You’ve always made us very proud and you always will.
You are our Top Gun!
Love Mom and DAD
All Cherry Hill; All South Jersey, Plink, Plank, Plunk, Wawa Hoagies, gossiping; All State, Arne Running, Wagner at C, Tchaikovsky, the people we despise; Pit Orchestra, Rosa's obsessions, your passport if you please, 6 different black outfits; Carnegie Hall, Dale, solos, Planet Hollywood, FAO.

Section Editors, annoying advisors, doing layouts, our and Mr. Carr's random outbursts, music, stress-relieving chalkboard, worrying about the competition, EDITORS-IN-CHIEF.

Movies at the Ritz, "What was that about?", quesadillas, no cheese, Chez Elena, Applebees, MR DAMON & MR HANKS.

Rosa's selecting a date, senior prom, meeting John, Library II, Kamehameha, groups, ugly fingernails, DARK & HAIRY.

Chinese dancing, getting kicked out, exchanging notes, Chinese School, various clubs, N.K., sleepovers, trading stickers, Mall Madness, Truth or Dare, China Day modeling, first day of Beck - I have to tell you about this guy, lunch table, hating Beck, first violin, stopping before the last note, Rosa's mishap with the old woman, Rocchino study groups, That Thing You Do, Mmm Bop, uh, hi Rosa, looking constipated, $T_C = T_{CC}$, two!, bus ride to Great Adventure, going to Kathy's precalc class, Rosa's pictures, Social Nights, Meson and Kathy's birthday party, making senior gift, $50 Kinko's card, Dave Matthews '98, Project Graduation, What's Up?, the Bread Store, Meson's chickies, Scott's random question, Rosa's head in the window, Jeff's sneakers, Jenny's surprise party, Kathy's Edward Scissorhands impersonation, Rosa's butt, that girl's clothes, hide-n-seek, Dorney Park, don't trust anybody, PICTONARY.
Congratulations JONATHAN!
It's your Graduation Day!
You're off to Great Places!
You're off and away!
What life holds for you JON,
Only God knows.
Oh, the things you'll achieve,
Oh, the places you'll go!

But, wherever you go,
And whatever you do,
Remember we love you,
And we'll be there for you.

You're off to Great Places!
Today is your day!
College is waiting.
So... get on your way!

Mom, Dad, Ryan and Popcorn
| Soffer, Leah 134 |
| Solano, Vanessa 134 |
| Solomon, Rachel 11, 78 |
| Solomon, Sean 134 |
| Soltoff, Erica 78 |
| Som, Sarba 78 |
| Song, Peter 86 |
| Southwick, Kimberly 70 |
| Spagnola, Ralph 86 |
| Spak, Stefanie 70 |
| Spargo, Amanda 78 |
| Spechler, Paul 70 |
| Speesler, Michael 86 |
| Spera, Dante |
| Spera, Desiree 6, 86 |
| Spirgelman, Adam 86 |
| Springer, Erin 78 |
| Srivastava, Ritu 28, 134 |
| Stallfort, Fallon 70 |
| Stanford, Shannon 134 |
| Starkovsky, Anna 86 |
| Steelman, Jeanned 135 |
| Stein, Cara 86 |
| Stein, Jacob 86 |
| Steinhoff, Jennifer 135 |
| Stemmer, Robert 70 |
| Sterling, Rachel 86 |
| Sternberg, Eric 70 |
| Stolyar, Maria 78 |
| Stolzer, Maureen 86 |
| Stomel, Adam 70 |
| Strazzullo, Terry 24, 87 |
| Stronski, Casey 70 |
| Strug, Lindsay 78 |
| Stuart, Jessica 135 |
| Studin, Zachary 135, 172 |
| Su, Jeffrey 135 |
| Suleks, David 135 |
| Sullivan, Jarrett 87 |
| Sullivan, John 70 |
| Sullivan, Jordan 70 |
| Sung, Jane 78 |
| Surya, Shantala 2, 135 |
| Surya, Venu 78 |
| Sus, Vince 135 |
| Swartz, Ryan 87 |
| Sweeney, Gail 34, 78 |
| Sweeney, Jill 78 |
| Swint, Lauren 87 |
| Syal, Anil 36, 87 |
| Szczurek, Jenny 135, 155 |
| Szczurek, Michael 70 |
| Szramski, Dana 78 |
| Tabnick, Dustin 136 |
| Taflin, Craig 136 |
| Tamburino, Myles 87 |
| Tan, Jennifer 60, 67, 70 |
| Tan, Kathy 136 |
| Tang, Diana 70 |
| Tannenbaum, Alyssa 78 |
| Tao, Jing 70 |
| Taylor, Lauren 28, 136 |
| Tennant, Chad 13, 136 |
| Thompson, Andrew 50, 70 |
| Thompson, Beth 78 |
| Thompson, Matthew 136 |
| Thomson, Scott 71 |
| Thorpe, Jennifer 40, 136 |
| Thorpe, Megan 78 |
| Thurman, Lauren 136, 178 |
| Thurston, Nicole 78 |
| Timko, Alison 71 |
| Ting, Dorothy 78 |
| Tjattas, Lindsay 136 |
| Tobin, Marie 137 |
| Tobin, Stephen 78 |
| Todero, Jamie 78 |
| Tomar, Heather 87 |
| Tomasetti, Erica 137 |
| Tomor, Roshni 71 |
| Torio, Christopher 137 |
| Tortu, Joseph 78 |
| Toub, Seth 137 |
| Townsend, Andrew 87 |
| Trager, David 137 |
| Trager, Jill 71 |
| Tran, John |
| Traster, Benjamin 49, 137 |
| Travers, Brian 71 |
| Trawinski, Milosz 78 |
| Troiano, Jennifer 137 |
| Troiano, Joseph 71 |
| Trojek, Ryno 78 |
| Tseng, Allen 137 |
| Tseng, Michelle 78 |
| Tubello, Jade 71 |
| Tureckian, Nicholas 71 |
| Turner, Angela 87 |
| Tyszka, Lauren 87 |
| Udell, Sarah 87 |
| Ulrich, Seth 79 |
| Ursl, Brooke 7, 87 |
| Utain, Bani 137 |
| Vak, Vadim 87 |
| Van Brunt, Robert 79 |
| Van De Rijn, Scott 87 |
| Vanzulli, Rakhi 79 |
| Vardhmana, Santosh 32, 137 |
| Varon, Joshua 60, 87 |
| Varum, Sinath 71 |
| Venture, Raymond 137 |
| Venuto, Allison 87, 152, 158, 164 |
| Verma, Praveen 28, 138, 155 |
| Vernick, Gregory 138 |
| Vill, Aaron 138 |
| Villar, Frances 79, 168 |
| Villegas, Vincent 138 |
| Volkman, Jeremy 79 |
| Vukovic, Srdjan 21, 87 |
| Vuong, Kim Hoang 87 |
| Vurgason, Bryan 138 |
| Wagner, Aaron 73, 79 |
| Wakeley, Thomas 138 |
| Wall, Lauren 138 |
| Wallace, Jared 79 |
| Walsh, Chad 138, 153 |
| Walsh, Mary Kathryn 139 |
| Walters, Charles 79 |
| Walton, Kenneth 71 |
| Wan, Yolanda Hui-Wa 87 |
| Wanser, Lauren Ann 139 |
| Wander, Rachelle 71 |
| Wang, Carlos 79 |
| Wang, Jeffrey Chung 20, 87, 21 |
| Wang, Johnny Tsantsu 87 |
| Wang, Rui 71 |
| Wang, Willy Kwamtsu 47, 71 |
| Wang, Yu Nan 87 |
| Warshauer, Julie 87 |
| Wasson, Dina Rose 71 |
| Watkins, Gaven 79 |
| Watson, J. Michael 139 |
| Watson, Samuel 79 |
| Weatherby, David 79 |
| Weatherby, Michelle 71 |
| Weicker, William 79 |
| Weiner, Melissa 139 |
| Weinstein, Melissa 71 |
| Weinstein, Ryan 7, 87 |
| Weis, Elkan 71 |
| Weisman, Robyn 71 |
| Weisman, Tara 71 |
| Weitz, Erica 79 |
| Weitzman, Michael 71 |
| Welsh, Elizabeth 71 |
| Welde, Brandon 79 |
| Wellington, Adar 71 |
| Wellington, Anwar 12, 33, 139 |
| Wellner, Matthew 71 |
| Wenger, Rachel 87 |
| Werner, Jessica 87, 183 |
| Wesley, Anna 79 |
| Wesley, Christa 71 |
| Wessner, Krista Ann 139, 170, 182 |
| West, Roberto 71 |
| Whalen, Michele 79 |
| White, Emily 87 |
| Whitson, Michael 139 |
| Whitson, Sara 79 |
| Whitten, Benjamin 28, 79 |
| Whittier, Nicole 71 |
| Wickware, J. Craig 71 |
| Wiesner, Meredith 139 |
| Wiggins, Aaron 87, 165 |
| Wild, Amanda 23, 139 |
| Wild, Emily 139 |
| Wilderman, Todd 140 |
| Wilensky, Ellen Ann 140 |
| Wilensky, Nancy 71 |
| Williams, Christopher 78 |
| Williams, Clinton 16, 140 |
| Williams, Darella 79 |
| Williams, Jessica 79 |
| Williamson III, Edwin 5, 140, 56 |
| Willoth, Tara Leigh 79 |
| Willson, Sarah 87 |
| Wilmot, Kobina 71 |
| Wilson, Kalifah 79 |
| Wilson, William 79 |
| Wimmer, Brad 87 |
| Winn, Amanda 79 |
| Wiseley, Jason 79 |
| Wislocky, Karen 31, 71, 87 |
| Wolbach, David 17, 87 |
| Wolbach, Richard 140 |
| Wolf, Melissa 140 |
| Wolfe, David 79 |
| Wolosky, Adam 79 |
| Womack, Brett 140 |
| Won, Jee Hoon 49, 140 |
| Wong, Joshua 71 |
| Wong, Sophia 71 |
| Woo, Hi Chul 71 |
| Woo, Ki Chul 87 |
| Woo, Young Chur 140 |
| Wood, Sarah 71 |
| Worlows, William 140 |
| Wu, Crystal Chu-Nan 60, 87, 165 |
| Wu, Judy Shuyin 51, 87 |
| Wu, Olivia 52, 71 |
| Wu, Rachel 71 |
| Wu, Rosa Peipei 140 |
| Wysong, Matthew 141 |
| Xenakis, Lauren 77, 79 |
| Xu, Jin 87 |
| Xu, Ke Kevin 79 |
| Xu, Long 87 |
| Yaffa, Aaron 87 |
| Yang, Alex 79 |
| Yang, Chih-Hsiang Da 141 |
| Yang, Jen Hae Mi 87 |
| Yang, Kevin Taiyu 79 |
| Yang, Peggy Pei-Yin 71 |
| Yang, Tiffany 71 |
| Yin, Christine 87 |
| Yin, Terry 71 |
| Yoo, Christine 33, 87 |
| Yoo, Jee Hye 79 |
| Yoon, Joe Woong 79 |
| Young, Matthew 79 |
| Yuabov, Roman 141 |
| Zallie, Stacy 87 |
| Zalut, Lauren 79 |
| Zaontz, Michelle 71 |
| Zappasodi, Arnold 141 |
| Zarghami, Jhane 71 |
| Zaum, Jared 79 |
| Zaum, Matthew 79 |
| Zebrick, Justin 71 |
| Zegen, Kate 71 |
| Zegen, Melissa 6, 87 |
| Zeng, Michael Hao 87 |
| Zhang, Huang-John Xi 141 |
| Zhang, Janet Deja 87 |
| Zhang, Quan Tom Xian 87 |
| Zheng, Yun 79 |
| Zhou, David 79 |
| Zhou, Yi Bing 36, 71 |
| Zions, Suzanne 79 |
| Zizzamia, Christopher 79 |
| Zorfass, Jason 141, 172 |
| Zuara, Larry 141 |
| Zucker, Cole 71 |
| Zweven, Evan 141 |
| Zweven, Samantha 79 |
Normally, hall of fame consists of people. But, as anybody who has ever come into the yearbook office knows, we're anything but normal. We proudly present the first inmate (with one exception) hall of fame known to mankind. What else can you expect when you stick half a dozen of any of these crazy teenagers into a cramped room? Add Mr. Carr and you have yourself a snafu waiting to happen. The story of our yearbook experience this year encompasses more than any page could ever relate, so we came up with nine things that we will always hold dear to our hearts. Shuttle Tiberian: We admit it. We have no lives. We look for cool clip art in our spare time. But you have to agree. It is very cool. Clock that doesn't work despite numerous battery changes. It makes our day when an unsuspecting victim walks in, takes a look at the clock, and freaks out. Rod of Wisdom/Thinking Staff and Mirror: The versatile red pole that we use for all kinds of unmentionable activities, including fixing the clock that doesn't work. The mirror behind it is used daily to check collar/call her up status. CD Player: It looks so innocent, but underneath that cool plastic exterior lies the cause of many near-deaths. It's also been the source of good times, i.e. Mr. Carr leaves the room and wild dancing and jumping around the room ensues. Mr. Carr Bear: You've got the hemp hat with the Christmas balls, the glasses, and the wrestling belt. Nothing more needs to be said. Riki and Vicki: Christened after our community editors, these bears... wait. No explanation needed for this one either. Just look at them. The Closet: Only certain people know how to open it - which is very useful when you close it by accident and become susceptible to the wrath of a certain yearbook advisor. Popcorn/Roisin/Minnie/Small: No one quite knows where they came from and what they're doing on Mr. Carr's desk, but they help to pass the time when there's nothing to do. The snail, made from psychology brain dough, is this year's contribution to the eclectic group. Mr. Yellen: Last, but certainly not least, he's "yearbook guy," the name all East students know him by. The yearbook staff would like to officially give a big "THANK YOU" for everything he has done for us. And there you have it. Hope you enjoyed the book. We had fun making it.
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A total collapse of the Russian ruble sends world markets into chaos. Boris Yeltsin asks Viktor Chernomyrdin to head the government to help restore political and economic stability.

French high school students demand more teachers, better equipment and buildings and a lighter course load in an October protest in Paris. The French government designates $49 million annually over the next four years, as well as 1,000 new teaching posts.

A discotheque fire in Goteborg, Sweden, kills 67 teens and injures several more, making it the deadliest fire in modern Swedish history. Arson is the suspected cause of the October fire.

After a U.N. drug summit in which 150 countries endorse an anti-drug campaign, the U.S. vows to spend an estimated $1 billion over the next five years on anti-drug advertising, corporate and civic partnerships and promotion.

In a dangerous escalation of hostile feelings in the area, India begins nuclear bomb testing in response to Pakistan's testing of the Ghauri missile.

A memorial commemorating the first anniversary of the death of Princess Diana and Dodi Fayed is put on display in London's Harrods department store, which is owned by Dodi's father.

On September 2, Swissair Flight 111 crashes in the sea in Peggy's Cove, Nova Scotia, Canada, killing all 229 passengers and crew aboard. A cockpit wiring fire is the suspected cause of the disaster.

In retaliation for the African embassy bombings, the U.S. attacks a suspected chemical weapons factory in the capital of Sudan and a terrorist training camp in Afghanistan, and launches a worldwide search for suspected mastermind Osama bin Laden.
On August 7, powerful bombs explode outside the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania killing 248 people, including 12 Americans, and injuring more than 5,000.

The remains of Czar Nicholas II and his family, killed in 1918 in Central Russia and buried in a mass grave, are exhumed and laid to rest in St. Petersburg.

President Clinton becomes the first U.S. leader to visit China since the Tiananmen Square massacre in 1989. Many criticize Clinton for his apparent leniency toward China's human rights restrictions.

After months of negotiations, Swiss banks and Jewish groups reach a $1.25 billion settlement in a lawsuit filed by thousands of Holocaust survivors to recover lost savings.

The worst summer flooding in China since 1954 kills 3,000 people, destroys 17 million homes and affects one-fifth of the country's population.

Hurricane Mitch ravages parts of Central America and kills more than 10,000 people, making it the second deadliest storm in the region's history.

On January 1, 1999, the euro debuts as the new currency in 11 European Common Market countries. It will be three more years before euro coins and cash are officially put into circulation.

John Hume and David Trimble, Northern Ireland's two main political party leaders, win the Nobel Peace Prize for their efforts to end the violence that has plagued the British province for three decades.

After a stop in Mexico City in January 1999, Pope John Paul II arrives in St. Louis, Missouri, and celebrates Mass with over 100,000 people in attendance.

In January 1999, an earthquake that measures 6.0 on the Richter scale hits Colombia killing over 1,000 people.

King Hussein of Jordan, 63, dies on February 7, 1999, of lymphatic cancer. Hussein's 47-year reign made him the Middle East's longest-serving leader.
Convicted killer Martin Gurule escapes death row and is later found drowned in a nearby river. Gurule is the first Texas inmate to escape death row since 1934.

President Clinton becomes the second president in history to be impeached. The House of Representatives charges him with two counts of obstruction of justice and perjury. The Senate acquits Clinton after a five-week trial.

President Clinton declares the entire state of Florida a disaster area after fires burn over 300,000 acres and damage or destroy 150,000 homes.

The U.S. Treasury unveiled a new $20 bill designed to be much harder to counterfeit and more capable of withstanding heavy abuse.

A massive Millennium Clock in New York City's garment district counts down the days, hours, minutes and seconds to the year 2000.

Sixteen of the 24 glass beads that historians believe were used to buy Manhattan Island from Native Indians in 1626 are donated to the Indian Museum of North America located at the Crazy Horse Memorial.

After 50 years of work, the face of Crazy Horse is revealed at the South Dakota monument. When completed, the memorial, carved out of a mountain, will be the largest sculpture in the world.

In June, African-American James Byrd Jr., 49, is chained to the back of a truck and dragged to his death in Jasper, Texas, by three men, two of whom have ties to white supremacists.
Mentally unstable Russell Eugene Weston Jr. charges into the U.S. Capitol building on July 24 and fatally shoots Special Agent John Gibson and Officer Jacob Chestnut.

Northwest Airlines pilots strike for 17 days in August and September causing more than 27,000 canceled flights and a loss of $338 million.

Reform Party candidate Jesse Ventura shocks the nation when he wins the race for governor of Minnesota in November. Ventura is a former Navy Seal, pro wrestler and action movie actor.

In September, Hurricane Georges crashes through the Florida Keys and Mississippi. The killer storm causes the largest mandatory evacuation in Florida history, and Mississippi victims receive over $131 million in aid.

A Titanic exhibit tours the U.S. featuring over 200 artifacts and displays chronicling the fateful ship's maiden voyage and tragic sinking.

In response to family pressure, DNA testing confirms that remains buried in the Tomb of the Unknowns are those of Michael J. Blassie, an Air Force pilot shot down in Vietnam.

In summer 1998, North Texas temperatures exceed 100 degrees for 45 days. The state's heat death toll climbs to 132 and fires burn over 544,000 acres.

Matthew Shepard, a 21-year-old gay student at the University of Wyoming, dies five days after being brutally attacked in an apparent hate crime. Vigils in his memory are held across the country.

In August, General Motors Corporation and United Auto Workers reach an agreement that ends an eight-week strike.

President Clinton announces the federal government ends the 1998 fiscal year with a budget surplus of $70 billion, the first surplus since 1969.

More than 280 colleges now admit some or all of their applicants without regard to SAT or ACT scores. Many schools say the system improves the academic quality and diversity of their student bodies.

DNA tests determine that Rebecca Chittum was unknowingly switched with Callie Conley at a Virginia hospital after their births three years ago. This case prompts a national debate on the need for stricter hospital procedures.
NASA's Lunar Prospector finds scattered pockets of ice beneath the lunar surface. The presence of water could enable astronauts to use the moon as a kind of space-based filling station.

An analysis of Eastern Seaboard weather shows it really does rain more frequently on weekends than during the week, an average of 22 percent more. Automobile emission patterns are the suspected cause of the phenomenon.

Columbia University graduate student Elizabeth Brannon and psychology professor Herbert Terrace demonstrate that monkeys can master simple arithmetic on at least the level of a two-year-old child.

Apple's translucent aqua-blue iMac personal computer, its first consumer offering in years, is marketed mainly for Internet usage and, therefore, doesn't come with a disk drive. Its popularity soars and it soon becomes available in several other colors.

The comet Tempel-Tuttle causes a meteor storm when it passes by Earth. The comet will be visible again in fall 1999, after which it won't reappear for another 32 years.

John Glenn, 77, becomes the oldest astronaut when he undertakes a space shuttle mission in October, 36 years after his first space flight. Later, Glenn retires from a 24-year career in the U.S. Senate.

A computerized T-shirt, woven with fiber optics and electrically conducted thread, may soon monitor the health of soldiers, rescuers, the elderly and others who are medically vulnerable.

A study demonstrates that the more hours people spend on the Internet, the more depressed, stressed and lonely they feel.
The USDA announces that a 25-millisecond blast of 270-degree steam applied to meat kills 99.99 percent of the bacteria. This process follows the unpopular method of irradiation.

Paleontologists in Argentina discover thousands of shards of fossilized dinosaur eggs. Several shards contain the fossilized remains of unhatched embryos and their never-before-seen embryo skin.

Chemistry professor Claude Yoder co-authors "Interactive Chemistry," a CD-ROM that uses animation to lead students through chemistry problems, eliminating the need for a textbook.

Researchers discover a gene that may cause the aggressive behavior of "killer bees." This knowledge may help tame African bees, whose sting has deterred beekeepers from tending hives.

The FDA withdraws medical approval of St. John's Wort, the popular herbal supplement widely believed to relieve depression. However, American consumer demand has led to its use in everything from lipstick to potato chips.

Researchers reveal a new technique that determines the sex of a baby before conception. This technique uses a laser detector that measures the DNA in sperm cells.

On August 12, the $1 billion Titan IV rocket explodes 42 seconds after liftoff. The rocket payload included a highly classified Defense Department satellite.

Alan Shepard, the first American in space, dies on July 22 at the age of 74.

Astronomers discover and photograph a planet outside our solar system that is about 450 light years away from Earth.

Alabama hairdresser Philip McCory discovers that human hair soaks up oil from water, which prompts NASA to investigate ways to use human hair to clean oil spills.

In August, renowned Houston heart surgeon Dr. Denton Cooley performs open-heart surgery which is broadcast live on the America's Health Network Internet web site.

David Scott, who lost his left hand in a fireworks accident, receives the first U.S. human hand transplant in January 1999. Scott has regained limited motion in his donor hand.
Lifestyle News

A USA Today investigation reveals that many of the nation’s safe drinking water regulations are not being enforced. The report reveals that even the worst violations have just a 1 in 10 chance of drawing legal action.

Lovegetty, a palm-sized matchmaking device, is the latest craze with Japanese teenagers. When it comes within 15 feet of another Lovegetty, high-pitched beepers go off, lights flash, and the “love detectors” display whether the users’ preset interests match. It's now available in the U.S.

PlayStation's “Crash Bandicoot: WARPED” supersedes its popular predecessors. Also new is Crash’s sister Coco who gallops along the Great Wall of China and cruises through enemy-infested waters.

Furby, the year’s must-have interactive toy, has a vocabulary of 200 words in both English and its own language, “Furbish.” Furby knows when it is being petted, when the lights go out, when music starts, and if there’s another Furby in the room.

WildEyes contact lenses feature several designs, including a starburst, black eight ball and cat’s eyes. The $165 lenses come in prescription and non-prescription and don’t interfere with eyesight.

Appearing in malls in 33 states, job kiosks dispense employment opportunities for interested applicants. Job seekers enter their skills and ambitions and the machine scans its database for a match.

Consumer groups demand the recall of Olestra from the market, or at least the adoption of strict guidelines as to its use, after thousands of people become sick from eating the popular fat substitute. However, studies suggest that chips made with Olestra do not cause greater stomach problems than regular chips.

In December, Selective Service activates online registration. Eighteen-year-olds can now register instantly instead of filling out forms at the post office that take two to three months to process.
As the need for toll-free numbers greatly increases, the 887 prefix joins the 800 and 888 prefixes already in use.

A sleek, redesigned version of the '60s Volkswagen Beetle enters the market. Despite a May 1998 recall for wiring problems, the New Beetle is wildly popular.

Butterflies and dragonflies are the hot motif in the fashion world appearing on everything from clothes and bags to hair accessories and jewelry.

Cargo pants invade stores and become the must-have piece of apparel for teens across the nation.

For $20-30 a day, trained professionals at dog and cat day cares will play with, read to, feed and pamper pets in their care.

Pilates, a low-impact form of exercise that uses unique equipment and deep stretching techniques, becomes popular with men and women.

Rollerblade introduces durable, all-terrain in-line skates that can traverse dirt paths and rocky trails. The large-wheeled skates retail for a cool $600.

Mr. Payroll is the first ATM that can cash a check— even for someone without a bank account. The machine "memorizes" facial features and matches them with a social security number to verify the user's identity.

In hopes of reducing the divorce rate, the Florida legislature passes the nation's first law requiring that high school students be taught marital and relationship skills.

In the wake of grim automobile accident statistics, California is one of several states to pass stricter teenage licensing laws.

Spurred by fierce competition, colleges and universities are going online to offer students a new way to get an education. Florida State and New York University are a few jumping on board.

The average home Internet user spends 25 hours a year waiting for web pages to load.
Heartthrob George Clooney announces 1998-99 will be his last season on NBC's award-winning television drama, "ER."

NBC's "Frasier" makes history by winning its fifth consecutive outstanding comedy series award at the 50th annual Emmy Awards. Kelsey Grammer, in the title role, wins his third Emmy as best comedy actor.

In November, ABC's "Spin City" star Michael J. Fox, 37, reveals he has Parkinson's disease. Fox underwent brain surgery in March 1998 in an attempt to relieve severe tremors.

Tom Hanks stars in Steven Spielberg's 'Saving Private Ryan,' an authentic recreation of World War II's D-Day. The film receives 11 Oscar nominations.

Trail Bumr, a hand-held mountain bike racing game, uses motion sensors to turn corners and jump hills and water pits. Crashes make the handlebars vibrate.

Adam Sandler stars in the surprise hit 'The Waterboy,' which earns a record $38.1 million in its November opening weekend.

Britain's best Scrabble players commemorate the popular board game's 50th anniversary in October by playing in London's Wembley Stadium using letter tiles the size of dining tables.

Karl Malone and Dennis Rodman face off in a World Championship Wrestling tag-team match. The event pits Rodman and Hollywood Hulk Hogan against Malone and Diamond Dallas Page.
Walt Disney's *A Bug's Life* is one of at least 15 animated feature films that will flood the nation's theaters in the next two years.

In June, Keiko arrives in his native Iceland to begin his assimilation to his new surroundings. The movie concludes a four-year campaign to release the five-ton star of the movie *Free Willy*.

Players of Vertical Reality, a combination video game and amusement ride, shoot at moving targets on a 24-foot-tall screen and sit in chairs that rise with each successful hit. The winner rides to the top for a grand view.

In May 1998, the much-anticipated movie *Godzilla* opens to disappointing reviews and box office numbers. The epic leaves theaters quickly.

The wildly popular stars of The WB network's "Dawson's Creek" hit the big screen, filming eight feature films during hiatus. Magazine covers by *TV Guide*, *Seventeen* and *Interview* fuel the craze.

The coming-of-age drama "Felicity" quickly gains popularity with teens. The WB show revolves around a young woman and her new experiences at college.

Mégastars Bruce Willis and Demi Moore announce their separation in June after almost 11 years of marriage.

The American Film Institute rates the top 100 movies of the 20th century. The top ten include: *Citizen Kane*, 1941
*Casablanca*, 1942
The Godfather, 1972
Gone With the Wind, 1939
Lawrence of Arabia, 1962
The Wizard of Oz, 1939
The Graduate, 1967
On the Waterfront, 1954
Schindler's List, 1993
Singin' in the Rain, 1952

Fans flock to theaters to see the two-minute trailer for *Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace* and many leave without staying to watch the main attraction. The prequel to the wildly popular *Star Wars* trilogy opens in May 1999.

¡Yo Quiero Taco Bell!

Taco Bell's talking Chihuahua becomes a favorite teen advertising icon and sparks a surge of interest in the breed.

Actor Rick Schroder replaces Jimmy Smits on ABC's "NYPD Blue." The fate of Smits' character in his last episode — he dies when a heart transplant fails — became a source of nationwide speculation.
Music News

- Singer and actor Frank Sinatra dies at the age of 82 on May 14, 1998.

- Thanks in part to their 42-city tour, The Backstreet Boys' self-titled album sells nine million copies making it the third best-selling album of the year.

- Alanis Morissette's new album, *Supposed Former Infatuation Junkie*, is released in November and vaults to No. 1. The album sells 469,000 copies in its first week.

- In January 1999, the group 'N Sync wins Favorite New Pop/Rock Artist at the American Music Awards.

- The Dixie Chicks' *Wide Open Spaces* is the fastest-selling debut album by a country music group. The group wins the Vocal Group of the Year award from the Country Music Association.

- Nineteen-year-old Usher is named *Billboard* Music Awards' Artist of the Year and R&B Artist of the Year. Touring with Janet Jackson and making television and movie appearances has heightened Usher's popularity.

- Sharp and Sony introduce portable MiniDisc recorders. This digital alternative to audiocassettes records customized music compilations and doesn't skip when bumped.

- Spice Girl Geri Halliwell, better known as Ginger Spice, announces in May 1998 that she is leaving the popular group for creative reasons.
Swing dancing makes a big comeback with the help of music from bands like Cherry Poppin' Daddies (shown) and the Brian Setzer Orchestra.

Shania Twain wins the Favorite Female Country Artist award at the American Music Awards and receives six Grammy nominations.


The popularity of Lauryn Hill's album The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill leads to 10 Grammy nominations, the most for any female artist in history. Hill kicks off a worldwide tour in January 1999.

Natalie Imbruglia wins Breakthrough Artist honors at the MTV Video Music Awards in September. Her album, Left of the Middle, features hits "Torn" and "Wishing I Was There."

Aerosmith's "I Don't Want to Miss a Thing," from the movie Armageddon, becomes the group's first single to hit No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 charts.

Monica is the only artist in 1998 with two No. 1 hits on the Billboard Hot 100, including "The First Night" and "The Boy Is Mine," a duet she sings with Brandy.

In November, Garth Brooks' new album Double Dixie enjoys first-day sales of over 500,000 copies, the industry's best one-day tally. Brooks makes special TV and Wal-Mart closed-circuit TV appearances to promote the release.

Psychologists discover a connection between musical training and verbal memory. Children trained to play a musical instrument grow up to have 10 percent better word memory than other adults.

Movie soundtracks account for nearly half of the Gold and Platinum certification. Some of the top soundtracks include Titanic and Return to Titanic, City of Angels, Armageddon, Honeymoon in Vegas, Dr. Dolittle, and The Wedding Singer.

Whitney Houston's My Love Is Your Love is her first studio album in eight years. The album includes the hit duet with Mariah Carey entitled "When You Believe."

Actor/rapper Will Smith wins three American Music Awards, including Favorite Pop/Rock Album, Favorite Soul/R&B Album and Favorite Soul/R&B Male Artist.
Sports News

Sang Lan, China's 17-year-old gymnastics champion, breaks two vertebrae during a vault at the Goodwill Games in July, leaving her paralyzed from the chest down.

Skibords, short skis with twin tips that allow forward and backward jumping, debut in competition at the 1998 ESPN Winter X Games.

Jeff Gordon wins the NASCAR Winston Cup for a second year in a row. Gordon, 27, is the youngest driver to win three Winston Cup championships.

In March 1998, ESPN launches a large-format sports magazine, ESPN The Magazine, to compete with Sports Illustrated.

On January 4, 1999, Tennessee beats Florida State University 23-16 at the Fiesta Bowl in Arizona to win the national championship. It is the first year of the Bowl Championship Series, created to ensure that the highest ranked college teams nationally meet in a bowl game.

ABC's Lesley Visser becomes the first woman to report from the sidelines during "Monday Night Football." the 1998 Super Bowl, the NCAA Final Four and NFL playoff games.

Defending champion Detroit Red Wings win the 1998 Stanley Cup championship, beating the Washington Capitals 4-1. Defenseman Vladimir Konstantinov, severely injured in a car accident after last year's Stanley Cup win, joins the celebration.

Flamboyant sprinter Florence Griffith-Joyner (FloJo), triple gold medalist at the 1988 Olympics, dies at age 38 in her sleep, of suffocation during an epileptic seizure.
In July, France beats Brazil 3-0 to win its first World Cup soccer title. During celebrations, a motorist drives through the crowd on the Champs-Elysées and injures 60 people.

Lindsay Davenport, 22, defeats Martina Hingis in the U.S. Open in September and becomes the No. 1-ranked player in the world.

St. Louis Cardinal Mark McGwire hits home run number 62 on September 8, breaking the record set by Roger Maris in 1961. McGwire ends the season with 70 home runs.

On September 13, Sammy Sosa of the Chicago Cubs also breaks Roger Maris’ record with his single-season 62nd home run. Sosa ends the season with 66 home runs.

The Chicago Bulls capture their sixth NBA championship by beating the Utah Jazz 87-86 in game six. Michael Jordan earns the Finals MVP award. In January 1999, Jordan announces his retirement from the NBA after 13 seasons.

On September 20, Cal Ripken Jr. ends his 16-year streak of 2,632 consecutive baseball games played by withdrawing himself from the Baltimore lineup for that night.

NBA owners impose a lockout on July 1 that causes almost half the '98-'99 basketball season to be lost. The labor dispute is settled on January 6.

Tennis star Pete Sampras wins his fifth Wimbledon title and remains the world’s No. 1 player for a record sixth straight year, breaking Jimmy Connors’ mark for consecutive seasons on top.

The NFL season is plagued with controversial and incorrect calls. Instant replay is not reinstated, but coin toss procedures are implemented.
**Miss Virginia Nicole Johnson** is crowned Miss America 1999 in Atlantic City. The 24-year-old diabetic wears an insulin pump on her hip and plans to spotlight diabetes awareness during her reign.


After dropping out of the third grade in 1969 to care for her 11 younger siblings, retired nanny and housekeeper Eugenie Garside finally receives her high school diploma at age 98.

NBC's “News Radio” star and former “Saturday Night Live” cast member Phil Hartman dies from a gunshot wound inflicted by his wife in May 1998.

**Hirofumi “The Tokyo Terror” Nakajima** (right), reigning world hot dog eating champion, eats 19 hot dogs and buns in 12 minutes to win the annual Nathan’s Famous Fourth of July Hot Dog Eating Contest.

Beloved puppeteer Shari Lewis dies of cancer on August 2. Her creations include her trademark Lamb Chop, Hush Puppy and Charlie Horse.

**Canadian Tobin Belanger** escorts a mannequin to his high school prom. He names her Jen, picks out her dress and corsage and arrives in a limousine.

Minnesotan David Weinlick “advertises” for a wife and chooses pharmacy student Elizabeth Runze from 23 hopefuls who travel to the Mall of America in Minneapolis for the event. Runze and Weinlick marry the same day.

**Olympic gold medalist figure skater Tara Lipinski** takes part in an anti-tobacco rally with area school children on Capitol Hill in May 1998. The rally is sponsored by the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids.